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FOREWORD

This final report describes the Air Force XLR129-P-1 Reusable Rocket
Engine Program conducted during the period 6 November 1967 to 15 August 1970,
and is submitted in accordance with the requirement of Contract F04611-68-C-0002.

This effort was the second phase of the Air Force Cryogenic Rocket Engine
Advanced Development Program, Project 2 of the Program Element 63408F.

This publication was prepared by the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Florida
Research and Development Center as report PWA FR-3832.

This Technical Report has been rev!ewed and is approved.
I

Robert E. Probst
Captain, USAF
Program Manager
Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory
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SECTION VI
CONTROL SYSTEM

A. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

1. Introduction

The high-pressure rocket engine uses a staged combustion cycle in which
niost of the fuel is burned with a portion of the oxygen in a prebnirner, ic, provide
turbopump power, before combustion with the remainder of the oxygen in the
mainburner chamber. A complete propellant flow schematic illustrating the
principal flowpaths and functional component arrangement of this engine is ,ho=m
in figure 783.

Hydrogen enters at the engine driven fuel low-speed inducer where suffi-
cient pressure rise is produced to satisfy the main fuel pump net positive suction
head (NPSH) requirements. The low-speed inducer is used to minimize vehicle
NPSH (tank pressure) requirements and allows high-speed main propellant pump
operation at high turbopump efficiency. Hydrogen is pumped to the system oper-
ating pressure by the main fuel pump. The principal hydrogen flowpath from the
pump is through the preburner supply heat exchanger, and then into the preburner
chamber through the preburner injector. The remainder of the hydrogen flows
through the transpiration supply heat exchanger and then through low-speed fuel
inducer drive turbine before being passed into the main chamber as transpiration
coolant. A small amount of hydrogen is bled off at the main fuel pump interstage
to provide coolant for the two-position nozzle. This coolant flows to the nozzle
through a regulating orifice and a shutoff valve that is provided to stop the flow
when the two-position nozzle is in the retracted, position.

Oxygen enters at the oxidizer low-speed inducer where enough pressure
rise is produced to satisfy the main oxidizer pump NPSH requirements. The
oxygen is then pumped to system operating pressure levels by the main oxidizer
pump. Pump discharge flow is split between the preburner and the main combus-
tion chamber. The principal oxidizer flow passes through and becomes the work-
ing fluid for the oxidizer low-speed inducer turbine before being injected into the
mainburner chamber. The remainder of the oxygen is ducted to the preburner
where it is burned with the hydrogen. The resulting combustion products split
through parallel ducts passing through the two main pump turbines, arranged in
parallel. The energy required to drive the main pumps is extracted from these
combustion products, which then exhaust from the turbines and mix in a common
passage of the transition case. These gases then pass through the mainburner
injector and into the mainburner chamber where they mix and burn with the
principal oxidizer flow. The combustion gases are then expanded through the bell
nozzle to provide thrust.
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2. MAlin Control Valves

Analysis of the engine cycle has established that the following control
points are required for satisfactory steady-state operation:

1. Preburner oxidizer valve

2. Preburner fuel valve

:3. Main chamber oxidizer valve

4. Oxidizer low-speed inducer variable turbine actuator.

The preburner oxidizer valve is a translating sleeve valve that regulate,-
the total flow and flow split to the primary and secondary oxidizer elements of
the preburner injector during engine operation. The resultant variation in pri-
mary and secondary flow split controls the velocity of the oxidizer entering the
preburner and ensures stable and efficient preburner combustion. This valve
has a major influence on the available main turbine power and engine thrust,
but only a minor influence on the overall engine mixture ratio. The preburner
oxidizer valve also shuts off the oxidizer flow to the preburner when the engine
is not operating.

The preburner fuel valve is a straight-shaft butterfly valve located down-
stream of the fuel pump in the line to the preburner heat exchanger. This valve
regulates the hydrogen flow to the preburner, and splits off the transpiration
coolant flow for the main chamber. Because this valve regulates hydrogen flow,
it has a major influence on pump discharge pressure, chamber mixture ratio,
and available turbine power. It has only a minor influence on thrust, because
fuel flow is a small part of the total propellant weight flow. Because the fuel
valve influences pump discharge pressure, it affects the low-speed inducer drive
power (i. e., main fuel pump NPSH) as well as transpiration cooling flow. Fur-
ther, the fuel valve provides pressure loss to aid fuel system stability and pro-
vides the main fuel flow shutoff function.

The main chamber oxidizer valve is a canted-shaft butterfly valvc, which
is located in the oxidizer supply line to the main chamber. Because this control
regulates the main burner flow, which is a major portion of the total propellant
flow. it has a strong influence on both engine mixture ratio and thrust.

The oxidizer low-speed inducer control actuator schedules the nozzle
(admission) area of the oxidizer low-speed inducer turbine, Modulation of this
control affects available main oxidizer pump NPSH because the turbine nozzle
velocity determines turbine power and, therefore, oxidizer low-speed inducer
pressure rise. Because this control is in series with the main chamber oxidizer
valve, it also has a strong effect on ongine mixture ratio and thrust.

Each of the above control points is monitored and controlled by an elec-
tronic Engine Command Unit (ECU). Schedules that are programed into the
ECU will be those of known engine and valve operating characteristics. This
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will allow the use of an open loop primary control system with its inherent reli-
ability. The addition of sensors, for several operating parameters, will provide
closed loop trim and critical limit protection operation.

B. PREBURNER OXIDIZER VALVE

1. Introduction

The preburner oxidizer valve is a translating sleeve valve that divides the
oxidizer supply into two separate flows as required by the preburner injector.
The translating sleeve valve was chosen during the Phase I valve selection study
as the optimum configuration to meet the requirements for preburner oxidizer
flow division, modulation, and shutoff. The valve is designed with fixed primary
passages and variable area secondary ports. Control of the preburner oxidizer
flow over the engine operating range is accomplished by modulating the area of the
secondary ports. The valve will allow primary flow without secondary flow for
engine ignition during the start transient. The preburner oxidizer valve also
provides a positive shutoff for the total preburner oxidizer supply.

2. Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

The design of the preburner oxidizer valve evolved from the Phase I flow
divider valve. Particular emphasis was directed toward reducing valve size
and weight. Complete design details are presented in the Demonstrator Engine
Design Report. AFRPL-TR-70-6.

Parts were fabricated for two complete valve assemblies. Additional
piston rings, seals, and other expendables were provided for use during testing.

The preburrer oxidizer valve was flow calibrated with water, and the test
results agreed closely with the predicted vableoi ror effective area versus valve
stroke.

The valve was endurance tested in LN 2 and demonstrated less than the
allowable 10 standard cubic centimeters per second (sccs) GN 2 leakage for the
shutoff and actuator shaft seals. Actuation forces remained below 600 lb
throughout endurance testing.

The preburner oxidizer valve operated successfully in L0 2 during testing
of the preburner, hot gas system, and hot gas turbopump test rigs.

It was concluded that the preburner oxidizer valve met all requirements

for use with the XLR129 demonstrator engine.

3. Hardware Description

The preburner oxidizer valve, shown disassembled in figure 784 and in
cross section in figure 785, consists of a translating sleeve and a fixed housing
that incorporates six contoured ports as shown in figure 786 for secondary flow
and six equally spaced radial holes for distribution of the primary flow. Oper-
ating characteristics are shown in figure 787. The valve assembly is bolted to
the lower flange of the preburner dome.
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The preburner dome, illustrated in figure 788, has a 180-deg ring mani-
fold with a flanged inlet located centrally relative to the manifold. The ring
manifold also has a mounting flange at one end for the vent valve. The manifold
is divided by a baffle plate that separates the oxidizer inlet flow from the vent
flow. After entering the ring manifold, the oxidizer flows into the dome cavity
through 12 radial ports located between studs. There are three additional radial
ports for oxidizer to flow from the dome through the vent valve prior to engine
starting. The 12 oxidizer inlet ports permit the oxidizer to be well distributed
as it enters the dome cavity so that hydraulic side force on the translating
sleeve is minimized. The dome housing contains drilled passages for the pri-
mary oxidizer supply to the injector, provisions for temperature and pressure
instrumentation, purges, and seal leakage connections. A precision surface for
mounting the actuation system is low on the dome for minimum deflection.
Tapered shims are available during assembly to align the actlaation system and
dome valve housing assembly.

tValv Mounting Flange

Vinrre BFaffle Plate

ltMI-I)*g"e IRing Mttnifi,,d M

Oxidizer

Inlet Port 
|

TOP RN SIDE

In"et

Adtuatr
M•ounti 

jg/
Surfa 

ce n

Figure 788. Preburner Dome Cross Sections FD 25979A

Engine thrust modulation requires variation of the preburner oxidizer flow
by modulating the secondary port effective area. The desired preburner injector
performance is maintained by the fixed area of the primary passages which
increase the ratio of primary to secondary flow as thrust level is decreased.
The primary oxidizer flow is provided to the preburner injector through six
equally spaced radially located holes. The primary flow passages are designed
to flow at 10% of preburner oxidizer flow at a mixture ratio of 7 and 100% thrust.
The primary flow orifices are 0. 120 in. diameter; however, the orifice is pro-
vided as a removable plug to permit experimental adjustment of the flow split at
design point. The secondary oxidize, flow is metered by the six contoured ports
and flows through the valve housing to the preburner injector as shown in fig-
ure 789. The valve is designed with 25% ex'ýess secondary area, accomplished
with 0. 070 in. of additional valve stroke. The volumes and the effective areas
of the primary and secondary flowpaths at the valve and injector passages are
shown in figure 790.
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The valve's contoured secondary metering ports provide constant percent
area error. The predicted 3. 1% flow area error will remain constant over 87%
of the operating range (a valve stroke of 0.29 to 1. 17 in. ), with the error
increasing at the low area end and diminishing near the full-open end as shown
in figure 791. The width of the secondary metering port is constant (0. 62 inch)
from 1.14 in, to the maximum stroke of 1.3 in.

1.0 1.0

Measurede0.e

90 0.8 -/ 
•0.78

0.6 .. .Dign Am-rmption0. .6-1 - 7 -750.6 0 .450.8.2
Predicted 0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6

STROKE- in.

p0.4  40.
0 Secondary Flow +0.2 Velve Metering Port

- O 0-o.2

Z00.

-0.4

0 VAV-0.6Eu 'TOE n0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6VALVE STROKE - in. STROVE -in.

Figure 791 Oxidizer Valve Effective Flow Area vs FD 33007
Valve Stroke

The lip seal package fastens to the top of the dome to prevent leakage
where the shaft of the translating sleeve protrudes from the dome as previously
shown in figure 785. The shaft seals were designed for less than 10 sccs exter-
nal leakage and were based on Phase I translating seal rig and flow divider valve
test results. Another lip seal group on the seccndary sleeve balance piston pre-
vents excessive oxidizer leakage overboard where the balance piston passes
through the core of the valve housing. The translating shaft lip seal package is
illustrated in figure 792 and the balance piston lip seal package is illustrated in
figure 79g. The lip seals are a 5-ply laminate of TFE Teflon and Kapton. The
translating shaft seal package can be shifted laterally approximately 0. 025 in.
to accommodate overall misalignment between the sleeve and the main housing.

The proburner oxidizer valve has two pressure-balanced piston rings, an
upper ring attached to the valve housing as shown in figure 793, and a lower ring
attached to the sleeve by a dowel pin as shown in figure 794. Both rings are
made of Berylco 25 (AMS 4650 or 4532). The preburner oxidizer valve piston
rings have a nominal sealing diameter of 2.50 inches. The balanced piston rings
were designed for minimum actuation force and were based on test results from
the supporting data and analysis task where prototype piston ring designs were
evaluated using Phase I flow divider valve hardware.

The balancing grooves on th2 lower ring were designed so that a minimum
amount of leakage would occur through the grooves and into the metering port of
the valve. This leakage is kept below 5% of the total flow.
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Figure 794. Lower Piston Ring Installation FD 27527

The sleeve and balance piston were established as a matched set to achieve

the necessary precision between the shaft sections that must be parallel to avoid
adverse bearing conditions relative to the translation movement. The lower
piston ring, retained at the end of this sleeve set, is maintained in a fixed angu-
lar relationship to the ports in the valve housing with a dowel pin. Study of the
tolerances involved for the pins, holes, slots, and port location errors shows a
possible misalignment, however, -4-0. 033 in between the balance groove cuts of

the piston ring and their related ports.

The sleeve incorporates eleven 0. 110-in, diameter holes to vent the cavity
between the sleeve and valve housing.

Teflon coated metallic O-rings are used for static seal, and Teflon and
Teflon-coated flat gaskets are used for external fitting seals. Both ID and OD
vented rings are used, as required, where pressure difference is expected to
exceed 100 psi. A Parker 8814 Series Inconel X750 Teflon-coated V-seal is
used for the valve housing-to-injector overboard static seal.

A trapped TFE Teflon shutoff seal is used as previously shown in fig-
ure 794. Deflection of the Teflon seal by the shutoff sealing lip is limited to
0. 020 in. by metal-to-metal contact of the secondary sleeve and seal retainer.
The shutoff seal was designed for less than 10 sees leakage and was based on
the Phase I flow divider valve test results.
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4. Fabrication

No major fabrication problems were encountered during the POV parts
procurement phase. The Inconel 718 preburner dome was the long lead time
item and required weld repair of cracks in the vent flange after receipt from
the vendor. Repairs were made at P&WA.

The preburner dome was machined from an Inconel 718 pancake forging
using conventional machining methods. The bolt holes were then drilled and
the radial flow distribution ports were bored. The manifold closures were
machined from bar stock and hand welded to the dome. The dome was then
solution and precipitation heat treated and the pilot diameters were finished
machined.

The preburner valve sleeve was machined from Inconel 718 bar stock
using the conventional machining methods,and tablock slots were eloxed. Chrome
coating for the sleeve was applied to a thickness of 0.0001 to 0.0002 in.
0. 0001 to 0. 0002 in.

The balance piston was machined from AMS 4650 CuBe bar stock using
conventional machining methods. The piston was precipitation heat treated
prior to final machining.

The valve housing was machined from Inconel 718 bar stock using conven-
tional machining methods. The flow ports were cut by EDM and the housing was
chrome coated to a thickness of 0. 0001 to 0.0002 in.

The piston rings for the preburner valve were conventionally machined
from AMS 4650 CuBe bar stock. Prior to final machining the rings were
precipitation heat treated.

The shutoff seal was machined from an extrusion of AMS 3656 Teflon using
conventional machining methods.

The lip seals were fabricated by bonding two 0. 005-in. thick layers of
Dupont 500F-131 Kapton with three 0. 005-in. thick layers of AMS 3647 FEP
Teflon, awd then cutting the required seals from the resultant laminated sheet.

Bonding is accomplished by baking the material in an oven at 5500 j- 250 F,
with a 20 psi load, for 30 minutes.

Table XCIV indicates the lead times required for the aforementioned
parts.
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Table XCIV. Preburner Oxidizer Valve Parts Lead Times

Lead Time (weeks)

Part Name Raw Material Machining

Dome 13 32

Valve Sleeve 4 12

Balance Piston 5 12

Valve Housing 4 28

Piston Rings 7 17

Shutoff Seal 3 9

Lip Seals 8 1

The valve assembly was proof tested to 1. 2 times maximum operating
pressure at cryogenic temperature. Zyglo after pressure test showed no evi-
dence of structural cracks.

Chrome thickness for the valve housing and sleeves was originally specified
to be 0. 001 to 0. 0015 in. but was changed to a thickness of 0.0001 to
0. 0002 in. because of uneven buildup with the original thickness requirement.

The upper and lower piston rings were lapped to the housing and sleeve
assemblies to provide an optimdm fit.

All detail moving parts were glass bead peened to give a smooth clean
surface.

As a result of testing, the ID of the shutoff seal was reduced from 3. 636 in.
diameter to 3. 617 in. diameter and the seal thickness increased from 0. 275 in.
to 0. 283 in. to improve the static sealing characteristics at the ID by providing
a tighter radial fit when the seal is installed. The assembled valve and actuator
is shown in figure 795.

Assembly of the valve and actuator was accomplished with no major
problems.

5. Testing

a. Water Flow Tests

Water flow calibrations of the preburner oxidizer valve were conducted on
B-21 stand and the results are shown on figure 796. The measured valve effec-
tive area was greater than the predicted value since a 0. 6 Cd was originally
assumed for the entire range of valve travel.
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Results
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Test results showed that the average Cd ranged from 1. 0 at the minimum
valve areas to an average of 0.7 at the maximum valve area. The nozzle-like
characteristic Cd of 1. 0 occurs at the minimum valve areas where the ratio of
valve port width to port length is less than one and rounded endurance effects
are more pronounced. At the maximum valve opening conditions, the ports
approach a sharp-edges orifice with a characteristic Cd of 0. 6. A

b. Actuator Calibration

The interim test stand hydraulic actuator with linear potentiometer posi-
tion feedback instrumentation was calibrated to determine linearity and frequency
response characteristics. The actuation system linearity is shown in figure 797
and the frequency response characteristics are shown in figure 798. The linear
potentiometers were replaced by linear variable differential transformers. This
change provides a position feedback system less susceptible to contamination.
This actuation system linearity is shown in figure 799 and the frequency response
characteristics are shown in figure 800.

A series of qualification and endurance tests were performed on the pre-
burner oxidizer valve to determine wear characteristics, seal and piston ring
leakage tolerances, and force loads on the actuator. The preburner oxidizer
valve was instrumented and interconnected as illustrated in figure 801.

The preburner oxidizer valve was endurance tested in an ambient environ-
ment and a liquid nitrogen environment, at a pressure variation from 50 psi to
6000 psi. The valve was tested to determine operational characteristics and
upon qualification was subjected to a series of cycling tests. The first test was
10. 000 cycles to determine piston ring leakage; the second was a 10, 000 cycle
test to determine shaft seal leakage; and the third test was a 10,000 cycle test
to determine shutoff seal leakage. Throughout the testing and cycling, actuator
forces were recorded to determine the forces acting on the valve.
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Figure 797. Actuation System Linearity FD 44480
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The changes to the valve assembly to facilitate testing are as follows:

1. The upper seal package positioning plate was reworked to provide an
adapter which was mounted on the exterior of the plate. This
adapter was used to record shaft seal leakage past the secondary
shaft seal.

2. In order to correctly measure the forces on the actuator shaft and
the valve, a spool was inserted between the mount flanges of the
actuator and the valve. The spool piece was strain gaged with three
gages which could record forces in compression and tension as
shown in figure 802. An additional spacer was added between the
actuator mount and the valve dome to accommodate the installation
spool piece. The spool piece was initially calibrated to establish the
force versus strain relationship.

Figure 802. Strain Gaged Spool Piece FE 96344

c. Cryogenic Tests

A cryogenic endurance test was performed on the valve. The valve was
positioned at a stroke of 0. 100 in. with a secondary differential pressure of
0 psig. The valve was then cycled with a sinusoidal input at 2 to 3 cps sine fre-
quency at an amplitude of 0.50 in. for 500 cycles. The secondary differential
pressure was then increased to 500 psig and an additional 500 cycles were run.
Following this, the stroke position was changed to 0. 450 in., and a secondary
differential pressure of 1000 psi,- was maintained for an additional 4500 cycles.
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The final stroke position was 0. 250 in. , with a secondary differential pres-
sure of 1500 psig. The valve was then cycled for 4500 cycles to complete the
10, 000 cycle endurance run.

At 0, 3500, 6500, 9500, and 10, 000 cyclos, the positions were held for
varying secondary differential pressures of 500, ;000, and 1500 psig while strain
gage data for actuator shaft force measurements were recorded on an oscillo-
graph. Piston ring, shaft seal, and shutoff seal leakage wcrc also manualiy
recorded at this time.

Piston ring load effects are plotted in figure 803. Test results agree
favorably with the empirical data that were obtained from the Phase I flow
divider valve data.

Symbols Cycles

zoo0  K> -3500-

_800-O

2 609 • 6500
4 10,000 Predicted

0- Unbalanced

:9 Force Line

. - _00 ,__ _4
0 500 1000 1500 20.0

tAP - psia

Figure 803. Piston Ring Load FD 39116

The piston ring leakage versus endurance cycles was also measured and
is shown P1 figure 804 for data takei, during cycling, and in figure 805 for static
test data. Leakage at 1500 psid ranged from 40,000 sccs at 0 cycles to 29, 000
sccs at 10,000 cycles. The leakage from the Phase I flow-divider valve, bal-
a~nced piston ring endurance tests, scaled to the smaller valve diameter, was
18, 600 secs a• 0 cycles and 26, 700 sccs at 10, 000 cycles at 1500 psid. These
data compared favorably, .2onsidering that the piston rings tested were pressure
balanced to a greater extent than the Phase I configuration and the sealing land
was 62.5% of the Phase I ring.

The valve was repositioned at a stroke of 0. 768 in. with zero differential
pressure and cycled for a total of 10, 000 cycles with a sinusoidal input at 2 to
3 cps at an amplitude of 0. 100 in., at various dome pressures. The strain gage
data were recorded on an oscillograph to define shaft seal forces. Shaft seal
force measurement results are plotted in figure 806. In no instance did the
forces exceed 90 lb and the average is approximately 50 lb. The average force

load of the shaft seals decreased as a function of cycle time.

9I
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Figure 806. Shaft Seal Force FD 44470

Figure 807 shows a curve of primary shaft seal leakage versus pressure
under cycling conditions, and figure 808 shows primary shaft seal leakage versus
pressure under static conditions. The leakage rates remain consistent up to a
pressure of 4000 psi. Figures 809 and 810, respectively, illustrate the secondary
shaft seal leakage versus pressure for cycling and static tests. Measurements
for secondary shaft seal leakage are taken past the second shaft seal, and all
indicate leakage well within the 10 sccs limit. Primary and secondary shaft
seals are shown respectively as taken in post-test condition in figures 811 and
812. Shaft seal typical condition is illustrated in figure 813.

Balance piston seal leakage vs endurance cycles is shown in figure 814 as
a plotted curve for the test. Leakage averaged between 200 and 300 sccs for the
complete 10, 000 cycle endurance test. Leakage was substantially reduced at the
10, 000-cycle data point showing improved sealing characteristics at ambient
conditions. Previous endurance tests run during Phase I, using reversed con-
figuration seals where the seal was attached to the balance piston and sealed on
the OD. showed leakage rates averaging 2000 secs and degrading with cycle time.

The shutoff seal leakage test consisted of positioning the valve in the
closed position, and opening it to the 0. 050-in. position under tI e 3 to 6 cps
cycling condition.
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Figure 811. Shaft Seal Post-Test Condition FE 92376
(Primary)

i

Figure 812. Shaft Seal Post-Test Condition FE 92377
(Secondary)
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The shutoff seal leakages versus endurance cycles are shown in figure 815.
The leakages are within the 10-sces maximum limit throughout the 10, 000 cycle
endurance test. At each endurance cycle point, the valve wa, opened auid closed
five times and leakage recorded. This measurement was repeated three times I
at each endurance point. Figlire 816 shows the shutoff seal before the test was
run, and figure 817 uhiows the resultant post-test effect on the seal.

d. Deflection Tests

During the qualification and endurance testing of the preburner oxidi zer
valve at cryogenic temperatures, a sharp increase in primary seal leakagu was
encountered above 4000 psig. As dome pressure was increased above 6500 psig,
an overboard leak was observed. To determine if the leakage was caused by the
seal package separation from the dome, a series of deflection tests was per-
formed. Dial indicators were spaced at various locations across the dome and
it was then pressurized to 6600 psig. Readings of the dial indicators were
recorded. Test data indicated that the dome top (where the seal package mounts)
did have a concave deflection under pressurized conditions (shown in figure 818)
as predicted from stress analysis using the finite element deck. The seal pack-
age that is bolted to the dome was also deflected, but because of its internal
rigidity, did not deflect as much as the upper dome surface. The result was that
the seal package pivoted about the outside diameter, and the inner diameter of
the seal package was lifted away from the dome surface. (See figure 819.)
Because this was the location of the primary static seal, an overboard leak path
resulted between the dome and seal package radially to the seal package OD.
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Figure 815. Shutoff Seal Leakage FD 44484
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Figure 816. Shutoff Seal Before Test Run FE 90464

Figure 817. Shutoff Seal, Post-Test Condition FE 94076
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To reduce the separation at the static sealing surface, the lower seal plate
was reoperated. The reoperation consisted of removing material to create a
0. 007-in. raised ID on the bottom of the plate 1. 340 to 1. 345 inches in diameter.
Figure 820 is a schematic of the bill-of-material and reoperated configuration.
Preliminary evaluation of the reoperation indicated that deflection in the vicinity
of the static seal was reduced. Final evaluation of the reoperated seal will
require high-pressure cryogenic testing.

"4 ~3.020

Bill of Material

1.345
1.340 Da-..

0.007 1
0.0005

3.030
3.020 a

Reoperation

Figure 820. Reoperated Lower Seal Plate FD 38220

C. PREBURNER FUEL VALVE

1. Introduction

The preburner fuel valve is located downstream of the fuel pump in the
line to the preburner supply heat e:zcharnger. The function of this valve is to
regulate the hydrogen flow to the preburner, and provide a tapoff port for the
transpiration coolant flow for the main chamber. This control regulates hydro-
gen flow; therefore it has a major influence on fuel pump discharge pressure,
chamber mixture ratio, and available turbine power. It has only a minor influ-
ence on thrust, because fuel flow is a small part of total propellant weight flow.
Because the fuel valve influences pump discharge pressure, it affects fuel low-
speed inducer drive power (i. e., main fuel pump NPSH) as •vell as transpiration
cooling flow. The fuel valve provides pressure loss to aid fuel system stability
and provides the main fuel flow shutoff function.

2. Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

The design of the preburner fuel valve evolved from a study conducted to
find a lightweight and compact fuel flow regulating and shutoff valve. Complete
design details are presented in the Demonstrator Engine Design Report,
AFRPL--TR-70-6.

l"'rts were fabricated for two complete valve assemblies. Additional seals
znd o'ther expendable parts were provided for use during testing.
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The preburner fuel valve was flow calibrated with water, and the test
results agreed closely with the predicted values for effective area vs shaft
angular movement.

The valve was endurance tested in LN 2 but failed to meet design require-
ments due to an incorrectly installed shim, and poor quality lip seals.

The errors found during testing of the precmrner fuel valve have been cor-
rected to prevent recurrence of the problems, and it is recommended that addi-
tional testing be performed to substantiate the design of the valve.

3. Hardware Description

The preburner fuel valve is a truncated ball valve with a straight shaft as
shown in figure 821. The valve has a regulating range of 0.42 to 3.42 sq in.
effective area with a maximum design effective area of 5.3 sq in, A tapoff port
for the transpiration coolant flow required by the main burner is also provided.
When viewed from the spline end of the valve shaft, the valve disk opens counter-
clockwise as shown in figure 821. As the valve is opened, the transpiration
coolant port exposure starts at 4 deg and is fully uncovered at 28 deg.

Shha ti e1

OpMO
Oe I/ M Is tu re

"" Ishut.((

Tran.piration
Cmx~llnt

Flol.

Figure 821. Preburner Fuel Valve FD 27536A

Positive fuel shutoff is provided when the spherical surface of the valve
disk is sealed against a pressure-energized, hoop-type shutoff seal. Figure 822
shows a cross section of the hoop seal. The shutoff seal consists of a thin,
silver-plated, hydroformed Inconel X-750 (AMS 5542) seal element welded in a
seal housing.

Shaft lip seals of Kapton/TFE Teflon laminate are located between the
roller bearings and the outer load-bearing surfaces. As illustrated in figure 823,
a double lip seal is used at the spline end of the shaft, and a single lip seal is
used at the blind end of the shaft. At the spline end of the shaft, the double lip
seals are separated by a seal plate with radial vent passages. Leakage past the
primary lip seal passes through the seal plate and is vented to a safe location.
A single lip seal is used at the b;ind end of the shaft because the cover collects
all of the leakage and vents it to a safe location. The use of a shaft seal and vent
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at the blind end of the shaft prevents unbalanced shaft loads caused by internal
pressure and eliminates the need for a thrust bearing.

va HOM" Fue Flow

Figure 822. Hoop Seal Cross Section FD 27537A

Shim

Load Sewing Shaft Lip Seats Load Bearinq -
Surfaceq_ Surface-

Seal .Roller

Gasket-• Beoring-

Gasket To Ambient Vent
To AmbientVentl Static Seals

Figure 823. Shaft Lip Seals FD 27538B

The high-pressure static seals are silver plated Inconei 718 (AMS 5596)
metal V-rings, and the low-pressure static seals are fluorocarbon gaskets of
TFE Teflon film.

The preburner fuel valve housing shaft, disk, covers, and bolts are made
of Inconel 718 (PWA 1010). Each end cover is bolted to the valve housing by
six 0. 375 in. x 24 bolts. The bearings are 440C corrosion resistant iron base
alloy (AMS 5630). Silver plating is used on rubbing surfaces (outer bushings,
the shutoff seal, thrust faces, and bolts) to prevent galling. Devices that require
material deformation for locking are constructed of soft stairless steel (300
series) because of its ductility.
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4. Fabrication

Procurement of two complete sets of detail parts was completed. The
major difficulty encountered was the fabrication cf the 0. 005 in. thick Inconel
X-750 seal element. Previously, seals of this type had been machined from bar
stock but attempts to machine this seal were not o..uccessful. A search of other
fabrication methods indicated that hydroforming a 0. 005 in. sheet around a
machined die would provide a suitable seal element. Development of the hydro-
forming process resulted in production of a uniform seal element. The procedure
developed for the seal forming process is shown in figure 824. The formed hoop
seal is then EB welded to the seal carrier, solution and precipitation heat treated
in a hydrogen atmosphere, and the sealing surface is plated with 0. 003 in. of
silver.

Dlm ! g.m 4.
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Mk pow 0 hilft l .li r AN" Afh Pr.,- CmIIE4 Cor JwU AtW Odrlidif

ID F M"~ Pba k at IUs'i. fm OD 00 h
O~w •Ud Ohm* 16w

Figure 824. Fabrication of Preburner Fuel Valve FD 39146
Seal Element

The preburner fuel valve disk was machined from Inconel 718 bar stock
using conventional machining methods. Once machined, the spherical sealing
surface was chrome coated to a thickness of 0.0001 to 0.0002 in.

The shaft for the valve was machined from Inconel 718 bar stock using
conventional machining methods. The disk drive tab was silver plated per
specification AMS 2470.

The valve housing was also machined from Inconel 718 bar stock using
conventional machining methods.

The lip seals for the preburner fuel valve were fabricated as shown in
figure 825. These seals consisted of three 0. 005 in. thick layers of Dupont
560F-131 and one 0. 005 in. thick layer of AMS 3647.

Table XCV indicates the lead times for the aforementioned parts.
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Table XCV. Preburner Fuel Valve Part Lead Times

Lead Time (weeks)

Part Name Raw Material Machining

Shutoff Seal 4 5

Disk 4 1

Shaft 4 1

Valve Housing 6 12

Lip Seals 8 0.2

Three builds of the preburner fuel valve were completed. The installation
of the shutoff seal on the disk was accomplished by heating the seal element to
760OR and cooling the disk and shaft in liquid nitrogen. The parts were then
mated centering the disk in the housing with tool F462436 as shown in figure 826.
A shim was added to the shaft drive inner bearing race stackup to reduce the
shaft end play to 0.001 in. The assembled valve weight was 15.02 lb.

W 30OF -•/ .vata NOW
Tooll eamd

Dii ol e

M MIN W -320OF

Di •Ok hwd i

Figure 826. Assembly of Preburner Fuel Valve FD 39147
Shutoff Seal and Disk

A commercial hydraulic servoactuator was used to provide valve rotation.
The actuator support was custom machined to provide precise alignment with the
valve in the closed position. The splines of the shaft coupling were silver plated
for a shear silver fit to prevent looseness between the valve and the actuator.

Build 2 assembly of the preburner fuel valve was completed in essentially
the same manner as build 1 assembly.

It was found, after build 1, that radial self alignment clearance between
the shutoff seal assembly and valve housing was undesirable because the seal
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tended to follow the disk as it opened and closed resulting in damage to the seal.
For build 2, the seal assembly was nickel plated and remachined to pilot in the
housing. In addition, the housing was machined to ensure concentricity of the
seal assembly with the valve disk.

Build 3 of the preburner fuel valve was completed in essentially the same
manner as build 2 assembly.

To prevent the locking of the spacers that occurred in build 2, an addi-
tional spacer with tangs to hole it in place was added. Also, the build 2 disk
seal was reused. The valve assembly was stored without testing.

5. Testing

a. Water Flow Test

The water flow test was accomplished during build 1. Before cycling the
valve, ambient shutoff seal leakage at 50 psid GN2 across the seal was 0. 785 sccs.
The shaft seals did not leak at 50 psig valve pressure.

The valve was mounted on the B-21 water flow test stand. Flows were
conducted to determine the effective area characteristics of the valve and the
results are shown compared to the design prediction on figure 827. At several
points during the flows, the valve torque requirements were measured by oscil-
lating the valve approximately plus and minus two degrees and recording the
actuator differential pressure required to mnve the valve. A comparison of the
torque measured during test to the post test torque is shown on figure 828. The
valve dvnpmic torque is shown on figure 829. The effective area determined by
flow calibration of the transpiration coolant port compared to the actual area is
shown on figure 830. Inspection of the valve during the water calibration testing
after the points previously shown in figure 827 was completed showed the valve
to be in generally good condition witb some rubbing noted on the seal housing ID
as shown in figure 831. Shutoff seal leakage was 25 sccs water at 50 psid. The
stand plumbing was reinstalled and additional flow testing was performed. A
shift in effective area was noted and another valve inspection indicated the seal
loading nut lock ring had collapsed in one section as shown in figure 832. The
ring was determined to have collapsed due to a low pressure area caused by the
high flow velocity at the small valve area when the valve was near the closed
position.

To prevent the collapse of the seal loading nut lock ring that occurred in
build 1, the lock ring was modified to the configurat'on shown in figure 833. The
modifications to the lock ring consisted of pressure equalization holes at base of
the lip, and a shorter lip.

Prior to valve disassembly, the valve housing was stress coated and
hydrostatically proof-pressure tested at 730C psig. The results of this pressure
check indicated no yielding of the valve housing. The stres3 patterns are shown
in figure 834 and 835.
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Figure 831. Seal Rubbing On Seal Housing Inside FE 93460
Diameter

Figure 832. Collaipsed Seal L oading Nut Lock Iting FE 95607
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Figure 833. Modified Seal Loading Nut Lock Ring FE 99411

Figu e 84. rebu nerFue Vale H usig Stess FE 552Pattern
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Figure 835. Preburner Fuel Valve Housing Stress FE 95513
Patterns

Post-test shutoff seal leakage was excessive. Valve disassembly showed
the seal housing had been moving during disk actuation. Rub marks partially
shown in figure 836 were noted 360 deg around the seal housing ID. The circular
rub mark on the face of the seal housing as shown in figure 837, the radial marks
on seal retaining ring as shown in figure 838, and rub marks on the shaft and the
disk all indicated relative movement between the seal housing and the valve hous-
ing. The static seal support ring, as shown in figure 839 also indicated a rela-
tive motion between the valve housing and the seal housing. The seal element
was scored and marred as previously showa in figure 838 and 836. Pressure
check of the 0. 005 in. thick seal element indicated the seal element to be intact
in spite of the heavy seal wear.

The location of the collapsed retaining ring as peeviously shown in fig-
ure 832 indicates the valve was near the closed position when the failure
occurred. The ring apparently collapsed because of external pressure differen-
tial caused by the high local flow velocity. The remaining parts were in excel-
lent condition.
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Figure 838. Radial Marks On Seal Retaining Ring FE 96331

Figure 839. Static Seal Support Rling Indlicated FE 95659
Jclative Motion Betweern Valve
Hlousing and Seal Housing
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b. Endurance Test

The endurance test was accomplished with build 2 assembly.

Before test, ambient temperature shutoff seal leakage at 50 psid was
0. 108 sees. The shaft seals did not leak at 50 psig valve pressure.

The valve was mounted on B-22 test stand, with object being to perform a
cycle endurance test at cryogenic and ambient tempVratures. Of primary interest
was the performance of the disk shutoff seal and shaft lip seals in terms of leak-

age. Also, torque and valve/actuator frequency response and time constant (W)
were to be determined.

The testing consisted of shutoff cycle endurance, torque measurement
cycling, frequency response cycling and time constant checks.

A total of 10, 000 shutoff cycles between 0 deg and 35 deg were performed -
the first 2500 at cryogenic (liquid argon) temperature and the remainder at
ambient temperature. During the endurance test, leakage measurements were
made at 1, 19, 50, 100, 500, and each succeeding 500 cycles. The shutoff seal
leakage is shown in figure 840. The drive end shaft lip seal leakage and blind

end shaft lip seal leakage are presented in figures 841 and figure 842, respectively.
After the ambient temperature endurance cycles were completed, cryogenic
temperature post-test leakage measurements were made.

At the end of each 500 shutoff cycles, the valve was cycled at 1/2 cps
between 5 deg and 40 deg with 50 psig inlet pressure applied. The valve actuator
differential pressure was read at 40 deg from oscillograph traces to determine
the torque required to move the valve, i.e. , total torque, This data is presented
in figure 843.

After the completion of the endurance cycles, the valve was cycled between
40 deg and 45 deg and between 60 deg and 65 deg at varying frequencies from
I cps to 20 cps. From oscillograph traces, amplitude ratio and phase lag was
calculated. These data are shown in figures 844, 845, 846, and 847. The
frequency response is down 2. 5 to 3. 0 db at 10 cps. No significant difference
is noted between ambient and cryogenic valve temperatures. However, the valve
lags the request signal by 100 deg at 10 cps.

Step change requests for 5-deg valve rotation were made from the 5 deg,
30 deg, and 60 deg positions at both cryogenic and ambient temperatures. No
detectable difference in the time constant (T) was apparent at the different
positions. Plots at the 5-deg position are presented in figures 848 and 849.

At tcardown all static seals iA the preseure covers were in excellent con-
dition, as expected, since post-test external leak- check at 50 psig revealed no
leaks.

All of the three shaft lip seals were cracked and frayed, with the TFE
Teflon layer showing significant wear, delamination, and pressure rupture. The
blind end shaft lip seal in the end cover is shown in figure 850. The seal is shown
after end cover disassemnl)ly, in figure 851. The drive end cover assembly
showing the crack in the primary lip seal and frayed seconidary lip seal is seen in
firur'c h52. The seals are shown after cover disassembly in figure 85:3.
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Figure 843. Total Torque Data FD 44489
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Figure 851. Seal Shown Aft~er I-Aid Cover Ff." 9779
Diisass-emnbly
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Figure 853. Seals Viewed After Cover Disassembly FE 97794

Severe wear occurred in the silver plating at the blind end of the valve.
shaft. The reason for this is seen in figure 854, showing the shaft end cover
with end play shim and spacer installed, and in figure 855, showing the condition
of the shim after removal. It appears that the spacer became canted. during
assembly and partially rolled under the end of the shaft The amount of axial
load applied to the shaft was considerable as evidenced by the amount of spacer
and shim deformation The end wear on the ishaft iz o•hown .'a flgigr,: 856,. I:,ow,
ever, the d,:sk position relative to the shutoff seal was reasonably stable,
judging by the seal wear pattern.

The- shutoff seal was in ver'y. good condition considering the number off
cycles ývrfornmd. It is shown in figure 857. As expected, the hoop seal element
silver plat.ing was worn, but the wear area was nearly symmetrical. TIhe
0. 005 in. thick Inconel 750-X element was not ruptured, but the shutoff seal
assembly liner shov.-ed wear marks indicating that the disk had moved toward
the dlrive end of the shaft. As the silver plate on spacer became worn, the disk
and shaft were allowed to move until the disk rubbed the liner, Based on pre-
build measurements and parts tolerances, this indicated disk movement wass
approximately 0. 005 in.
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Figure 354. Severe Wear in Silver Plating At FE 97706
Blind End of Valve Shaft

Figure 855. Condition of Shim After Removal FE 97792



Figure 856. End Wear On Valve Shaft FE 97705

ffib

Figure 857. Shetoff Seal Showing Good Condition FE 97712
After Cycle Test
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shini andl ovalizitig of the 0. 005 in. disk seal.

'rho valve disk is shown in fi gure 8459. 'I'he photo poinlts up I oOh rota -
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Figue 85. Sutof Sel Deormaion DF 035
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Figure 859. Disk Showing Wear Pattern FE 9771:3

The shaft had a wear mark on the blind end. In addition, burnishing
occurred on the shaft at the bearing locations. The shaft and bearings arm shown
in figure 860. The bearings show no evidence of wear other than that caused by
end load wear with the positioning spacer. They had become contaminated,
however. At disassembly, 3 lb-in., of torque were required to turn the blind
end shaft bearing.

Shaft Moier
Hearing (4)

~ 4 Vent' / /I

Aciu.t.,

/4'

Figure 860. Main Chamber Oxidizer Valve FD 29151
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The shutoff seal leakage exceeded limits (10 secs (;N at 50 psidb between
theI 19th and 50th cycles.

The lip seal leakage was high out of limits from the beginning at pressures
above 150 psig for the blind end shaft seal. The drive end seal seated at high
pressures until the 4000 cycle data point.

I). MAIN CIIAMBER OXIDIZER VALVE

1. Introduction

The main chamber oxidizer valve is located in the oxidizer supply line to
the main chamber. Because this control regulates the mainburner flow, which
is a major portion of the total propellant flow, it has a strong influence on both
engine mixture ratio and thrust. The main chamber oxidizer valve was designed
during this report period to obtain a small, lightweight valve.

The valve is a butterfly type and incorporates a shutoff seal for the oxidizer
flow to the mainburner injector. To accommodate this shutoff feature, a canted
shaft with an integral design is used so that an uninterrupted disk sealing surface
is provided.

2. Summary, Conclusions, and iZQ commendations

The design of the main chamber oxidizer valve evolved from the Phase I
mixture ratio valve. Particular emphasis was directed toward reducing valve
size and weight. Complete design details are presented in the Demonstrator
Engine Design lieport, AFRPL-TR-70-6.

Parts were fabricated for two complef valve assemblies. Additional seals
and other expendable parts were provided for use during testing.

It is recommended that assembly and testing of this valve be conducted.

3. Hardware Description

The main chamber oxidizer valve is a canted-shaft butterfly valve as pre-
viously shown in figure 860.

The maximum effective area of 4. 65 squaý'e inches is approximately 38%
greater than rcquired. The raximum pressure drol, across the valve is 1580 psid.

The canted-shaft, integral disk arrangement allows an unbroken shutoff
sealing surface, but results in a higher ratio of shaft diameter to throat diameter
than would occur in a 90-degree design. It also requires a two-piece main housing
so that the valve can be assembled. The angle shaft results in shaft thrust that
varies in direction and magnitude with engine operating conditions. The shaft is
supported by four roller bearings and is positioned by two roller thrust bearings
that ensure low operating friction and minimum wear. Oxidizer leakage at the
actuator end of the shaft is held to the minimum by laminated lip seals. Leakage
at the blind end of the shaft is prevented by the thrust cover and a static seal.
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Positive oxidizer shutoff is p)rovi(ded by the pressure assisted, hoop-tvjx'
shutoff seal. The valve disk and shaft material is Inconel 718 (AMS 56(63) , and
the seal element is a hydroforned, silver plated, Inconel X-750 (AMS 55!.N)
hoop. Figure 861 shows a cross section of the hoop seal.

Val-e Hou -9n b o' Oxidizer Flow

Silver-Plater,

I nconol X-750

Inconel 718

Figure 861. Hoop Seal Cross Section FD 27537A

The shaft size was established by the minimum acceptable size of radial
roller bearings required to withstand the maximum pressure loading on the
butterfly disk. This condition occurs at 100T'1• thrust and a mixture ratio of 5. 0.
The resulting disk force and bearing reaction loads as well as a stress analysis
summary are presented in figure 862.

The maximum deflection at the disk ccnterline is about 0. 006 in. , and the
corresponding disk bending stress is 50,000 psi. The maximum reaction 10.,0
on the inboard bearings is 6500 lb, or abolt 0f( ef the quoted capacity.

The corresponding value for the outboard bearings is approximately 10',/(.
T]he calculated shear stress at the splined neck diameter is 43,000 psi at an
assumed torque of 2400 lb-in. This torque consists of 1400 lb-in, of hydraulic
unhalance and a conservative estimate of 100 ]b-in. caused by sea] and bearing
friction loads. The maximum tGiiust load expected for the outboarding thrust
bearing is 2300 lb at 100"/o thrust and a mixture ratio of 5. The maximum thrust
load expected for the inboard thrust bearing is 700 lb at 100'/f) thrust and mixture
of 7. The bearing loads expected for the outboard thrust bearing during the engine
shutdown transient are 2000 pounds at 20'7, thrust and mixture ratio of 7 and
2150 lb at 20,( ,• thrust and a mixture ratio of 5. The bearing load capacity quoted
by the vendor is 11],900 lb.

Double lip seals, consisting of an inner layer of YEP ITeflon an -three
layers of Kapton F, are used at the a; tuator end of the valve shaft betý,een the
inboard and outboard roller bearings. The nominal thickness of the seals is
0.0195 inch. As showvn in figure 86;3, a fitting is provided to vent leakage past
the primary lip seal overboard.

/'
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E. Secondary Control Valves And Systems

1. Helium System

2. Vent Valvep

3. Nozzle Coolant System



A helium purge fitting Is 11 0h,- split fLange just downstream of the butterfly
disk. This location will p)11 i nlrc(, .111( to-r purge capabili.ty at engine shutdown.

The main housing cmlnncrtts are designed as a matched set to ,+chieve the
required dimensional precision for hearing and shutoff seal alignment. Bolts
and flanges are designed for a prloof pressure factor of 1. 5 times the maximum
local operating pressures. Studs are used where necessiry to minimize the
torsional stresses inherent in bolt torquing. Flange thicknesses are designed
for 0. 002-in. maximum deflection at the seal mean diameter. Results of a com-
plete analysis of the flange configuration assumptions are summarized in fig-
ure 864. Simplified geometry was employed in the analysis as shown to over-
come the complications of the actual housing design shapes. The results of the
inlet and outlet flanges are also valid for the mating flanges.

The split-flange bolt circle has two pairs of holes located 0. 5 in. outside

the remainder of the circle to avoid the bearing cavities. As appropriate ridge
is left to increase wall thickness locally to keep flange deflection within the
established limits. The overall length of the housing is minimized and external
contouring is employed to save weight.

4. Fabrication

Fabrication of parts for two assemblies of the main chamber oxidizer
valve was completed withoLJ major difficulty. Parts layout is shown in
figure 865.

The inlet -,rid discharge housings were machined from Inc, nel 718 bar
forgings. Material microstructure checks were made prior to machining to
ensure material conformance with specification requirements. The valve shaft
bearing bores were line bored after final heat treatment.

The shaft and disk were machined from Inconel 718 bar stock using con-
ventionl machining methods. The spherical sealing surface was chrome coated
per specification PWA 48.

The shutoff seal was fabricated in the same manner using essentially the
same material as the preburner fuel valve shutoff seal except for the use of
different detail parts for the assembly.

The lip seals for the main chamber oxidizer valve were fabricated in the
same manner as described for the preburner fuel valve.

Table XCVI indicates the lead times for the aforementioned parts.

5. Testing

Main chamber oxidizer valve testing was not conducted because of the
program redirection.
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Figure 865. Oxidizer Valve Parts Display FE 962G6

Table XCVI. Main Chamber Oxidizer Valve Parts Lead •fimes

Part Name Lead Time (weeks)

Raw Material Machining

Inlet ttousing 6 • 8

Diseharg(, llous ing (; 8

Shaft and l,!sk (; 12 ,.

Shutoff Seal 4 3 t

lap Seals 8 0.1 5 i

i
E. SECONDARY C()NTI{OI. VALVFS AND SYSTEMS

1. llelium System

a. lXleehanical Description

The helium system supplies helium to the engine at 1500 psia and 500•R
for valve actuation, seal aelu,•tio•, and engine ])urRcs. The system consists of
solenoid actuated valves, check wtlves, :l relief valve and the flow control
orifi('es required for helium management, l"igtu'e 86(; schematically depi:'ts
the helium system. 903 i
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flelium is used to actuate the three engine vent valves and the three turbo-
pump liftoff scalk:. IlelihAm purges are provided for the preburner primary and
secondary injector manifolds and for the main chamber oxidizer manifold. A
purge is also provided for the oxidizer turbopump shaft seal package.

The helium system will consist of a modular package that will include the
required solenoids, check valves and flow control orifices. The package will be
attached to the transition case flange and located between the fuel and oxidizer
tu rbopum ps.

Nine solcnoid-operated valves are required for the engine system. Two
types are used, direct-lift operated and pilot-piston, pressure-actuated. Of
these two types, both two-way and three-way valves are used.

In the direct-lift type, the magnetic pull of the solenoid coil opens the valve
port directly by lifting the plunger and stem assembly off the valve seat. These
valves depend solely on the power of the solenoid for operation.

Pilot-operated solenoid valves are used for the valves requiring higher
flow and higher operating pressure drops. In these valves, the plunger and stem
assembly does not open the main port directly, but opens a pilot orifice and the
source pressure forces the piston off the seat, opening the valve and keeping it
open.

Valve solenoids are energized with 28 (+1) vde and have response times of
50 milliseconds. Maximum current drain for each energized solenoid Is 1.0
ampere.

A description of the valves selected for this system is provided in table XCVII.

Table XCVII. Solenoid Valve Description

Number Energized
Valve Description Required Valve Type Position

Fuel and oxidizer vent 3 Three-way direct- Open
solenoid valves operated

Preburner primary I Three-way direct- Closed
injector purge operated
solenoid valve

Turbopump liftoff seal 1 Three-way direct- Open
solenoid valve operated

Main supply shutoff 2 Two-way pilot Open
solenoid valves operated

Main burner injector 1 Three-way pilot- Closed
purge solenoid valve operated

Preburner secondary I Three-way pilot- Closed
purge solenoid valve operated
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A total of five check valves are required to prevent backflow and contamina-
tion of the helium system. They are utilized as follows: Four valves to isolate
the engine purge system, and one valve to isolate the turbopump shaft seal
actuation system.

A relief valve is required for turbopump shaft seal actuation system. This
valve is included as a fail-safe feature in the event of a liftoff seal bellows failure.

Replaceable orifices are required to establish the required helium flowrates.
Four orifices are in the engine purge flow lines and one orifice is included in the
turbopump damseal purge line.

The helium system allowable envelope is shown on figure 867.

7.0 in

Weight Approx 30 lb

1 0

.- 4.0 in.-

Figure 867. Helium System, Typical Packaging FD 32000

b. Fabrication

A purchase specification was written, v ruder proposals were submitted,

0I

and Scherer Engineering and Manufacturing Company was selected as the system
vendor; however, procurement has been held. Drawings of the proposed system
are shown in figures 866 and 867. Fabrication was not pursued because of the
program 4edirection.

2. Vent Valves

Vent valves for engine cooldown are located in the preburner fuel and

oxidizer lines and in the main chamber oxidizer line. The main chamber oxidizer
vent valve is also opened at shutdown to aid in decelerating the oxidizer turbo-
pump.

The vent valves are two-position ball valves. Helium pressure actuatlon
through a rack and pinion mechanism moves the valve to the open position. The
rack is spring loaded to return to the shutoff position, when helium pressure is
removed.
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a. Hardware Description

The propellant vent valve, shown in figure 868, Incorporates an integral
ball and shaft opened by helium pressure and closed by spring force. The valve
is si cd I provide a maximum effective area of 0. 75 in?, including entrance
losses. Provision for installing a flow rostr!ction orifice is incorporated in the
inlet seal housing so tht the valve effective area may be varied as required for
particula-r applications. A metal-to-metal shutoff seal is incorporated at the
valve inlet.

The shutoff seal design figure 869 uses a thin metal cylinder to allow the
siiver-piaten metal seal lip to center on the spherical surface of tnc ball, and to
provide support when the lip Is deflected by contact with the ball surface. The
seal carrier radially supports the thin cylinder at high pressures. Propellant
leakage is minimized by limiting the valve assembly high-pressure sealing re-
quirements to the shutoff seal. The shutoff seal material is Inconel 718, silver-
plated to a thickness of 0.00075 in.

One high-pressure static seal will be required in the flange to which the
valve is mounted. All other seals in the valve are required to seal only when
the valve is open and are, therefore, exposed to static pressures of less than
900 psia. The valve internal static seals are compressed, trapped TFE Teflon.
The seal recesses are double-piloted with a maximum loose fit of 0. 0015 inch
to prevent Teflon extrusion.

The ball shaft is supported by two caged needle roller bearings. The
maximum bearing static load per bearing is 1815 pounds, which is 47% of the
bearing capacity. The maximum dynamic load is 570 lb per bearings. A full
complement ball bearing is used to support the pinion. This bearing is lightly
loaded and serves also to axially position the pinion and ball shaft. The rollers,
balls, and races of these bearings are made of AISI 440C stainless steel
(AMS 5630).

Pinion Support htofS l

Actuator Piston Bearing

i
Section A-A

To Ambient

Shaft Roller
Bearings-

Figure 868. Propellant Vent Valve FD 29201
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Figure 869. Propellant Vent Valve Shutoff Seal FD 47711

The valve is actuated to the open position by a pneumatically operated
rack acting on the pinion, which is splined to the valve shaft. The rack is
supported by a lightly loaded roller bearing that was selected for its compact-
ness and availability. The backlash between the rack and pinion is adjusted by
selecting the appropriate rack support bearing sleeve. The sleeves are size
classified to obtain the required backlash control with reasonable tolerances on
the related parts. The maximum contact stress between the rack and pinion
involute surfaccs is 100,000 psi. A-286 stainless steel (AMS 5737) was selected
for the rack and pinion because of its good tensile strength and excellent impact
strength at cryogenic temperatures. The involute surfaces of the rack and
pinion are coated with MOS2 dry film lubrication to minimize wear. A combin-
ation of 17 gear teeth and 18 splines was selected for the pinion to facilitate
alignment of the valve ball. Included in the actuator design is the provision
for incorporating a helium flow control orifice to adjust valve response time
by limiting the rate of actuator pressure rise.

A 17-7PH stainless steel (AMS 5673) spring is used to retain the valve in f
the normally closed position when helium pressure is not applied. This material
was selected because of its high strength and has a spring fatigue life five times
greater than required. The calculated weight of the valve assembly is 5.6 lb.

b. Fabrication

The fabrication of five vent valve assemblies was completed without major
difficulty.

The ball and shaft was conventionally machined from Inconel 718 bar stock.
The ball was chrome coated to a thickness of 0.0001 to 0.0002 in. following
final machining and the small neck section of the shaft below the spline was
peened per specification AMS 2430.

The cover assembly containing the shutoff seal was fabricated from
lnconel 718 bar stock and sheet using conventional fabrication methods. The
detail parts were hand welded to form the assembly. The assembly was then
precipitation heat treated and final machined. The seal area was then silver
plated.
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The housing was conventionally machined to final dimensions from
Inconel 718 bar stock; then, precipitation heat treated and final machined.

The actuator rack was conventionally machined from AMS 5737 stainless
steel bar stock. The teeth of the spline were coated with dry film lubricating
compound 0.0001 to 0.0003 in. thick, following final machining.

The trapped Teflon st:atic seals were fabricated by conventional machining
methods from AMS 3662 film.

The actuator lip seals were fabricated in the same manner as the preburner
fuel valve lip seals except for the use of two layers of Dupont No. 500-131 and
one layer of AMS 3647.

Table XCVIII Indicates the lead times for the preceding parts.

Table XCVIII. Propellant Vent Valve Parts Lead Time

Part Name Lead Time (weeks)

Raw Material Machining

Ball and Shaft 6 24

Cover Assembly 6 8

Valve Housing 12 12

Actuator Rack 5 12

Static Teflon Seals 4 0.15

Lip Seals 8 0.15

c. Testing

No vent valve testing was conducted because of program redirection.
It is recommended that valve testing be conducted to verify this vent valve
concept.

3. Nozzle Coolant System

The two-position nozzle coolant supply system provides liquid hydrogen
coolant to the two-position nozzle from a fixed coolant source. This system
provides the flowrate necessary to cool the nozzle throughout the engine operating
regime, and also provide shutoff of the coolant flow when the nozzle is retracted.

a. Hardware Description

The two-position nozzle coolant supply system consists of three basic
components: (1) a venturi to establish the required coolant flowrate, (2) a
solencid-operated valve providing coolant shutoff, and (3) a two-part tubular
linkage with ball joints that incorporates dynamic lip seals and provides a
coolant flowpath to the translating nozzle.
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Liquid hydrogen enters the coolant supply system, and immediately passes
through a venturi, which establishes the coolant flowrate and dynamically de-
couples the fuel pump flow system from the nozzle coolant supply system. The
venturi is sonic choked at the higher thrust levels and acts as a cavitating
venturi at the lower thrust levels. Before the two-position nozzle it extended,
the solenoid operated valve opens allowing coolant to flow through the two-piece
tubular linkage shown in figure 870 into the nozzle manifold inlet. The nozzle
manifold distributes the coolant to 360 nozzle coolant passages, and the coolant
exits into the exhaust stream. The two-position nozzle is extended 52.61 in. to
place the inlet in the same plane as the primary nozzle exhaust plane. During
translation of the two-piece tubular linkage, the triangular segment of the two-
part linkage system swings through a 16-in. radius arc.

Locking WuAsher

The venturi i aver iashmunedrnsedbtwe h ulpupitrt
S/ i i

Support Bracketc

Figure 870.Triangular Transfer TbeAsml FD302
Clobed-EundiTonno

figuare 869. The venturi geometry is shown in figure 871. •
The cooling system shutoff valve is solenoid-operated, with a minimum !

design effective area (Acdi) of 0. 074 in2 The valve will be a vendor supplied
item. Valve specifications include a response of 50 milliseconds, fully open to :
fully closed, and a maximum shutoff leakage of 10 sccs gaseous nitrogen at the
maximum steady-state operating pressure of 2048 psia. Voltage of 28 vdc with
maximum current of 1. 0 amp defines the electrical characteristics. The
maximum allowable vane envelope is a box 4-1/2 x 4 x 6 inches. A weight
limit of 4.0 lb for the solenoid valve is imposed. The ambient exterior environ-
ment for the valve is 3950 R to 6250 R and 14. 7 psia to space vacuum.

A 1-in. OD tube with a 0. 035-in. wall transfers coolant flow from the valve
to the first arm of the translating linkage. The tube is the smallest that can be

used consistent with the remaining system pressure drop without causing thesystem back pressure to exceed 80% of the venturi inlet pressure and unchoke a
the venturi, thereby reducing the coolant flowrate from its desired level.
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tVenturi (lassesV (mlant Flow Throat

lAt r = 7.0 100% Dia&m*r
28 lb/sec 0.282 in.

2 r) 0.266

2.M ~ .Z,2
2i (1244

Fuel Turbopump Interstage Pressure

l..Throat Diameter

D = 0.6 406 deg D = 0.680 in

D, o=o060 ,j-o

Figure 871. Two-Position Nozzle Choked Venturi FD 31018A
Configuration

The flow proceeds from the 1-in. OD tube to the movable nozzle via a
two-part tubular linkage. The first bar is a triangular shaped tubular assembly.
Extensions on the base of the triangle attach through two ball bearings, shown
in figures 870 and 872, to a bracket, allowing movement in a fixed plane about
its base. The struetire has sufficient wheel base along the line of rotation to
hold itself rigidly in the rotation plane, despite vibrational or dynamic loading
normal to this plane. A second bar is fixed to the apex o,)f the triangular assembly
and to the movable nozzle by ball joints at each end, shown in figures 873 and 874.
During nozzle translation, this arm articulates in a vertical plane producing
rotary motion at each joint. The ball joint feature allows the arm to readily
"rock" out of its articulating plane to accommodate motion of the nozzle attach-
ment joint or the apex joint of the first arm from this plane. Each ball joint is
sealed by double Kapton-Teflon laminated lip seals bearing on the spherical ball
surface, shown in figure 873. An interstage vent passage is supplied between
seals to reduce overboard leakage at each joint to acceptable levels. A series
of passages in each joint ducts the leakage back to a fuel vent manifold fixed
on the engine. The vent leakage path is integrally fabricated with the two-
_position nozzle manifold, thus completing the flow passage.

The mounting bracket that retains the triangular shaped tubular arm is
attached to lugs provided on the upper segment of the primary nozzle, shown in
figure 875. Ball bearings are used to attach each end of the rotating arm to
sealed housings at each end of the bracket. The 'housing contains a bearing, a
rotary seal that prevents water vapor from entering the housing and freezing on
the bearing, and two lip seals to seal the rotating joint. A vent passage is sup-
plied between the lip seals. The opposite housing, previously shown in figure 870,
contains an identical ball bearin- and rotary seal plus a stack of wave washers I
which axially preload the bearing races within the housing and allow the tubulararm to thermally contract independently of the support bracket,
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b. Fabrication

Proposals were submitted for the solenoid operated two-wavy valve in
response to P&WA pul-chase specification. Valcor E'ngine,-ring was selected as
the v'ndor. Procurement of the solenoid valve was not accomplished because
of the program redirection.

The fab-ication of two sets of feed system linkages was completed. Com-
ponent parts for one assembly are shown in figure 87(;.

The linkage tubing was conventionally fabricated from AISI 347 stainless
steel sheet, bar stock, and tubing. Upon completion of required machining of
tube ends they were hand welded to the tubing then the vept tube was furnace
brazed to complete the assembly.

The ball joints were fabricated from AMS 5735 stainless steel bar stock
using conventional machining methods. The vent holes for overboard leakage
were eloxed in the ball joint and a plug was hand welded in the tower end of one
vent hole to direct the flow. The ball was then heat treated to relieve the stresses
and a chrome coat was applied per specification PWA 48.

The lower ball seats were conventionally machined from AMS 5646. The
balls and seats were then lapped to form matching pairs then a 0. 00075 in. thick
silver plate was applied to the seats.

The uppor ball seats consisted of a conventionally machined AMS 5645
ring and Dupont Vespel SP-3 insert.

Support Bracket Triangular Transfer
Assembly Tube Assembly

Trunnion
Seal Vent SealI

/ 7
/ Bearing

S-Spanner Nut

CoXlant Flow

Figure 872. TJiangular Transfer Tube Assembly FD 31011A
Cooled Inlet Trunnion
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S rBall End Shaft

Spanner Nut L

Support Seals -- Seal Pressure
Ring Bleed Tube

Seal Spacer

Inner- Wave

Support Washers
ýCng-•

Figure 873. Single Transfer Tube Assembly FD 31016A

Coolant Flow - -

Retainer

Split Ring--Ri

5.A) deg Max Articulation

Plated Area

Seal Vent Passage

Figure 874. Single Transfer Tube Assembly Ball FD 31017A
Joint Passages and Shaft Retention
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Figure 876. Nozzle Detail Parts KFE 95824

The lip seals were fabricated in the same manner as those for the pre-
burner fuel valve.

Table XCIX indicates the lead times for the preceding parts.

Table XCIX. Solenoid Valve Parts Lead Times

Part Name Lead Times (weeks)

Raw Material Machining

Linkage 3 12

Ball Joints 4 10

Lower Ball Seats 3 8

Upper Ball Seat 3 10

Lip Seals 8 0.15

An initial build of one assembly was completed with no major problem
areas and is shown in figure 877.
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Figure 877. Assembled Feed System Linkage FE 96345

c. Testing

The nozzle coolant system was not tested because of the program redirec-
tion. It is recommended that testing be conducted to verify the design concept.

4. Electrical Ignition System

The electrical ignition systems are integral spark igniter exciter units
that are mounted on the preburner and main chamber torch igniters. Two sys-
tems are provided for the preburner igniter and two for the main chamber igniter
to pronide total spark redundancy. These units ignite oxygen/hydrogen torches,
which in turn ignite the preburner and mainburner chamber. The torch igniters
are of the same basic design that demonstrated vacuum ignition without failure
in the RLIO program.

A purchase specification was written and quotes for the ignition system
were received. The Benton Corporation was chosen to supply units for evalu-
ation and development testing.

Two units were received from the Benton Corporation and initial testing
was completed. The first unit failed to meet the weight, spark rate, and tip
pressure requirements. The second unit met all these requirements and was
used during tests of the hot gas system and hot turbopump test rigs.

a. Hardware Design

The design effort by P&WA was limited to an envelope definition, which is
shown in figure 878. Solid state circuit design was conducted by the Benton
Corporation.
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b. Fabrication

The selected ignition systems are solid-state high tension units that are
vacuum potted with polyurethane after assembly and fire through an integral
spark plug supplied by Champion. A breadboard version of the exciter was
assembled and tested with acceptable results by Benton during the circuit design
effort.

In addition, it was decided to use RLIO exciter boxes with Phase I plugs,

connected with a flexible high tension lead as a backup to the Benton system.

c. Testing

Two reworked Phase I ignition systems were bench checked satisfactorily
under atmospheric and 30 psig tip pressures.

The first Benton exciter, figure 879, FE95269, was calibrated and sent to
B-7 stand for qualification tests on the preburner injector torch igniter. The
unit performed satisfactorily for 25 one-second spark times. Following the
qualification testing, the exciter was recalibrated, on the counter. There was
no appreciable deviation between pre- and post-test calibrations.

Figure 879. First Benton Exciter FE 95269
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The exciter was then subjected to a pressure test of the exciter plug. The
pressure test was performed on B-22 stand, the object was to increase the pres-
sure on the tip of the exciter plug to 7500 psig and determine if the seal between
the tip and electrical components box would prevent leakage into the box.

The seal failed at 1300 psig tip pressure with a subsequent deformation of
the electrrcal components box (figures 880 and 881). A post-test calibration of
the exciter showed no appreciable deviation from the pretest calibration.

Output voltage from the tip of the exciter plug was determined to be 60,000
volts and the amount of pressure required to quench the spark was 65 psig. Once
the 60,000 volts level was obtained, the exciter began to spark internally.

The second Benton exciter, figure 882, was calibrated and found to operate
within prescribed limits of the Purchase Performance Specification.

This unit was also pressure tested to 7500 psig without a failure of the
seal between the tip and the electrical components box. The pre- and post-
calibrations agreed without significant deviation.

The second exciter was used during tests of the hot gas system and hot
turbopump test rigs.

/I

Figure 880. Electrical Components Deformed FE 98507
-Because of Seal Failure At 1300 psig
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F. ENCINE COMMAND UNIT

1. Introduction

The Engine Command Unit (ECU) consists of digital computer, input-output
networks, and signal conditioning equipment, and it forms the basis for the en-
gines' full-time control system. The primary function of the ECU is to receive
and analyze sensor data pertinent to engine operation, to receive and interpret
discrete signals from the vehicle guidance equipment or a pilots' control console,
and to generate control signals which modify engine operation (figure 883).

The ECU responds to four different discrete signals: prestart and start,
shutdown, modulate thrust, and modify mixture ratio. It also responds to
sensor data which reflect engine conformance to scheduled operating conditions
(fuel pump speed and propellant flow) or potentially hazardous conditions (cavi-
tation, overspeed, and overtemperature).

Design of the ECU and computer simulation of its operational capabilities
were subcontracted to the Navigation and Control Division of the Bendix Corpor- I
ation, Teterboro, New Jersey.

2. Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

Development of an ECU to operate the control system for the XLR129
engine is feasible within the present state-of-the-art. The principal conclusions
and recommendations resulted from the ECU design and simulation program are
listed below. Other recommendations are listed in table C, including recom-
meniations for control system sensors and actuators to enhance the effective-
ness of the ECU, and are substantiated in the Appendix.

1. The ECU should be based on a specially designed, engine-
mounted digital computer with an 8196-word memory capacity
and a computation rate of 1 megahertz. This computer could
be readily implemented using current state-of-the-art
components.

2. A commercially available digital computer such as the Bendix
BDX-800 could be adapted to the requirements of the central
processing unit of the ECU to reduce cost and improve re-
liability.

3. The recommended engine control logic is a time-based,
gross mode, open loop system which actuates four primary
control valves according to predetermined schedules for
basic steady-state and transient operation. This logic
should incorporate three full-time, limited authority,
closed feedback loop for accurate trim of engine operation
and six part-time closed limiter loops for engine protection.
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3. Logic Description anti Operational Characteristics

The ECU modes of logic in the full-time control system consist of a basic
gross mode, oper-loop scheduling system, three closed-loop monitoring systems
to su•lpy current feedbaclk information to the gross mode system, and six pro-
tective loops to monitor critical engine parameters. The three full-time sys-
tems monitor main fuel pump speed, total fuel flow, and total oxidizer flow.
The six protective loops monitor critical pressures, temperatures, and pump
speeds and become active onry when a parameter approaches its limit.

a. Primary Control 3ystem Logic

The piiniary control system logic is a time-based gross mode system
which p-sitior.s four primary cortrol vaives for basic steady-state and transient
operation. Computer sinmulations have established that the engine can be de-
celerated anJ its oxidizer-4t,-fuel ratio ':regulated by the open-loop, gross mode
system. However, the engme o•'not be accelerated rapidly using only a timed
sequenc, of events along stfady--;tate L chedules because of the normal tendency
for fuel pump speed and pitssure to lag behind the rest of the system due to
slower pump dynamics. The reeulting low fuel pressure could result in Inadequate
cooling flow and fuel supply lo the engine unless an acceleration biasing scheme
is built into the engine.

A unique acceleration r-cheme was conceived which permits rapid acceler-
ations by keeping the fuel and oxidizer turbopumps dynamically balanced dur4 ng
the trans:&ent. 'The cornpen-ation consists of biasing the oxidizer-to-fuel ratio of
each control val e's .teady-state schedule differently so that the engine will
always aczelertie along a known, safe path between any thrust levels. This
unique acceleration path is traveled for every acceleration regardless of the
initial state of the engine. The specific bias values keep the main turbopumps
m~ached and near th-Ar steady-state speed schedules during the transient by
leading fhe oxidizer pump and unloading the fue_ pump so that they accelerate
together. The net effect of biasing is that the engine accelerates in the middle
of the oxidizex.-to-fael ratio range with the turbopumps balanced and near the
middle of the oxidizer-to-fuel ratio sc.iedule.

(i) Fuel Pump Speed Control

The fuel pump speed is the primary closed-loop control because it con-
tLhbutes to turbopump matching by modifying the acceleration mode with feedback
information on the state of the fuel turbopump. Secondary closed-loop controls
are total fuel flit, and total oxidizer flow to assist in maintaining the proper
pump loads during transients and to trim thrust and oxidizer-to-fuel ratio during
steady-state operation. These closed-loop controls, combined with acceleration
biasing, permit the inherent simplicity and reliability of open-loop gross mode
control to be retained without sacrificing safety or efficiency.

The closed-loop fuel pump speed control assists the gross mode in re-
ducing the fuel pump lag during transienLs for an additional improvement in
acceleration pcrformince. A reference steady-state fuel pump speed Is com-
puted as a function of requested thrust and oxidizer-to-fniel ratio. This is com-
pared to the actual speed to form a speed error signal. The error' signal
proportionally changes the scheduled preburner oxidizer valve position which
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results in a change in available pump power, thereby changing the pump speed
to hold it within the droop of the proportional closed loop. Computer studies of
this system have shown:

I. is extremely effective in producing safe accelerations.

2. It maintains proper power to the fuel pump during all transients.

3. It provides ample transpiration cooling flow.

4. Proper fuel flow is delivered for every scheduled area.

5. The oxidizer pump is kept near its scheduled path.

(2) Propellant Flow Control

Controlled thrust level is a basic requirement for engine operation. Pre--
cise thrust level is provided by accurately trimming total engine oxidizer flow to
the scheduled value. A reference total oxidizer flow is scheduled as a function
of velocity limited vehicle oxidizer-to-fuel ratio and velocity limited thrust level
requests. The actual total oxidizer flow is either a direct measurement or, in
the event of a flow sensor failure, a synthesized signal computed as a function of
the oxidizer low speed inducer (LSI) turbopump speed, inlet and exit pressures
generate an error signal. The error signal acts through a proportional plus
integral controller to trim the thrust level request to all control valve schedules.
The thrust level request to the total oxidizer flow schedule is taken directly from
the thrust servo and does not contain the oxidizer flow trim value. The authority
limits around the integrator fix the amount of thrust trim available at all engine
thrust levels by zeroing the input to the integrator. The error te the oxidizer
flow trimmer is also limited to restrict the rate of thrust level correction. The
resultant rate of thrust request to the schedules is the rate )f the velocity servo
plus the trimmed rate. During starting and shutdown cycles, the thrust trim
loop is opened and the integrator zeroed.

Accurate mixture ratio balance must be maintained at steady-state for

proper propellant management. During a transient it is important that a coordin-
ation of oxidizer and fuel pump loads be made to keep the pumps balanced and
moving along known schedules. A fuel flow reference value is calcOlated by
dividing the measured totil oxidizer flow by either the velocity limited oxidizer-
to-fuel ratio or, during an acceleration, the ccnstant acceleration bias value.
The actual total fuel flow is measured directly or, in the case of flow sensor
failure, computed as a function of fuel LSI turbopump speed, inlet and exit
pressures. The reference fuel flow is compared with the actual total fuel flow
to generate an error signal. This error signal acts through a dynamically com-
pensated integrator to trim the gross mode scheduled preburner fuel valve
position. The trimming of the fuel valve drives the actual fuel flow, and there-
fore the pump load and engine oxidizer-to-fuel ratio, to the desired value.
Integrator authority limits are provided in the trim loop to prevent excessive
fuel valve excursions. During start and shutdown cycles, the fuel trim is opened
and the integrator zeroed.
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b. Engine Protection Control System Logic

The engine protection system continuously monitors six basic engine
parameters during engine operation; however, the system remains inactive
unless one of the parameters approaches a limit. The six protective closed-
loop controls monitor:

1. Main oxidizer pump NPSP *
Pressure

2. Main fuel pump NPSP P

3. Preburner temperature
Temperature,

4. Transpiration cooling

5. Main oxidizer pump speed

SSpeed6. Main fuel pump speed 

I
These controls protect the engine by restoring the critical parameter to a

safe condition, either directly if there is a control point which directly affects
the parameter or indirectly by slowing the transient to bring the engine closer
to steady-state equilibrium.

(1) Pressure Protection

Oxidizer flow cavitation occurring in the main turbopump causes a sudden
reduction in the total oxidizer flow delivered to the engine. This disturbance in
oxidizer flow will change the engine thrust and unbalance the oxidizer-to-fael
ratio. The oxidizer low speed inducer (LSI) valve provides direct control of the
main oxidizer pump inlet pressure and can be trimmed by a closed loop to prevent
cavitation in the main pump. A minimum safe main oxidizer turbopump inlet
pressure is calculated as the sum of actual main oxidizer pump Net Positive
Suction Pressure (NPSP) plus the vaporization pressure of the oxidizer at the
inlet to the main pump. Tae main pump NPSP is computed as a function of the
turbcpump speed and the actual total oxidizer flow. The vaporization pressur6
Is calcu.'ated as a function of the main turbopump oxidizer inlet temperature plus
an additicna7 safety margin. This minimum inlet pressure is compared with the
actual pressure to generate an error signal. When the act=al pressure drops
below the minimum operating pressure, the error signal acts through a dynamically
compensated network to close the LSI area and open the main chamber area in
proportion to the cubic ratio of valve areas. This double area reset results in a
larger pressure drop existing across the LSI turbine without disturbing the
scheduled oxidizer flow into the main chamber. As a result, more power is
supplied to the LSI pump which raises the inlet pressure of the main pump above I
the value where cavitation occurs.

Cavitation at the main fuel pump inlet can be the cause of a sudden reduc-
tion in fuel flow through the pump to the engine. TVis disturbance in fuel flow
will unbalance the oxidizer to fuel ratio and cause serious overteniperature In
the engine. The pressure supplied by the fuel boost pump givea the NPSP mar-
gin needed by the main fuel pump to prevent cavitation. The power to drive the
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inducer pump is delivered by the low speed inducer turbine piaced in the trans-
piration cooling flow circuit. As descr~bed for transpiration cooling flow pro-
tect,ýon, the high pressure delivered by the main fuel pump provides the pressure
drop across, the circuit to maintain cooling flow and also power to the boost pump.

During an acceleration transient, tho lagged response of the fue) boost
turbopump causes the pressure delivered to the main pump to be lowered. The
lowered pressure reduces the NPSP margin. The NPSP margin is improved in
two ways: first, by decreasing thrust and acceleration rate, ad second, by
augmenting the apeed schedule to maintain pump speed, i.e., fuel pressure.
The total action improves the NPSP margin by:

1. Increasing the power tc th2 low speed induce, by increasing
the pressure drop across the cooling flow circuit

2. Increasing boost pump output pressure by unloading the
boost pump with a reduction in total fuel flow

3. Preventing the required NPSP from increasing and allowing
the slower boost pump to catch up by holding the main fuel
pump speed constant.

The NPSP of the main fuel pump is given by a map or an equation which
has inputs of main fuel pump speed and total fuel flow passing through the pump.
The saturation pressure is a function of the fuel temperature entering the main
pump. The sum of NPSP and the saturation pressure is the required minimum
main pump inlet pressure needed to prevent cavitation. Comparing the required
pressure with the measured pressure forms an error signal which is dynamically
conditioned and acts to improve the cavitation margin as described above.

(2) Temperature Protection

The preburner temperature or turbine inlet temperature is influenced
directly by the preburner oxidizer-to-fuel ratio. If an abnormal condition occurs
to cause a high preburner temperature at any time, the preburner temperature
limiter loop will act to reduce the preburner oxidizer-to-fuel ratio and conse-
quently the preburner temperature by increasing the fuel flow into the preburner.
When a temperature correction is necessary, the preburner temperature loop
acts to lower the oxidizer-to-fuel ratio reference value to the preburner fuel
valve schedule and the oxidizer-to-fuel ratio reference to the fuel flow trim loop.
With a lower oxidizer-to-fuel ratio reference value, the schedule and the loop
increase the fuel flow to the engine and the preburner temperature is lowered to
a safe value. The maximum reference temperature limit is scheduled as a func-
tion of the main fuel pump speed to allow maximum operating temperatures. The
preburner temperature is indirectly sensed by four probes located at the exit of
each turbine. Trim occurs only if the highest temperature sensed exceeds the
scheduled limit. Compensation is provided in the loop to overcome the effects
of thermocouple dynamics.

The walls of the main chamber must be cooled to prevent overheating by
the hot combustion gases. A portion of total fuel flow is supplied to the main
chamber through the transpiration cooling circuit which contains a fixed-area
*estriction in parallel with the fuel low speed inducer turbine. Since the flowpath
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effectively consists of a constant--area restriction, the proper transpiration
cooling flow must be supplied by the pressure drop maintained from the output
pressure of the fuel pump to the pressure in the main chamber. The proper
pressure drop is assumed to exist normally at steady-state by controlling the
main fuel pump speed with a closed-loop.

The required transpiration cooling flow is strongly affected by and in-
creases nearly linearly with the thrust level of the engine. Also, if the fuel pump
speed is held to its scheduled value with thrust level, adequate cooling flow will
be supplied for the reasons mentioned above. If, during an acceleration tran-
sient, cooling flow becomes marginal due to a lagged response by the fuel pump,
the cooling flow limiter will slow the request thrust rate to allow the main fuel
pump speed to catch up to its scheduled value. In addition, the limiter will
improve the cooling flow margin by reducing the required cooling flow with
respect to the actual cooling flow. This improvement in margin is accomplished
by reducing thrust without changing fuel pump speed. The limiter proportionally
reduces the requested thrust level to all the schedules and simultaneously biases
the scheduled fuel pump speed so that there Is no change in requested speed.

The transpiration supply regenerative heat exchanger exit temperature
provides a good indication of the cooling conditions in the main chamber. By
sensing this exit temperature and comparing it to a scheduled value a tempera-
ture error is formed which indicates the cooling flow margin. Correction will
be made only if the actual temperzture rises above the scheduled value. Dynamic
compensation is provided to allow optimization of the response of the trans-
piration cooling protection loop.

(3) Speed Protection

The overspeed protection for both main fuel and main oxidizer turbopumps
gives positive corrective action without upsetting the power and flow balance
within the engine. By trimming the thrust request during overspeed conditions,
corrective action will be taken while keeping all of the system schedules
coordinated.

Both main pump speeds are compared to their maximum limits to form two
speed errors. Each error is conditioned to remove the dynamic characteristics
of each pump speed loop. Thrust level trim occurs only when an overspeed
condition exists. If an overspeed condition exists simultaneously for both pumps,
the largest error is selected for corrective action by a select high function.

The error from the select high function acts to slow or to reduce the
thrust level set by the thrust request servo. A speed error will act in a pro-
portional plus integral manner to reduce thrust level to correct for the turbo-
pump overspeed problem.

c. Start and Shutdown Sequence Control Logic

During prestart, start, and shutdown sequences, the closed-loops are
opened, the trim integrators are zeroed, and the gross mode assumes complete
control of the sequence. The velocity limited thrust servo incorporates the
logic for start and shutdown. It also provides the time base for sequencing all
of the control valves and solenoids. The four control valves are scheduled by
extending their normal steady-state schedules into thrust levels below idle.
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The prestart logic prevents engine startup uinless the prestart request is I
cycled on and off. When the prestart cycle is complete, the engine starting
sequence begins immediately if the thrust level requested is sufficiently high
(at least to idle). The gross mode control system then schedules the four con-
trol valves until the engine is operating at the requested level. In the event of
ignition failure, the system is held at a safe starting level.

The shutdown sequence similarly uses only scheduled sequences, all
closed-loop control systems being opened.

4. Components

The ECU receives data from the pressure, temperature, speed and flow-
meter sensors, monitors the positions of the actuators, and supplies output
commands to the actuators and solenoids. In addition, the ECU is given opera-
tional commands by the- ship's central computer, provides test signals to the
ECU subsystems, observes the effect of the test signals, and outputs data to
the ship's central ceu)puter, which judges the validity of the ECU performance.

The ECU is divided into four sections:

1. Input Subsystem

2. Output Subsystem

3. CPU Interface

4. Central Processing Unit

The input subsystem includes the analog multiplexer, analog-to-digital
(A/D) converter, speed measurement circuits and sensor failure input circuits.
The output subsystem is composed of the digital-to-analog (D/A) converters,
the actuator servo amplifiers, and the solenoid drivers. The CPU interface
permits communication between the central processing unit and the input sub-
system, output subsystem, and ship's central computer. The central processing
unit executes all required computations, and stores the XLR129 operational and
test programs.

a. Input Subsystem

The input subsystem contains the following components:

1. Analog Multiplexer

2. Analog-to-Digital Converter

3. Speed Measurement Circuits

4. Sensor Failure Input Circuits

The preconditioned input sensor signals (up to 40 channels) are multiplexed
by an analog multiplexer (J-FET type) in accordance with central computer con-
trol signals. The J-FET switch was selected because of its low ON resistance,
zero offset voltage, good temperature stability, and adequate speed.
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In order to process the various input sensor signals by a single A/D con-
verter, a multiplexer is required in the input section. The basic theory of
analog multiplexing is relatively simple. A multiplexer accepts several signal
sources and switches them sequentially, or as required, to a single output line.
Thus, an analog multiplexer performs the same function as a rotary switch in
which the wiper arm is rotated electrically instead of mechanically. However,
a solid-state multiplexer can switch channels much faster than its mechanical
counterpart.

The output of the multiplexer is then converted to 12-bit digital words by
means of A/D converter. The successive-approximation converter is recom-
mended since it has a faster data access time and requires less hardware than
the range-comparison method.

The speed inputs will be measured continuously to provide a maximum
number of samples. This feature is particularly important for low speeds,
which consume the most time for each measurement. At 1800 rpm, each
revolution and measurement requires 33-1/3 milliseconds, and 30 measurements
per second are possible.

The circuits for each input will be designed for a specific speed range.
However, the speed input may lie outside this range. This condition may arise
during engine start-up or shutdown, and from engine, sensor, or circuit
failures. The computer program can detect such occurrences.

Comparison of the fixed time interval and variable time interval methods
of speed measurement indicates that the variable time interval technique is
smaller, lighter and less costly to implement with hardware, and requires fewer
program instructions to input data. Also, higher solution rates are possible for
low speeds with this approach. This technique employs a higher operating
speed (3.28 MHz versus 1 MHz) than the fixed time interval measurement
method, but this increase does not appear to be significant. Consequently, the
variable time interval measurement method will be applied to all the speed inputs.

The fault detection task is divided into two areas -- sensor fault detection
and circuit fault detection. The sensor fauit detection plan employs constant
sensor monitoring. When a sensor malfunction is observed, this information
is sent to the computer, which uses this data to select the good sensor (if one
exists) as a source of blade pulses. The computer also can clear a sensor
fault, either when the system begins operation or later if desired, provided the
sensor is operable. Of course, the monitoring and measurement circuits may
also fail. The detection of these faults depends upon the computer test program,
which is executed periodically. This program involves b~ocking the sensor
inputs, inserting simulated sensor faults into the sensor monitoring circuits,
and observing the monitor circuits' outputs. In addition, if these circuits pass
these tests, a simulated sensor signal is inserted, and the measuring circuits
process this input. The computer then observes the measuring circuits' output
and determines the validity of the measurement circuits.
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b. Output System

The output subsystem is composed of the following elements:

1. Digital-To-Analog Converters

2. Servo Amplifiers

3. Solenoid Drivers

The digital output of the CPU is converted to an analog signal by one of
four parallel resistor ladder type of D/A converters. This converter method
is recommended because of its high accuracy, fast operation, and good temper-
ature stability.

The servos controlling the actuator valves utilize brushless DC torque
motors. The major advantage of these servos are the elimination of gear trains,
a wide servo bandwidth, and low power dissipation at null.

The servo electronics utilize op-amp microcircuits, DC lead-lag com-
pensation, and miniature components throughout. This approach results in
efficient servo compensation, minimum heat generation, and a small packaging
size.

Eleven solenoid drivers in the output system are actuated by the CPU. A
standard solenoid driver and a pull-hold solenoid drive circuit were evaluated
for this application. The standard solenoid driver typically requires approxi-
mately 0.5 ampere to actuate the solenoid and a continuous application of this
power to keep it energized. The pull-hold circuit requires approximately
0. 5 ampere to actuate the solenoid; however, the holding function can be satis-
fied with about 0.2 ampere. While the pull-hold circuit can conserve system
power, the standard solenoid driver is much simpler and cheaper. On that
basis, the standard solenoid driver was selected.

c. Central Processing Unit

The central processing unit is a conventional Bendix BDX 800 general
purpose digital computer. The memory s'ores the system operational and test
programs. The CPU accepts and supplies data from and to the device controllers
(CPU interface) and performs computations as directed by the system programs.

The BDX 800 CPU is a 16 bit, parallel, general purpose processor de-
signed for aerospace application. The salient features of the computer are
summarized below:

Type: General purpose, full parallel organization,
single address

Arithmetic: Binary, fixed point, negative numbers in 2's
complement form 16-bit data word

Gperation
Registers: A register - most significant half of

accumulator - 16 bits
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Q register -- least, significant half of

a'cumulator - 16 bits

X register - Index register

P register - Program counter

Status Register - 3-bit condition register
5-bit N register

Instruction
Repertoire: Arithmetic: add, subtract, multiply, divide,

load, store, shifts, rotstions, and normalize.

Jumps: unconditional jump, variable skips,
two subroutine jumps.

The central processor unit of the BDX 800 is a programable digital pro-
cessor which executes sequences of instructions stored in memory. The CPU
performs arithmetic and logical operations on data; it decides what and hcw
operations are to be performed, where the necessary information is to be
obtained, and where the results are to be stored.

The memory unit provides storage capabilities for both instructions and
data. The storage requirements are met with a 8192 word metal oxide semi-
conductor (MOS) memory, and these words are each 16 bits in length. The
destructive readout (DRO)core memory will permit computer program modifi-
cations and changes in system constants to be made rapidly and conveniently
via software during the development phase of the program. Production units
will use a MOS read only memory to provide the program, and a MOS random
access memory to store data and command Information. Each storage location
has a unique address used to specify that location. The memory unit interfaces
with the CPU via two buses: a data bus and an address bus. The 16-bit bi-
directional data bus is used for the transmission of a data word to and from the
memory unit, while the 16-bit unidirectional address bus is used for selecting
a unique location in memory.

d. Central Processing Unit Interface

Communications between the BDX 800 central processing unit and the
input/output subsystem are defined in terms of computer instruction repertoire,
instruction timing and logical implementation. An exchange of information is
initiated by a BDX 800 input/output instruction in the computer program. Each
instruction triggers the start of a series of steps subdivided to function in the
computer timing intervals. In addition, the CPU and Input/output units generate,
initiate and acknowledge signals to controi 'he flow of the data transmitted and
received.

C. Preliminary Requirements for Input and Output Systems

The preliminary requirements which have been defined for the input and
output systems are as follows:
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1. Input Isolation

The input signal lines shall be buffered to prevent a failure in one channel
from propagating into another channel.

2. Updating Rate

The input and output systems shall be capable of processing a minimum

of 40 channels within each computer cycle time of 10 milliseconds.

3. Shielded Wires

When required, signal lines may be shielded to prevent EMI pickup.

4. A/D Converter

Data input: 0 to + 10 volts DC
Conversion time: less than 1 0 0 ps
Data access time: less than 120 ps
Source resistance: less than 500 ohms
Output code: 12 bit resolution, natural binary code
Output register: parallel output, 0 to + 5 volts TTL compatible
Accuracy: ± 1-1/2 LSB (least significant bit) (common reference supply

voltage for A/D converter and input sensors)

5. Input Analog Multiplexer

Number of input channels = 40
Input voltage range = 0 to + 10 volts
Address logic levels = 0 and + 5 volts
On Resistance = less than 250 ohms
Off Resistance = greater than 100 megohms
Switching time = less than 2 jAs

6. D/A Converter

Data input: 12 bit natural binary, parallel
Conversion Time: less than 5 MAs
IrnpuAt logic levels: 0 and + 5 volts, TTL compatible
Output signals = 0 to + 10 volts DC
Accuracy = 1 1 LSB (Common reference supply voltage for

D/A Converters and servo feedback device)

7. Speed Sensor Converter

Range of input pulses per revolution = 4095 to 20,475
Clock frequency: 3MHz
Output code: 15 bit resolution, natural binary
Output buffer register: parallel output, 0 to + 5 volts TTL compatible

8. Controllers

Input address: 4 bits
Control inputs: 5 channels
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Output control: 2 channels
Transfer gating: Bidirectional Control for 16 lines
Storage register: 16 bits
Clock frequency: 1 MHz
1/O instruction time: 6 AMs

9. Discrete Outputs

Solenoid drivers: Seven drivers for 0. 5 to 1. OA capacity
Gating control for drivers: 0 or + 5 volts logic
Actuator Changeover switches: Four Switches with 0 or + 5 volts

gating logic controlI
10. Discrete Inputs

Sensor faults: Detect 35 sensor inputs
Selector cohitrol: Divide Inputs into 3 groups of 12 each

11. Operational Temperature Range

-550 C to +1250 C

12. Warm-Up Time

The time required for the equipment to warm-up prior to operation

shall not exceed five minutes.

13. Power Consumption

The total power consumption of the input and output systems shall be
less than 45 VA.

Multiplexer 0. 40
A/D Converter 1.50
Reference Supply (1/O + Sensors) 4. 00
Speed Circuits 3. 00
4 D/A Converters 2-40
I11 Solenoid Drivers 2.20
4 Servo Amplifiers 8. 00
Logic Gating 3. 60
5 Volt Power Supply 7. 00
Misc. Power Supplies 6. 00

38. 10 Watts

14. Accuracy Estimate

Multiplexcr *0.012%
A/D Converter *0.034%
D/A Converter *0.025%

±0.071%

(Approx. ± 3 LSB)
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SECTION Vil
INTEGRATED COMPONENTS

A. HOT GAS SYSTEM RIG

1. Introduction

The hot gas system allowed the integ-ation of the preburner injector and
transition case components that were previously designed, fabricated, structurally
proof tested to be integrated and tested as integrated components. The hot gas
system rig permitted testing of the integrated components under engine conditions.

The hot gas system rig was made up of a bill-of-material preburner oxi-
dizer valve, preburner injector and transition case assembly with rig hardware
to simulate the fbei and oxidizer turbopumps#

The hot gas system rig allowed the preburner injector to be check fired
into the hot gas flow path used in the engine system before driving the fuel turbo-
pump turbine with the prebarner. In addition, the transition case assembly
operation could be evaluated under actual hot gas firing conditions before a fuel
turbopump was mounted in the transition case.

2. Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

The No. 2 preburner injector and No. 1 transition case assembly were
integrated with the fuel and oxidizer pump simulators as a hot gas system rig.
The hot gas system was mounted on E-8 test stand and six hot firings were made.

During the six hot firings, it was dem3nstrated that the preburner and
transition case could be satisfactorily run together as integrated components.
The turbine inlet temperature profile on the fuel pump simulator of 103' R maxi-
mum to average at an average temperature of 14520 R is satisfactory for opera-
tion of the fuel turbopump.

3. Hardware Description

Hardware used in the assembly of the hot gas system rig F-35139 included
the main case, transition case, outer case cooling liner, centerbody, preburner
injector flow duct, preburner injector, oxidizer control valve, oxidizer and fuel
turbine simulators, main burner injector simulator, preburner igniter, and
gimbal ball. The transition case is the spherical mounting structure for the
remaining hardware described.

After fabrication of the transition case was completed, skin thermocouples
for monitoring case temperature were installedA on the inside diameter of the
outer case (figure 884). Following instrumentation installations, the outer case
cooling liner was assembled into the outer case by welding together preformed
spherical segments (ftg-.re 885) fabricated from sintered L-605 (AMS 5759) wire
mesh. This liner shieldv the outer case structure from the high-temperature
turbine exbaust gases as they are discharged to the main burner injector. The
liner is hydrogen cooled, and prevents the case external skin from exceeding
540' R.
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I

Figure 884, Skio Thermocouples Installed FE 97307
on Inside Diameter of Transition Case

K

Figure 885. Preformed, Welduel, Spherical l1,.' 79722 6
Segments
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Before starting the assembly of the rig, backflush adapters were installed
on the transition case so the cooling liner and transition case could be flushed
with trichlorethylene to remove all contaminants. After completion of a bake
cycle that tollows the back flush operation, static and dynaminc strain gages were
installed on the outer skin for measuring outer skin stresses during testing. To
start the rig assembly, the outer case was placed on the mounting fixture with
the main burner centerline in a horizontal position. The mort.xing fixture was
designed so that the transition caje rotated about the main burner centerline.
This permitted rotation of the transition case and positioned the sphere flanges
so that each component could be lowered into the transition case.

The centerbody was installed in the interior of the tnansition case (fig.
ure 886), by threading it into the gimbal cone of the tran.ition case. To properly
locate the centerbody both angularly and axially, a locating fixture was fabricated
for installation on the fuel flange of the transition case. The centerbody, illus-
trated in figure 887 consists of the structural body, the outer porous cooling
liner, and the inmer liner assemblies. The structural body is a sphere inter-
sected by three cylindrical rings equally spaced around the equator of the sphere.

With the centerbody installed, the transition case was realied for the
installation of the preburner injector flow duct. The transition case was rotated
with the preburner flange on top with the face of the flange in a horizontal
position.

FRg•,r )8 6. Centerbody Instlled in Interior of FE 97596
'Transition Case
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The preburner flow duct is a contoured duct (figure 888) in which combustion
takes place, and through which the gas flows from the preburner injector to the
centerbody. The duct is composed of a cooled structural duct (figure 889), a hot
gas scrib liner, an outer heat shield, and a transpiration cooled liner (figure 890).

Figure 888. Preburner Flow Duct FE 95742

The upstream end of the preburner flow duct is supported by the transition
case preburner flange as shown in figure 891.

A teflon coated aluminum ring is used to seal the preburner coolant
cavity from the transition case. At assembly, a measurement from the front face
of the duct to the preburner injector was taken. A preburner injector catcher-
ring was machined on a line-to-line fit considering thermal conditions to ensure
the preburner injector faceplate blowoff load was balanced. The downstream end
of the preburaier duct outer structural wall contains a ring into which two grooves
are machined. These grooves form the seats of a three piece piston ring seal design,
shown in figure 892. The piston ring seals against the wall of the cylindrical
ring in the centerbody. The duct outer heat shield has a knife edge seal (figure
893) that rests on a seal ring portion of the main case cooling liner. This
seal separates the hot combustion gases from the ambient hydrogen coolant.
A spacer ring was required to obtain the correct crush of the seal which
allows for thermal growth of elements and faceplate. When the preburner duct
prebuild had becn completed, the preburner flow duct was held in a vartI.cal
position and lowered into the main case. After installation, stack up dimensions
were again taken to ensure the proper crush against the injector faceplate.
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Figure 889. Cooled Structural Duct FE 95743

fig ;07 4.H i 4.

ff;j

F'igur e 890. Transpiration Cooled Liner FE 99393
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Figure 893. Knife Edge Seal of Duct Outer FE 99392
Heat Shield

With the assurance of the necessary fit to the preburner injector face-
plate, the injector assembly was installed on the preburner flange of the transition
case. Building a preburner injector into a subassembly involved various
operations, oxidizer elements were individually flowed with water and
categorized on the basis of total flow and primary only flow. The fuel injector
faceplate was calibrated by flowing each fuel orifice with water and GN 2 . The
injector faceplate fuel orifices were machined with 253 oxidizer elements to give
a constant mixture ratio over the entire faceplate. With the matching complete,
four braze c'vcles were required for full assermbly. They are:

1. Au-Ni braze of 253 elements into injector housing.

2. Au-Ni braze of primary/secondary divider plate to housing and
elements.

3. Au-Ni fillet braze of elements to injector housing on fuel cavity side.

4. Ag braze of each element to adjacent 3 tangs on fuel faceplate.
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With the injector assembly resting on the preburner flange of the transition
case, the oxidizer control valve was placed on top of the injector and bolted to
the transition case. The oxidizer control valve regulates the liquid oxygen sup-
ply to the primary and secondary cavities of the injector housing.

The fuel turbine (figure 894) and oxidizer turbine (figure 895) simulators
consist of the inlet, turnaround, and diffuser sections of the respective pumps.
Orifice plates were used in place of the pump rotors and 2nd-stage stators to
provide the proper turbine pressure differential. Backpressure plates were used
to complete the simulation assembly. These plates are bolted to the transition
case. Both backpressure plates have removable plugs which provide access to
the inlet, stator and orifice plate regions of the ducts. Much of the instrumenta-
tion (temperature and pressure rakes) can be replaced or repaired by use of these
access ports. Diaphragms on the pump simulators form crush seals with knife
edge rings on the outer case cooling liner. The seals separate the hot combus-
tion gases from the outer case coolant. After prebuild had been completed, the
pump simulators were held in a vertical position and lowered into the outer case.
The main burner simulator (figure 896) is a water cooled plate that simulates the
back pressure to the transition case and is assembled to the main burner flange
of the transition case.

Since the igniter port provides the only opening to the preburner flow duct
and pump inlet sections, it was left open to permit final checks of the rig assem-
bly. The igniter is a mixing chamber for gaseous hydrogen and oxygen with an
exciter to provide the ignition spark. The igniter assembly was installed in the
igniter port and bolted to thc; igniter boss flange on the preburner sphere of the
transition cr se.

Figure 894. Fuel Pump, Turbine Simulator FE 97980
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Figure 895. Oxidizer Pump Turbine FE 97984
Simulator

Figure 896. Main Burntr Simulatoc FE 98013
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The assembly was removed from the mount stand by a lifting arm and was
held by the main burner flange while the gimbal (figure 897) was attached by
means of a split retainer ring. The gimbal was then bolted to a test transport
stand and was shipped to E-8 test stand.

Figure 897. Gimbal Thrust Ball Attached to Outer FE 96107

Case Gimbal Cone

4. Testing

a. Instrumentation

Instrumentation of the hot gas system rig, F-35139, is as shown in sketch
AKS 8252. The Instrumentation serves to proide rig performance data and pro-
vides (figure 898) protection against abnormal temperatures, pressures, and
flows.

Instrumentation to monitor conditions in the transition case cavity between
the outer case and porous cooling liner was applied to the case as shown in figure
899 and 900. Skin temperatures on the inside of the case shell and the static
pressure of the coolant between the case and case cooling liner were monitored.
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Figure 899. Instrumentation to Monitor Transition 17F 97 30 6
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The locations of the temperature instrumentation leads were: the gimbal
pad innerskin (TGCST-1 and 2), the spherical shell between the preburner and
oxidizer pump spheres (TSSST-2), the spherical shell between the preburner and
fuel pump spheres (TSSST-1), the preburner sphere (TPFST-1) and mail, burner
sphere (TMFST 1 and 2). Because only the preburner remained accessible
after the transpiration liner was installed, redundant leads were installed at the
other three locations before the liner installation. Access to these leads was
provided through No. 1 Swagelok fittings installed between bolt holes on the
preburner and main burner flanges. Additional Swagelok fittings were provided
to monitor preburner injector combustion temperature, and to provide temperature
and pressure data through each turbine.

The shape and size of the oxidizer pump inlet bullet allowed an extra plane
of instrumentation compared to the fuel pump inlet turbine, This made it possible
to place probes directly ahead of the inlet struts of the oxidizer pump (loc. Q).
Each of these rakes had three evposed platinum/platinum-rhodium thermocouples
to monitor temperature variations across the flowpath. These four temperaturo
rakes provided the data closest to the preburner injector hot combustion gas
temperature.

Both turbine simulators bad four probes equally spaced radially directly
ahead of their respective 1st stage stators. These locations enabled monitoring
of temperature anm! pressure conditions at the turbine inlets (loc. Qand&.
Pressure drop through tie turbines was monitored by total pressure rakes at
the entrance (loc. (and6 and exit (loc. @andA of the orifice plates, static
pressure taps along the wall of the turnaround ducts (loc 5 and 4) and total
pressure rakes at entrance (leo. 5) and exit (loc. 7 and 6) of the diffusers.

Each pump simulator ilso had static pressure taps located along two of
the inlet ducts coolant tubes (loc. 8 and 7 ý. These taps monitored the static
pressure ih the transition case chamber. The data from these taps and the
tap behind the case iner provided the effectivc pressure drop across the
transpiratik.' liner.

The preburner injector -t-xternal instrumentation monitored fuel and oxidizer
parawietars; spec'ifically, flow, temperature, pressure and pressure variations
(Kis~ler data). Thermocouples Lehind the RigIrnesh fa( eplate were monitored
for ,ycessive heating in that area to signify possiole ',ackflowing of the combus-
tion gases. The outer shell of the cooled preburner duot was instrumented at eight
locations to detect possible heating of the scrub liner.

b. Hot Gas System Rig Firings

,The hot gas rig was mounted on E-8 test stand and six hot firing tests
w,,ere made. The following wer(e the test objectives:

1. Dietermine the temperature profile in the turbine inlet ducts.

2. Determine the prensure profile in the turbine inlet ducts.

3. Calibrate the hot gas internal ducting.

4. Li•mon,4.rate hardware duorability.
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Run 1.01 was programed for 50/ thrust, r = 5. The 50% thrust, r = 5
data point was chosen because the preburner transpiration cooled Rigimesh liner
was not damaged during previous tests at this data point; thus, the temperature
profile could be evaluated prior to committing the rig to higher combustion
temperatures. The start sequence for the run was to divert 7% flowrates to the
rig and immediately start the ramp to 50% thrust while pressurizing the propellant
liquid run tanks to the required pressure level. The flow divider valve is
opened to the primary only, with a combined GHe and GN 2 purge entering the
injector secondary downstream of the oxidizer valve. As the propellant flow-
rates accelerate past the 20% thrust level, the oxidizer valve is opened to the
secondary cavity and the combined purge is turned off. This start procedure
is much shorter than the procedure used in preburner rig testing, thus accounting
for the short duration runs.

Run 1. 01 was advanced due to a faulty high transition case liner differential
pressure at 8.92 seconds which is prior to reaching the 50% data point. Sub-
sequent runs showed that the low side pressure source for the transition case
liner differential pressure was not responding properly, thus causing an erroneous
high differential pressure reading. Inspection of the rig through the nozzle after
run 1.01 showed no problems.

Data from run 1.01 showed a 280 to 150 cps combustion oscillation of 50 to
110 psi peak-to-peak during the transient to 50%. Due to the reduced timing in
the start and acceleration sequence the combustion oscillations are short lived.
The shutdown temperature spike was not as high (under 2700°R) as it was in
preburner rig testing. A summary of runs 1. 01 through 6. 01 are shown in
table CI.

Run 2. 01 was a repeat attempt at the run 1.01 program. The run was
automatically advanced at 0.51 seconds dce to high combustion temperature.
The rig remained in good condition after the run.

Analysis of the data from run 2. 01 showed that fuel delivery to the rig
was not properly maintained after rig ignition thus causing a high combustion
temperature that advanced the rig. A 50 second timing change on the fuel
valves was expected to cure the fuel delivery problem.

Run 3.01 was programed the same as run 1.01 with the exception cf the
50 millisecond timing changes to the fuel valves. Run 3.01 was a full duration
run of 13.73 seconds.

The rig was inspected through the nozzle throat as well as through the
igniter mount port. No problems were found through the nozzle throat as
illustrated in figure 901. Inspection through the igniter port revealed approx-
imately 14 discolored areas in the preburner liner transpiration cooled section
with some discoloration extending down onto the uncooled section of the liner as
shown in figure 902 which is a typical photo taken through a borescope. In the
mijority of the cases the discolored areas appear to line up with the ends of the
hexagonal pattern of the outer row of iijector elements although two of the 14
discolored areas are approximalely in the center of the row of the hexagonal
pattern. Two of the discolored areas at a row end appear to have some slight
metal erosion.
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Figure 901. Rig Inspected Through Nozzle FE 98487
Throat

Figure 902. Discoloration Extending Into FE 98799-1
UflcGOled Section of' the Liner
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The conditions that were predicted and obtained for Run 3. 01 are shown in
table CII. The temperature profile in the fuel and/or pump simulator is shown
on figure 903. Figures 904 and 905 show the total pressure profile and static
pressures at various locations in the fuel and oxidizer pump simulators ducting.
!Y general, the program set points were attained. The maximum-to-average
temperature profile of 1220 R at 1452 0 R average temperature was satisfactory.
The 50 millisecond fuel valve timing change corrected the high temperature spike
at ignition that was experienced during Run 2. 01.

Run 4. 01 was programed for 75% thrust, r = 5 and 100% thrust, r = 5. 5.
The start sequence was the same as used previously in test 3. 01. An oxidizer
lead of 280 milliseconds in advance of the opening of the main fuel shutoff valve
was used. The outer case liner coolant supply valve is sequenced to open
150 milliseconds after the preburner fuel valve allowing the preburner to ignite
before coolant is introduced into the transition case.

Run 4. 01 was automatically advanced after 6. 695 seconds because of a
faulty high outer case liner differential pressure. The advance occurred before
the first data point was recorded.

The ignition of the rig during test run 4. 01 was audibly louder than previous
ignitions of this rig. Analysis of the actual timing of rig ignition, as opposed to
the sequenced events, shows that the rig ignited approximately 70 milliseconds
later in test 4. 01 than in tests 1. 01, 2. 01, or 3. 01. The delay in rig ignition was
caused by slow opening of the main fuel shutoff valve (ROV 38). The delay in
actuation of ROV 38 was approximately 85 milliseconds later than normal, which
allowed the main case coolant liner supply valve (CV12) to open and admit GH2
into the main case before fuel reached the preburner. Rig ignition first occurred
inside the main case approximately 15 milliseconds before preburner ignition.

Inspection of the rig after test 4. 01 revealed some buckling of the Rigimesh
liner surrounding the transition case center ball, and some buckling of the heat
shield around the preburner duct. The preburner injector, preburner liner and
center ball inside were viewed by borescope and appeared basically the same as
shown by post-test 3. 01 borescope inspection, except the most downstream weld
that forms the lower side of zone 3 in the preburner transpiration liner appeared
broken over approximately 1. 5 in. of circumference, as evidenced by a slight
inward protrusion of the liner at that location. The segments of the liner in the
vicinity of the zone 3 broken welds were not in distress after run 4. 01.

In general the rig appeared in acceptable condition for continued low-thrust
level, low combustion temperature testing.

Inspection of the instrumentation tube to the low side of the main case liner
differential pressure showed the tube to be plugged with braze material at a
braze connector, thus causing the low side to always read ambient.
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Table CII. Preburner-Transition Case Test Results Rig
No. 35139-1, Run No. 3.01, Engine Thrust
Level 50% Mixture Ratio 5

Predicted
Engine Cycle 6 Predicted Test

Preburner *(Cycle 8) Rig Cycle Results

Oxidizer Primary Flow - lb/sec 7.856** 7.856 6.63
Oxidizer Secondary Flow - lb/sec 20.38*h 20.38 21.8
Oxidizer Primary/Total Flow Split 0.2782** 0.2732 0.233
Injector Face Fuel Flow - lb/sec 36.97 36.91 37.48
Rigimesh Liner Flow - lb/sec NAV NAV 0.104
Coolant Liner Flow - lb/sec 0.2286* NAV 0.064
Injector Mixture Ratio 0.763** 0.763 0.756
Chamber Discharge Mixture Ratio 0.760* 0.7415 0.754
Chamber Pressure - psia 2010. 2056. 2071.
Oxidizer Injector Temperature - LR 208.2** 208.2 193.
Fuel Injector Tempcrature - OR 142.0** 142.0 143.
Primary Effective Area - in? 0.063** 0.063 0.0491
Secondary Effective Area - in? 0.5897** 0.5897 0.667
Fuel Injector Plate Effective Area - in? 3.7 3.0 3.33

Oxidizer Turbine Simulator

Turbine It.let Flow - 1b/pec 1.04 NAV 19.58
Turbine Coolant Flow - lb/sec 0.66* 0.6302 0.332
Outer Case Coolant rlow - lb/sec 0.33*** 0.33 0.38
Discharge Static Pressure - psia 1439. 1474. 1566.
Turbine Ivlet Total Pressur2 - psia 1995. NAV 2004.
Turbine Exit Total Pre!ia3ure - psia 1474. NAV 1416.
Diffuser Inlet total Pressure - psia NAV NAV NAV
Diffuser Exit Total Pressure - psia NAV NAV 1577.
Turbine Inlet Tem,,,e-ature - OR 1465. 1488. 1406.

Fuel Turbine Simulator

Turbine Inlet Flow - I/sec 46.36 NAV 46.50
Turbine Coolant Flow - lb/sec 0.55* 0.5766 0.223
Outer Case Coclant Flow - lb/sec 0.33* 0.87 0.99

Discharge Stattc Pressure - psia 1460. 1474. 1530.
Turbine Inlet Total Pressure - psia 1989. NAV 1995.
Turbine Exit Totil Pressure - psia 1513. NAV 1521.
Diffuser Inlet Total Pressure - psia 1,AV NAV 1591.
Diffuser Exit Total Pressure - psia NAV NAV 1561.
Turbine Inlet Temperature - OR 1465. 1488. 1471.

Overall Performance

Total Oxidizer Flow - lb/sec 28.23,% 28.23 28.43
Total Fuel Flow - lb/sec 39.07* 39.32 39.41
Total 0H2 Over Case Coolant Flow - lb/sec0.66* 1.2- 1.37
Overall Mixture Ratio 0.723," 0.718 0.721
Transition Case Plenum Pressure - psia 1462. 1474. 1555.
Temperature Profile - OR 00 00 1220
Average Combustion Temperature - 1485.** 1488. 1452.
C' Efficiency (Based on Pressure and
Flow) - lO',. 100. (Need errata

Calc)

"**1'redicted rig conditions
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Figure 905. Static Pressure In Oxidizer Pump FD 43362
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The hard start of test 4.01 could have yielded the pump simulator and
preburner diaphragm seals, allowing the outer case liner flow to bypass the
liner by leaking through the seals. A cold flow was made through the outer
case liner in order to determine the liner effective area. The cold flow
showed that the liner effective area was 3.7 times greater in previously run
test 1.01.

Inspection of ROV 38 revealed sludge accumulation inside the pilot valve
porting the hydraulic pressure to the actuator. Another pilot valve was installed
on ROV 38 and volve timing returned to normal.

Run 5.01 was programed for demonstration of normal ignition through'
stand valve repair and ser'iencing changes, and a data point at 20% thrust, r = 5.
The outer case coolant supply valve opening was set 370 milliseconds after ROV
38 was open, sequencing from adding margin to ensure ignition in the preburner
rather than the transition case.

Test 5. 01 was automatically advanced after 2.798 seconds because of a
faulty low combustion temperature. A review of the data from oscillographs
showed that the rig was igniting in the preburner instead of in the transition case.

Test 6.01 was a repeat of the program for test 5.01. Test 6.01 was a
full duration run of 10. 144 seconds.

Visual inspection of the rig after run 6.01 revealed no additional damage
to the center ball liner. Borescope inspection of the preburner chamber showed
that the weld at the lower side of zone 3 in the prebui-ner trandpir ition liner had
broken over approximately 3/4 of the liner circumference. Ai~o, one additional
area of slight metal erosion had occurred on the transpiration liner.
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A review of the data showed the outer case coolant liner effective area was
approximately 2. 3 times greater than cold flows before test 1. 01. The conditions
that were predicted and attained on run 6. 01 are shown in table CIII. The
temperature profile in the fuel and oxidizer pump simulators is shown on figure
906. Figures 907 and 908 show the total pressure profile and static pressures
at various locations in the fuel and oxidizer pump simulators ducting. In lieu
of the above visual inspection, the rig was pulled from the test stand and delivered
to the assembly floer for teardown.

The hot gas system rig .vas disassembled for review of hardware damage
caused by the hard light of test 4.01 and for inspection of the preburner duct
cooling liner. Inspection showed buckling of the porous liner surrounding the
centerbody and buckling of the heat shield around the preburner duct. Buckling
was also present between each strut of the oxidizer simulator inlet bullet on the
cooling liner. This buckling was not severe and the coolant passages behind the
bullet liner were not closed.

Other discrepancies attributed to the hard start was the yielding of the
pump simulator diaphragm seals, and partly the yielding of the preburner
diaphragm seal. A post-test inspection of the simulator seals showed the
oidizer seal out of flatness by 0.060 in. maximum. Prebuild measurements
showed the part 0. 009 in. out of flatness.

The knife edge that mates against the diaphragm seals, located on the
outer case cooling liner, was also affected. The oxidizer simulator knife edge
seal deflected axially a maximum of 0.043 in. and went out of flatness 0. 026
in. mAsximu. The fuel simulator knife edge seal deflected 0. 070 in. and was out
of flatness 0. 047 in.

A gap noted between the outer case main burner flange and the coling
liner measured 0. 042 in. (design specification is 0. 004 in.). Too large a gap
in this area would mean a loss of coolant.

The outer case cooling liner showed no major areas of concern as evidenced
by dimensional X-ray visual inspection. The cooling liner was not in contact with
the outer shell and the porous liner has not been deformed although there were
some indications that the liner moved locally. The preburner duct diaghragm
seal to the outer case cooling liner was found in a 0.attened condition. This seal
normally has a radius that provides a metal-to-metal interference fit with the
outer case cooling liner. The actual interference fit of the buildup may have
been greater than blueprint because a teflon coated aluminum crush washer that
provides a seal between the preburner dct and outer case was found partially
out of seat at disassembly. Approximately one.-quarter of the seal was severely
deformed and was broken away from the larger piece. The remaining section of
the seal showed no comprescion marks. If the crush washer had been moved
completely out of its seat, the preburner duct could move an additional 0. 038 in.
The entire load would have been taken by the preburner duct diaphragm seal.
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Table CIII. Preburner-Transition Case Test Results Rig
No. 35139-1, Run No. 6.01, Engine Thrust
Level 2u%, Mixture Ratio 5

Predicted
Engine Cycle 6 Test

Preburner *(Cycle 8) Results

Oxidizer Primary Flow - lb/sec 5.782** 6.34
Oxidizer Secondary Flow - lb/sec 3.808** 2.78
Primary/Toial Oxidizer Flow Split 0.6029** 0.696
Injector Face Plate Fuel Flow - lb/sec 13.33** 13.52
Rigimesh Liner Flow - lb/sec NAV 0.71
Coolant Liner Flow - lb/sec 0.833* 0.0486
Injector Mixture Ratio 0.716 C.672
Chamber Discharge Mixture Ratio 0.713* 0.669
Chamber Pressure - psia 732ý4 679.
Oxidizer Temperature - OR 200.** 185.7
Fuel Temperature - OR 125.4 128.7
Primary Effective Area - in. 0.063** 0.0733
Secondary Effective Area - in? 0.2526** 0.179
Fuel Injector Plate Effective Area - in. 3.7 3.3

Oxidizer Turbine Simulator

Turbine Inlet Flow - lb/sec 6.76 6.89
Turbine Coolant Flow - lb/sec 0.43* 0.078
Outer Case Coolant Flow - lb/sec 0.16 0.158
Turbine Discharge Static Pressure - psia 566.3 509.0
Turbine Inlet Total Pressure - psia NAV 685,3
First Stator Discharge Total Pressure - psia 727.4 654.4
Turbine Discharge Total Pressure - pia 582.8 501.6
Diffuser Inlet Total Pressure - psia NAV NAV
Diffuser Discharge Total Pressure psia NAV 507.3
Turbine Inlet Temperature - OR 1367. 1235.

Fuel Tucbine Simulator

Turbine Inlet Flow - lb/sec 16.52 15.87
Turbine Coolant Flow - lb/sec 0.27* 0.0602 j
Outer Case Coolant Flow - lb/sec 0.16 0.417
Turbine Discharge Static Pressure - psia 577.1 505.3 I
First Stator Discharge Total Pressure - psia 725.6 644.3
Turbine Discharge Total Pressure - psia 595.6 485.G
Diffuser Inlet Total Pressure - psia NAV 483.8
Diffuser Discharge Total Pressure - psia NAV 540.3
Turbine Inlet Temperature - 0R 1367. 1372.

Gverall Performance

Total Oxidizer Flow - lb/sec 9.59** 9.12
Main Run Line Fuel Flow - lb/sec 14.16 13.78
Total Fuel Flow - lb/sec 14.48 14.56
Overall Mixture Ratio 0.622 0.627
Temperature Profile - OR 0 221
Average Combustion Temperature - OR 1394.• 1330.
Transition Case Plenum Pressure - psia 557.7 500.6
C' Efficienmy (Based on Pressure and Flow) - 1 100 97.2

**Predicte, rig conditions
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The disassembly also revealed that the preburner duct transpiration
liner separated from its carrier downstream of zone 3 for a 180 deg segment.
One quadrant of the liner had separated from the carrier over its entire axial
distance. X-ray inspection showed the electron beam weld between the liner L.:d
carrier to be defective. Sectioning of the part showed that the electron beam
welding operation used to join the transpiration liner to its carrier was only
partially effective. The weld showed penetration in some areas only, with
some of these being shallow penetrations. This condition carried downstream
to the uncooled scrub liner as shown in figure 909. These two hardware details
contained the only cracks found on any of the hardware inspected.

Figure 909. Partial Effectiveness o^ Eloctron FE 99017
Beam Weld In Uncooled Scrub
Liner
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Disassembly of the fuel simulator showed the following:

1. The first stator ahowed discoloration from heat on the lending
ind trailing edges. A small crack was present at one of the

stator vanes between the two vane flow recirculation holes.
Several of the recirculation holes indicated heat discoloration
and stf-ht metal erosion.

2. The orifice plate (simulator for the 2nd-stage etator and rotor)
showed heat discoloration on the •:,n'sm side. This plate
also showed a crack at a hole that was drilled for additional
instrumentation.

3. One turbine inlet duct seal attachment lug was br,>¢ o-ff,

allowing the seal to twict slightly.

At this point it was concluded that the hot gas system bad perfomeci
properly and was sufficiently checked out to allow its use to drive tbe turbine
of a fuel turbopumv assembly. Therefore, the rig wan renssgembled with a
fuel turbopump replacing the fuel pump simulator. A

B. HOT TURBINE RiG

1. Introduction

A series of six tests were conducted with the fuel turbopump mounted on
the hot gas system rig to demonstrate the capability of this integrated unit
to operate at engine operating levels of speed, flow, pressure and temperature.
During these tests, preburner chamber pressure to 4200 psia was achieved
and the fuel turbine operated at temperature levels 86 0R in excess of the
maximum engine cycle requirement (2325°R). The peak pump flow and discharge
pressure demonstrated on these tests was 9,956 gpm and 5,554 psia, respectively,

2. Summary, Conclusion and Recommendations

Six hot firing tests accumulating 95. 8 sec of hot turbine testing were
completed that demonstrated the capability of the integrated fuel turbournn,
transition case, proburner injector and preburner oxidiztr valve to operate at
conditioni -,1,,,,Pn, to 50%. 75% an4 n00% engine thrust cond0+*',a *buccessful
operatiL.. -- '-'nzwLrawed at La~e ,!sUO' i,.iei u, condhiotins vqt-. ½ - to engine
mixture ratios o-T 5, 6 and 7.

From these hot turbine tests the following conclusions were made:

"* The integrated components are capable of operation over a
range of mixture ratios and thrust that satisfy engine
operational requirements.

"* The feasibility of the spherical transition case concept and
cooling scheme has been demonstrated. Some modificaffon
is required to the centerbcdy to eliminate ovalization that
occurred at the three intersecting hoies where the pre-
burner, oxidizer turbopump turbine inlet, and fuel
turbopump inlet piug into the centerbody.
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* The adequacy of the mi ted flow cooling scheme used in the
turbine static structureq has been demonstrated. Some
minor design modifications In this area would make it
possible to optimize the configuration to reduce the amount
of cooling flow required, and to eliminate the cracking
that occurred on the oxidizer turnaround inner flow duct.

* A suitable preburner temperature profile for operation with
the turbopump turbines has been demonstrated.

* Fuel pump and ti'rbine performance exceeded the design goals
und the axial thrust balance capability wc adequate for engine
operation over the range of thrust and mixture ratio.

It is recommended that these basic integrated component concepts be used
in the design of future high-pressure staged combustion engines.

3. Hardware Design

The hnt "irbine test rig configuration was identical to that of hot gas
system test rig F35139, as described in Section VII, paragraph A, except that
the fuel turbine simulator was replaced with fuel turbopump F35147-1A. The fuel
turbopump hardware design is described in detail in Section V, paragraph F.

4. Assembly

The fuel turbopump assembly is installed in the transition case and attached
with 48 tie bolts. As the fuel turbopump is inserted, the fuel turbine inlet duct
piston ring seals engage the center ball access port ring structure to provide a
hot gas seal. The fuel turbopump diaphragm seal engages the outer case cooling
liner and is preloaded 0. 060 in. to seal outer case coolant from the hot turbine
discharge gas.

5. Testing

The fuel turbopump turbine was tested at temperature and pressure levels
experienced during emoni operation. Gaseous hydrogep and liquid oxygen were
pressure fed to the preburner injector from the facility high-pressure propellant
tanks and liquid hydrogen was supplied to the fuel turbopump at pressure and
temperatures equivalent to .nglne operating levels. The hot fuel-rich preburner
combustion gases were ducted to the fuel turbopump turbine and the oxidizer
turbopump turbine simulator by the internal ducting of the transition case. The
nozzle backpressure plate simulated the main combustion chamber. The fuel
turbopump discharge flow was discharged through a throttle control valve to a
burn stack disposal. Figure 910 is a schemptic of this test setup.

Before initiating the hot firing tests, a cold flow test was conducted on the
low pressure hydrogen system and fuel turbopump to establish the pump inlet
conditions and system operational characteristics. The initial hot firing test,
test No. 1.02, conducted on 15 July 1970 was programed for 13. 7 sec duration
with 3 sec of operation at 50%. r = 5 preburner cycle conditions. After 1 eec
of steady-&' te operation at 50%, a 2 sec fuel pump flow excursion was scheduled.
The test was a full duration run of 13.7 sec, during which pump operation at
29,360 rpm was achieved, and all program objectives were accomplishec.
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Figure 910. Hot Turbine Test Rig Schematic FD 33032B

Data analysis revealed that the test rig operated as predicted and that the
overall pump performance exceeded design goals as were experienced during
the calibration tests of the fuel turbopump in the B-6 test ticility. The pump
discharge pressure vs flow map recorded by x-y plotter during the test is shown
in figure 911. Plots of significant fuel turbopump parameters vs time for test
No. 1.02 are shown in figures 912 through 915. Table CIV presents a tabulation
of data recorded in the combustion system. Figures 916 and 917 describe
significant combustion system temporature and pressure profile data recorded
for this test. Post-test visual inspection through the backpressure simulator
throat and the preburner igniter port using a fiber optic xnope reealed the rig
was in excellent condition.

S •Test No. 2.01 was programed for 21.74 sec duration with a 2 sec steady-
state operation at 75% thrust, r = 5, 75% thrust, r - 6, and 100% thrust, r - 6
preburner cycle conditions, in that order. The test was manually advanced to
shutdown after 6.4 sec because of indication of a high outer case coolant liner
differential pressure. A review of the pressure sensor on the low side of the
liner differential pressure transducer showed that the low side pressure tap
was slow in responding to the power ramp, thus creating a false high differential
pressure reading. Visual inspection of the rig through the backpressure simulator
throat showed no hardware distress. No steady-state data were recorded on this
test.
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Table CIV. Hot Turbine Test Run, Rig No. 35155-1, Hun
No. 1. 02, Engine Thrust Level 50%, Mixture
Ratio 5. 0

Predicted
Engine Test

Icoburner cycle 6 Results

Total Fuel Flow - Ib./sec 40.51 39.81 - 39.82
Total Oxidizer Flow - Ibm/Sec 28.24 28.49 - 28.47
Oxid11er Primary - 1b.1/sec 7.856 8.03 - 8.05
Oxidizer Somidaty - '-b,,!:.z 20.38 20.46 - 20.42
Pr•rmery/Total Flow Split 0.2792 0.282 = 0.283
Injector Fuel Flow - lbm/sec 36.97 37.23 - 37.31
Rigimeah Coola'nt Flow - lb./aec N6v 0.591 - 0.520
Coolant Liner Flow - lbl/oee 0.2286- 0.177 - 0.156
Injector Mixture Ratio 0.763 0.753 - 0.753Chamber Pressure - psi# 2010. 1866. - 1868.
Average Combustion Temperature - R 1488 1480 1480-*
Oxidizer Temperature - "R 208.2 175.5 - 177
Fuel Temperature - "R 142. 143.2 - 142.

Oxidizer Turbine Simulator

Turbine Inlet Flaow- lb./soc 19.04 20.47 - .47
lurbine Coolazt - lb./soc 0.66* 0.367 - 0.377
Outer Case Coolant - 1b./soc 0.33* 0.383 - 0.386Turbine Inlet Total Pressure - psi. 1995. 1886W - 1887.
Diffuser Discharge Total Pressure - psei NAV 1275. - 1333.Turbine Inlet Temperature (Avg) - 'R 1465. 1.345. - 1344.
Turbine Diacharge Temperature - 'R 1386. Iy
Temperature Profile- (Max - Avg) - *R 0.0 40.1 - 46.2

Fuel Turbine

Turbine Inlet Flaw - lb/se/c 46.86 46.03 - 45.9w
Turbine Coolant Flow - lb /5ev 0.55* 0.587 - 0.605
Outer Case Coolant - lb.

4
sec 0.J3 0.467 - 0.460

Turbine Inlet Total Pressure - poal 1989. 1825. - 1827Diffuser Discharge Total Pressure - paie HAV 1262. - 1274
Turbine Inlet Temperature - *R 1665. 1382. - 1386.ý**
Turbine Discharge Temperature - *0 1381. 1298. - 1299.

Fuiel Pump

Fuel Discharge Valve Acd - in2 HAV 1.4 - 1.1Volumetric Inlet Flow - gpw 5038. 7386.3 - 6780.3
Ine Maoss Flow -lb /sec 45.87 72.8 - 66.81

Inlet Pressure - p. a 97.62 112.4 - 114.1
Inlet Temperature - F 46.6 37.8
Discharge Pressure - pola 2406.5 203:.8 - 2344.7
Discharge Temperature - 'k 89.2 70.4 - 72.3
Total Pump Prefsure Rise - pite 2309 2003.1 - 2299.4Pump Speed - rpm 30207 28828 - 29378
Horse Power - hp 11180. 14516 - 14498

Treesition Case

Transition Case Press•Lre -psia 1462. 1249 - 1257
Transition Case Temperature - 'R 1283. 1285 - 1285
Transition Case Total Flow - lb./sec 67.3 68.3 - 68.3
Transition Case Total Coolant - Ibm/sec 0.66* 0.850 - 0.855

Injector Effective Areas

Oxidizer

,Frimary A - in.
Secondary A - 0.063 0.0705 - 0.0707

.cd 0.897 0.621 - 0.633

Fuel

owo.!a11 - In? 3.48 2 89 -3.25
loats - in. 3.70 3.41 - 3.40

.Cyle 8 Prediction

Stiaed On Single Temperature Probe
*a4aad On Average Mixture Ratio
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The program for test No. 3. 01 was a repeat of test No. 2. 01. The faulty I
liner differential pressure low side source was corrected. Test No. 3.01 was
automatically advanced to shutdown at 14.5 sec, after achieving the 75% thrust,
r = 5 data point because of an indication of high transition case wall temperature.
During operation at the 75% thrust level the turbine inlet temperature was 1506OR
and the pump speed had stabilized at 35,623 rpm. Except for the excessive transition
case wall temperature indication on one of the four case sensors, all other
parameters were within the predicted range of operation. Visual inspection of the S
rig through the backpressure simulator threat revealed no hardware distress.
A post-test review of the high speed me-viv taken of the run showed minor
leaks at various points on the test rig adapter 'iimbing that re•.ulted in R fire
external to the test rig. In addition, it was found ý!at the electrical cable to
tl transition case thermocouple (TSSST2) that triggel 1d the shutdown had damaged
insulation that could have allowed the two leads of the cable to short together
forming an external thermocouple (secondary junction,. The damaged cable
was noted to have been in the area of the external fire seen in the movies.
Because the measured transition case cooling flow was as predicted and no
other case thermocouple indicated high temperatures, it was concluded that the
high transition case temperature that caused the shutdown was the result of the
secondary thermocouple junction sensing the external fire. The pump discharge
pressure vs flow map recorded for this test is shown in figure 918. Plots of
significant fuel turbopump parameters vs time for test No. 3. 01 are shown in
figures 919 through 922. Table CV is a tabulation of data recorded in the
combustion system. Figures 9ý 3 and 924 describe significant combustion
system temperature and pressure profile data recorded for this test.

LU 6

cc

0 4
o0 400 0,0rp

S25,000
S20,000

0 1 .....
0 24 6 8 10 12

FLOW - gpm (Thousands)

Figure 918. Pump Discharge Pressure vs FD 42877
Flow, Test 3.01, Rig F35155-1
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Table CV. Hot Turbine Test Run
Rig No. 35155-1, Run No. 3.01
Engine Thrust Level 75% Mixture Ratio 5. 0

Predicted
Engine Is-t

Preburner Cycle 6 5i' ts

Total Fuel Flow - lb lIec 61.14 60 62
Total Oxidizer Plow b 1b0 /stc 50.20 47:13
Oxidizer Primiry - lb •/ec 9.82 5.61
O• idizer Secondary - T-h•/soc 40.38 3,1.32
Primary/TotaI Flow Split 0.192 0.208
Injector Fuel Flow - lb,/kec 56.36 56.07
xig!mesh coolant Flow - Ibm/seec NAV 0. ,0
Cooline Liner Flow - lbmln/c 0.351 0.255

Injector Mixture Ratio 0.891 0.327
Chamber Preasure - psis 3261. 2969.
Average Combustion Tamp - 'R 1717. 1600."
Oxidizer Tamp - '4 221. 119.
Fuel Tamp 160. 162.

Oxidizer Turbine Simulatov

Turbine Inlet Flow - 1b/seac 31.01 31.42
Turbin Coolant - lbm/sec 0.66* 0.627
Outer Case Coolant - lbm/uec 0.4•* 0.821
Turbine Inlet Total Pressure psia 3254. 3011.
Diffusee Discharge

Total Pressure - pesi MAY 2041.
Turbine Inlet Tamp (avg) - '•1 1687 1490.
Turbine Discharge Tamp - °R 1572 RAV
Tamp Profile (max-avg) - 0R 0. 26.4

Fuel Ttirbine

Turbine Inlet Flow - lb /eet 75.57 72.11
Turbine Coolant Flow - Tb-/sec 0.78* 1.005
Outer Case Coolant lb/s .et 0.4* 0,990
Turbine Inlet Total Pres - pasi 324 2901.9
Diffuser Discharge

Total Pressure - psia HAV 2037
Turbine Inlet Tamp - R 1687 1507.* •
Turbine Discharge Tamp - *R 1566 1409.

Fuo . lhizp

Fuel Discharge Valve A d- in2 1.1
Volumetric Inlet Flow - gpm 7526 7552.2

Inlet mss: Flow -b I/ee 6G.55 74.68
inlet Pressure - psi, 115.8 118.7
Inlet Temperature - R 47.1 37.5
Discharge Pressure - pots 3786 3614.
Discharge Temperature -*R 112. 89.
Total Pump Pressure Pisa - piat 3670. 3581.
Pump Speed - rpm 38733. 35623
Iforse Power 25311. 23645.

Transition Case

Transitlon Case Pressure - peis 2210. 2006
Transition Case Temperature - R 1472. 1407.
Transition Case Total Flow - bm/secIll.3 107.75
Transition Case Total

'ýoolant - Ib.lsac 0.90 1.h20

Injector Effective Areas

Oxidizer

Primary A . in. 2  0.063 0.070
Sn,-ndaryAtd -in. 0.658 0.679

fluelI

Overall -n'. 3.468 5.03
Plat* - tn' 1.70 3.47

'Cycle 8 Prediction
-S•saed on Average Mixture Ratio

**-Based on Single Temprature Probe
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The planned program for test No. 4. 01 was the same as for the two pre-vious test's. The test was Automatically advanced to shutdown after 17.2 sec
because Of an indicatiOO of excessive transition case well temperature (TsSST2).
Before the text wits terminat4ed, sf0ady-ftate operation at 75% thrust, r - 5 and715% thrust, r -6 preburner oycle conditions was achieved. At the 75% thrust,r = 6 operating point the pump speed was 34,8610 rpm and the turbine inlet
temperature stabilized at 186901. The pump discharge pressure vs flow maprecorded for test No. 4. 01. shown in figure 925. Plots of significant fuel turbo-pump parameters vs time for too't No. 4. 01 are shown In figures 926 through929. Tabic CV1 tabulides tiw combut"n system data for test No. 4. 01. Figures930 and 931 describe signfcant combustion system temperature and 1,resaure
profile data recorded during the test. Visual Inspection of the rig through theIbackpressure simulator throat and through the Igniter port with a fiber opticsscope revealed no distress. Minor external damage to the rig Instrumentation
caused by 2 test stand fire was observed.

Figpure 932 shows a plot of two transition case Inner wall thermocouples(T~ff I and T&ffF2) vs time for test No. 4. 01. It can be noted that thermo-couple TBWT2, the, main came thermocouple that caused the premature shutdown,exhibits a chmarcotristte similar to the other comparable parameter untilapproximately 14 sec. At this time a review of the run movies showed a smallfire in the area of the TOM lead which continued through shutdown. Post-testinstrumentation checks revealed that the TOMMT thermocouple lead contained asecondary junction external to the rig as wa suspected during test No. 3. 01.The location of the secondary junction was established using an external heatsource, The faulty lead was removed from the test rig and examined In theInstrument Laboratory, The secondaryt junction was confirmed with heat andresistance cheeks. The Inconel sheath was opened at the area of the secondaryJunction and the tbarmocouple conductors were found to be shorted together atthis point. The magnesium oxide Insulation was found to have disintegrated anud
was the cause of the maihinction.

I I i

0500

FLOW wm I Thoumd)

Figuree 925. Pump Discharge Presbure vs FD) 42878A
Flow. Test 4.01, Rig Ft35155-1
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Table CVI. Hot Turbine Test Run, Rig No. 35155-1,
Run No. 4. 01, Engine Thrust Level 75%

Mixture Ratio 5.0 Mixture Ratto 6.0

Predicted Predicted
Eng ine Test Kngine Text

Preburner Cycle 6 Results Cycle 6 Results

Total Fuel Flow- lbm/sec 61.14 60.784 51.88 49.6
Total Oxidizer Flow - Ibm/sec 50.20 47.630 48,52 50.432
Oxidizer Primary - lb./sec 9.82 10.127 8.075 9.528
Oxidizer Secondary - Ibm/sec 4U.38 37.503 43.44 40.904
Primary/Total Flow Split 0.1936 0.213 0.1665 0.189
Injector Fuel Flow - Ibm/sec 56.36 55.924 47.53 47.234
Rigimesh Coolant Flow - Ibm/sc HAV 0.844 HAV 0.672
Coolant Liner Flow - lbm/sec 0.351* 0.253 0.293* 0.202
Injet.tor Mixture Ratio 0.891 0.839 1.021 1.053
Chamber Pressure - pets 3281 2965.8 3097. 2882.4
Average Combustion Temperature -

0
R 1713. 1625** 193' 1980**

Oxidizer TempIrature - 'R 221. 179.0 213. 177.
Fuel Temperature - *R 160. 162.1 173. 172.

Oxidizer Turbine Simulators

Turbine Inlet Flow - Ibm/sec 31.01 31.23 23.08 28.22
Turbine Coolant - lb./sec 0.86* 0.627 0.798* 0.561
Outer Case Coolant - lbm/sec 0.48* 0.957 0.49* 0.960
Turbine Islet Total Pressure -pale 3254. 2990.0 3073 2902
Diffuser Discharge
Total Pressure - poti KAV 2039.1 WYV 2030.
Turbine Inlet Temperature (Averalo) - °R 1687. 1502. 1904. 1854.
Turbine Dischazg. Temperature - 9 1572 KAV 1789. KAV
Temperature Profile (Meximum-Average) ' R 0 28.0 0 56.

Fuel Turbine

Turbine Inlet Flow - Ibm/sec 76.57 73.42 68.87 70.32
Turbine Coolant Flow - Ibm/sec 0.78* 1.015 0.711* 0.919
Outer Coea Coolant - lbm/sec 0.46* 1.164 0.4"* 1.167
Turbine Inlet Total Pressure - psia 3244 2886.6 3064 2823.
Diffuser Discharge
Total Pressure - psai HAV 2053.3 NAV 2035.
lurbine Inlet Temperature - 'R 1687 1519.4*** 1904. 1868.***

Turbine Discharge Temperature - R 1566. 1420.1k 1780 1765.

Fuel Puep

Fuel Discharge Valve Acd - in.? AV 1.1 NAV 1.1
Volumetriv Inlet Flow - gpm 7526. 7459. 6483. 7309
Inlet mass Flow - Ibm/sec 68.55 73.7 59.13 72.19

Inlet Pressure - psia 115.8 120.5 128.7 120.3
Inlet Temperature - R 47.1 37.7 47.4 37.7
Discharge Pressure - plet 3786. 3561.0 3752,9 3368.6
Discharge Temperature - 'R 112 88.2 115. 86.2
Total Pump Pressure Rise - psi 3670. 3523.8 3424. 3328.7
Pump Speed - rpm 38733. 35372 38021. 34582.
Horsepower - hp 25311. 23429 23381. 21939.

Traesitio, rase

Transition Case Pressure - piat 2210 2022.8 2146. 2010.
Transition Case Temperature - 'R 1472. 1402. 1666. 1728.
Transition Case Total Flow - blb/soc 113. 108.414 100.4 102, 15
Transition Case Total Coolant - Ibm/sec 0.96 i.121 0.98* 1.127

lnje~tor Effective Areas

Oxidizer
Primary Ard - in2 0.063 0.0721 0.061 0.0754
Secondary Acd - in2 0.658 0.ft6 0.677 0.677

Fuel
Overall - in? 3.48 3.04 3.48 3.18
Plate - in? 3.70 3.46 3.70 3.44

-Cycle 8 Prediction
fta•2sd on Averaf1e Mixture Ratio

***ase*J on Single Tempermture Probe
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Data analysis of test No. 4. 01 revealed that except for a high-temperature
indication in the fuel turbine stationary parts coolant system all systems per-
formed as predicted. Because post-test instrumentation checks revealed that
the coolant system thermocouples were operating normally, the rig was removed
from the test stand on 29 July 1970 to permit, Inspection of the fuel turbine
coolant system.

Disassembly of the hot turbine test rig was limited to removing the fuel
turbopump from the transition case. Inspection revealed all parts were in
excellent condition as shown In figures 933 through 938. The turbine inlet duct
and the 1st-stage stator were removed from the fuel turbopump. Heat discolor-
ation Indications were observed on the lst-stage stator outer shroud segments,
the lst-sage blade tip shroud ring, and the stationary parts support rings,
confirming the excessive coolant temperature to the turbine stationary parts.
Indicitions of excessive hot gas flow into the turbine outer coolant mixing chamber
around the lt-stage stator outer shroud slot seals were also observed. The
condition of the turbine parts is shown in figures 939 through 942. Nondestructive
tests on the heat dicscolored parts showed no defects and all these parts were
reused in the next turbopump build.

It could not be positively concluded from data analysis that the total
measured cold hydrogen ooolant flow directed to the fuel turbfne reached the
coolant mixirg chambers. TAsk checks had been performed on the coolant dis-
tribulion system with the exception of the cover-to-turbine inlet duct interface
connections. A coolunt leak could have occurred at these two areas, it was,
therefore, concluded that the excessive coolant mft temperature ciuld have
been caused by both excessive hot gae flow and diminished coolant supply.
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Figure 934. Post-Test 4. 01i View Into Ta-FE 100367
Tasition Case Through FUel Tro
Tubpump Port Showing Good Cn

Condition of the Parts (View 2)
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Figure 935. Post-Test 4. 01 View Into FE 100366
Transition Case Through Fuel
Turbopump Port Showing Good
Condition of the Parts (View 3) II I

I

Figure 936. Post-Test 4.01 View Into KFE 100359
Transition CaEe Through Fuel
"Turbopump Port Showing Good
Condition of the Part (View 4)
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Figure 937. Post-Test 4. 01 View Into FE 100357
Transition Case Through Fuel
Turbopump Port Showing Goodf
Condition of the Parts (View 5)

Figure 938. Post-Test 4. 01 View Into FE 100356
Transition Case Through FuelI
Turbopump P-ort Sbowing G~ood
Condition of the parts (View 6)
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FIgure 939. Post-Test 4. 01 View of Turbine FE 100344
Inlet Duct Assem'bly

Figure 940. Post-Test 4. 01 View of Turbine FE 100346
Inlet Duct Assembly andi 1st-Stage
Stator (View 1)
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1F1gure 941. Post-Test 4. 01 View of Turb~ne FD 42880A
Inlet Duct Assembly and 1st-Stage
Stator (View 2)

Flgvre 942. Post-Test 4. 01. View of Fluel FD 42881Turbine Showine -lo

of the Parts
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During reassembly of the fuel turbopump turbine, the outer coolant mix
was rebalanced by changes to the contributing systems. The hot gas flow was
reduced by incorporating new 1st-stage stator outer shroud slot seals that had
the hot gas passages omitted. Eleven additional cold hydrogen gas supply
passages to the outer mixing chamber were incorporated in the turblite inlet
duct supply annulus. In addition, the suspected cold hydrogen gas leak paths at
the interface connections between the cover and turbine inlet duct were sealed
by electron beam welding.

The movies of the test rig had revealed that, in addition to the stand
fires observed during tests No. 3.01 and 4.01, the exhaust dischaerging from the
backpressure simulator was Impinging on the heat shields of the preburner fuel
inlet and fuel pump discharge lines causing some hot gas recirculation around the
test rig. An uncooled sheet metal exhaust nozzle was incorporated on the rebuild of
the test rig to prevent facility damage and to eliminate the recirculation effects.

The hot fuel turbine test rig, F35155-2, was returned to the E-8 test
facility on 4 August 1970. A system cold flow test (test No. 5.01) was performed
before proceeding to the hot tests. The fifth hot firing test, test No. 5. 02, was
conducted on 10 August and was programed for 22 sec duration with 2 sec of
operation at 75%, r = 5, 100%, r = 6 and 100%, r = 7 preburner cycle conditions.
The test was a full duration run of 22 sec, during which fuel turbine operation
at an Inlet temperature of 2405OR with a rotor speed of 39,500 rpm was achieved,
and all program objectives were accomplished. Data analysis indicated that the
test rig operated as predicted and that the fuel turbine coolant system success-
fully maintained the desired coolant temperatures to the disks and stationary
support structure. Maximum fuel pump speed attained during this test was
40,800 rpm with a corresponding turbine inlet temperature of 2088'R. Visual
Inspection of the test rig Indicated all parts were in good condition and heat
discoloration was noted only on the uncooled heat shields as shown in figure
943. Movies of the test r4,g showed no fires external to the test rig and that the
exhaust nozzle, shown in figure 944, successfully prevented exhaust gas re-
circulation and impingement with the facility plumbing. The pump discharge
pressure versus flow map recorded by the x-y plotter during the test is shown
in figure 945. Plots of significant fuel turbopump parameters vs time are
shown in figures 946 throLgh 949. Table CVII is a tabulation of cormbustion
system data for test 5.02. Figures 950 and 951 are significant combustion
system temperature and pressure profile data recorded during this test.

The final hot firing test, test No. 6. 01, was conducted on 13 August 1970
and was programed for 22. 3 sec with 2 sec of operation at 50%, r = 7 and 3 sec
of operation at 100%., r - 5 preburner cycle conditions. After 1 sec of steady-
state operation at the 100% level, a 2 see fuel pump flow excursion was scheduled.
The test was automatically advanced to shutdown at 20 sec because of a loss of
pump speed indication. At the time of the premature shutdown the pump speed
was 44,500 rpm and the preburner had stabilized at the 100%, r = 5 set point.
Visual inspection of the test rig revealed no apparent change in the parts condi-
tion from the previous test, and also showed that the facility adaptor cable to the
pump speed Indicator, that caused the erroneous shutdown, had become dicconnected.
The other two spod Indicators recorded the normal pump operating speed level
before the shutdown. The pump discharge pressure vs flow map recorded by the
x-y plotter during the test Is shown in figure 952. Plots of significant fuel turbo-
pump parameters vs time are shown in figures 953 through 956. Table CVIII
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presents a tabulation of combustion system data for test 6. 01. Figures 957
and 958 describe signiflicant combustion system temperature and pressure pro-
file data recorded during this test. Figure 959 shows the, test rig operating at
100%, r =5 preburner conditions.

Figure 943. Post-Test 5. 02 View Into Transi- FE100270
tion Case Through Exhaust Nozzle
Showing GoodCodtoofhePrs

Figure 944. Hot Turbine Test Rig Operating FE 100607-8
at the 1O001 r -~ 6 Level, Test 5. 02
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Figure 945. Pump Discharge Pressure vs FD 38750G
Flow Test 5.02. Rig F35155-2
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Table CVIL Hot Turbine Run, Rig No. 35155-2,
Run No. 5.02, Engine Tbhrut Level 75% and
100%, Mixture Ratio 5.0, 6.0, and 7.0

Predicted Predicted Predicted
Beig••s Test wllinp Test Engine Test

Prebursor Cycle 6 Ro"ur cycle 6 Results CycIs 6 Results

Total Fuelow L hu/sec*** 56.71 56.63 64463 64.12 35.66 55.25
Total Oxidizer Flow - lbu/soc 50.20 47.73 ?1.'45 70.71 70.02 71.54
Owidjteer P•i•ary - 1b6/sw 9.62 9.70 6.15 8.45 6.08 24
Onidirer Secodo•y - lb,/set 40.38 3S.03 63.31 62.26 63.94 31
Prinary/Total Met Split - lbs/sac 0.156 0.203 0,114 0.120 0.086 6 ,7
Injector Fuel Flow - lb #soc 56.36 S5.67 64,23 62.85 55.52 54.20
RiLWAml 0oole1t FleW -lbo/esc KAY 0.688 "PV 0.976 NAV 0.906
C one t Liner flow - tbatseac 91.351-' 0.267 0.3968 0.293 0.338. 0.242
Injector Niztc Ratio 0."1 0.844 1.112 1.108 1.261 1.301
ChUmbor Pressure * psal 3282 3045. 4367. 4086. 4175. 3889.
Averare CPoubulw Temperature - 3 1713. 1634.•- 2086. 2010.* .2326 2405.*
GOidliser Tepowntur - *t 221. 178. 220. 177. 215. 178.
roFuel rture' - R 160. 159, 183. 176. 197. 199.

Oxidiser Turbim Sieelator

Turbine Inlet Flow - Nl/sec 31.01 31.45 3.53 39.35 38.5 36.27
Turbine Coolant - l%/ee.. 0.860* 0.642 0.968k 0,824 0.915* 0.726
Outer Case C4oolnt - b/aec 0.480* 0.947 0.620- 0,913 0.630* 0.914
Turbine Inlet Total Pressure - plta 3254. 3079. 4332 4126 41t4l. 3921.
Diffuser Diselherp Toutl Pressure - pelt SAV 2076. 289M. 2&I7. IGV 2772.
Turtbin Inlet Toperstur (Avors) - 'R 1687. 1658. 20%5. MS. 2292. 2398
Turbine Discharge Teepersture - S 1372. MV 1911. 90) 214. KAY
Tomparsture Proftle (neC - Oeg) - '3 o.Q 45.0 0.0 94.0 0.0 126.0

Fuel Turbine

Turbine Inlet Flaw - Mbutan 76.37 73.11 97.31 95.46 89.99 90.52
Tu-rbine Coolant Flow - 1b,./se 0.7,0* 1. 94 0.920* 2.390 0.68* 2.062
Outer Case. Contut - 16mle 0.480* 1.130 0.620* 1.105 0.630* 1.105
Turbine Inlet Total Presgae - PAS 31144. 2990 4316. 4001. 4129. M6e.

SDifffMr Dshaqp Total Ptesr - pAe WAY 2071. MAY 2843. vAY 2616.
Turbine Inlet Toerature - "1 1687 PRV 2055. KMV 2292 MAY
Turbium Discharge Teerpture - 'R 1584. 1406. 1901. 1786. 2132 206,.SFreal Pump

Fuel Discharge Valve Acd - ino SAV 1.06 MV 0.94 MAv 0.94
Volnmetria Inlet Flaw - apm 7526. 7540. 86406. 7651. 7631 7422.
Inlet Moss Flow -lb./soc 68.55 74.58 78.50 75.72 69.69 73.42
Islet Pressure - paos t1.0 L21.0 127.0 127.0 14S.0 129.0
Inlet Temperature - R 47.0 38.0 40.0 38.0 48.0 38.0
Dascharge Pressure - psi* 37"6. 3829. 5002. 5070. 50S6. 4706.
Disebere Temperature - *R 112.0 90.0 130.0 107.0 135.0 104.0.
Total mp Pressure Rise - pal 380. 1706. 4875. 4943. 4911. 4577.
Pump Speed - rp. 38733. 36085 4477. 40782. 44220. 39498
Horne Power - hp 25311. 18179. 33•41. 35335. 30368.

Transition Casd

Transition Case Pressure - psi* 2210. 2062. 2872. 2817. 2794. 2731
Tranition Cas.e Temperature 'it 1472. 1426. 1792 108o. 199. 209
Tranmltion Case Total Flow - lb/sec 113.0 109.3 139.2 1t4.! 130.9 131.6
Transition Case Total Cmis,- "be/vec 0.960 2.097 1.240* 2,015 1.240- 2.019

Injector Iffecti"e Areas

oxidizer

Pclawry A - tn? 0.163 0.067 0.063 0.063 0.06) 01059
Selcond.r"6 c " . 0.658 0.679 0.710 0.724 0.723 0.734

Fuel

Overall ; sml 3.48 2.79 M.e8 2.82 3.48 2.97
PIsle -Ir.. 3.70 3.27 3.70 3.19 3.70 3.29

-Cycle 6 Values
'
0
8aied Upon Average Iliatus Rat io"-for Mie 3513-2 Moi is Injctar Total Fuel Flow
(includes P/1 Coolant And 3t1iows1 Flws)
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Table CVUL Hot Turbine Test Run No. 35155, Run No. 6.01,
Engine Thrust Level 50% and 100%, Mixture
Ratio 7.0 and 5.0

Mixture Ratio 7.0 Mixture ltio 5.0

P edicted Engine TeIs Predicted Et.ine Test
Proburnwr Cycle 6 dA@ult. cycle 6 bRsult

Total Fuel Flow -lbm/sec 2-•.56 27.25 75.70 75.74

Total Oxidizer Flov -ti./tec 3U.59 30.74 79.99 76.43

SOidixer Priry -1b./Oec 8.16 6.50 13.43 7.81
1Onidier Seco¢ndry -tbm/sc 22.44 22.24 66.56 68.62
Privery/Total Flow Split 0.267 0.276 0.168 0.102SInjetor Fuel Flee .lbm/ct 26.40 26.69 75.23 74.16
Riglmtsh Coolant Flow -IIb/sl c NAV 0.627 IAV 1.202
Coolant Lner Flow -Ibm/Sec 0.163- 0.128 0.465- 0.3#1
Injector Mixture Ratio 1.159 1.134 1.063 1.0'i
'7-aber hresure -pet. 1915. 1620. 4817. _012,
AVG Combustion Temp. -*R 2157. 2125.-0 2009. 1920*
Oxidizer Tomp. -'A 207. 176. 234. 177.
Fuel Tamp. -'R 183. 183. 183. 171.

0xidivr Turbine Simulator

Turbine Inlet Flow - Ibm/occ 16.75 15.85 45.27 43.60
Turbine Coolant - Ib./sev 0.600- 0.299 l.O3r 0.949
Outer Coss Coolant - lbm/sec 0.J600 0.721 1.1408 0.893
Turbine Inlet Total Pres. - Pla 1900. 1658. 4782. 4254.
Diffuser Discharge Total Pressure = psta NAV 1032. IIV 2562.
Turbine Inlet Tamp (AVO)- 'R 2122. 2137. 1986. 1872.
Turbine DiOrsarge Temp - -R 2019. NAV 1823. NAV
Temp Profile (mx-mav) - *R 0.0 65.0 0.0 65.0

Fuel Turbine

Turbine Inlet Flow - lbftsec 40.78 42.14 111,50 109.4
Turbtne Coolant Flow - lb./sec 0.470* 0.828 1.8m* 2.87S
Outer Case Coolant - Ibm/stc 0.360* 0.877 1.392 1.086
Turbine lslet Total fres. - pates 1895. 190. 4766. 4125.
Diffuser Discharge Total Pressure - psi WAv 1035. WAV 2556.
Turbine Inlet Tamp.- "R 2122. NAV 1966. AV
Tunbime Oischale Temp - "R 2006. 1783. 1613. 1582.

Fuel Pump

Fuel D1chaose Valve ACD -in? RAV 1.18 RAV 1.15
Volume-ric Islet Flow - GPM 3888. 7075. 1024 9975.
Inlet Haes Flow - lbm/se¢ 35.40 69.90 9'.32 98.60
Inlet Pressure - pail 122.0 118.0 117.0 116.0
Inlet Temperature .R 48.0 38.0 48.0 38.0
.. scnargre k-esaare p-t. 2750. 249". S654. 5696.
Discharge Temlerture - 'R 110.0 73.0 139. 113.
TotaI Puawp Pressure Rise - pi. 2628. 2380. 5537. 5578.
Pump Speed - rpm 32553. 30025. 48025. 66645.
Horsepower - hp 11710. 1540.

Transition CAee

Transition Case Pressure - pate 1389. 1014. 2#67. 2541.
Transition Case Temperature 1834. 1790. i709, 1516.
Trensition Case Total Flow - lb./sec (0.3 60.7 161.3 158.0
Transitito Caue Total Coolant - Ibm/sec 1.2W0• 1.598 2.S40 l.e41

Injector Effect-Ve Areas

t.lidis*t
Primary ACG = in? 0.063 0.068 0.083 0.06k
Secondary AC0 - in2 0.620 0.617 0.690 0.731

Overall - in- 5.48 2.85 3.'s 2.86
Plate . l-. 3.70 3.29 3.70 3.37

"- i-Ycli 8 value.
-Nosed on average mixture ratio
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Figure 959. Hot Turbine Test Rig Operating FE 100685-2
at the 100% r = 5 Level, Test 6. 01

With th1. completion of test No. 6. 01 the program objectives of hot turbine
testi -ig at 100%, and equivalent engine r = 5, 6 and 7 had been accomplished.
'Ihc ri: - was remov:'d from test stand on 13 August 1970 to permit teardown in-
spection for parts evaluation and documentation.

Tea1 -down inspection revealed that the fuel turbopump and preburner parts

were in good condition. Figures 960 through 964 show the condition of the
major subassemblies after removal from the transition case. The major
discreps cy detected was an ovalized condition of the transition case center ball
structur in the gimbal plane which permitted the piston ring seals of the fuel
turbopuuip, preburner and oxidizer pump simulator to expand out of their
retainir- gro 1 es and hot extrude as a result of the pressure loading. Figure
965 sho 3 thIt condition on the fuel turbopump turbine inlet duct and figure
966 shol - the ovalized condition of the transition case center ball structure.
Teardown inspection of the fuel turbopump turbine showed no significant discrep-
ancy except for thermal distortion of the 1st-stage turbine rotor tip shroud and
minor dents on the 1st-stage turbine blade leading edges resulting from ingestion
of small fragments of instrumentation hypotubing as shown in figure 967. Sub-
sequent fluorescent penetrart in3pcction of the turbine blades Indicated that no

cracks had developed. The post-test condition of the major fuel turbopump turbine
components is shown in figures 968 and 969. A detailed inspection of the fuel
pump details revealed no significant problem areas and all parts were in excel-
lent condition. Minor indications of rub or wear were noted on the bearings
and thrust piston rub faces as shown in figures 970 through 973. Roller end

wear was minor with an average wear of 0. 0005 in. on the frorit bearing and
0.0003 in. on the rear bearing. The outer races were loose in their restraining
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AW
carriers and showed scoring on the load faces, but were otherwise In good
condition. Thrust piston rub face wear was minor as shown in figure 974 and
was caused only by shutdown contact when the actuation pressure shut off. No
impeller or Inducer rub was experienced, as i.hown in figures 975 through 977.

Flipire 960. Hot Turbine Test Rig Major KFE 100858
Components, Post- Test 6.O0i,
Rig F35155-2 (View 1)

Figure 961. Hot, Turbine Test Rig Major KFE 100854
Comnponents, Post-Test 6. 01,
Rig F35155-2 (V iew 2)
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Figure 962. Hot Turbine Test Rig Major KFE 1008563
Comiponents, Post-Test 6. 01,
Rig F35155-2 (View 3)

Figure 963. Hot Turbine Test Rig Major KFE 100855
Components, Post~-Test 6. 01,
Rig F35155-2 (View 4)



Figure 964. Hot Turbine Test Rig Major KFE 100857
Components, Post-Test 6. 01,
Rig F35165-2 (View 5)

Figure 965. Disassembly View of Fuel Tur!)opurnp KPJE 100695iTurbine Section Showingb~eformME
Centerball Seal Rlings
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Figure 966. Disassembly View Into Transition FE 100893
Case Through Fuel Thrbopamp Port
Showing Slight Ovalized Ctnterball

Fiiurv 96 . Disasse;umbly View of Emiz I urbinie FE 1]00710
Showing Distorted Tip S~hroud and-
Turbine Ulide kouts
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~.""top Row,
MW shaft

Figure 970. Disassembly View of Fuel Turbine FD 43357
Rotors Showing Good Condition

Figure 971. Disassembly Vitw of Fuel Pump FE 100939
Front Beairing Showing Good Condition
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Figure 972. Disassembly View of Fuel Pumpos FE& 100941
Rear Bearftg Showing Good Ccadition

Figure~ 973. Disassernbly View of Fuel Pumps FE MC0914
Front Thrust Piston 1W)i Face Showing
Gocxd cud i iti on
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Figure 974. Disassembly View of Fuel Pump FE 100913
Rear Thrust Piston Rub Face Showing
Good Condition II

Figure 974. DisassemblY View1of Fuel Pump FE 100920

Induce- -Showing Good L:onditif-sn
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Figure 976. Disassembly View of Fuel Pump FE 100919
Ist-Stage Impeller Showing Good
Condition

Figure 97?. Disassembly View of 1-uel -un Pu FE 10o918
2nd-Stage* Irnp,1!!pr Showing Cijd
Condjition
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The transition case inspection showed no damage, except for the centerball
distortion described previously and shown in figure 966. The preburner injector
condition was unchanged from the pre-hot turbine test condition as shown in
figure 978. The transpiration cooled preburner liner was in excellent condition
as shown in figure 979. The oxidizer pump simulator showed no major dis-
crepancy except for a circumferential crack in the inside diameter turnaround
duct. Preliminary inspection revealed that the crack apparently was initiated
at an instrumentation hole. Subsequent dimensional inspection of the cracked
duct revealed the wall thickness averaged 0. 045 in. or 0. 010 in. under the
minimum requirement,

'iI

Figure 978. Disassembly View of Preburner FE 10}0697
Injector Showing Good Condition

Data analysis of the hot turbine fuel pump tests has demonstrated that
the. preburner operated as predicted and that the tenmperatiire prmofile was hatter
than the cycle requirement. At an average combustion temperature of 2325*R

(100%, r = 7) the preburner profile requirement was 1500R, and during test±
No. 5. 02 wilth an average combLvtstlon temperature 2405 T1 the 'Lerperature
profile was 126°R as measured at tho oxidizer turbine 41,,?nulutor. The recorded
temperaturA profile at 100%, r = 5 and 6 was 65°R and 940R, rsspectively. At
the 50%, r - 5 level the measured temperature praftiiewas 44 oR. These profiles
are based on temperatures recorded cn four temperature ra~kes with three
thermocouples on each rake that were Installed in 11te oxidizer turbine sim- ulator.
.No temperature rakes were used on the fuel turbine because of the potential
damage to the turbine in the event of structural failure, of a temperature rak~e.
Performance analysis of the fuel turbopump test data showsa that the overall
pump) performance exceeds the design goals ard agr•ees closely with the 1B-6
test results on this fuel turbopumnp asst-mbly, F35147. Figure 980 shoews the
predicted puimp pressure rise vii Inlet flow map and the test da~ta from the0 27 I



turbopump rig tests and hot turbine tests. Figure 981 is E plot of overall pump
efficiency vs inlet flow showing the design point and the test data from these
tests. Figure 982 shows the overall unit head vs inlet unit flow with the design
point and the engine cycle requirements and the test data from these three tests.
Figure 983 shows the turbine efficiency vs velocity ratio recorded on these tests.
The axial thrust balance was satisfactory at all speeds and flowrates, and the
thrust unbalance was toward the pump inlet at all speeds and flowrates. The
greatest unbalance condition utilized approximately 45% of the thrust balance
piston capability as Ethown in figure 984. Vibration data analysis showed that
the maximum vibration levels recorded on the hot turbine test rig were of the
same order of magnitude (less than 10 g) as was recorded on the fuel turbopump
rig tests on the B-6 test facility. Table CIX is a summary of the six hot firing
test. conducted on the hot turbine test rig.

JIM~t

AI

Figure 979. Disassembly View of the Preburner FE 100700
Combustion Chamber Showing the
Good Condition of the Transpiration
C:*ied and Uncooled Liners
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SECTION VIII
ENGINE INTEGRATI )N

A. INTRD)I)UCTION

The staged combustion, high pressure d(eononstrator engine with a two-
position bell nozzle is a 250, 000-lb thrust (class), throtteable, high-performance
rocket propulsion system.

Integrt ion of the system is accomplished by the interconnection of the
major engine comnponents for the transfer of fuel and oxidizer by use of plumbin
and seals designed for high pressure application.

B. PLUMBING

1. Introduction

letUsable high-pressure rocket engine p)lumbing must incorporate many
features not common to previous plumbing designs. Specifically, the XL11129
high-pressure plumbing must be:

1. Flexible - To allow for dimen3ional changes as a result of
pressure, teni)ernture thrust, and tolerancc u.. p ffi;

cumponents. All rocket engines are subjected to the same
dimensional changes; however, when opcrating pressures
reach 6000 psia, these changes are magnified.

2. ltigh Strength and Lightweight - Operating pressures of the
XLR129 require use of high-strength Inconel 718 and others
rather than aluminum used extensively on previous state-of-
the art rocket engines.

3. Capable of Being Assembled in the ,ield with Ease - Engine
life and reusability requirements coupled with philosophy for
component replacement and engine maintainability demand
field as sembly type plumbing.

4. Capable of Snap Fit for Flange Assembly - Flow mismatch
must be held to a minimum; therefore, requiring some
foolproof positive centering feature for all mating parts.

lPrevious state-of-the-art plumbing design criteria fell short of the
XL11129 requirements; therefore, requiring the necvssary ground work to be
accomplished before design could proceed with confi ence. Through vendor
coordination and in-house fabrication studies, the design approarh and guide
lines were verified.

I
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hig- Ire-siite(III to 6100) psi) phtitnbihig asds;ge h:ii vitii
ti 11, 0 Of ho (ti(1 11) 111( ga s te Il p )('It I Ire) , 'X((, i1);I II i es ; :IiisI {2 le t bIg
li Ic(t)ict 'Is (A~i Il Ili3 hlgh -st 1-cngth tuIIbe Io littei ;,, , Iot ('r1li' vo lowe 1()vst wur ght
b)tlt to (ti1suit tube walls thin en1onlgl to nelz a ns'fil allmoitti Of tklbe fe4itV
with icasunablcl h111) le'ngthls. The t'nginle I 'aiisitionl ca'se 1 5(5 t(, 01liY ho(t
ii lie onl thle etigi tie, and( cotisist s; of .111 tinl rest, rai w-td Y-dthtct co nnect i g t lit
itelit 'tbItl~' toLUtlt Wi thi 0111w fii tii ii f)1ille I tict s. Gavs lea kage at these Slip j'it'tis

is IIit'c 1.11a I am( I the adtvi' rsc the rI I c11"1 a lid p rst SI I-(. g I owtl (I I efcts I( 1.1(m) al IY
associl'Jedl Wi thi ('xtert~l j ili tlI) g 0 it &.otniI telt lv 'oile~l.

Thle cle:tii Sheet design aýpproach pro(Ved unDSaI tiSICUto iv l 010 theNhI'-9
Ii igli-j) i'eSSUt r hIm mIIl ug. PItiLIliflg (dOSi I gil 1)0(0 Mn l i rrol a ive p)rocess
Whore'( (1) retit~i 'I iiofltS Wre 10 sto 111shed (p ros suiro, 11low all(emo[oL r)
(2) itilet nid' e'xit diamtr (1 01(41 omptlihOLlo with m~itng cotiipoiicnits Wvee sO Helote' .
(3) P rel ivounar Iiiie ~\'O rktiteot onl thle enlgine r'ing 11o00011), (4) i lll-e eio ton
withb other liiesH of. cmtill)oIile±1I W Is resolvedi, (b) prelitnino l. ' v l~olt. waos
compiijletedl, (6u) preliminary end point t.1oloenits were. estoblisn~ed uIsing eo m-
fliter p rogrami, (i) it mniotlet ValUes wCIe to ~exssive (beyýNond Caj1)Iabji t,, od
mating cotoiponent, the linc o)r tlionge) cmnfign ration (hiangcs wer ['viide. m id
o vaILuated a.S tIeSo rIi bed inl (3) Uthrough (7) a hove, (81 a fter ~t 11 ~Hti&~(tt
?eS tiltS from p)101 unmarI lat tat, N (et~ilties MinwsQ~ii~~Ofad evdiltatod.
F'igttreS 985, 986i and 987 showxs the engiiiet-ring niockllj) tiSCti durlling tile
process describ)ed above.

Figure 985. XLRi129 Engine Plumbing, View 1 FE 1,1941I &
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2. Situll m111ry, (Conclusions and H~eicoll Inerdatioris

l ' yout design was cOmplete(d oi ali iduibin g lines; detail design was
comfplhetd ()i the 1ireburnir fuel lIi'. fuel Imp iischarge iniles and small lilne
"07Ioifnectoi's aid(] bos:; ionnecto r.

laP)Nication, inspiection, anid hydrodst'ltic p rssu ,e testing was conhmlete(d
fo0 the' Ipilurne r fuel line. D)etail design and fabrication of remalni ug Iiaes
was tol llinwted because of Ir1og rain r(direction.

Engi ne plumbing cal be fabricated so that all engine req(ui r'emenlts are met
within the 290 lb allowable weight wssigned to the pilumbing. F'lange d(esign and
tube str,'ss analysis requires pai-tlcular care to ensure the deflectio<wr do not
exceed 0.002 in. (total) at the flange seal. Tube rouiings were chosen to ac-
comp)lish this featutrc. Selective red(,sign of engine component flanges will
p)rovidc more attractive and lighter weighl (overall) plumbing. Allowable moment
capacity of flanges must include considWerations for plumbing lines (luring th)
initial designs. Also flange location on comix)nents should be adjusted to provide
the minimum plumbing length and maximum accessibility for installation and
maintenance.

3. Hlardware D)escrip)tion and Fabrication

a. Preburncr Fuel Line

The preblirner fuel line supplies high-pressure hydrogen from the exit of
the regeneratively cooled section of the primary iozzle to the preburner injector.
Figure 988 shows the line configuration. Features of the lii~ aret.

1. Maximum operating pressure 5123 psia

2. Design point flowrate 76. 5 lb/sec

'. lDesign point temp)erature 177 0 R

4. Nominal inside diameter 3. 8 in.

5. Minimum allowable wall thickness 0. 1 in.

6. Nominal wall thickness (straight
section) 0.14 in.

7. Bend radius/diameter 1.62

8. Calculated maximum pressure loss 21 psid

9. Fluid velocity

Large End 280 ft/sec
Small End 450 ft/sec

10. Maximum tube stress 90%7" of 0. 2% yield

at 1. 5 tim~es maximum
design pressure
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2-Position N~ozzle

C~nterlineo of Preburner Jac.crw sse'l

Main
' Chamber 30.328,0.005 in.

- Primary

Nonle

"K Engine
Centeeline

Figure 988. Preburner Fuel Line FD 46877

The preburner fuel line was fabricated from welded \ind drawn Inconel 718
(AM5 1,.; wug. Prior to the final stages of fabrication, material testing was
conducted to confirm proo)erties of the welded and drawn tubing. RIoutine
acceptance tests were performed on the tubing to ensure all P&WA specifications
had been fulfilled, and to verify the exceptions taken to the P&WA specification
did not cause largrr-than-predicted reductions in material properties. Speci-
fically, the P&WA specification calls for 50% reduction in cross sectional area
during the drawing process and the tube fabrication vendor could guarantee only
20% reduction. P&WA's materials personnel estimated a 10% reduction in
material properties (in the weld) due to the decrease in percentage of cross
sectional vrea during drawing.

Microstructure analysis was performed and the grain stricture was
fully recrstnllized with only very slight evidence of cold work. No ETA phase
was present. ETA phase appears as a needle-like phase in the microstructure
and is an orthorhombic Ni 3 Cb structure. It is not coherent with the matrix as
is the gamma prime Ni, (Al, Cb) structure and can cause loss of strength and
ductility if present In excessive amounts. ETA phase can be caused by too low
solution heat treat temperature or overaging.

Tensile tests were cornduccted to compare the tensile strength across the
weld with that of the parent material. Circular rings were cut from the tubing
as shown in figure 989a and b. The rings wCre cut so the welds would be centered.

1038
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The samples were flattened, is shown in figure 9,910)d so)lutio1n heat treated foi-

1 hour at 19)00'F, Iprecipitatfon heat treated as follows:

1. fleat to 1785R - 150

2. Hold at heat for 8 hours

3, Furnace cool at a raic of 100' 15' "hr. to I10 H 15"

4. iold at 1610011 15' for S hours

5. Air cool to room temp)erature.

W*Id

b c d .

Figure 989. Tensile Test Rings Cut From [ubinr FD 18222

Test samples were cut as shown in figu e 989c. The specimens retained

a shilt curvature after flattening as illustra'ed in figure 996f.

The results of the tensile test shown 'n table CX indicated the weld was

equal to the yield and ultimate tensile stre'Agth of the parent material, yet

both were below the minimum acceptable strength of 160,000 psi.

Table CX. Tensile Strength Comparison

Yield Ultimate Tens. Elongation
Strength (ksi) Strength (ksl) (%)

Welded Material 138.3 171.5 13.5

135.2 165.2 12.0

139.6 162.8 7.0

137.7 170.3 13.5

Parent Material 133.2 173.3 21.5

129.0 168.9 24.5

132.7 172.6 23.0

126.6 168.5 22.5
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tro ensure the yield and ultimate tensile strength of the tubing is above
the minimum requirements of P&WA specification, samples were taken parallel
to the tube axis as shown in figure 990, Two of the samples were solution heat
tr-'ated for one hour at 2210°11, and the other one at 23600R. They were then
precipitation heat treated as previously described in this section. One of the
2210"R samples was through the weld. Tests indicated that the material was
within specification. The results were as shown in table CXI.

Figure 990. Tensile Test Samples Cut From Tubing FD 318223

Table CXI. Tubing Tensile Strength

Yield Ultimate
Strength Ten. Strength Elongation
(ksi) (ksi)

23600H 161.3 189.3 24

2210OR 161.5 190.5 23.5

Weld (2210"R) 162.7 190.8 7.0

Comparing the results of circular rings (flattened as shown in figure 989)
table CX with axial samples (figure 990) table CXI, the axial strength appears
much higher. However, the material properties shown in table CXI were
throught to be degraded due to the flattening process. At the time of these tests,

this was just an assumption and required veri"Ication.f
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To ensure the material h.-d the required strength in ix)th directi nas,
samples were taken from the ,,,1\eet ,Oock in two directions perpendic'tlar
to each other. These samples were heat treated and tested in a manner similar
to the other samples. The results of these tests indicated the mnterial exceeded
the minim urn requirements in Yt~h directions.

These tests do not rule out thC possibility of reduced propje rties occurring
during thv drawing or bending operation, and hydrostatic testing is the only way
to verify the final tube properties.

The final test performed to verify the material prolperties was hydrostatic
testing of the final tube assembly to 7500 psi. This pressure is 1. 5 x maximum
cycle pressure at 100'w thrust when adjusted for temperature (test was performed
at room temperature as opposed to the operating temperature of 177 11). During
hydrostatic testing, the tube end points were restrained and circumferential
plastic strain was measured and found to be less than 0. 2/' (0. 002 in. /in.) as
required.

The test was successful; therefore, verifying all material properties and
minimum wall thickness requirements were within specification. The final
tube assembly was inspected by P&WA and found to be completely withing
specification tolerances. The actual tube wall thickness (minimum) in the bends
was of particular interest. The minimum allowable was 0. 100 in. and the minimum
measured was 0. 114 in. The wall thickness reduction (in the bends) was 18. 5%
maximum as compared to the estimated reduction of 28. 57c-. The completed tube
assembly is shown in figure 991.

Figure 991. Preburner Fuel Line, Curved Section FE 10592
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b). Fuel Pump Discharge Lines

The main fuelA pump discharge plumbing features two 2nd-stage diffuser
outlets merged together at a Y-section downstream. The combined flowpath
curves aroond the downstream end of the main burner chamber, passes through
the preburner fuel valve, and enters the primary nozzle inlet manifold. The
routing most suitable to the engine creates unequal geometry pipe, segments
upstream of the Y-fitting. It is, therefore, exp~edienlt to introduce an orifice plate
within the shorter segment to balance the individual diffuser1 flows. Featu res
of these lines are:

1. Maximum operating pressure 5610 psia

2. Design point flowrate 99. 5 lb/sec

3. Design point temperature 139013

Line inside diameters are shown in figure VIII-8.

4. Minimum allowable wall thickness

Small lines 0. 073 in.

Large lines 0. 107 in.

5. Nominal wall thickness

Small lines 0. 100 in.

Large lines 0. 152 in.

6. Bend radius/diameter

Small lines 1. 5 minimum

Large lines 1. 5 minimum

7. Calculated maximum pressure loss 55psid

8. Maximum tube stress 90%7( of 0. 2% yield at
1. 5 times maximum
design pressure

The general arrangement of this assembly is shown in figure 992.
The material selected for the tubes was Inconel 718 (AMS 5663) welded and
drawn. Detail design was completed on this assembly; however, due to
program redirection, it was not fabricated.

c. Oxidizer Pump Discharge Lines

The oxidizer pump discharge lines are part of a welded arýsembly consisting
of the oxidizer pump volute housing, two diffuser sections and both discharge
lines, which are joined at a spherical housing rcferj-ed Lo as the collector. The
collector is located at the turbine nlet of the oxidizer low-speed inducer and
serves as a manifold to receive the flow of oxidizer from the pump and to direct
a portion of the pump discharge flow to the preburner injector and the supply
for the oxidizer pump thrust piston. Welded joints were used rather than bolted
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flangcs (wvhtr )w,,o-sibhI) to p)Ir, i(I,( fi-iif i weight dhsign. This )io,.'(dtire

It'lor'dII 1 wcightl sIving of a:l iroxiinately 20 lb. Two fl:angedI joints a.,o f((,I( ired(I,
however, these, I b(ing al III, collech tor/111uh.|c(| intc)-ft'ce a( neI 'l( the( ('olhl('tm,.

fX) (2Cf(Ct with th(, I)1ebufin 'I oxidiz(,f - 11 pJ l)l lira .

l~eflturi(5 of the' line' an(:

1. M\axi mum op)e eating ])Ct, sSt!f- 6000 ipsia

2. Design point flowrate 408 lb/sec

3. Design point tempoeratu me 244 R

4. Line inside diameters - as shown in figure VIII-9

5. Minimum allowable wall thickness 0. 095 in.

G. Nominal wall thickness 0. 135-0. 145 in.

7. Bend radius/diameter 1. 5 minimum

8. Calculated maximum pressure loss 25. 4 psid

9. Maximum tube stress 90% of 0. 2'/(, yield at

150% maximum design
point

These lines are shown in figure 99:3. Inconel 718 (AMS 5063) welded and
drawn tubing was selected as material to be used for the tubing. Program
redirection stopped work on this assembly prior to completion of detail design.

d. Preburner Oxidizer Supply Line

The preburner oxidizer supply line directs liquid oxygen from the oxidizer
pump discharge to the preburner oxidizer control valve. The tube size was
selected to match the inside diameter of the mating components. Inconel 718
(AMS 5663) welded and drawn tubing was again chosen for the line material.
Features of the line are:

1. Maximum operating pressure 5919 psia

2. Design point flowrate 82 lb/sec

3. Design point temperature 244 HR

4. Nominal inside diameter 1.925 in.

5. Minimum allowable wall thickness 0.065 in.

6. Nominal wall thickness (straight 0. 100 in.
section)

7. Bend radius/diameter 1. 5 minimum
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8. Calculated pressure loss 6. 2 psld

9. Maximum tube stress 90% of 0. 2% yield at
150(" design pressure

Thrust Piston Supply to Main

and Low-Speed Fuel Pumps

X Axis

-. - Fuel Pump
Housing

! ~ID =1.966 in.,,

Weld 4W Wel

-- C Fuel Pump

Orifice Plate -

Engine Contour
"-• ,j•52.2 in.

Z Axis of Engine

• .•ID =3.03 in.

Fuel Vent Valve Mount F I

Preburner Fuel Valve--.

•-- 16.9 in.----- . -Z A xis

• Main Fuel Pump Discharge Plumbing/

Figure 992. Main Fuel Pump Discharge Plumbing FD 46880

The line configuration is shown in figure 994. Detail design and fabrication
were prevented by program redirection. I
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Engine Envelope / Egn3 3.2-in. R Egn

InducerTransition Case

Oxidizer Pump

FEngine Refereric.c Plane
_____ ____Upper 

Discharge

J8 ,n Injector

25.4 n. 16Diffuser SectionTo Engine

Plane 4-
Re oele c to 

PUMP Housing
Colle tor o T hrust

Phiton Supply All Tolerances *0.005 in.

Figure 993 General Arrangemnent Of Oxidizer r-D 46881PuIMP Discharge Lines WAith Oxidizer
LOW-Speed Inducer
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1- 25.550 in. • 6,82 in.

Oxidizer Low-Speed Inducer- . Preturner Oxidizer

- Supply Line

nor Oxidizer Control 1

-- '\-Preburner Injector

13.85 in. 
20.208 in.

Discharge PI-Inum -

Tolerance t 0.005 in.
Oxidizer Pump

Figure 994. Preburner Oxidizer Supply Line FD 37048

e. Main Burner Oxidizer Line

The main burner oxidizer line conducts high-pressure liquid oxygen from
the oxidizer low-speed inducer turbine discharge to the main burner control
valve. The material selected for the tube design was Inconel 718 (AMS 5663)
welded and drawn. Features of the line are:

1. Maximum operating pressure 4800 psia

2. Design point flowrate 370 lb/sec

3. Design point temperature 24401R

4. Line inside diameter 2. 850 in.

5. Minimum allowable wall thickness 0.082 in.

6. Nominal wall thickness 0. 117 in.

7. Bend radius/diameter 1.5 minimum

8. Calculated maximum pressure loss 26 psid

9. Maximum tube stress 90% of 0. 2% yield at
1.5 maximum design
pressure

The line configuration is shown in figure 995. Detail design and fabrication
were prevented by program redirection.
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-- 9.400 in. -.a,,

111. 146 in.

14

+X :

Oxidizer Low
Speed Inducer
Turbine Discharge

Flane Details

Showing Stock
Allowance For
Machining at
Asmb~ly

Z Axis-*. • "• -

Main Chamber To Enn
Oxid;zi" Va"v, Reference Pl ane

Main Chamber
Oxidizer Vent Valve •

All Tolerances +0.005 in.

Figure 995. Main Burner Oxidizer Supply FD 46883

f. Fuel Turbopump Inlet Line

The fuel turbopump inlet line design consists of a flanged circular straight
section that attaches to the fuel low-speed inducer flange, a circular-to-ellipti-
cal section contoured to match the 66. 4 in. diameter engine power head envelope,
and a final curved elbow of complex shape.

The exit portion of this line contains a series of splitter vanes to achieve
a uniform velocity profile with low flow loss, and avoid possible cavitation.
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These vanes are designed per the SAF Aerospace Applied Thermyodynamics
Manual and the method adapted to liquid flow In circular pipe•s. The elbow and
turning vane concept has been evaluated In testing performed by Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft and reported in Section IV, Paragraph C of this report.

The pipe section was designed in two half-sections with a vertical web in
the center. The web thickness was determined by the internal pressure tending
to deform the ellipse into a circular section and using a 1. 5 safety factor through-
out. Inconel 718 (AMS 5663) was chosen for the material. The features of the
line are:

1. Mtaximum operatIng pressure 140 psia

2. Design point flowrate 90.31 lb/sec

3. Design point temperature 47 0 R

4. fnside diameter at low speed inducer 5.988 in.
discharge

5. Inside diameter at fuel pump inlet 6. 676 In.

The line configuration it shown in figure 996. Detail design and fabrication
were prevented by program redirection.

g. Oxidizer Turbopump Inlet Line

The inlet pipe to the oxidizer turbopump shown in figure 997 conducts
low-speed inducer discharge flow to the inlet of the main pumps with minimum
velocity distortion, low pressure loss, and without cavitation. This line in-
corporates the special feature of a curcular manifold for injecting various re-
circulation or return flows back into the main pump inlet with minimum flow
disturbance.

The design incorporates vanes over a large portion of the total length,
primarily because of the inherent requirement to turn the flow through a total
angle of 180 deg. This design condition is dictated by engine envelope restraints.

The distinctive mechanical feature of the oxidizer inlet duct is that it is
made Integral with the oxidizer turbopump Inlet housing.

The material used is Inconel 625. The design temperature, pressure and
flowrate is 204" R, 267 psia and 619 lb/sec, respectively. Further description
Is contained in Section V, paragraph G, Oxidizer Turbopumps.

h. Fuel Low-Speed Inducer, Turbine Supply Line

The fuel low-speed inducer turbine supply line conducts hydrogen from
the transpiration coolant heat exchanger section of the primary nozzle forward
to the turbine inlet on the fuel low-speed inducer as shown on figure 998.
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Two tapoff T-fittings are incorporated Into this line to supply fuel coolant to N

the engine transition case and provide a turbine bypass flowpath vonnection.
The features of this line are:

1. Maximum operating pressure 5121 ps[a

2. Design point flowrate 5. 5 lb/sec

3. Design point temperarare 408°R

4. Line inside diameter 1.08 in.

5. Minimam allowable wall thickness 0.041 In.

6. Nominal wall thickne* s 0.072 in.

7. Bend radius/diameter 1. 5 minitum

8. Calculated maximum pressure 34. 8 psid
loss

9. Maximum tube stress 90% of 0. 2% yield at
1.5 times maximum
design pressure

Inconel 718 (AMS 5663) welded and drawn tubing was used for the design. De-
tail design and fabrication was prevented by program redirection.

i. Primary Nozzle Fuel Supply Line

The transpiration coolant section of the primary nozzle receives its
supply by opening the preburner fuel valve and uncovering a port in the side of
the valve. Hydrogen then passes through the subject tube to the transpiration
coolant heat exchanger section of the primary nozzle. A special orifice is in-
corporated at the nozzle interface to balance the fuel flow system with no exter-
nal power accessory In!- talled on the fuel low-speed inducer. Near the valve
end there is an integral T-fitting to supply coolant flow to the oxidizer pump
rear bearing and fuel to each of the igniter assemblies. Feature of this
line are:

1. Maximum operating pressure 5446 psia

2. Design point flowrate 7. 75 lb/sec

3. Design point temperature 139.3'R

4. Nominal inside diameter 1. 152 in.

5. Minimum allowable wall thickness 0.034 in.

6. Nominal wall thickness (straight 0.049 In.
section)

7. Bend radius/diameter 1.5 minimnin
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8'. Predicted maximum pressure loss 167 psid
(including orificO)

9. Maximum tube stress 90% of 0. 2% yield at
1. 5 times maximum
design pressurt'

/ / C'~,~-~un.

Section A-A

Two-Poshito.
Nozzle Trandating

. i /
Flow Sphlitte

Turbpun
Fuel Purmp Inlet Line

All Toleranf ±-0.005 in.

I. m

Figure 996. Fuel Pump Inlet Line FD -#3884
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{II~ ~Ii) L02 fcitaIa~onReturn Port

(2 Ptaeml

Pmour Top Sect A-A

Main Pump Thrust Bola

SSection B8

Temp iature Probe- 00

Figure 997. Oxidizer Low-Speed Inducer- FD 34601
to-Oxidizer Turbopurnp

The line configuration i8 shown in figure 999. Tube outside. diameter being
less than 1. 5 in. aillows the use of seamless ot welded and drawn Inconel 718
(AMS 5663) tubing for the design. Detail design and fabrication were pre-
vented by program redirection.
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lFuel

A Low-Speed
EngineIndlucerm Z Axis ii

_X1

m _SIm___

Fuel L Turbine Byps Connecto

TraCs•••on Case
Coolant Supply

Si 49.096 in..
Weld (6 Places) z Axis

32.506 in.

Transpiration
-o j Heat Exchange

7.00 en. , Fuel Outlet

All Tolerances 0.

-15.230 in.

Figure 998. Fuel Low-Speed Inducer Turbine Drive FD 46886
Fuel Supply

j. Main Chamber Coolant Supply Line

Fuel coolant to the main chamber is supplied from the discharge of the
fuel low-speed inducer turbine. As shown in figure 1000, the upper flange
incorporates a 90 deg outlet tee for a 0.750 in. drive turbine bypass tube.
Features of the line are:

1. Maximum operating pressure 3528 psia

2. Design point flowrate 5.55 lb/sec

3. Design point temperature 386°R

4. Nominal inside diameter 1. 412 in.

5. Minimum allowable wall thickness 0.028 in.

6. Nominal wall thickness (straight section) 0.044 In.

7. Bend radius/diameter 1. 5 minimum
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8. Calculated maximum pressure loss 23 psid

9. Maximum tube stress 907% of 0. 2%7( yield at
1.5 times maximum
design pressure

Detail design and fabrication were prevented by program redirection.

Preburner Fuel Valve (Ref.)

All~~~16W in.we O~l3 n

Figure ~ ~ ~ ~ rkar 99.PiayNzl hul Suply neFD4,
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k. Small Line Conmector

"IThe initial selection effort consisted of a literature search to determine
the availability of nlightweight comrnmreial connectors rated for XLI129 require-
merits (up to 6000 psi operating pres;ure). This investigation resulted in the
selection of the AFRPL Threaded Connectors developed by Battelle Mlmorial
Institute,

The existing AFRPL Threaded Connectors were type 347 SST (MS 27850
through 27H55) rated for 4000 psi working pressure and 6000 psi proof pressure.
The demonstrated leakage rate for these connectors is well below the 1(-4 sccs
required.

Battelle Memorial Institute was contracted to uprate their 347 SST connec-
tor design to the program requirements. Operating conditions and structural
limits were supplied by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. These specifications included
the nominal tube outside diameter, wall thickness, tube material, operating
temperature and pressure, externally applied moments and fatigue limits.

Because the connectors are joined to the tubes by a butt weld, material
selection was the first requirement. Inconel 718 (AMS 5663) was selected for
both the tubing and fittings because of its high strength and weldability. See
figure 1001 for illustration of connector and seal.

Sealing Surfam Construction of Bobbin Seal

Figure 1001. Connector and Seal FD 34605P
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1. Boss Connectors

The need for a 6000 psi tube-to-housing boss connector capable of meeting
leakage requirements resulted in the adaptation of the Bobbin Seal and portions
of the tube connector to fulfill this requirement. Two designs have evolved; Cne
consists of a semipermanently installed connector which adapts the boss to the
line (figure 1002), and the other design in which the flange on the end of the
tube is mated directly with the boss (figure 1003). Both designs use the same
boss and also the same Bobbin Seal as thn high pressure line connector. The
boss connector shown on figure 1002 was selected for initial engine deeign.
This selection was made to eliminate the requirement for welded (male) connec-
tors on housings, etc., since repair of these connectors would require reheat
treating the Inconel 718 (AMS 5663) material and to make assembly of small
lines a simple job rather than one requiring the insertion of a tube into a recessed
cavity not visibly accessible. As engine development progresses, a weight re-
duction and the elimination of one leakage path (seal) can be accomplished by
incorporating the design shown on figure 1003.

Tube And Plain Flange
(Welded Assembly) j

i

Tube Connector
Coupling Nut

Boss Connector. j
Captive Nut (Hex)

Figure 1002. Inconel 718 High-Pressure Boss FD 34707
Connector
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I -Butt WeldTube and Plain ;ButWd

Flange Connector m CatvNu

• • BaBotbb~in Seal

Figure 1003. Alternate Boss Connector FD 46891

C. STATIC SEALS

1. Introduction

During seal rig, component, and stages combustion rig testing conducted
in Phase I (Contract AF04(611)11401), excessive overboard static seal leakage
was experienced. Dual static seals were incorporated in the rig couplings.
The measured primary static seal leakage at maximum thrust during the staged
combustion rig test firings was equivalent to an impulse loss of approximately
2 sec, and additional uncontrolled overboard leakage was visible. Static pres-
sure tests with the main chamber oxidizer valve indicated the leakage problem
was aggravated by excessive flange separation and inadequate static seals.

Under the demonstrator engine program, extensive high pressure coupling
analysis was conducted to establish a lightweight, minimum deflection coupling
design. Minimizing flange deflection was necessary to nr--et the XLR129 leak-
age goal of 10-4 standard cubic centimeters per second (sccs) per inch of seal
circumference at pressures up to 7000 psig for 500 pressure cycles. Con-
ventional analysis methods proved inadequate for lightweight high-pressure
coupling deflection and weight optimization predictions, so computer analysis
programs were developed to assist the designer. A 6 in. aluminum hydro-
static coupling rig was designed and tested for stress and deflection at XLP-29
operating pressures. A finite element disk analysis computer program was.
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then modified to provide satitfaccory deflection prediction corzelation with the
test results. Continued analysis indicated that zero-deflection coupling flang, i
would not mpet the lightweight engine reqi'irciicnt- however, allowing a total
deflection of 0. 002 in. at the sealing diameter wuald significantly reduce
coupling weighi, especially if the raised face configuration was utilized. The
0. 002 in. deflection allowance and raised face ctnfiguration were adopted for
the seal test rig design and specified for the demonstrator engine coupling
designs. A simplified finite element computer program was written arid
utilized for the engine flange designs.

2. Summary, Conclusions and Recommendat'ons

A 5 in. ID, Incortel 718 seal test rig was designed, using the finite elemnent
computer program. It was to have 0. 002 in. total deflection at the sealing
diameter at 7000 psig internal pressure at LN2 temperature, Six commercially
available cryogenic seals with zero-leakage and a 0. 002 in. claimed deflection
capability were selected for test in the rig. Details of the seal test rig design
and seal selection considerations are presented in the Demonstrator Engine
Design Report, AFPRL-TR-70-6.

Thirty-four cryogenic pressure-cycle endurance zd seal leakage tests
were conducted with eight basic seal designs. The toroidal-segment seal was
the only configuration that consistently met the I0-4 sces/in. allowable leakage
limit. A toroidal segment seal design-standard was establisiied for seal diam-
eters from 1 in. to approximately 35 in.

Deflection tests conducted during the seal presaure cycle endurance and
leakage test program confirmed the validity of the finite element computer
analysis technique The computer program model was kept current during
the tests to provide a good stress and deflection analysis capability for the
dtmonstrator engine flanges.

Based or. the seal leakage and deflection tests, it was concluded that
lightweight (approximately 15 lb for a 5 in. ID) flanged joints capable of re-
stricting leakage to 10-4 sCcs/in. at pressures to 7000 psig are feasible. It
is recommended that high-pressure flanges be designed to allow 0. 002 in. total
deflection at the seal point,' and that the toroidal segment seal be used to
minimize leakage.

3. Hardware Description

a. Seal Test Rig

The seat test rig, as shown in figure 1004, consists of a cylindrical
pressure vessel, made in halves, approximately 20 In. long with a 5 in. ID and
is joined together centrally by 15 tie bolts. The pressure vessel, flanges and tie
bolts are made of Inconel 718. Ports are provided to attach the vessel to a
nitrogen pressure source and to allow access for internal instrumentation. The
pressure vessel is sue'rounded by a cylinder that is sealed at both ends and acts
as a collector for seal leakage. Schemes for reworking the seal gland to pro-
vide the proper gland configuration for each seal to be tested were kneluded in
the design.
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1/2-20 Inconel 718 (PWA 1010) Bolts
m -Supply Pressure and and Stainless Steel (AMS 5736) Nuts

Instrumentation Ports 15 Required

S~~0.150 -'
±!0.002 in.

0.5M0 in. •-

0.o.1o.0 0.840,

3.2210 in. 3. -• 3220 in.

Figure 1004. Static Seal Rig FD 25707B

b. 'oroidal Segment Seal

The toroidal segment seal was the only configuration that consistently met
the 10-4 sccs/in. allowable leakage limit. The initial samples of this configur-
ation tended to leak excessively at intermediate pressures so the seal was
redesigned to improve low and intermediate pressure performance. The re-
designed seals consist of a toroidal segment ring constructed of Inco X--750
with a 0. 0005-0. 001 lead plating. At sealing diameters greater thsn 19 in.,
seals backed by the pilot are required. Seal and groove configurations and
dimensions are showr in figures 1005 through 1007.

To effect a seal, forces are developed along two surfaces of each seal leg
as shown in figure 1008. Primary sealing is accomplished by the radial sealing
force, H, developed at installation. As the seal is installed, it is axially com-
pressed by an ameunt AV which causes a radial growth, ARo, see figure 1009.
Jf ARo is greater than the radial clearance between the seal OD and the groove
OD, then the seal is sbjected to hoop compression by thq groove wall, thus
developing the radial force. The addition of pressure increases force H, thus
maintaining a sealing pressure greater than the internal pressure.

Seals with diameteru up t_ 19 in. are designed so the minimum radial
force developed at installation for the maximum sealing diameter of each seal
configuration is 33 lbs/in, of circumference. By machining the seal legs so
the maximum radial contact area per seal leg is 0. 010 in. 2 /in. of circumference,
then the minimum contact pressure becomes 3300 psi which is approximately
twice the y,!id stress of the lead plating.

Seals with diameters greater than 19 in. are designed so t~he total radial
deformation, consisting of ARo ani] ARID, (figure 1005) catsed by AV results in
a seal cross-sectionai depth greater than the groove depth, cauring the seal to
be squeezed between the pilot and groove OD. Thus, by limiting the seal de-
formation the radial forces at installation for large sealing diameters is greatly
increased. Analyses of this configuration indicates that plastic moments are
formed at two points on the seal cro3s section. The uncertainty of seal action
after this occurs requires that installation forces be experimeatally determined.
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Lead Plate Per AMS 2414
0.0006- 0.01 Thick

Before
32 Pating W Min. (Tip)

Break Edge 0.000- 0.-02 (Tip)

(Ref 'Oý Before Plating

h

Seal I.D. See Note 2.Befor 32/
Plating Before A - 0.001 DSia

Plating See Note 1.
I

1. Diametral Fit Between Seal Groove OD and Plated Seal

OD Shall be: 0.001L to 0.006L for All Seal Configurations.
These Fits Are Prior to Ass'y.

2. Fits Between Pilot OD and Seal ID for Seal Configuration 9
0.10- 0.005 Shall be 0.002L to 0.014L Prior to Ass'y.

Trim as Re'd to 3. Seal Dicn. Given are Prior to Plating Unless Otherwise Noted.
Obtan This Dia. - -r- - -om

-I0 A Do. C h C Iti R Noa,,W|- 12oW0 ,2JO, Con.,+ "n, .a" (ROM (Rf.1 W.*
NO. Mo

1 1000 to 0.107 0.036 0.011 1240 0.0o 0.010
2000 0.106 0.034 0.013

2 2000 to 0.107 0.036 0.018 120012' 0.067 0.019
View C (Typ) 3000 0.109 0.034 0.021

3 3000 to 0.160 O.C'6 4 0.023 126°30" 0.00 0.063
4250 •.,64 0.062 0.026

4 4250 to 0.211 0.074 0.023 130°36. 0 132 0.023
8500 0.217 0.070 0.026

5 a600 to 0.266 6.010 0.033 125012. 0.1t5 0.033

14600 0.265 0.000 0.039

6 14500 to 0.265 0.030 0.033 1230 0.162 0•033
14600 0.271 0.0•4 0.044

7 16100 to 0.265 0.040 0.0,4 120°36. (.,166 0.046
13000 0.271 0.064 0.061

a 1300o to 0. o7 0030 0.044 120&12 0.1,• I 0.044
IaIsm 0.271 004 0. 0,%

719000 0.211 07 0.010 jO 0"0160,o217 .12=• 0o0o1,.. .

Figure 1005. !+al Configurations Dimensions FD 49146
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0. 0.00

0.0005

1_ -x-- yT32
Typ Both Flanp Both Flange

0.00 - .08 .~p F inish Length J Min.
0.002 000OBR (Tip) Equals 0.5 J Min .

Conc. Within 0.001 Fir . Te D.ii to F Cone.R

Within 0.001 Fir.

Groove 0 D 0.004L. Ma Si ~Loow Fi.t"*

This Min Distance

Cnfol. J K R` 0 x V
NO.

1 0.056 0.001 o.o02 ;3,2r 0.644 0.010
0.092 0.046 0.020

2 0.056 0.009 0.020 40°+12 0.044 0.010
0.0o2 0.046 0.020

3 0o071 0.144 0.040 46o+12o 0.070 0.012
0.140 0.072 0.032

4 0,10 0.111 0.064 460+12° 0.041 0.012
0.177 0O.opo 0.032

5 0.130 0.223 0.065 30o+120 0.10o 0.012
0.219 0.111 0.032

S 0.120 0.22 0,066 30*+12* 0.101 0.012
0,211 10.111 0.032

7 0.130 0.223 0.066 30+12° 0.109 0.012
0.219 0.111 0,032]

a 0.130 0.223 0.06 30°+12' 106 0.012
0.211, 0.111 0.032

Figure 1006. Groove Dimensions for Seal FD 49147
Configurations I Through 8
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(H) Radial ForceITJ(V) Ax ial Focl

Sealing Surfaces

Seal Configuration 9 Seal Configurations 1
backed by Pilot Through 8

Figure 1008. Typical ,seal TIkbtallatiuni FD 49150

Free Seal ••

R- no - Al RU

PAV

-Installed Seal R ID.

Figure 1009. Seal Nomenclature FD 49149

4. Testing

a. Test Rig 35120 - Builds 1 Through 4

Builds 1 through 4 of test rig 35120 were conducted durink, the Supporting
Data and Analysis Task to evaluate deflections of a 6 in. ID aluminum coupling
and the Phase I main chamber oxidizer valve. These tests, described in this
report, provided data used to design th- 5 in. ID Inconel 718 test rig used

during static seal testing.

b. Test Rig 35120 - Builds 5 Through 8

Builds 5 through 8 of est rig 35120 were conducted to evrluate Teflon
coated, vented metal O-ring static seals during pressure cycles and leakage
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tests to the maximum rig design prcssurc of 7000 psig at cryogenic temper-
atures. An additional objective was to measure the coupling stress and deflec-
tion at ambient temperature caused by assembly and maximum design pressure
loads. The test rig is shown in figure 1010.

S~III 111111111111
Figure 1010. Serl Test Rig FE 83175

For builds 5 an-d 6, the cylinder half at the right in figure 1010 had not
been fully heat-treated. The hardness of this cylinder half was R-22 compared
to the mating flange hardness of R-45. The housing was fully heat-treated to
a hardness of R-43 and refinished prior to build 7.

Prior to build 7, two 0. 015 in. deep grooves, 180 deg apart, were
machined radially across the raised face bearing surface of the cylinder half at
the left in figure 1010. The rig was then instrumented to measure hoop and
axial stress, bolt stress and flange deflection. Figure 1011 shows the location
of the strain gages and proximity probes, and figurs 1012 shows the installation
of pzoximity probes No. 1 and 2.

Build 8 was assembled with the measured bolt stretch inereased 0. 001 in.
to 0. 0008 in. total. A wooden filler plug was also installed in the high pressure
cavity to reduce the internal pressure volume. The O-ring seal vent holes were
deburred, and the O-ring ID was vacuumed to remove the chips.

Builds 5, 6, and 8 were mounted and tested in the B-22 test stand. The
vacuum leak-chevk pressure rise was limited to 20 microns in 2 hr for builds 5
and 6. This limit was raized to 500 microns in I hr for build 8 to compensate
for wooden filler plug outgassing at vacuum test conditions.
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Strain Gage Location Proximity Probe Location

Figure 1011. Strain Gage and Proximity Probe FD 29211
Locations

Pi.No. 2

Figure 1012. Proximity Probe Installation FD 29212
Pressure Cycle

Build 7 was tested for deflection measurements in the Instrument Laboratory
at ambient temperature. Hydraulic oil was used as the pressurizing fluid.

The results of build 5 cycle test are shown in figure 1013. The maximum
acceptable leakage limit for this seal is 16.6 x 10-4 secs. This limit was ex-
ceeded at pressure levels greater than 2000 psig before the pressure cycle test
and at pressures greater than 1000 psig after 500 pressure cycles were com-
pleted. Seal leakage exceeded 10 sces at 5000 psig throughout testing and
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exceeded the st :ral flowmeter limit of 472 sccs at 6000 psig, which was the
maximum test pressure. Pressure during cycling was limited to 5000 psig
because of excessive leakage at higher pressures.

47=W

Let Cryogenic Temperature

o- k

TOTAL CYCLES

Figure 1013. Vented 0-Ring, Buiid 5, Leakage FD 29213
vs Total Cycles

Post-test inspection of the seal revealed the seal was in good condition
(figure 1014) and there was good seal contact with the flange surface.

The flat flange showed a slight pivot point deformation as indicated in
figure 1015. Although this photograph was taken after build 6, some deforma-
tion had been noted during the build 5 post-test inspection.

The results of build 6 pressure cycle test are shown in figure 1016. The
seal leakage results for this build were similar to the build 5 results. The
allowable leakage limit was exceeded at pressures greater than 3000 psig prior
to test and 2000 psig after the 500 pressure cycles were completed. Leakage
at 5000 psig exceeded 10 sccs throughout the test, and leakage at the maximum
test pressure of 5800 psig exceeded the stand flowmeter limit. The pressure
during cycling was limited to 5000 pslg because of excessive leakage at higher
pressures.

Post-test inspection revealed iron-base chrome alloy particles imbedded
in the Teflon coating of the 0-ring. Figure 1017 shows the contamination on the
seal and figures 1015 and 1018 show flange face surface damage caused by the
contamination. The particle sizes were larger than would be expected to pass
through the nominal 10 micron filter in the test stand nitrogen supply line just
upstream of the rig inlet. X-rays of two unused 0-rings from the same ship-
ment revealed chips inside the 0-ring and burrs arouttid the vent holes. X-rays
of the used 0-rings from builds 5 and 6 showed no internal chips or burrs.
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Figure 1014. Post-'rest Seal Condition, Build 5 FD 2 9214

Figure 1015. Flat Flange Pivot Point Deformation FD 29215
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Figure 1017. Post-Test Seal Condition, Build 6 FD 29216
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Figure 1018. Flange Face Surface Damage FD 28237

The flat flange also showed additional pivot point deformation as shown in
figure 1015.

The flange deflection obtained during assembly and hydrostatic test of
build 7 is shown in figuxre 1019. The measurements were made witn the
proximity probes shown in figure 1012. A zero bolt-load reference mneasure-
ment with the seal removed was not ýzcen prior to the test, so a thickness gage
measurement of the flange OD gap taken at 200 in. -lb bolt torque was selected
for the reference. IU was assumed that negligible bearing area compression
had occurred at that point, and the ID probe deflection was assumed to be
approximately 30% of the final value based on an approximate average fina)I
bolt torque of 600 in. -lb. When the data points were connected as ahown, the
data indicated that there was a slight separation at the raised face OD at

7000 psig. The No. 2 proximity probe indicated movement between 6000 and
7000 psig, as did the average indicated bolt load It was concluded that the
total deflection at the No. 1 probe may have been in err6r, based on the
200 in. -lb torque point assumption. The deflections measured thereafter are
considered valid and indicated a maximum seal point deflection of approxi-
mately 0. 0033 in.

Bolt pull test calibrations prior to assembly indicated that the raquired
design load per bolt of 16, 500 lb would result from the mea•.ured 0. 007 in. bolt
stretch obtained during assembly. The d3gie of bolt bending and average bolt
load reduction indicated by the strain gage measurements were greater than was
anticipated.
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Figure 1019. Flange Deflection, Build 7 YtD 29143

The results of build 8 pressure cycle test are shown in figure 1020. Seal
leakage exceeded the allowable limit at pressures greater than 2000 psig. Leak-
age at 5000 psig was 160 sces prior to the pressure cycles and 30 sccs after
the 500 cycles were completed. Leakage at 7000 psig was 100 sccs before the
cycles and 22 sees after the cycle test. The maximum seal leakage after the
500 pressure cycles were completed was 40 sccs and occurred at 4000 psig
internal pressure. The minimum leakage at 7000 psig was 11 sccs and occurred
after approximately 50% of the -2ycles were completed. Pressure cycles were
performed to 7000 ps1g.

Post-test inspection showed the seal and olange surfaces to be in good
condition and free of mars or scratches as shown in figure 102.1.

C. Test Rig 35120 - Builds 9 and 10

Builds No. 9 and 10 of test rig 35120 were conducted to evaluate Teflon-
:;oaced C-shaped seals during pressure cycles and leakage tests to the maximum
r~g design pressure of 7000 psig at cryogenic temperatures.

Builds 9 and 10 used measured bolt stretch of (;. 006-0. 0062 in. The
average bolt stretch obtained was approximately 0. 0047 in. and the average
load per- bolt was 11, 000 lb.

Build 9 was mounted and tested in the B-22 test stand. Build 10 was
tested in the assembly area at ambient temperature.

Built 9 and 10 seal configurations including pretest sealing con"Jitlons
and post-test seal dimensions are shown in figuires 1022 and 1023.
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The results of build 9 pressure cycle test are shown in figure 1024.
Leakage throughout the test was in excess of the 16 x 10-4 sccs maximum
allowable limit. Leakage at 3000 psig internal pressure was greater than
100 sccs and leakage at 7000 psig exceeded the stand flowmeter limit of
470 sccs. The pressure cycles were performed to 6000 psig because of the
excessive leakage at higher pressures after 10% of the cycles were completed
to 7000 psig.

472.0 .----.'-- .....---------------------472.0 o

' ILiquid Argon iMinixium Flowmeter RRngee

10.01 Noti r

0.00 1_ ymol_

0 100 200 300 400 500
TOTAL CYCLES

Figure 1024. Del C-Seal, Build 9, Leakage vs FD 29108A
Total Cycles

Build 9 post-teat seal inspection showed the seal twisted in the spacer as
shown in figure 1025. The+ seal coating was worn through as shown in figure
1026 and the flange surface was severely scored as shown in figure 1027.
Build 9 post-test seal dimensions are shown in figure 1022.

A comparison of build 10 ambient test results with those obtained inbuild 9 is shown in figure 1028. Because of the excessive leakage at ambient

temperature, the cryogenic pressure cycle test for build 10 was not performed.

Build 10 post-test inspection showed the same type seal twisting as shown
in figure 1029. Build 10 post-test seal dimensions are shown in figure 1023.

d. Test Rig 35120 - Builds 11 and 12

Builds 11 and 12 of test rig 35120 were conducted to evaluate a silver-
plated Servotronics omega seal during pressure cycles and leakage tests to
the maxilum rig design pressure of 7000 psig at cryogenic temperatures. ih p

The seal rig was assembled as shown in figure 1030. The spacer shown
was not used with this seal. The omega seal sealing conditions for builds 11
and 12 are also shown in figure 1030.
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Figure 1025. Del C-Seal Deformation, Build 9 FD 31834
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Figure 1026. Del C-Seal and Spacer Post Test FD 31835
Condition, Build 9
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Figure 1027. Flat Face F:ange Surface, Build 9 FD 31836
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Figure 1028. Del C-Seal, Builds9 and 10, Leakage FD 31876
vs Pressure
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Figure 1029. Del C-Seal in Groove, Build 9 FD 31838

Build 11 Build 12
6.496 5.4963

__________ ® 5.5131 5.5131

I © 0.103 0.103

Groove Dis 0.1113 0.1113

0 L6-16 4

Seal ODV A 4__ 6-10

m0

pretest F
and

Post
Test

t Teat)

Figure 1030. Servotronics Omega Seal and FD) 31037
Sealing Conditions, Builds 11 and 12
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The bolts were stretched to an indicated 0.006 to 0.0062 in.
The average bolt stretch, due to bending, was 0. 0047 in. and the average
load per bolt was 11,000 lb.

Builds 11 and 12 were mounted and tested in the B-22 test stand.
The stand collection system was vacuum leak checked prior to the rig mount
and the collection cavity rig connections were pressure checked at 15 psig
after the mount was completed.

The resulLs of build 11 and build 12 pressure cycle tests are presented
in figures 1031 and 1032. The leakages prior to test, with the rig immersed
in lquid argon, were measured with a positive displacement meter at all
test pressures. For build 11, the leakage after each 100 cycle interval was
highest at 1000 psig rig internal pressure and the maximum was 34 sccs after
300 cycles had been completed. The maximum leakage at 7000 psig was 10 sccs
after 300 cycles were completed and was less than 3 sccs after 500 cycles were
completed. Leakage at 100 psig was between 5 and 10 sccs after each 100 cycles.
For build 12, the maximum leakage of 17 sccs occurred at 1000 psig rig pressure
after 400 pressure cycles had been completed. Maximum leakage at 7000 psig
was 1.2 accs at 7000 psig after the total 500 cycles were completed. Leakage
at 100 psig was 5 to 10 sccs throughout the test after the first 200 cycles.

nw

nz

0300 400 500 600

TOTAL CYCLES

Figure 1031. Servotronics Omega Seal, Build 11, FD 31038
Leakage vs Total Cycles

Build 11 post-test inspection showed the seal and flange surfaces i
excellent condition. The seal wear is shown in figure 1033, for the groove
side and is typical for both builds. The flange and groove surfaces were
unmnarred with only a light seal contact line apparent as shown in figure 1034.
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Figure 1032. Servotronics Omega Seal, Build 12, FD 3 103 9
leakage vs Total Cycles
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Figure 1033. Typical Groove Side of Omnega Seal FD 31040
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Figure 1034. Flatt Face F'Lange FD 31041

il -"

Build 12 post-test inspection showed the flange surfaces to be in excelIemt
condition. The seal weex was similar to that of build 11 and is shown in
figure 1035. Some cracks n the, side of the seal were noted. Figure 1036
shows a cross section of a cracked area.

e. Test Rig 35120 - Builds 13 and 14 -

Builds 13 and 14 of test rig 35120 were conducted to evluste
the silver-plated Servotronics apex seal during Dressure cycles and leakage
tests to the maximum rig design pressure of 7000 psig at cryogenic t•npewatures.

The seal rig was assembled as shown in fiture 1037. The seaLng con-
ditiona for builds 13 and 14 are shown In figare 1037.

ThU bolts were stretched t0 in indicated 0.006 to 0.0062 in. Becai.se
of bolt bending, the average boc stretch was approximately 0. 0047 in,, an
the average load per bolt was 11, 000 1b.

Builds 13 and 14 were mounted and tested in the B-22 test stand. The
stand was vacutun leak checked prior to rig mount and the rig collection system
connections were pressure checked at 15 psig after the mount was completed.
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Build 13 Build 14
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S E- 0.112 0.111

S4.0 4-S•,• ( • 6.0 5-7

.Except in Rolled Ar

Past Test

© MP tT4

Proestt

Figure 1037. Servotronics Apex Seal and Sealing FD 31402
Conditions, Buillds 13 and 14

The results of builds 13 and 14 are presented in figures 1038 and 1039.
Leakage prior to the cycle test with the rig at cryogenic temperature for both
seals was approximately 5 sccs at 7000 psig. The maximum leakage prior
to test was 25 to 30 sccs at 7000 psig. The maximum leakage prior to test
was Z5 to 30 sccs for both builds and occurred at 5000 psig rig internal pressure.
For build 13, leakage indication after the first 100 cycles dropped considera•)"
from the pretest indication. Measurements after completbig 100 cycles were
taken using displacement type meters. Subsequent investigation has proved the
installation of these meters introduced a leakage indication error proportional
to the volume between the leak and the mneter. The erroneous datn from those
meters are not included. Leakage after the total 500 pressure cycles was 2. 8 secs
at 7000 psig and 7.6 sccs maximum at 5000 psig. For build 14, leakage after
the first 0I oressure cycles at 7000 psig was 2. 8 sces. While this datum
point was being recorded the leakage indication went off scale. The Internal
pressure was reduced until the leakage could be measured with the available
flow meters. Leakage at 3000 psig was greater than 470 sccs and the leakage
at 2800 psig waj 330 sccs. Ai additional 100 pressure cycles to 3000 psig were
performed in an attempt to reseat the seal. After these 100 cycles were completed,
the leakage ,.. 4u00 psig was 225 sccs and was greater than 470 sccs at 4300 paig.
An additinal 100 cycles to 4000 psig were completed. Leakage was still ex-
cessive md the test was terminated after :300 pressure cycles.
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Figure 1038. Servotronics Apex Seal, Build 13, FD 31638A
Leakage vs Total Cycles
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Figure 1039. Servotronics Apex Seal, Build 14, FD 31639A
Leakage vs Total Cycles
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Build 13 seal waL in good condition at teardown. Figure 1040 shows the
seal contact area for the groove nide and figure 1041 shows the contact area
for the flat face flange side. The mating surfaces were in excellent condition.

Figure 1040. Apex Seal Groove Side FD 3.1403

Figure 1041. Apex Seal Flat Face Side FD 3s1404
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Build 14 seal was collapsed in an area as shown in figure 1042.
Zyglo inspection of the seal indicated a crack in the seal OD. Subsequent
sectioning of the seal showed the crack to be only in the plating and no cracks
in the base material were found. The seal apparently rolled in the groove as
shown schematically in figure 1043.

I

(

Figure 1042. Build 14 Seal Collapse Area FD 31405

Normal Position

Rolled Position

pi

Note: Seel Free Heigt 0.100 In.
in Roiled Section

Figure 1043. Apex Seal Rolled Position FD 31406
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f. Teat Rig 35120 - Builds 15, 16, 170, 1b, and 21

Builds 15, 16, 17, 18, and 21 of Test rig 35120 were conducted to
evaluate the Pressure Science, Inc. C-rtig seal by performing pressure
cycles to 7000 psig at cryogenic temperature. The seal rig was assembled
as shown in figure 1044.

a 5.279 5.1 .25379 VO I5 &4V7

- - .12 i -.44

"miqP SC 4C 4C 12C GS

I N 64M W N 54M

As wer s e d Ld375 . 067 3 0 . in .
Che boom ElSbta 10 b

fTT' rnt JW

Figure 1044. Pressure Science, hnd. C-Ring Seal F-2 33106
and Sealing Conditions for Builds 15,
16, 17, 18, 21

The bolts were stretched to an indicated 0.006 to 0. 0062 In. Because
of bolt bending the average bolt stretch was approximately 0. 0047 in. and
the average load per bolt was 11,000 lb.

Builds 15 through 18 were mounted and tested in the B-22 test stand.
The stand was vacuum leak checked prior to rig mount and the rig collection
system connection1s were pressure checked at 15 psig after rig was mounted.

Build 21 was tested at the assembly pressure test area at ambient
temperature using GN2 pressurizing gas.

The test results of builds 15 through 18 are shown in figures 1045
through 1048. The results indicate that the greatest leakage occurred
between 1000 and 4000 psig rig internal presssure. The maximum leakage
for builds 15 through 18 was 42 sees and occurred at 3000 pweg during
build 17 (silver plated seal) after 400 pressure cycles had been completed.
Build 21 leakage was excessive at ambient conditions and the cryogenic cycle
test was not performed.

The build 15 indium coated seal indicated low leakage prior to and
after the first 100 cycles. Measurements for thi.- leakage were taken using
displacement meters, which have subsequently been found to introduce a
leakage indication error proportional to the volmne between the leak and the
meter. The erroneous data from these meters are not included The maximum
leakage after 200 cycles were completed was 0.4 scces and occurret; at 3000 psig
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internal pressure. The maximum leakage for the test was 3.7 sccs and occurred
at 1000 psig rig internal pressure after the total 500 cycles had been completed.

1000.0
472.0 ------------------- -----

100.0- Symbol Pressure Symbol Pressure _____ um Flow

10- 0 1000 6000 __ _ _ _

k 3000
r41 1.0 Note: Rig Immersed in

0 liquid Argon
During Test _____ _____ _ _ _~0.1

Mnir M meterwn-ge ------------
0.01

0.001 Ma AloalLakg - ____ ____ __ __

0100 200 300 400 500

TOTAL CYCLES

Figure 1045. Indium Coated C-Ring Build 15, FD) 33107

Leakage vs Total Cycles

472.0

Symbol~~~o Rasunge)__ mFlwetrRa

00.01 Discon0einedquidection
During Cait Teate Va loalveLakg

1.0~

0.001 0 00bn400te 500010 200 300 --

Figure 1046. Silver Plte TelnPImmersFe310
00 Cate C-Rng B00 inuid 16gon

Lekg vs0 Total g Cyces

400 Mx llo0be86s
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1 , 000
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-40.0001

SFigure 1047. Silver Plated C-Ring, Build 17, FD 33119
S~Leakage vs Total Cycles
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Figure 1047. Slea Plated C-Ring, Build 18, FD 33120
Leakage vs Total Cycles
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Figure 1048. Lead Plated C-11ing, Build 18, Fl) 33120
Lealkge vs Total Cycles
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Post-test inspection indicated that the indium plated seal had worn
through the indium coating as shown in figure 1049. Seal wear on the
flange surface is shown in figure 1050 and is typical f~r both flanges.

Figure 1049. Indium Coated C-Ring Static Seal FD 33121

The build 16 silver plated teflon primer coated seal showed approxi-
mately 18 sccs leakage at 1000 psig rig internal pressure for the first 300 cycles.
The collecLion cavity purge valve was found to be leaking aiter 380 cycles. The
line was disconnected and capped prior to leakage measurements after 400 cycles
and the leakage generally decreased (less than 4 sccs al 1000 psig) indicating
that purge valve leakage had contributed to the previous seal leakage measure-
ments. The maximum leakage after 500 cycles w3re completed was 3. 7 sccs
and occurred at 1000 pslg rig internal pressure.

Post-test inspection of the silver plated teflon primer coated seal
showed that the seal coating did not conform completely to the mating
surface as shown in figure 1051. The mating surfaces were in excellent
condition.

The build 17 silver plated seal leakage was generally higher than the
other C-rings tested. The minimum leakage occurred at 100 psig rig in-
ternal pressure and was greater than 1. 0 secs. The maximum seal leakage
was 42 sccs and occurred at 3000 pslg after 400 pressure cycles were
completed.
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Post-test inspection of the silver plated seal indicated that the
seal contact load was not satisfactory, as shown in figure 1052. The seal
wear on the opposite side (groove side) was also very low as shown in
figure 1053. The mating surfaces were in excellent condition.

Figure 1052. Silver Plated C-Ring Static Seal FD 33124

The build 18 lead plated seal leakage was consistently lower than the
other C-rings tested. The maximum leakage was 0. 7 sccs and occurrd at
2000 psi after the 500 cycles were completed. The installation of the dis-
placement meter, which previously gave erroneous data, was corrected prior
to this test and the data from this meter are included in figure 1048. The
leakage that is indicated as being below the minimum flowmeter range caused
a slight rise in collection cavity pressure as measured with a water manometer.
A collection cavity pressure of 0. 5 to 0. 7 in. of wLter was required prior to
ieakage indication on the displacement meter. The time required to build up
tiiis pressure at those data points was excessively long and the actual leakage
indication was not measured.

The post-test condition "f the lead plated seal is shown in figure 1054.
A closeup of the uniform seal contact area is shown in figure 1055.
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"The build 21 lead-indiu-:, -1-, seal was tested only at ambient tempera-
ture. Leakage was 2.0 sce': & the 1000-psig rig internal pressure and 1.3 socs
at 506 psig. The rig was cycled to 1000 psig 10 times in an attempt to seat tme
seal. Leakage after these cycles was 4.0 sccs at 1000 psig. This leakage war
approximately 1.00 times greater than the ambient leakage of build 18. ,

II

Figure 105.3. Silver Plated C-Ring Static Seal FI) 33125

Post-test inspection of the lead-indium plated seal indicated good
condition, as shown in figure 1056. The seal contact deforaticon was
marginal on the groove side as shown in figure 1057. Subsequent in-
vestigation has shown that the groove OD (spacer ID) was oversize for
this seal. The ambient temperature 1000 psig pressure check was suf-
ficient to exceed the material tensile strength with the seal unsupported onthe seal OD. The mating surfaces were in excellent condition.

The Pressure Science C-ring did not meet the required I0-4 scs mai- x_
imum seal leakage per inch of seal circumference.

The hcad plate seal coating was the best of the coatings tested. The
indium coating' was apparently too soft. The seal unit load was not suf- I Ificient to uniformly deform the silver plate or the teflon primer coat.
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g. Test Rig 35120 - Builds 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, and 25

Builds 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, and 25 of test rig 35120 were conducted to
evaluatt; the teflon coated Parker V-Seal by performing pressure cycles and
leakage tests to the maximum design pressure of 7000 psig at cryogenic tempera-
ture. An additional objective was to measure the fl.nge deflection due to bolt
load and pressure. The test rig was assembled for each build as shown in
figure 1058.

"4 uild_19 Bui 20 Build 22 'Build 24 *Build 25
5.436 5.4355 5.431 - 5.436

: 5.513 5.513 5.513 5.513 5.513

S0.106 0.106 0.1095 0.1095 0.1095

0.113 0.114 - 0.114 0.114

0.123 0.224 0.124
(® 12C 4-5C 16-21C - 5C

5M 5-6M 12-16C -

5.444 5.444 - 6.441 5.443
-j) 5.4371 5.4371 5.4371 5.4371 5.4371

(y Not Used Not Used Not Used 0.040 0.032

"Build 24 Seal Recoated After
Un in Build 23E

"Build 25 Seal Recoeted AfterUse in Build 23A and 23F

Tet

Figure 1058. Parker V-Seal and Sealing Conditions, FD 33417
Builds 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, and 25

The bolts for builds 19, 20, and 22 were stretched to an indicated
0. 006-0.0062 in. Due to bolt bending, the average load per bolt was approxi-
mateLy 11, 000 lb. The bolts for builds 24 and 25 incorporated spherical
washers to reduce bolt bending. The bolts were stretched an indicated
0. 006-0. 0062 in. to obtain an average load per bolt of 14,500 lb.

The housings were reoperated prior to build 22 to increase the groove
dimensions to maximum design condition of 0. 106 in. groove depth.

Build 23 was instrumented with proximity probqt., and strain gages as

shown in figure 1059 to measure the coupling deflection a•d bolt loads.
Builds 23 and 23A were assembled with Parker V-Seals. Bullds 23B and 23C
were assembled using a 0. 010 in. wall 0-ring. Builds 23D, 23E and 23F were
assembled using two 0.040 in. diameter Inconel 600 support rings with the
Parker V-Seals as shown in figure 1058.
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SFigure 1059. Proximity Probe Locations, FD 33416
Butild 23

Build 24 incorporated two 0.040 in. Inconel 600 wire support rings as
shown hn figure 1058. The seal used in this build was recoated with Teflon
after previous use in build 23E,

Build 25 incorpor'ated two 0.032 in. Hasteloy W wire support rings as
shown in figure 1058. The seal used in this build wats previously used in
build 23A and build 23F, and was recoated with Teflon.

Sealing conditions for the endurance test builds are shown in figure 1058.

Butilds 19 and 20 were mounted incorporating rotameter and positive dis-
placement meters to measure leakage. Bulids 22, 24 and 25 were mounited in

installations incorporating rotameters and the gas chromatograph method of
leakage measurement. Btuld 23 wa• tested at ambient conditions in the strain
gage laboratory using hydraulic oil as the pressurizing media.

The cryogenic teat results of builds 19, 20, 22, 24 and 25 are presented
in figures 1060, 10;61, 1062, 1063 and 1064, recpectively. The ]Parker "V-Seal
leakage was generally lower than previous seals tested during this seal evalu-
ation program e~ccept during build 22 when the seal rolled similar to the Apex
Seal illustrated in figure 1043.

For build 19 (Reference figure 1060), the maximum leakage me~asured
was 2. 7 s~cs at 50'•0 psig and zero cycles. After 300 cyoles were completed,
the ipdi•ated leakage was less than •he available flowmeter range at all pres-
sur'e levels tested and remained below the measurable limit.
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Figure 1060. Parker V-Seal, Build 19, FD 33418
Leakage vs Total Cycles
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Figure 1062. Parker V-Seal, Build 22, FD 33420
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Figure 1064. Parker V-Seal, Build 25, FD 33432
Leakage vs Total Cycles

For build 20,(Reference figure 1061), the maximum leakage measurod,
was 4.6 seesn at 7000 pslg and zero cycles. At 500 cycles, the indicated leakage,
was leeis than the available flowmeter range at all pressure levels test~d
Several methods of leakage measurement were attempted during this build.

For build 22 (Reference figure 1062), the maximnum leakage measured
was 0. 268 aces at 3000 pslg and 250 cyales. At 313 cycles excessive seal
leakage occurred. This lack of sealing was attributed to the Parker V-Seqa
rolling in the seal groove similar to the Apex Seal shown in figure 1043,
Several pressure cycles to 5000 pslg did aot reseat the seal and the cycle test
was terminated.II

For build 24 (Reference figure 1063), the maxiJniun leakage for the test
occurred at 7000 pslg prior to cycling and was 2. 8 sees. Leakage at 7000 psig
was approximately 1. 5 sees throughout the cycle test.

For build 25 (Reference figure 1064), the maxinium. leakage was 1. 95 sees
at 7000 psig and 100 cycles. The leakage at this point wau measured using a
rotameter.

The ambient test results of the coupling deflection tests of W~ild 23 A~re
shown in figure 1065. Builds 23 and 23A were termin~ated when excessive
hydraulic fluid leakage occurred at approximately 2500 psLg. Build 22B was
disassembled to repair strain gags. Build 23C deflection test -Vesut'it are pre-
sented in figure 1065. The strain gage data from bul~d&u 23, 23A xnd 23C~ are
shown in figure 1066. Builds 231), 23E and 23F were assembled to substantiate
the uae of support rtngs to prevent se~al rolling,
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The maximum allowable leakage requirement of 10-4 sccs of GN2 per
inch of seal circumference necessitated development of a leakage measurement
device to reliably measure leakage in this range. Diring the Parker V-Seal
testing, several methods of leakage methods were used. Rotameters were
used to measure leakages of 0.05 sccs to 470 sccs during seal testing. Unstable
indication at the low leakage points near 0.05 sccs were attributed to slight
temperature changes in the collection cavity. A typical leakage plot showing
decay with time, was recorded during build 20 and is shown in figure 1067.
Positive displacement meters, one using water and one using alcohol as the
displaced fluid, were used during the early seal tests. The leakage source was
connected above the column of liquid creating a slight vacuum on the collection
system. The error induced by this installation is proportional to the volume of
the collection system and had resulted in a rather large error due to the large
leakage cavity volume. The installation was corrected and the water displace-
ment meter was used for leakages down to 0.001 sccs. Changes in the collection
cavity temperature and the pressure required to eject a bubble into the column
caused erratic indications. The small diameter (0.125 in.) of the alcohol dis-
placement meter tube made injection of the bubble into the column difficult and
the meter was not used. During build 20, several means of measuring the
leakage were attempted. The horizontal displacement of an air bubble injected
in a tube between two water vessels and the displacement of a mercury bubble
across a horizontal tube were two methods used. Both required a stable posi-
tive pressure which was not attainable due to the unstable temperature. The
gas chromatograph means of measuring leakage, shown schematically in
figure 1068, was used with consistent results on build 21 and was refined during
builds 22, 24 and 25. The collection cavity was pressurized to 10 psig with
helium and the cavity was monitored for increase in nitrogen content. The
chromatograph was calibrated using known gas mixtures.

The chromatograph used consisted of:

1. Tungsten filament Glomac gas dftector, S/N TR2B illustrated in
figure 1069.

2. A 6 ft long, 1/4 In. diameter column filled with a molecular sieve
compound.

3. A 300 milliampere Glomac power supply, S/N 178G.

4. A Sargent recording strip chart, S/N 1697024. The generally used
set up to date results in a 200 part per million per millivolt indi-
cation on the recording chart. (2 parts per million per 0.1 in.
chart deflection.)

Post-test inspection of build 19 revealed portions of the Teflon coating
were blistered and frayed along the sealing edge and the seal OD. The primer
coat was intact as shown in figure 1070. The seal groove was in good condition
and unmarked by the seal as shown Ln figure 1071.

Post-test inspection of build 20 seal condition showed the Teflon frayed
similar to build 19 as shown in figure 1072. The flange sealing surfaces were
in goorl condition.
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Figure 1067. Parker V-Seal, Build 20 FD 33424
Leakage vs Time
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Figure 1068. Chromatograph, Gas Flow FD 33425
Schematic, Builds 22, 24, and 25

Post-tesZ inspection of build 22 seal and groove awearances showed con-
"dcticns similar to build 19 except that the seal had rolled In the gruove as
illustrzted In figure 1073.
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Figure 1073. Seal and Support Rings, Build 24 FD 33131

Post-test inspection of builds 24 and 25 showed the seal and groove in
excellent shape. No tearing or blistering of the sealing surface was evident
and only minor fraying on the seal OD occurred. The 0. 040 in. diamneter wire
support rings of Luild 24 showed light contact w:'ith the seal as shown in figure 1073.

h. Test Rig 35120 - Builds 26 Through 30

Builds 26 through 30 of test rig 35120 were conducted to evaluate the
inverted C-Seal by perfŽ:=-.!ng pressure cycles and leakage tests to the maxi-
mum design pressure of 7000 psig at cryogenic temperature.

The seal test rig housings were modified to incorporate a 0. 050 in. deep
seal groove, in both flange faces as shov'n in figure 1074. Two 0. 020 in. deep
grooves were machined across the bearing surface after build 26 to assure
sealing did occur at the seal and not at the pivot point.

The sealing conditions for each build are shown in figure 1074. The in-
verted C-Seals were fabricated by reoperating Pressure Science external
pressure seals. The seal OD for builds 26 and 27 was ground to give 1800 seal
cross sectional circumference in the free state. Seals for builds 28, 29 and 30
were stretched to increase the seal ID and the OD was ground to give 1500 seal
cross sectional circumference in the free state. This provided approximately
180 0 seal circumference in the compressed condition.
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The rig was installed for each build on B-22 test stand and the gas 1•hr•,ma-
tograph method of leakage measured used.

,'he 10 74 .- br the Inverted C-Seal are shown in figures D 3 hrough
1078. The test results showed generally lower leakages at 0ll pressures than
previous seals tested. The maximum leakage recorded was 8.t7 sccs and oc-
curred during build 30 (the Teflon coated seal) at 5000 p.ig rig internl pressure
after 500 cycles had been completed. The seal of build 27 collapsed and the g

leakage was greater than the available measurement capabilities after one cycle
and is not shown. 7

For build 26, all leakage measurements taken at 50 psig through 7000 psag
rig internal pres tse Te messure cycles were completed indicated less
than the allowable leakage of 10- per inch of seal circumference. The ma~xi-
mum total leakage during the teft occvared at 3000 pslg after 50 cycles were
completed and was 0.027 saes. The maximum total leakage safter 500 cycles
were completed was 0.l00067 ses (0.4 x 10-0 sees per inch of seal circum-

ference) and occurred at 3000 psig.
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Figure 1076. Inverted C-Seal, Build 28, FD 33089
Leakage vs Total Cycles
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For build 27, the leakage prior to cycling was within the allowable leakage
limit at 50, 1000, and 7000 psig, and was 0. 115 sccs at 3000 psig. After
one cycle, the collection cavity pressure rise indicated excessive leakage and
measurements showed approximately 45 e-cs at 1000, 3000, and 5000 psig,
and 470 sees at 7000 psig. A second attempt to measure lcakage indicated
216 sees at 1000 psig and over 470 sccs at 3000 psig. The cycle test was
terminated.

For build 28, the maximum total leakage occurre I prior to cycling at
7000 psig and was 0. 0033 sees. The total leakage at 5000 psig was approxi-
mately a constant 0.0025 sees throughout the test. Total leakage at 7000 psig
after 500 rycles were completed was 0. 00029 sees.

For build 29, tfe maximum total leakage for build 29 was 0.01 sees and
occurred at 1000 psig after 200 cycles had been completed. The maximum
total leakage at 50 psig was 0. 0033 secs and occurred after completing two
pressure cycles. Total leakage at 7000 psig was within the allowable leakage
limit throughout the test and was 0. 00045 sccs after 500 cycles were completed.

For build 30, leakage at all test pressure levels was greater than the
majximum allowable leakage. The total leakage at 7000 psig variLed from
5 to 7 secs throughout the test. The minimum total leakage was 0. 009 sccs
and occurred at 50 psig.

Build 26 seal inspection showed the seal had rolled past the groove corner
when compressed as shown in figure 1079. Sealing apparently took place on the
seal side and not in the groove corner as intended. The seal was marred on the
inside diameter indicating contact with the groove inside land on the seal. The
!Ianges were In excellent condition. Build 27 seal was collapsed between bolts
No. 4 and No. 5 as shown in figure 1080. Figure 1081 shows the cross sections
of the collapsed area and the adjacent area. The adjacent area shows excessive
seal material as in build 26. The uýAIapsed area shows seal contacted the
groove prior tu collapse. Build 28 seal was in excellent condition. The cross
,ectional view, figure 1082, indicated sealing took place in the groove corner.

All parts were in excellent condition. Build 29 seal was in the same good con-
dition as shown in figure 1083. No discrepancies were noted during this buiJu.
Build 30 seal showed some metal particle contamination in the Teflon coating.
The Teflon was frayed as shown in figure 1084. The seal cross section is
shown in fig-.re 1085.

1. rest Rig 35120 - Builds 31 through 35

Tests for builds 31, 32, 32A, 33, 34, 34A and 35 were completed using
rig 35120 on stand B-22. Build and teat objectives were as follows:

1. The primary objective of this test series was to evaluate
the pivot ring seal by performing pressure cycles to
7000 psig at cryogenic temperature.
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'2. The secondar'' wacti s \\'fs to evaluate inlthods of
performing temperature cycles betwCeen 1-10*1l and (;20" 11,
and determine the minin,um time required for one cycle.

;3. An additional objective was to evaluate the effectiveness
of the F-46159 air ratchet wrench, as a means of providing
uniform bolt stretch (luring assembly. See figure 108;6.

Figure 1079. Build 26 Seal Condition I"D 33741

a

a

Figure 1080. Build 27 Seal Condition F[' 33742
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Figure 1083. Build 29 Seal Condition FD 33745
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Figure 1084. Build 30 Seal Condition FD 33746
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Figure 1085. Build 30 Seal Condition, Cross FD 33747
Section View

F igure 1086. Air Ratchet Wrench, F-461599FD 38705
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The seal test rig housings were modified to incorporate a 0. 075-in.
radius groove in both housings, and the seals were machined as shown in figure
1087. The seal height was sufficient to make the seal beconle the bearing
surface and pivot point. The seal bearing surface area was reduced after
build 32 to increase maximum sealing bearing load from 55,000 lb/in.-2 to
136,000 lb/in. 2 of sealing surface for builds 33 and 34, and to 150,000 l)/jn. 2

of sealing surface for build 35. On builds 31 through 34A, an indicated 0.006
to 0.0065 in. final stretch was performed using standard torquing methods to
comply with tolerance requirements. On all builds the bolts and spherical
washers were cleaned and coated with tiree coats of slipspray. On build 35,
the initial 100 in. -lb torque was applied by standard torquing methods.
The F-46159 al ratchet wrench was then used to attempt final stretch. A
250 in. torque (minimum wrench torque) and 30 deg and 60 deg angles of
turn (90 deg total) as shown in figure 1088 were p)erformed. Figure 1089
shows the bolt stretch as a result of this procedure. Final stretch of 0.006
to 0.0065 in. was attained using standard torquing methods.

,leE 31 32A 23 24 1 34A 35

5.W07 6.6W 5.6w 6.50 .s-561 5.54
- -5.307 G.226 5.2 . .297 65.303 5.303

o 0.1224 0.1621 0.132 0.100- O.S 0.100

0.075 0.07 0.07 0.075 0.052 0.052
0,070 0.070 0.070 0.070 0.0 0.000

.150 0.1 M 0.0 0.060 O.06 0.07
I IO.Oft 10.001

_l l 0.001 0.002 10.00 0.0016 0.001 6 0.0015
pbe g 0.000. 0.00o 0.02 0.002 0.002

LOWd Leaw Lea Laid EL*Wd Lead

*060

I i,., 31, 32A Guid 33, 34, 34A 3

0 .01 0

l i

62W2

Figure 1087. Pivot Ring Seal and Sealing FD 38487
Conditions for Builds L,1, 32A,
33, 34A and 35.
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AgAle of Turn

Figure 1088. Air Wrench Angle of Turn FD 38706
Indicator

/5 
1

Pressure cycle test results of builds 31 through 35 are represented
below. Highest leakage occurred at 7000 psig rig internal pressure during
build 32A at a total leakage rate of 20 sccs.

Build 31 total leakage measurements before and after cycle test
completion wvere above the maximum allowable limit. The total leakage
at 7000 psig was from 0. 00 17 sccs after 200 cycles to 0. 06 sccs after
the 500 cycles were completed. Figure 1090 shows the relationship of
leakage vs total cycles for build 31.

Build 32 ambient pressure check at assembly showed 50 sccs leakage
at 1000 psig. The cryogenic pressure cycle test was omitted for this build.

Build 32A leakage rates, as shown in figure 1091, indicate that
leakage at 5000 and 7000 psig was above the allowable limit throughout the
pressure cycle test with 1000 psig leakages of 13 to 20 ses. The run was
terminated after 200 cycles due to excessive leakage.
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Figure 1091. Lead-Plated Pivot Ring, Build 32A, FD 38500
Leakage vs Total Cycles

Build 33 leakage rates, as indicated in figure 1092, revealed that
leakage throughout the test was less than the minimum allowable leakage j
except for a 0. 009 sccs total leakage at 7000 psig (after 400 pressure cycles
had been completed). A repeat of this point indicated 0. 0012 sccs total
leakage, which is less than the 0.0016 sccs maximum allowable leakage.

15.0 Symbol Pressure Rig Immere in

10.0 - 50 Liquid Argon

0 1000 Doiring Tet
0 3M Shaded Points Are

1.0 -- - Repeatedat
z 0 50(0 400 Cycles

_ _ 17000
0.1a 0.01 _ _ _

~0.001___

0.0001

0.00001 __ _

0 100 Ao 50(]
TOTAL CYCLES

Figure 1092. Lead-Plated Pivot Ring, Build 33, FD 38651
Lea:rage vs Total Cycles
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Build 34 cryogenic test was canceled when the flanges cocked
approximately 0.010 in. during assembly. The rig was disassemblcd for
inspection and the cryogenic test omitted for this build.

Build 34A leakage rate curves shown in figure 1093 reveal that the
total leakage at 7000 psig during the pressure cycle test was 0. 0035 sccs
before cycling, decreasing to within the allowable limit after 100 cycles.
As cycling continued, the leakage at 7000 psig increased to 0.4 sccs after
the 500 pressure cycles were completed. The test stand was modified for
performing thermal cycles after the pressure cycle tests of build 34A.
Thirteen thermal cycles were completed during this build. Warmup to 600 R
was accomplished by several combinations of immersing the rig in hot water
(6500 R) and bubbling stenim into an ambient water bath. Typical warmup transients
are shown in figure 1094. Cold shock was accomplished by immersing the rig
in LN2 . The maximum leakage after 13 thermal cycles was 0. 124 sccs and
occurred at 7000 psig. Six pressure cycles at 7000 psig were performed
and the maximum leakage decreased to 0. 009 sccs at 7000 psig rig internal
pressure. Figure 1095 compares the thermal cycle cooldown rates of
build 34A (LN2 bath) with build 35 (LN 2 flow). Flange OD and ID temperature
probes were used in this build.

SO.0 -- So6 . Liquid Argp•

0100 oO ur, TOO
1.0 0 30oo

"0 W

TOTAL CYCLES

Figure 1093. Lead-Plated Pivot Ring, Build 34A, FD 38652
Leakage vs Totl Cycles

Build 35 cycle test was run with results as shown in figure 1096. The
only leakage noted during the test occurred at 7000 psig and the maximum
total leakage was 0. 193 sccs after 100 pressure cycles. Leakage had reduced
to 0.052 sccs at 7000 psig after 500 pressure cycles were completed. As
shown in figure 1095, thermal cooldown was accomplished by LN2 flow.
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Seven 'hermal shock cycles were performed by flowing LN 2 through the pressure
cavity of the rig. Leakage remained constant during the thermal cycle test as
shown in figure 1097. Cold shock by this method produced a 375°R
differential temperature across the flange as sh3wn in figure 1095 (note
thermocouples are 90 deg apart). Warmup was accomplished by submerging the
rig in steam heated water and flowing ambient GN 2 through the rig. Flange
OD and I D temperature probes were provided on build 35.

SIX

ID ODi0] N Hot Wo~rw Both0R
S0 Ambient Wow Both

If=J With a Stav
100 ~Generawr

I
0 .I I

0 20 40 Slo so -00

TIME - rain

Figure 1094. Warmup Temperature vs Time, FD 38499
Build 34A During Thermal Cycling

700 ID 0 Build 8 Type %hr Cyc•e
__~ __0 34A Rig Subm@Wgd In LN2

I-I

00C •38 GN2 Through LN2 HM - rOD T/C

SEx•..w ..W Int RigI

-- •------< --->- -----------

TIME. - Ca

Figure 1095. Flange Temperature vs Time, FD 38496
Builds 34A and 35
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Figure 1096. Silver-Plated Pivot Ring, Build 35, FD 38653
'Leakage vs Total Cycles
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Figure 1097. Thermai Cycle Test With Silver- FD 38654
Plated Pivot Ring, Build 35
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Post-test inspection of build 31 revealed that the pivot ring seal had
moved radially on the bearing surface, as shown in figure 1098. A plating
defect was evident but flange grooves were in excellent condition.

Totl Seling

0.150 In. Ref

Figure 1098. Lead-Plated Pivot Ring Seal FD 38488

Showing Radial Scratches

Post-test inspection of build 32 revealed a lack of plating in the
electrode contact area as shown in figure 1099.

Post-test inspection of build 32A indicated a lack of plating uniformity
and an irregular sealing surface. This build was plated by rotating the seal

on the contracts. Figure 1100 shows areas of light plating.

Post-test inspection of build 33 revealed that the pivot ring was in
good condition as shown in figure 1101 with some minute dark spots in the
plating. The bearing area was on the outer diameter of the intended bearing
area as shown in figures 1101 and 1i02.

Post-presssure-test inspection of build 34 revealed that the seal was
0. 030 in. out of round and 0.034 in. out of flat. The seal was apparently
cocked during flange boltup. and further tests were suspended when thib
conditioti was discovered.

Post-test inspection of build 34A revealed that the housing seal grooves
had radial scratches, as shown in figure 1103. The pivot ring had plating
voids and imperfections and tangential machining marks imprinted on the
seal from the housing groove as shown in figure 1104.
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Plating Void
COaund by
Electrode Contact

Sewing Surface

.*- 0.185 in. Ref

Figure 1099. Plating Void In Lead-Plated FD 38489
Pivot Ring Seal

w

Figure 1100. Lead-Plated Pivot Ring Seal In FD 38490
Flange Showing Nonuniform Plating
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Figure 1101. Lead-Plated Pivot Ring Seal FD 38491
Showing Darkened Spots

Figure 1102. Lead-Plated Pivot Ring Seal FD 38492
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Figure 1103. Flange Seal Groove Showing FD 38493
Radial Scratches

I Ii

Figure 1104. Lead-Plated Pivot Ring Seal In FD 38494
Flange Sh-.)wing Voids and
Imprinted Marks
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Post-test inspection of build 35 ind~icated that the silver-plated pivot
ring was in good condition after the pressure-thermal cycle test. Seal contact
area on each side of the seal was uniform as shown in figures 1105 and 1106.

Figure 1105. Silver-Plated Pivot Ring Seal FD 38495

Figure 1,106. Silver-Plated Pivot Ring Seal, FD 38498
Reverse Side
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Test results revealed that the pivot ring seal approached the allowable
leakage limit of less than 10-4 sccs/in. of seal circumference at rig internal
pressures of less than 5000 psig. The leakage was generally greater than the
allowable limit at 7000 psig rig internal pressure after the 500 pressure cycles
of each build, except for build 33 which was slightly less than the maximum
allowable leakage. Build 33 test results indicated the increabed seal unit
load significantly improved the sealing characteristics. Test results of
builds 34 and 35 indicated the increased seal unit load is still insufficient
at 7000 psig. Reduction in seal load due to flange separation with the increase
in internal pressure is an undesirable characteristic of this type seal design.
This seal design is not recommended for continued development.

.j. Test Rig 35120 - Builds 36 Through 40

Builds 36 through 40 of test rig 35120 were conducted on Stand B-22 to
evaluate the toroidal segment seal by performing pressure cycles to 7000 psig
at cryogenic temperatures, and thermal cycling from 150°R to 6000R.

The F-46159 air ratchet wrench was used during rig assembly to evaluate
bolt stretch uniformity.

The seal test rig housings were modified to Incorporate a 0. 100 In. deep
groove near the flange ID to accept the toroidal segment seal as shown in
figure 1107. A minimum amount of material was removed from the flange
cross section to allow reasonable flange stiffness comparison with previous
seals tested. The seal configurations and sealing conditions are also shown in
figure 1107. The seals were fabricated by reoperating Pressure Science Inc.
Inconel X750 external pressure seals. A spacer was installed for build 38 to
support the seal and increase the assembly preload. Seals for builds 39 and 40
were fully heat treated for increased strength.

The bolts were stretched at assembly to obtain a minimum total bolt load
of 177,000 lb (1.2 times the blow-off load at 7000 psi). The bolt stretch re-
quired to obtain this load was 0. 0045 in. and was obtained by torquing the nuts
with the air ratchet wrench F-46159, as shown in figure 1086. The bolts were
first tightened to a minimum torque setting. The nuts were then rotated through
the required angle of turn using the air wrench angle of turn indicator.

Before stretching, all bolts and spherical washers were cleaned and
sprayed with three coats of Slipspray dry lubricant. All builds were torqued
to 100 in. -lb (using a hand wrench) to seat the seal. Torquing was done on the
bolts in sets of two 180 deg apart at 90 deg intervals until all bolts were torqued
as required. Minimum wrench torque of approximately 250 in. -lb was per-
formed in the same manner. Angle-of-turn stretch was then performed in order
on the bolts around the flange. Flange ID and bolt shank temperature probes
were provided on all builds.

The B22 test stand was modified to allow performing thermal cycles after
the pressure cycle tests. A combination of ambient water and a steam gener-
ator were used to heat the rig to approximately 600° R. Flowing GN 2 through
"a LN 2 heat exchanger and through the pressure cavity was used to cold-shock
the rig to 1600 R.
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Ref Build 36 Build 37 BuIld 38 BuIld 36 BuIld 40

( i 21., 5. 0.2102 0.2106 0.21M5
0.217 0.217

5.0005 5.000 5.007 5.006 5.006

@) E.163 5.163 5.1645 5.164 5.1647
5.1065 5.165

o0.010 0.010
-.. 0.0105 0.010 0.006 0.006 0.006

( 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.025 0.025

0.0001 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0001
Coating 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0 001

Lead Lead Lead Lead Lead

•--0.186-,1

4.91 7
4.9 5.0065 Dia

T- Cross Section

4.399 Di0 (Build 33 Only)

-*- H-
Seal Height iiProtest

Pretest I

C)Dia Prwtest 5.166 Die 4.9 FJ9 .6 i

,..,., D- Dia - --- 0 Di o.0
Pretest (DPo

Figure 1107. Toroidal Segment Seal and Sealing FD 38704
Conditions for Builds -36, -37, -38,
-39 and -40
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Build 36 seal test rig bolts were torqued to 100 in. -lb and two angles of
turn of 25 deg each were performed, with results shown in figure 1108. Stretch
scatter after the first 25 deg was 0. 0018 in. and 0. 0027 in. after the second
25 deg with all but one of the bolts being stretched between 0. 003 in. and
0. 045 in. Due to excessive play in the angle-of-turn indicator, the final angle
of turn was not considered valid and only the final stretch is presented. Bolt
stretch scatter at teardown was 0. 0016 in. and the average bolt stretch had
decreased approximately 0. 0007 in.

0.007

0.00.

0.0O5-•--- -

S0.004 • - - -- Final Stretch

•.0.003 ,0, T/D Stretch

0.002

25

0.011' •

100 10 20 3•o 40 so

in./Ib
ANGLE OF TURN - de"

Figure 1108. Bolt Stretch vs Torque/Angle of FD 38707
Turn, Build 36
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Build 36 leakage rates shown in figure 1109 indicate that leakage prior to
pressure cycling at internal pressures from 50 to 7000 psig was below the
maximum allowable total leakage limit of 0. 0016 sccs. Leakage at A9 and
100 psig after 100 cycles was above the allowable limit and remained above
throughout the test. Leakage after the 500 pressure cycles were completed
was above the maxirnum allowable limit at all pressure levels between 50 and
7000 psig with the maximum of 2.3 sccs occurring at 1000 psig. Five thermal
cycles were completed during this build to develop a procedure for cold
shocking the coupling. The maximum differential temperature between the
flange ID and the bolt head was 230 deg. Leakage during the thermal cycles
was as shown in figure 1110.

10.0 1 Rig m 00 in Li0uidy aae-Prmvra Total Cycle

The nut we~~re torue to 1000 i.l n hnrttdtruha5 1gage

2 0. 0r Bot Tstrd2 5 W --. .. . --......-

.0 -_ _ ___ I- -
V. 70002O3O O O

was0 .00160i . Th rageb t sdeealed aproia1l
T l eakage a0sig ra lertep

50,100lad 300 psitu bothrorughte sremaindre oflthe test as shown in figure 1112.

Thtaluleakage ato3qud 5 W000 psi wa undetectabed foro, th r 20 cycles

Bond wstaproximsattelywa 0.0012 ssfrThe remaindereo then seset.vl Totalteakaget

maximum alowabei total0 leaag boft 0.00tc6 toeaces. Bothsreetheral cyceawreow
wastmp00d1duing n this build.aTe reslts weret haerreatic. apposttetimspetion

0001 in.1

50val, the0 land wire of theog theremoaouper on the boteshat was broken insidue1.
Thcolcincvt.'otal leakage at 700an 000 psig afdeetaber fone thefrmal20 cycle ws0.0007 scc s..
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Tata laag a 0 nd100psgri itrnl rssrepio1t1heprs
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Build 38 setup bolt torque stretch results were as shown in figure 1113.
The nuts were torqued to 100 In. -lb and then rotated through a 60 deg angle.
The average stretch was less than had been previously obtained and the stretchscatter was 0.0033 in. An additional 20 deg angle of turn d-d not provide the
desired bolt stretch. The bolts were individually loosened to 100 in. -lb torque
and again rotated through a 60 deg angle of turn. 'The average stretch wasapproximately 0.001 in. more than the first time and the stretch scatter was
0.0024 in. Selected nuts were rotated through 5 to 20 deg angles to obtain
the 0.001 in. bolt stretch tolerance. Bolt stretch scatter at teardown was
0.0015 in. and the average stretch was approximately the same as pretest
s tre tch.

Build 38 leakage rates shown in figure 1114 indicate that no seal leakage
was detectable at any test pressure after 100 pressure cycles had been com-pleted. Before cycling the maximum leakage was 0.0065 sccs at 1000 psig.
Leakage at 7000 psig prior to cycling was 0.00065 sccs. Six thermal cycles
were performed after the pressure cycle test was completed. Total leakagerecorded during these thermal cycles is shown in figure 1115. All leakage
indications duriLg the thermal cycles were below the maximum allowable leakage

limit oi' 0. 0016 secs. A typical temperature transient is shown in figure 1116.
The maximum differential temperature between the flange ID and the bolt was
260 deg.

Build 39 seal rig nuts were torqued to 100 in. -lb, as shown in figure 1117,
then to the minimum wrench torque, and then the nuts were rotated through a
30 deg angle. Final stretch was attained at 60 to 90 deg with one bolt requiring
110 deg. Post-test bolt stretch scatter was 0.0016 in. and the average stretch
had decreased approximately 0. 005 in.
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Leakage rates showr igure 1118 for build 39 indicates that the total
seal leakage after one presý e cycle to 7000 psig was less than the maximumallowable leakage of 0. 0016 sccs at 50 through 7000 psig. During the first
pressure cycle the maximum total leakage of 0.4 scFs occurred at 1000 psig.

Six thermal cycles were performed during this build. The maximum differ-
ential temperature between the flange ID and the bolt shank was 260 deg as
shown in figure 1116. Maximum leakage recorded was 0.0011 sccs and
occurred at 1000 psig after three cycles as shown in figure 1119.

Build 40 rig bolts were stretched as shown in figure 1120. The nuts were
torqued to 100 in. -lb, then the minimum wrench torque setting and rotated
through a 30 deg angle of turn. The nuts were then rotated an additional 40 to
60 deg angle of turn and the stretch scatter was 0. 0015 in. Four bolts were
backed off and retightened to obtain the desired 0.001 in. tolerance. Post-test
bolt stretch scatter was 0.0017 in. and the average stretch had decreased by
0.0015 in.

Build 40 leakage rates are shown in figure 1121. The maximum total
leakage prior to cycling occurred at 50 and 1000 psig and was 0.002 sccs.
Points were repeated after one cycle and maximum leakage was at 2000 psig
and was 0. 03 sccs. After 100 cycles the only detectable leakage was at
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ii IN
1000 psig and that leakage was below the maximum allowable leakage limit of
0. 0016 sccs. Throughout the remainder of the test, no leakage could be de-
tected. Six thermal shock cycles similar to the one shown in figure 1117 were
performed. No leakage was detectable at 50, 1000. and 5000 psig the pressure
levels tested after the third and sixth thermal cycles had been completed.
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Build 37 post-test inspection revealed some contamination of nickel-base
particles as shown in figures 1124. The sealing side had some plating inden-
tations as shown in figure 1125 probably caused by the contamination. The seal
cross section is shown in figure 1126. The seal hardness was Rockwell C20.
Examination revealed that the seal grooves were in excllent condition.

F4SOs-4
M lin

Fi e 1 . B

IIII

ImllI
:.•-_Figure 1124. Build 37 Seal Showing Post-Test FD 387241

l lMetallic ContaminationI

Contamination Voids
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Figure 1126. Build 37 Toroidal Segment Seal Cross FD 38726
Section

Post-test inspection revealed that the build .8 seal was tight on the seal
support at teardown. The seal edge was clear of imperfections as shown in
figure 1127. The sealing area on the side of the seal was also in good condition
as shown in figure 1128. The seal hardness was Rockwell C24. Exam'nation
revealed that the flange grooves were in excell(cnt condition.

Figure 1127. Build 38 Seal Edge at Post-Test FD 38759
inspection
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Figure 1128. Build 38 Seal Side at Post-Test FD 38760
Inspection

Post-test inspection of build 39 seal revealed that the seal was in good
condition as inuicated in figures 1129 and 1130. The seal cross section, as
shown in figure 1131, showed some small cracks in the seal ID. Inspection
revealed lead plating in te cracks, indicating that cracks were present before
cycle test. Seal hardness was Rockwell C41. Examination revealed that seal
grooves had minute radial surface scratches in the flange grooves.

Post-test inspection of the build 40 seal revealed that the seal was in
excellent condition as shown in figures 1132 and 1133. The sealing edge was
not as pronounced as the previous seals tested. The seal cross section is
shown in figure 1134. The post-test seal hardness was Rockwell C35. Exam-
ination revealed that the flange grooves were in excellent condition.

Leakage during builds 38, 39, and 40 remained below the maximum
allowable leakage limit after the first 100 cycles were completed. Leakage
during builds 36 and 37 was generally higher at low rig internal pressures.
The maximum leakage recorded during this test series was 2.3 sccs and
occurred at 1000 psig rig internal pressure after 500 pressure cycles of
build 36 had been completed. Thermal shock cycles from 600 R to 160'R were
performed on each build. Leakage measurements calculations during the ther-
mal cycles are based on an average temperature of the flange OD temperature
and ambient temperature. Flang,- deflection due to pressure for builds 36, 37,
and 40 is shown in figure 1135.
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Figure 1129. Build 39 Seal Side at Post-Test FD 96526
Inspection

Figure 1130. Build 39 Seal Edge at Post-Test FE 96527
Inspection
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Figure 1131. Build 39 Seal Crossi Section Showing FAL 17829
Minute, Radial ID Scratches

Figure 1132. Build 40 Seal Side at Post-Test FE 96528
lns peet ion
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Figure 1133. Build 40 Seal Edge at Post-Test FE 96529
Inspection

Figure 1134. Build 40 Seal Cross Section at FAL 17830
Post-Test Inspection
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Figure 1135. Flange Deflection vs Pressure for FD 38712
Builds 36, 37 and 40

The fully heat-treated, lead plated, 0. 025 in. thick toroidal segment seal
met the requirement of less than 10-4 sccs leakage per inch of seal circum-
ference under all tested conditions at pressures of 3000- to 7000-psig rig
internal pressure. After several pressure cycles to 7000 psig, this seal leak-
age was below and remained below the required limit at pressures of 50 through
7000 psig throughout the 500-cycle pressure test and the six thermal cycle tests.
The annealed and supported 0. 015-in. -thick, lead-plated seal of build 38 produced
approximately the same results as the 0.025 in. thick seals. The air ratchet
wrench F-46159 produced a 0.0025 in. bolt stretch scatter when all the bolts
were rotated through the same angle of turn. The bolt stretch scatter after the
500 pressure cycles was between 0. 0016 in. and 0. 0017 in. on all five tests.
Tolerance prior to test was 0.001 in. or better.
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APPENDIX
ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM

This report constitutes a summary of significant results generated by
Bendix Corp. study teams relative to the design of a Control System for the
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft XLR129 engine. The major conclusions resulting
from this program are as follows:

1. The recommended engine control logic consists of a time-based gross
mode which positions four primary control valves for basic steady-
state and transient operation, three limited authority feedback loops
to perform accurate trim and six limiter loops for absolute engine
protection.

2. A specially designed engine-mounted digital computer with a one
megahertz computation rate and 8192 word memory capacity will
handle all of the control system's dynamic processes and monitoring
chores. Furthermore, such a computer could be readily implemented

* for the XLR129 engine using state-of-the-art components.

3. Actual experience with a dynamic digital model of the engine and
controller confirmed that this system will indeed operate with safety
and stability throughout the required thrust and mixture ratio
envelope.

4. The force screen type propellent flow sensor with its fast response
capability and inherent accuracy is an essential element of the system.
This device can be successfully developed into flightworthy hardware
most efficiently by handling its density compensation with computer
software programing.

5. Both pneumatic and electromechanical valve actuator systems were
"studied. Each has adequate performance capability for successful
use in the XLR129 engine. A comparison of the two systems is shown
in table CXII. However, Bendix has selected the pneumatic valve
actuator system primarily because of that comparison which high-
lights one particular advantage. Specifically, the small electric power
requirement of the pneumatic transfer valve will permit the unique
design of four of the engine computer's input-output channels giving
them sufficient power handling capability to drive the transfer valves
directly. Failure monitoring and self-test would then be a free soft-
ware service, involving no extra electrical components whatsoever.
It will be noted that this arrangement completely eliminates the four
high-risk, complicated servo power amplifiers which would be
required for an electromechanical system.

6. Suitable state-of-the-art sensing devices exist which, with repack-
aging, can be used to monitor the rotating speed, temperature and
pressure parameters of the XLR129 engine that are required by the
Control System. In may cases, optimum component usage can be
achieved by a hybrid arrangement in which the responsibility for
signal conditioning and monitoring is shared between sensor hardware
and computer software programming. A summary of the selected
sensor types is contained in table CXM.
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The resulting control system for the XLR129 engine will be fully capable
of providing automatic starts and shutdowns together with precision steady-
state operation at, or optimum transients between, any selected points within
the tnrust-mixture envelope without danger of ever exceeding a critical para-
meter. However, the effectiveness of the transpiration cooling and fuel NPSP
control channels would be greatly improved by a change in engine configuration
to add a control valve for the fuel LSI turbine similar to that used on the LOX
side. Bendix recommends that such a control be incorporated. In addition,
the sensitivity of the engine system to variations in rotating component
tolerances would be greatly reduced by a change In engine configuration to
add a method of independently controlling the shaft speed of the main oxidizer
turbopump.

Table CXII. Actuator Selection Rationale

Electro-Mech. Pneumatic

Satisfy Performance Acceptable Acceptable
Requirement?

Reliability and Flight Safety Acceptable, but Acceptable
Downgraded by
Additional Servo
Amplifier Electronic
Components Used

Weight and Volume Equivalent Equivalent

Overall Efficiency Power Source Is Power Source Is
Vehicle Dependent Directly Available

From Engine Cycle
(Except for Start
and Shutdown)

Redundancy Complexity Requires Multiple Satisfied With
Servo Amplifiers Multiple Transfer

Valve Windings Only

Maintainability Acceptable, but Acceptable
Rendered More
Difficult by
Necessity of
Servicing Servo
Amplifiers

Ease Of Solving the Servo Amplifiers Relatively Immune
Environmental Problem Require Thermal to Environmental

Conditioning Problems

Development Risks Servo Amplifiers Minor
Are High Risk
Components
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Table CXII. (Continued)

Electro-Mech. Pneumatic
ib

Cost Equivalent Equivalent

Radio Frequency Noise Servo Amplifier None
Problem Switching

Transients Require
Careful Isolation

Table CXII. Summary of Selected Sensor Types

Application Sensor

Inducer and Main Pump Speeds Proximity Probe, Eddy Current Type

Turbine Exhaust Temperatures Chromel Alumel Thermocouple, Dual
Junction Type

Propellent Temperatures Immersion Probe, Platinum Resistance
Type

Propellent Pressures Thin Film Strain Gauge Pressure
Transducer, Specially Packaged for
Quick Thermal Equilibrium
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SECTION I
CONTROL SYSTEM ANALYSIS

A. INTRODUCTION

This section describes the results of the study effort conducted by the
Bendix Corporation concerning Phase I System Analysis and Block Diagrams
for Pratt & Whitney's XLR129 Rocket Engine.

Analysis indicates that the XLR129 Rocket Engine (cycle 8B) may be
controlled by four valves using:

* Three full time principal closed-loops

* Unique acceleration schedules

* Six protective closed-loops

* Basic open-loop gross mode

Digital computer simulation studies conducted at the Bendix Corporation
"have verified the feasibility of the suggested control approach.

The study effort has demonstrated the importance of controlling the
turbopumps for safe tran: -ent and steady-state engine operation. With the
insight gained into the XLR129 engine cycle, a unique acceleration mode was
conceived which permits rapid accelerations by keeping the turbopumps
dynamically balanced during the transient. The fuel pump speed loop emerged
as the primary closed-loop because it contributes to turbopump matching by
modifying the acceleration mode with feedback information on the state of the
fuel turbopump.

Further systems work is needed in the following general areas and
categories to solidify, strengthen and develop the fundamental control concept
of the XLR129 engine cycle:

* Additional control points for critical engine functions

* Parameter selection and sizing of limiter loops

* Hierarchy of closed-loop controls for engine protection and reliability

Although a four control point system is possible, the practical advantages
of additional, independent control points for cooling flow, fuel NPSP and LOX
pump speed need to be investigated in depth.

More analysis, study and simulation are needed to refine the engine flow
control loops and limiter control loops. Also, a hierarchy of the principal
control loops needs to be established to provide the safest and most reliable
engine operating modes in the event of control loop failure.
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B. Control System Description

1. Basic Control P14dosophy

2. Gross Mode Control System
i, Fuel Pump Sped Loop

4. Oxidizer Flow Trim Loop

5. Fuel Flow Trim Loop

6,, LOX NPSP Protection

7. Preburner Temperature Limiter Loop

8* Caitation Protection For The Main Fuel Pump

9. Transpiration Cooling Flow Protection

10. Nadn Turbopump Overapeed Protection

12. Prestar t Logio

15. Start and Shutdown Schedme Seection LAOiC
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Fl. CONT1Rf'% SY-TEMv uiiESClIPTION

The full time control system is composed of basic gross mode open-loop

scheduling plus three closed loops. Six protective loops are added to the
system, and are active on~y if the engine parameter they protect is approach-I
ing a limit. The engine control philosophy behind the control design is to
utilize known en~gine characteristics -to maintain the steady-state main turbo-
pump matching throughout any transient the engine is requested to make. By
maintaining turbopump balance, the control, in response to thrust or 0/F
ratio in the engine, accelerate, decelerate and accuratey trim the engine
for steady-state operation.

This section describes the control system block diagram. Each loop and
the gross mode are isolated from the overall block diagram for individual
discussion. The topics covered in this section include:

"* Basic Control System Philosophy

"* Gross Mode Control

" Full Time Closed Loops

"* Protective Closed Loops

"* Start and Shutdown Operation

1. Basic Control System Philosophy

I mime

Computer sinmulations at Bendix Corporation demonstrate that a single
open-loop controller can safely decelerate and change 0/F ratio of the Pratt &
Whitney XLR129 rocket engine. This open-loop controller, or gross mode
control, responds to a requested change. hy moving the four engine control
valves simultaneously along their steady-state schedules on a timed basis.

Accelerations are a special problem and cannot be made rapidly using
only a timed sequencing of events along steady-state schedules. It was
desirable to retain the gross mode because of its simplicity and reliability
so additional compensation, active only during accelerations, was added to
the gross mode to permit open-loop accelerations. The compensation consists
of differently biasing the 0/F ratio of each control valve's steady-state
schedule so that the engine will accelerate along a known, safe path between
any thrust levels. This unique acceleration path is traveled for every
acceleration and is not dependent on the initial state of the engine when the
acceleration was started, Individual bias values were chosen to keep the main
turbopumps matched and close to their steady-state speed schedules through-
out the transient by loading the LOX pump and nte loading the slower fuel pump
so they accelerate together. The net effect of the 0/F biasing, on an
acceleration is that the engine is put in the mid 0/F range with the turbopumps
balanced and close to a mid 0/F schedule, thus avoiding the problems peculiar
to the extreme o/F values. The actual mechanics of the compensation are
discussed in the discussion on the gross mode.
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Closed-loops are added to the control system to aid the gross mode with
current feedback information. To support the gross mode in controlling the
engine the dlo ýed-loops provide:

i Additional control of turbopumps

* Accurate and stable steady-state operation

* Maintenance of engine parameter safety margins

A block diagram of the complete control system is given In fi1gure 1136.
This diagram shows the full time control system, protective closedIloopl,
and start and shutdown logic.

The full time control system consists cf the gross mode plus three
continuously acting closed-loops which monitor the following parameters:

0 Main fuel pump speed

9 Total LOX flow

0 Total fuel flow

The speed closed-loop aids the gross mode in regulatin: pcver available

to the turbines and insures that the fuel pump speed is held to its steady-state
schedule. The flow closed-loops assist in maintaining pe proper loads on the
pumps durng transients, and at steady-state they accurately trim thrust and
0/F ratio to requested values.

"In addition to the three full time cntrol loops, six protective loops are
added to the gross mode. These protective loops are active only when an
engine parameter approaches a limit. The parameters protected or limited
by these loops are:

* Main LOX pump NPSP

* Preburner temperature

* Main fuel pump NPSP

* Transpiration cooling

i Maximum LOX pump speed

- Maximum fuel pump speed

The protective loops act to protect the engine by restoring the critical
parameter to a safe condition either directly if there is a control point which
directly affects the parameter or indirectly by slowing the transient to allow
the engine to go toward steady-state equilibrium.
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During prestart, start, and shutdown the closed loops are opened, the
trim integrators are zeroed and the gross mode is given complete authority.
The gross mode's velocity limited thrust servo incorporate3 the logic
necessary for start or shutdown and provides a time base for sequencing all the
control valves and solenoids. The four control valves are scheduled using
an extension of their normal steady-state schedules into thrust levels below
idle.

2. Gross Mode Control System

The gross mode control provides open-loop, time-based scheduling of
the four engine control valve positions in respense to thrust and O/F ratio
requests.

As shown in figure 1137, the gross mode consiste of:

• Steady-state control valve schedules

* Acceleration compensation

0 Velocity controlled input servos

Li• LAM
LAW IAN AMA PORTION IIUIST
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Figure 1137. Gross Control Mode
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Thrust and OF request inputs change the scheduled steady-state control
valve positions by means of velocity limited servos. The scheduled positions
are the inputs to the control valve actuators. Additional compensation, used
only during accelerations, is incorporated in the gross mode to overcome
engine dynamics in order to rapidly accelerate the engine.

The key to safe accelerations without sensor information is the compen-
sation which is activated only during engine accelerations. This acceleration
biasing modifies the O/F signal sent to each control valve schedule so that
the engine is moved into a "safe" O/F region during accelerations and then
returned to the requested O/F level at the end of the transient. Computer
studies show that the path the engine takes during an acceleration is not
dependent on the starting point and does provide safe margins on all critical
parameters.

The biasing values were chosen to keep engine balance during an
acceleration by:

0 Loading the LOX pump

* Unloading the fuel pump

* Minimizing the disturbance on the system

During a requested acceleration the positive velocity of the thrust servo
acts through an acceleration bias schedule to produce a signal to switch the
control valves from the requested O/F ratio schedules to their acceleration
schedules. The switching is accomplished by a lagged zero-to-one multi-
plication signal which produces a smooth transition between the acceleration
path and steady-state schedule without causing an upset of the balance present
at steady-state.

The value of OFMBL 4 . (refer to part C for nomenclature definitions) is
below the average O/F acceleration value in order to maintain a load on the
main LOX pump to prevent LOX pump speed far in excess of steady-state
values with the resultant LOX flow unbalance. OFPBF5 . 5 is high relative to
OFMBL4.5, causing the requested load on the fuel pump to be light compared
with the LOX pump steady-state load. Thus, because of relative loading, the
slower fuel pump can stay matched with the LOX pump during an acceleration
transient. The preburner LOX valve acceleration schedule is chosen to keep
additional power available to the turbines, but not enough power to cause
NPSP problems or overtemperature in the preburner.

The thrust and O/F ratio command signals to the control are filtered
through servos to limit the maximum velocity with which the control will
respond to a requested change. The thrust servo has the additional feature
of a variable maximum velocity as a function of its output, to take advantage
of the faster turbopurip response at the higher thrust levels.

3. Fuel Pump Speed Loop

Thr normal tendency during a transient is for fuel pump speed, and
therefore fuel pressure, to lag behind the rest of the system due to slower
pump dynamics. This is beneficial on a deceleration but harmful during an
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acceleration when lagged fuel pressures mean inadequate cooling flow and
lower fuel flow into the engine. Acceleration biasing of the gross mode
control c6mpensates roughly for this effect. Adding the closed fuel pump
speed loop to the gross mode further reduces the fuel pump lag during a
transient, resulting in additional improvement in engine acceleration
performance.

As shown in figure 1138, the speed loop is closed on the preburner LOX
valve position scheduled by the gross mode. A reference steady-state fuel
pump speed value is computed as a function of requested thrust and O/F ratio
and compared with the actual speed to form a speed error signal. The speed
error signal, acting through dynamic compensation, proportionally changes
the scheduled preburner LOX valve position, resulting in a change of power
available to the fuel pump. The power change to the turbopumps changes fuel
pump speed to hold it within the droop of the proportional closed-loop. To
maintain compatibility with the gross mode during an acceleration, the
reference speed schedule is also switched onto a constant O/F biasing value,
OFPBL 6 .5, which has a value that results in the engine being driven into the
mid O/F range.

Extensive computer studies at Bendix Navigation and Control Division
show that the fuel pump speed closed-loop is extremely effective in producing
safe accelerations. With the closed-loop maintaining proper power to the
fuel turbopump at every transient condition, ample transpiration cooling
flow exists and proper fuel flow is delivered for every scheduled area. Also
with suitable gross mode load balancing, the LOX pump is driven near its
scheduled path at the same time.

SPVI ORLT

4. Oxidizer Flow Trim Loop

Controlled thrust level is a basic requirement for engine operation. Pre-
cise thrust level is provided by accurately trimming total engine oxidizer flow
to the scheduled value.
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A reference total oxidizer flow is scheduled as a function of velocity

limited vehicle 0/F ratio and velocity limited thrust level requests. The
actual total oxidizer flow is either a direct measurement or, in the event of
a flow sennor failure, a synthesized signal computed as a function of the
oxidizer LSI turbopump speed, inlet and exit pressures. The referenced
oxidizer flow is compared with the actual total oxidizer flow to generate an
error signal. The error signal acts through a proportional plus integral
controller to trim the thrust level request to all control valve schedules.
Note that the thrust level request to the total LOX flow schedule (figure 1139)
is taken directly from the thrust servo and does not contain the LOX flow
trim value.

FLOW-
METER

Figure 1139. LOX Flow Trim Loop

The authority limits around the integrator fix the amount of thrust trim
available at all engine thrust levels by zeroing the in0ut to the integrator.
The error to the LOX flow trimmer is also limited to restrict the rate of
thrust level correction. The resultant rate of thrust request to the schedules
is the rate of the velocity servo plus the trimmed rate. During start and
shutdown cycles the thrust trim loop is opened and the integrator zeroed.

5. Fuel Flow Trim Loop

Accurate mixture ratio balance must be maintained at steady-state for
proper propellant management. During a transient it is important that a
coordination of LOX and fuel pump loads be made to keep the pumps balanced
and moving along known schedules.
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A fuel flow reference value is calculated by dividing the measured total
oxidizer flow by either the velocity limited O/F ratio or, during an aceplera-
tion, the constant acceleration bias value, OFPBF5 5 (see figure 1140). The
actual total fuel flow is measured directly or, in the case of flow sensor
failure, computed as a function of fuel LSI turbopump speed, inlet and exit
pressures. The reference fuel flow is compared with the actual total fuel
flow to generate an error signal. This error signal acts through a dyna-
mically compensated integrator to trim the gross mode scheduled preburner
fuel valve position. The trimming of the fuel valve drives the actual fuel
flow, and therefore the pump load and engine O/F ratio, to the desired value.

Integrator authority limits are provided in the trim loop to prevent
excessive fuel valve excursions. During start and shutdown cycles, the fuel
trim is opened and the integrator zeroed.

FLOW-
METER

SFUEL FLOW REQUEST

L PUMP

Figure 1140. Fuel Flow Trim Loop

6. LOX NPSP I rotection

LOX flow cavitation occurring in the main turbopump causes a sudden
reduction in the total oxidizer flow delivered to the engine. This disturbance
in oxidizer flow will change the engine thrust and unbalance the oxidizer-to-
fuel ratio. The LOX low speed inducer (LSI) valve provides direct control of
the mair LOX pump inlet pressure and can be trimmed by a closed loop to
prevent cavitation in the main pump.

A minimum, safe main LOX turbopump inlet pressure is calculated as the
sum of actual main LOX pump net positive suction pressure (NPSP) plus the
vaporization pressure of the LOX at the inlet to the main pump (see figure 1141).
The main pump NPSP is computed as a function of the turbopump speed and
the acutal total oxidizer flow. The vaporization pressure Is calculated as a
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function of the main turbopump LOX inlet temperature plus an additional
safety margin. This minimum inlet pressure is compared with the actual
pressure to generate an error signal. When the actual pressure drops below
the minimum operating pressure, the error signal acts through a dynamically
compensated network to close the LSI area and open the main chamber area
in proportion to the cubic ratio of valve areas. This double area reset results
in a larger pressure drop existing across the LSI turbine without disturbing
the scheduled LOX flow into the main chamber. As a result, more power is
supplied to the LSI pump, raising the inlet pressure of the main pump above
the value at which cavitation occurs.

When a positive or safe pressure margin is experienced during normal
engine operation, no correction is made in the scheduled areas.

Lou•

0=a9 a" )dIJ

PM•f

Figure 1141. LOX NPSP Protection Loop

7. Preburner Temperature Limiter Loop

The preburner temperature or turbine inlet temperature is influenced
directly by the preburner OiF ratio. If an abnormal condition occurs to
cause a high preburner temperature at a'ny time, the preburner temperature
limiter loop (figure 1142) will act to reduce the preburner O/F ratio -nd conse-
quently the preburner temperature by increasing the fuel flow into the
preburner.

When a temperature correction is necessary, the preburner temperature
loop acts to lower the O/F ratio reference value to the preburner fuel valve
schedule and the O/F reference to the fuel flow trim loop. V ith a lower O/F
ratio reference value the schedule and the loop increase the fuel flow to the
engine and the preburner temperature is lowvred to a safe value.

The maximum reference temperature limit is scheduled as a function of
the main fuel pump speed to allow maximum operating temperatures. The
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preburner temperature is indirectly sensed by four probes located at the
exit of each turbine. Trim occurs only if the highest temperature sensed
exceeds the scheduled limit. Compensation is provided in the loop to over-
come the effects of thermocouple dynamics.

Or"LT

-"A L *W maT

e.P 1*m -- vinY..

Figure 1142. Preburner Temperature Protection Loop

8. Cavitation Protection For The Main Fuel Pump

Cavitation at the main fuel pump inlet can be the cause of a sudden
reduction in fuel flow through the pump to the engine. This distu'rbance in
fuel flow will unbalance the oxidizer to fuel ratio and causa serious over-
temperaturte in the engine.

The pressure supplied by the fuel boost pump gives the net positive
suction pressure (NPSP) margin needed by the main fuel pump to prevent
cavitation. The power to drive the inducer pump is delivered by the low
speed inducer turbine placed in the transpiration cooling flow circuit. As
further described In the section on transpiration cooling flow protection, the
high pressure delivered by the main fuel pump provides the pressure drop
across the circuit to maintain cooling flow and also power to the boost pump.

During an acceleration transient, the lagged response of the fuel boost
xopump causes the pressure delivered to the main pump to be lowered.

'hie lowered pressure reduces the NPSP margin. The NPSP margin is
impioved in two ways: first, by decreasing thrust and acceleration rate,
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and second, by augmenting the speed schedule to maintain pump speed,
i. e., fuel pressure (figure 1143). The total action improves the NPSP margin
by:

0 Increasing the power to the low speed inducer by increasing the
pressure drop across the cooling flow circuit

* Increasing boost pump output pressure by unloading the boost pump
with a reduction in total fuel flow

0 Preventing the required NPSP from increasing and allowing the
slower boost pump to catch up by holding the main fuel pump speed
constant

The NPSP of the main fuel pump is given by a map (or by an equation if
desirable) which has inputs of main fuel pump speed (SNF) and total fuel flow
(WF) passing through the pump. The saturation pressure is a function of the
fuel temperature entering the main pump. The sum of NPSP and the satura-
tion pressure is the required minimum main pump inlet pressure needed to
prevent cavitation. Comparing the required pressure with the measured
pressure forms an error signal which is dynamically conditioned and acts to
improve the cavitation margin as described above.

9. Transpiration Cooling Flow Protection

The walls of the main chamber must be cooled to prevent overheating by
the hot combustion gases. A portion of total fuel flow is supplied to the main
chamber through the transpiration cooling circuit which contains a fixed area
restriction in parallel with the fuel low speed inducer turbine. Since the
flow path effectively consists of a constant area restriction, the proper
transpiration cooling flow must be supplied by the pressure drop maintained
from the output pressure of the fuel pump to the pressure in the main
chamber. The proper pressure drop is assumed to exist normally at
steady-state by controlling the main fuel pump speed with a closed-loop.

The required transpiration cooling flow is strongly affected by and in-
creases nearly linearly with the thrust level of the engine. Also, if the fuel
pump speed is held to its scheduled value with thrust level, adequate cooling
flow will be supplied for the reasons mentioned above. If, during an
acceleration transient, ,-orffing flow becomes marginal due to a lagged
response by the fuel pump, the cooling flow limiter will slow the request
thrust rate to allow the SNF pump to catch up to its scheduled value (figure 1144).
In addition the limiter will improve the cooling flow margin by reducing the
required cooling flow with respect to the actual cooling flow. This improve-
ment in margin is accomplished by reducing thrust without changing fuel
pump speed. The limiter proportionally reduces the requested thrust level
to all the schedules and simultaneously biases the scheduled fuel pump speed
so that there is no change in requested speed.

The transpi, Ation supply regenerative heat exchanger exit temperature
(TBHXD) provides a good indication of the cooling couaditions in the main
chamber. By sensing this exit temperature and comparing it to a sche,'uled
value, a temperature error is formed which indicates the cooling flow margin.
Correction will be made only if the actual temperature rises above the sched-
uled value. Dynamic compensation is provided to allow optimization of the
response of the transpiration cooling protection loop.
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Figure 1144. Transpiration Cooling Protection Loop

10. Main Turbopump Overspeed Protection

The oerspeed protection for both main fuel and main oxidizer turbopumps

gives positive corrective action without upsetting the power and flow balance
within the engine. By trimming the thrust request during overspeed condi-
tions, corrective action will be taken while keeping all of the system sched-
ules coordinated.

Both main pump speeds are compared to their maximum limits to form
two speed errors (figure 1145). Each error is conditioned to removc the
dynamic characteristics of each pump speed loop. Thrust level trim occurs
only when an overspeed condition exists. If an overspeed condition exists
simultaneously for both pumps, the largest error is selected for corrective
action by a select high function.

The ei -'or from the select high function acts to slow or to reduce the
thrust level set by the tihrust request servo. A speed error will act in it
proportionail plus integral mariner to reduce thrust level to correct for the
turbtDpump overspeed problem.
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Figure 1145. Main Pump Overspeed Protection Loop

11. Start and Shutdown Operation

Safe engine start and shutdown prescribe three functional requirements
for the control system:

• Indicate start procedure immediately after cycling the prestart
functions (on-off)

• Provide time-based sequence control of valves and solenoids

* Hold system at a selected, safe start level in the event of a failed
ignition

Figure 1146 represents the control functions for start and shutdown
operation.

A rate controlled signal from the thrust level actuator delivered simul-
taneously to both the start and shutdown schedules provides a time-base for
the schedules. As a function of the input signal level, each start and shut-
down operation can be separately sequenced and controlled at a definite rate.

The number of separate start and shutdown schedules •s m.nimized by
extending and utilizing the gross schedules of the four control valves needed
in the gross control system. These are:

"* Preburner LOX valve

"* Main chamber LOX valve

* LOX low speed inducer valve

* Preburner fuel valve
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A positive velocity servo error drives the four valves to the start
schedule and a negative error drives the valves to the shutdown schedule
by changing the O/F ratio used in computing the valve schedules.

12. Prestart Logic

The prestart logic prevents engine startup without first cycling (on-off)
the prestart request. Completion of the prestart cycle immediately begins
engine start proceduhre if requested by the thrust level. Note that the thrust
lever must be advanced at least to idle to initiate start. Function C1.4
prevents a thrust lever request in the start of shutdown region where timed
valve sequences are critical. Figure 1147 shows the prestart logic and
schedules.

If the thrust lever request (PFGR) is advanced for starting, application

of prestart requests, in sequence:

"* Actuates the prestart schedules through AND gate 5

"* Energizes logic gates 1 and 2 and sends the energized signal to
AND gate 3

"* Keeps switch 6 referenced to zero thrust request preventing any
start sequence 0

pier _ PFG VELAXITy

THRUST LE VE L IlSRVOrEQuerT --

Pnt S rAIH'r __ _______S'START

PS QIILST 'SDL

Figure 1147. Prestart. Logic

Note, a thrust request I., logic gat~es 1 and 2 energized. Removal of

the prestart request:

* Turns off the prestart schedules

INDI

* Energizes lo'A.c gates 3 and 4 which closes switch 6 and passes the
thrust request signal to the PE'G velocity servo to start engine1187
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When the actuated thrust level advances for starting, the prestart
functions are locked out (prestart lockout signal to AND gate 5) to prevent
accidental cycling during engine operation.

Note, the master solenoid is turned on with electrical startup and turned

off with electrical shutdown.

13. Start and Shutdown Schedule Selection Logic

The thrust level servo, after receiving the thrust request signal from the
prestart logic, moves at a controlled rate through the start and shutdown
region to provide a time-base on which to schedule the start and shutdown
fumctions. In addition to position, the direction of the thrust velocity servo
is sent to the schedules to indicate whether a start or shutdown request has
been made. Figure 1148 shows the start and shutdown schedule selection logic.
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Figure 1148. Start and Shutdown Schedule Selection Logic
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Ignition indication is determined by monitoring a start sensitive engine
parameter and comparing it to a known value in the start region. If failed
ignition occurs, a servo stop holds the servo output to a safe level on the
start schedules until ignition does occur or the system is requested to shut-.
down. Note, because the failed ignition stop drives the servo velocity to
zero, the start and shutdown schedules are selected with velocities of 0. 0
percent/second or above for start and -2. 0 percent/second or below for
shutdown.

All closed loops are zeroed and deactivated during start and shutdown by
opening a switch placed in each of the closed-loops. Each switch is opened
and closed as a function of thrust level output of the servo (switch closes when
PFGRL becomes greater than some prescribed level, say 18 percent).

C. BLOCK DIAGRAM NOMENCLATURE

The following table defines the curves and gains for the XLR129 control
system. Note for the block diagram curves, the output variable and its units
are given in the last two columns. In the subscript, the first number refers
to the control section and the scond number identifies the variable.

Name Description Value Units

1. 0-PFG Velocity Servo Section

C1. 1 PFG thrust level servo velocity gain with DPFGRL %/sec
variable velocity limits (gain = 20% sec/%
error).

C1.2 Schedule of maximum thrust level request VA %/sec
velocity (VA = 0.67 x PFGRL in normal
thrust level range)

C1.3 Acceleration bias function for unique unitless
acceleration schedules (Vmin = 13%/sec)

C1.5 Minimum thrust velocity limits (minimum V %/sec
absolute value = 5%/sec)

G1. 4 Thrust level request schedule (prevents a PFGR %
thrust level request in the start and
shutdown region)

G1. 7 Thrust level proportional reset gain 0.08 %

used by engine protection loops %sec

PFGIG1. 11 Failed ignition thrust level stop %

2. 93-OFV Velocity Servo Section

C2.1 OFV (Vehicle oxidizer to fuel flow ratio) DCIFVRL 1
servo velocity gain anci maximum limits s3c
(1.0 unit/sec) (5.0 units/sec/unit error)
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Name Description Value Units

C2.2 Start and shutdown schedule of OFVRL OFVRSS unitless

3. 0-LOX Low Speed Inducer (LSI) Valve

C3.1 Steady-state area schedule ALBTS in2

C3.3 Position schedule e3 R degrees

4.0-Main Burner (M/B) LOX Valve

C4.1 Steady-state area schedule ALCVS in2

C4.3 Position schedule 04R degrees

OFMBL4.5 Acceleration OFV reset to LSI and unitless
M/B valve and total LOX flow

T4.6 Acceleration OFV reset lag time 0.20 sec
constant

5. 0-Preburner (P/B) Fuel Valve

C5.1 Steady-state area schedule AFVS in2

C5.3 Position schedule 05R degrees

OFPBF5.5 Acceleration OFV reset to P/B fuel unitless
valve and fuel flow

T5.6 Acceleration OFV reset lag time constant 0.20 sec

6.0-P reburner (P/B) LOX Valve

C6. 1 Steady-state area schedule AFDVS in.

C6.2 Acceleration area schedule AFDVA in?

C6.3 Position schedule X 6R in.

OFPBL6.5 Acceleration OFV reset to P/B LOX unitless
valve and SNF schedule

T6.6 Acceleration OFV reset lag time 0. 20 sec
constant

-7.0-Main Fuel Turbopump Speed (SNII
Closed-Loop

C7. 1 SNF schedule SNFS 'pm

G7.7 SNF loop proportional gain 2.0 x 10-5 in./rpm
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Name Description Value Units

T7.8 SNF loop lead compensation 0.10 sec

T7.9 SNF loop lag compensation 0.20 sec

7.11 Lower authority limit on P/B LOX in.
valve travel

7.12 Upper authority limit on P/B LOX in.
valve travel

T7.13 SNF sensor effective time delay 0.0005 sec

8.0-Total Engine Oxidizer Flow Trim Loop

C8.1 Total engine LOX flow schedule WL lbs
sec

G8. 7 LOX flow trim integrator gain 2.0 %/sec

lbs/sec

T8. 8 Lead compensation 0.16 sec

V8. 10 Maximum and minimum trim rate limits 5.0 lbs/sec

PFGRL8. 11 Lower authority limit on thrust request %

PFGRL8. 1 2 Upper authority limit on thrust request %

T8.13 LOX flow sensor effective lag dynamica 0.02 sec

9.0-Total Engine Oxidizer to Fuel Flow
Ratio (OFV) Trim Loop

G9. 7 OFV trim integrator gain 0.388 in.2/sec
lbs/sec

T9. 8 Lead compensation 0.05 sec

AFV9. 11 Lower authority limit on P/B fuel valve in2
area

AFV9.12 Upper authority limit on P/B fuel valve in2
area

T9.13 Fuel flow sensor effective lag dynamics 0.02 sec

10. 0-Main Oxidizer Pump Cavitation
P roteetion Loop

CO. 1 Main LOX pump equired net positive XNPSPR psi
suction pressure NPSP)
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II
Name Description Value Units

C10. 2 LOX saturation pressure at the main pump PSATL psia

inlet

G10. 7 Proportional gain to the [SI valve area 0.02 in2/psi

T0. 8 Lead compensation dynamics 0 sec

T10. 9 Lag compensation dynamics 0 sec

T0. 13 Temperature sensor (thermocouple) sec
effective lag dynamics

i
11.0-Maximum Preburner Temperature

Limiter Loop

Cll. 1 Schedule of main fuel pump turbine TFTR OR
maximum exit temperature

G1l. 7 Proportional gain to requested engine 0.02 4.
OFV ratio R

THl. 8 Lead compensation dynamics 0.05 sec

T1l. 9 Lag compensation dynamics 0.02 sec

Tll. 13 Effective lag dynamics for each of the 0.05 sec
eight turbine exit temperature sensors
(thermocouple)

12.0-Transpiration Cooling Protection
Loop

C12.1 Scl.edule of maximum transpiration supply TBHXDR OR
regenerative heat exchanger exit
temperature.

OFMBC12.5 Acceleration OFV reset to the maximum unitless
TBHXDR schedule for main burner
cooling protection

T12.6 Acceleration OFV reset lag time constant 0.20 sec

G12.7 Integrator gain to rate of thrust request 0.25 %/see
correction on PFGRL OR

T12.8 Lead compensation dynamics 0. 50 sec

T12.9 Lag compensation dynamics 0 sec

G12. 10 Thrust proportional reset gain 0.16 %
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Name Description Value Units

T12.13 Temperature sensor (thermocouple) 0.50 sec
effective lag dynamics

13. 0-Main Fuel Pump Cavitation
Protection Loop

C13.1 Main fuel pump required net positive FNPSPR psi
suction pressure (NPSP)

C13.2 Fuel (hydrogen) saturation pressure at PSATF psia
the main pump inlet

G13. 7 Integrator gain to rate of thrust request 5.0 %/see

correction on PFGRL

T13. 8 Lead compensation dynamics sec

T13.9 Lag compensation dynamics sec

G13. 10 Speed proportional reset gain 26.50 rpm
(G13. 10 = GI. 7 x dSNF/.IPFG)

T13.13 Fuel inlet temperature sensor effective sec
lag dynamics

14.0-Main Fuel Turbopump Overspeed
Limiter

C14.1 Maximum SNF speed reference rpm

G14.7 Integrator gain to rate of thrust request 0.05 %/sec
correction on PFGRL rpm

T14. 8 Lead compensation dynamics 0.10 sec

T14.9 Lag compensation dynamics 0.02 sec

15. 0-Mzain LOX Turbopump Overspeed
Limiter

C15.1 Maximum SNL speed reference rpm

G15.7 Integrator gain to rate of thrust request 0.10 %/see
correction on PFGRL rpm

T15. 8, Lead compensation dynamics 0.10 sec

T15.9 Lag compensation dynamics 0.02 sec

T15.13 SNL sensor effective time delay 0. 005 sec
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Name Description Value Units

16. 0-Circuit for Computing Oxidizer Flow
From LOX Boost Pump Characteristics

C16.! LOX boost pump flow, pressure and speed WLP lbs
characteristics sec

T16.13 SNLP sensor effective time delay 0.005 sec

17.0-Circuit for Complutng.Fuel Flow
From Fuel Boost Pump Characteristics

C17. 1 Iuei pump flow, pressure and speed WFPB lbs
characteristics sec

T17. 13 SNFB sensor effective time delay 0.005 sec
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SECTION 11
CONTROL COMPUTER

A. SUMMARY

This section represents a summary of the study effort conducted by B36ndix
Corporation as part of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Contract Number F04611-68-C-0002
concerning the feasibility of applying hybrid analog-digital control techniques to
high performance rocket engines. Specifically, primary importance was assigned
to the development of suitable techniques which could be Implemented without
dependence upon new state-.of-the-art development work or radical departures
from current control computer technology.

At the beginning of this study, the direction given to the Investigation cid
to running an engine with "off the shelf" computing hardware. The effort was then
redirected towards an "on engine" mounted device which could be implemented
within the near future. It is towards this concept that this report is responsive.

Based on conducted studies, it has been proven that the control require-
ments of the XLR129 High Pressure Engine can be met with currently known
electronic technology. Within the currently specified conti-ol requirements,
the rate of computation as well as the extent of data storage of the proposed
control computer is adequate to accommodate all the necessary computations
required for safe control of the XLR129 engrine. Furthermore, while running
the engine under full supervisory control I" is capable of monitoring vital
performance parameters and can safely shut down the engine in the case ot
"out-of -tolerance" malfunction.

The control computer described employs some concepts which have been
successfully proven in similar engine control applications and therefore
represents ilo real departure from realizable goals. Reference is made to
conventional ex~sting circuits whei '- such information was available and where
it was deemed beneficial to the under-1-anding of the function involved. It is
necessary to realize that in no way is this identification of circuits to be
limiting in any sense to a particular device, sineu this study conce;-ied iiself
with conceptual approaches only.

The Bendix BDX-800 specialized control repertoire was deeiuied a satis--
factory vehicle by means of which the control requirements could be r-'laLC,
to suitable up-to-date electronic computing technology. Programming of L,"
control functions was similarly guided by the system block diagramis which in
turn were derived from the Engine Performance Data Deck [urnished by Pratt
and Whitney Engineering. This Iprogrammiag function was aLttempllted to det no
the magnitude of the control program and its demands upon the computer
memory size and iteration cycle time. Furthcr refinements in the programl-
mning area may be required to compress the many divergent r'omputing and
monitoring requirements into the real time period available.
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B. GENERAL

1. Introduction

The specific objectives of this study program with respect to the Input/
Output (I/O) section have been the investigation, evaluation, and recommenda-
tV.,n of various design factors with a view toward an overall integrated system
approach, and greater insight into the solution of interfacing problems
associated with a rocket engine control computer.

Basically, the I/O section will accept various precondltloned sensor signals
(temperature, pressure, flow rate, etc. ) and multiplex them by means of an
analog multiplexer (Junction Isolated Field Effect Transistor switches) in accord-
ance with central computer control signals utilizing I/O control gating logic. The
output of the multiplexer is then converted to 12-bit digital words by an analog-
to-digital (A/D) converter (successive-approximation type). These digital words
are then processed by the Control Processing Unit (CPU) in accordance with
a predetermined program. The output of the CPU is then addressed to one of
four digital-tG-analrg (D/A) coinerters (parallel resistor ladder type) which
provides a DC analog to one of four actuator servos (brushless DC torquer
type).

In addition, the input section will convert speed sensor signals (variable
time method) to digital signals for pr,,cessing by the CPU. The output section
of the CPU will also provide 11 disc -ete signals for solenoids and actuator
switches. Also, a redundant I/O seition will be provided for the redundant
central computer.

Both the fixed time interval and variable time interval measurement
methods are discussed and compared. The variable time interval approach
is selected and applied to the four speed inputs. In addition, monitoring
circuits are provided and described for the two redundant speed sensors,
and a test program to detect speed input circuit failures is presented.

The sensor failure input circuits, which provide interfacing hetween the
sensor failure signals and device controller, are also described.

2. Computer

The computer receives data from the pressure, temperature, speed, and
flowmeter sensors; monitors the 1ositions of the actuators; and supplies
output commands to the actuators and solenoids. In addition, the computer is
given operational commands by the ship's central computer, provides test
signals to the computer subsystems, observes the effect of the test signals,
and outputs data to the ship's central computer, which judges the validity of
the computer's performance.

The computer is divided into four sections: j
1 Input Subsystem

2. Output Subsystem
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3. C(PtJ interface

4. Central Processing Unit

The input subsystem includes the analog multiplexer, ,taialog to dlgital
converter, speed measurement circuits, arnd sensor failure input circuits,
The output subsystem is composed of the digital to analog converters, the
actuator servo am•plifiers, and the solenoid drive.7s. The CPU interface
permits communication between the central proces-uig unit and the inpLut
subsystem, output subsystem, and ship's central cL'mputer. The central
processing unit executes all required computations, and stores the XL1129
operational and test programs.

3. Input Circuits

a. Multiplexer and A/D Converter

The preconditioned input sensor signals (up to 40 channels) will 6e multi-
plexed by means if an analog multiplexer (J-FET type) i 'Lccordance -with
central computer control signals. The J-FET switch was bulected because of
its low ON resistance, zero offset voltage, good temperature stability, and
adequate speed.

The output of the multiplexer is then converted to 12-bit dig!tal words by
means of a A/D converter. The successive-approximatthn converter is
recommended because it has a faster data access tLne and requires less hard-
ware than the range-comparison method.

b. Speed Circuits

The speed equation is formulated for the fixed time interval measurement
method. The implications of this equation are examined, and a block diagram
is presented, which indicates the hardware implementation for this metb,*d.
These items are also discussed for the variable time interval measure. t
method. The fpatures of these two approaches are compared, and a log'
diagram implementation is given for the approach utilized by ths XLR12ý.
In addition, fault detection is considered for both sensors and measurement
circuits, The inputs from the sensors are checked for a constant high
",1oltage level, a constant low voltage level, and an input frequency, which
exceeds the input's limit. The measurement circuits are exercised by
inserting a simulated input and observing the measurement circuit output.

c. Sensor Failure Input Circuits

A logiv implementation is dlescribed, which orders the sensor failure data
into a form acceptable to the computer.
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4. Output Subsystem

a. 1)/A Circuit

'The digital output of the Ci'U is converted to an analog signal by mcans ol
parallel resistor ladder type of D/A converter. This converter method is
recoinnended because of its high accuracy, fast operation, and good tempera-
ture stability.

1). Actuator Servos

The servos controlling the actuator valves will utilize brushless DC
torque motors. The major advantages of these servos are the elimination
of gear trains, a wide servo bandwidth, and low power dissipation at null.

The servo electronics will utilize op-amp microcircuits, DC lead-lag
compensation, and miniature components throughout. This approach will
result in efficient servo compensation, minimum heat generation, and a
small packaging size.

c. Solenoid Drivers

The i-plementation and characteristics of two driver circuits are pre-
sented and discussed. The first circuit requires the most hardware, but
minimizes power consumption. The alternate driver is simplest and costs
the least, but the power requirement increases.

5. Central Processing ULL Interface

Communications between the BDX 800 central processing unit (CPU) and
the input/output subsystem are analyzed and defined in terms of computer
instruction repertoire, instruction timing and logical implementation. An
exchange of information is initiated by a BDX 800 input/output instruction in
the computer program. Each instruction triggers the start of a series of
steps subdivided to function in the computer timing intervalls. In addition,
the CPU and ir.put/output units generate, initiate and acknowledge signals
to control the flow of the data transmitted and received. In addition, individual
discussions are included for the CPU interface with the analog to digital
converter, spred miuasurement circuits, failure input circuits, aigital to
analog converter, discrete output circuits and ship central computer.

6. Central Processing Unit

The central processing unit is a conventional general purpose digital
computer. The memory stores the system operational and test programs.
The CPU accepts and supplies data from and to the device controllers (CPU
interface) and performs computations as directed by the system programs.
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7. Recommendations

The ove'all conclusion reached by this study effort indicates that a high
reliability system can be achieved, meeting all essential requirements, by
utilizing the recommended techniques ond circuits in this report. The
specific recommendal~ons are briefly outlined below:

1. Central Processing Unit (CPU) - use available Bendix type (BDX-800)
because of tested reliability and relatively low cost.

2. input Multiplexer - use junction FET switch Ivpe for high accuracy
and temperature stability reasons.

3. Analog-to-Digital Converter - use successivw, approximation
technique for faster &tta access time, high accuracy. anvd reducd
hardware reasons.

4. Output Section - use digital multiplexer in conjunction with four
digital-to-analog converters for higher accuracy, faster conversion,
and better temperature stability reasons.

5. Actuator Servos - use brushless DC torquer servo with DC
compensation circuits for high reliability and reduced cost.

6. I/O Controllers - use minimization techniques and high noise
immunity MSI logic for reduced hardware and high reliability.

7. Solenoid Drivers - use prescribed technique kesuLikg in less hard-
ware, and higher reliability.

8. Speed Signal Converter - use variable time method in order to reduce

hardware, decrease cost, and improve reliability.

8. Prelirminary Requirements for Input/Output Processor

a. Input Isolation

The input signal lines shall be buffered to prevent a failure in one channel
from propagating into another channel.

1). Updating Rate

The 1/O section shall be capable of processing a minimum of 40 channels
within each computer cycle time ot 10 milliseconds.

c. Shielded Wires

When required, signal lines may by.ý shielded to prevent EMI pickup.
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d. A/i) C.onvartt r

Data 1uput: 0 to • 10 volts DC

Conversikyl '3'kwe: less thall 100 ýLs

D)ata Access Time: ..ess than 120 ;.s

Source Resistance: less than 500 ohms

Output Code: 12 bit resolution, natural binary code

Output Register: parallel output, 0 to +5 volts TTL compatible

Accuracy: k 1-1/2 LSB (Common Reference Supply Voltage for
A/D Converter and input sensors)

e. Input Analog Multiplexer

Number of input channels = 40

Input voltage range = 0 to +10 volts

Address logic levels = 0 and +5 volts

On Resistance = less than 250 ohms

Off R{esistance = greater than 100 megohms

Switching time = less than 2 Ds

f D/A Converter

Data Input: 12 bit natural binary, parallel

Conversion Time: less than 5 IA•;

Input Logic Levels: 0 and -Er- volts, TTL Compatible

Output Signals = 0 to +10 volts DC

Accuracy = E 1 LSB (Common reference supply voltage for D/A
Converters and servo feedback device)

g. Speed Sensor Converter

Range of input pulses per revolution = 4095 to 20, 475

Clock Frequency: 3MHz

Output Code: 15 bit resolution, natural binary

Output Buffer Register: parallel output, 0 to +5 volts TTL Compatible
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h. Controllers

Input Address: 4 bits

Control Inputs. 5 channe Is

)utput Control: 2 channc!:

Transfer Gating: Bidirectional Control for 16 line.s

Storage Register: 16 bits

Clock Frequency: 1 MHz

I/O Instruction Time: 6 jAs

L. Discrete Outputs

Solenoid Drivers: Seven drivers for 0.5 to 1.0 amp capacity

Gating Control for Drivers: 0 or +5 volts logic

Actuator Changeover Switches: Four Switches with 0 or +5 volts
gating logic control

j. Discrete Inputs

Sensor Faults: Detect 35 sensor inputs

Selector Control: Divide inputs into 3 groups of 12 each

k. Operational Temperature Range

-550C to +1250C

1. Warm-Up Time

The time required for the equipment to warm-up prior to operation shall
not exoceed five (5) minutes.

in. Power Consumption

The total power consumption of the I/O Section shall be less than 45 VA.

9. Interface Description

Table CXIV lists informatioi about the signals which enter or leave the
computer (CPU plus 1/O). These include oensors, valves, control signals,
fron, the ships central computer, mnd solenoids.
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C. IWAu interface

2. AID Cmmorter

3. Speed Cirvidto
4.* Fahlur Inpuwt Circufte
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10, Power 1,'stiniatc for IA) section

Multiplexer 0. 40
A/D Converter 1.50
Reference Supply (I/0 -1 Sensors) 4. 00
Speed Circuits8.0
4 li/A tconverters 2.40
11 Solenoid Drivers 2. 20
4 Servo Amplifiers 8. 00
Logic Gating 3. 60
5 Volt Power Supply 7.00
Misc. Power Supplies 6. 00

38. 10 Watts

11. Accuracey Estimate of 1/O Section

Multi plexe r 1. 012%
A/D Converter ±. 034%
D/A Converter 025025%

071%

(Approx. ± 3 LSB)

C. INPUT INTERFACE

The input subsystem contains the following components:

1. ANALOG MULTIPLEXER

2. ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER

3. SPEED MEASUREMENT CIRCUITS

4. SENSOR FAILURE INPUT CIRCUITS

The analog multiplexer (J-)ET Switches) will accept various pre-con-
ditioned sensor signals and actuator feedback signals and multiplex them in
accordance with central computer control signals utilizing I/O control gating
logic. The output of the multiplexer is then converted to 12 bit digital words
by means of an A/D converter (successive-approximation type). These
digital words are then processed by the CPU in accordance with a predeter-
mined program. Both the fixed time interval and variable time interval
measurement mnethods are discussed and compared. The variable tifneA
interval approach is selected and applied to the mcasurement of the four
pump speeds. In addition, monitoring circuits are provided and described
for the two redundant speed sensors, and a test program to detect speed
input circuit failures is presented.

A logic implementation is shown and described, which orders the sensor
failure data into a form acceptable to the computer.
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1. Multiplexer

In order to process the various input sensor signals by a single A/D
converter, a multiplexer will be required in the I/O Section. 'ilie basic
theory of analog multiplexing is relatively simple. A iraltiplcxer merely
accepts several signal sources and switches them sequentially, or as
required, to a single output line. Thus, an analog multiplexer performs
the same function as a rotary switch in which the wiper arm is rotated
electrically instead of mechanically. However, a solid-state midtiplexcr can
switch channels much faster than its mechanical counterpart. In this appli-
cation, the sampling frequency will be 10 to 50 times the signal bandwvidth
so that any sampling rate errors will be insignificant and can be neglected.

Switching of the input data may be accomplished by bipolar transistors,
diode transmission gates, junction field-effect transistors (J-FET's) or metal
oxide semiconductor devices (MOSFET's).

Bipolar transistors and diode gates have several shortcomings as multi-
plexer switches. They exhibit a built-in offset voltage between the data input
and the output line and require relatively elaborate schemes to drive them.
They do, however, have the advantage of high speed and low on resistance.

The J-FET switch has moderate speed and a low ON resistance and,
unlike transistor and diode switches, has zero offset voltaga. At present,
J-FE T's do not lend themselves to monolithic integration that would
facilitate the construction of integrated multiplexers. However, hybrid
circuits are available with built-in driving circuitry.

The MOSFET switch has the same basic advantages as the J-FET switch
and furthermore can be readily integrated with its associated drive circuitry.
However, these switches have a higher ON resistance than J-FET's and
suffer from temperature sensitivity.

The major requirements for the multiplexer in this application are; low
ON resistance, zero offset voltage, temperature stability, and moderate
speed. Based upon these considerations, the recommended type of multi-
plexer is the hybrid J-FET device. A typical J-FET multiplexer is
illustrated in figure 1149.

2. A/D Converter

An analysis of the various sensor input signa!s (temperature, pressure,
and flowmeter) indicates that the maximum sensor accuracy required will be
about 1 part in 400 (8 bits). In order to allow for conversion and interface in
accuracies the A/D converter should have a 12 bit resolution (1 part in 4096).
Although several methods exist for A/D conversion, the two most practical
approaches that have been considered for this application are the successive
approximation type and the multichannel ramp-comparison type. Important
features of both types are shown in table CXV. The recommended type is the
successive-approximation type (figure 1150 since it has a faster data access
time and requires less hardware. Basically, the successive approximation
A!D Converter compares the Input analog voltage to a series of digitally
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generated voltages. The generated voltages are made to converge on the
input voltage until the two are equal. Then, the binary number representing
the generated voltage is read out of the converter.

3. Speed Circuits

To provide a maximum number of samples, the speed inputs will be
measured continuously. This feature is particularly important for low speeds,
which consume the most time for each measurement. At 1800 RPM each
revolution and measurement requires 33-1/3 milliseconds, and 30 measure-
ments per second are possible.

The circuits for each input will be designed for a specific speed range.
However, the speed input may lie outside this range. This condition may
arise during engine start-up or shutdown, and from engine, sensor or
circuit failures. The computer program can detect such occurrences.

-v

INPUtr

SIGNALS

VV

V2

V4

V4

GATING CONTROL

Figure 1149. J-FET Multiplexer
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Table CXV. Comparison of A/D Converters

SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION TYPE

Advantages Disadvantages

1. Fast Conversion (40 Ins) 1. Temp. stable components
requir as in all A/D Cony

2. High Accuracy

3. Less Hardware

4. High MTBF

MULTICHANNEL RAMP COMPARISON

Advantages Disadvantages

1. Simplifies median selection 1. Excessive Hardware

2. High Accuracy 2. Updating lag time is
4 Ins

3. Lower MTBF

ANALOG
INPUT 0- COMPARATOR LOGIC PROGRAMMER
SIGNAL GATING a CLOCK

12 BIT DIGITAL

BUFFER REGISTER OTU

ANAL4G SWITCHES

JVOLTAGE
LADDER NETWORK R EFERW EF,

SUPPLY

Figure 1150. Preferred A/D Converter, Successive Approximation
Type
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a. Fixed Time Interval Measurement Method

The general equation for average speed is s = 'A"1 where 6,D is the
distance traveled and AT is the time required to move this distance. The
fixed time interval measurement method is based upon holding AT at a fixed
va!ue and measuring AD to determine the speed. For pump speed, AD is
mcasured by counting the pulses generated by the pump blades, and AT appears
as a specific number of clock pulses from a fixed frequency oscillator. A
block diagram for the fixed time Interval method is presented In figure 1151.

ARAD
BLADE PULSE

PPULSEPULSE NOIILDINJG

CObUNER M ethodIW

REA 7118 D

co. CopIriIo

( F)FxdTieInevletrIRSTes

1189TWW

--- 0-WI OUTPUT

(P6To

Fig,.ire~OUTZ(P 28019 Fie ieI:eva lc iga

b. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ RA VaibeieAteSlMeTrmntMto
- Z•Dfr

Returning~LAS -.0 Lh eea qainfrae AgeSTed "•• h
variable~OUN tieitra esueetmto oldsD a ixdPlu nmeasures~~ ~ MTt eeriete pe.Figrs15 n 13so hvariabl tim 0nt00a method.

(1) ie111 Fixed Time Interval Blockturesa

varabe timed Itiera meterahprod. ettrsuior iigwih

c. Coprio
(1) ixedTim Intrva Feaure



resolution (1/10, 000), independent of the speed, which depends upon the
time interval and clock frequency. However, three counters and holding
registers, with control circuitry, are required for each speed range, and
three program instructions are needed to input the data for each speed range.
Also, the solution rate begins to fall below the 100 solutions per second
baseline for speeds less than 10, 000 RPM (assuming a measurement based
upon 1 RPM minimum)..

(2) Variable Time Interval Features

The variable time interval approach features a sele. Able resolution,
which has been chosen as 12 bits minimum (I part in 4096). However, at
high speeds, a clock frequency holding register, with control circuitry, is
required for each speed range, and a single program instruction is needed to
input the data for each speed range. Also, the solution rate does not fall
below the 100 solutions per second baseline until the speed is less than 6, 000
RPM (assuming a measurement based upon 1 RPM minimum).

BLADE PULSES ______

COUNTER 2 HOLDING REGSTER 2 I

MANFUEL TUBOPMP81E

BLADE PULSES

LOX LS I CIRCUITS
BLADE PULSES

Figure 1152. Variable Time Interval Block Diagram, Part A
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('LOCK '

4.1 MHZ'

F2

CLOCK PULSE CLOCK PULSE

COUNTER HOLDING REGISTER

MAIN LOX TURBO CIRCUITS
PUMP BLADE PULSES

Figure 1153. Variable Time Interval Block Diagram, Part B

(3) Selection

Comparison of the two proaches indicates that the variable time inter-
val technique is smaller, lighter and less costly to implement with hardware,
and requires fewer program instructions to input data. Also, higher solution
rates are possible for low speeds with this approach. Thi, technique employs
a higher operating speed (3.28 MHz versus 1 MHz) than the fixed time inter-
val measurement method, but this increase does not appear to be significant.
Consequently, the variable time interval measurement methol will be applied
to all the speed inputs.

d. Fault Detection

The fault detection task is divided into two areas -- sensor fault detection
and circuit fault detection. The sensor fault detection plan employs constant
sensor monitoring. When a sensor malfunction Is observed, this information
is sent to the computer, which uses this data to select the good sensor (if one
exists) as a source of blade pulses. The computer will also be able to clear
a sensor fault either when the system begins operation or later if desired,
provided the sensor is operable. Of course, the monitoring and measurement
circuits may also fail. The detection of these faults depends upon the computer
test program, which is executed periodically. This program will involve
blocking the sensor inputs, inpcrting simulated sensor faults into the sensor
monitoring circuits, and observing the monitor circuits' outputs. In
addition, if these circuits pass these tests, a simulated sensor signal will
be inserted, and the measuring circuits will process this input. The
computer may then observe the measuring circuits' output, and determine
the validity of the measurement circuits.
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Figure 1154 shows the sensor fault detection and selection circuits for dual
redundant speed sensors. This configuration would be used for each speed
Input. The circuits for each sensor are identical. Three types of faults are
detected:

1. Input Frequency High

2. Constant Low Level

3. Constant High Level

4. Failure Input Circuits

The failure input circuits collects the sensor failure signals to be sent to
the computer. Since there are some 30 failure signals and only 16 I/O lines
to the computer, the input signals must be divided into two groups, and each
group will be sent to the computer separately. The computer will first
select a group, and then input the group dat--.

CLEAR
SENSOR 01
FAULT

SPED

S LECT
SErNSOR l BLADE
U1ELWg4ff PULSESENIO)R #2

SPS90
ISENSOR #2 T T

INPUT J'L Q

CLEAR
SENSOR #2 .....
FAULT

Figure 1154. Sensor Fault Detection and Selection
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D. OUTPUT INTERFACE

The output subsystem Is composed of the following elements.

1. Digital to Analog Converters

2. Servo Amplifiers

3. Solenoid Drivers

The output of the CPU is addressed to one of the four D/A convertirs
(parallel resistor ladder type) which provides a DC analog signai to one of
four actuator servos (brushless DC torquer type). The implementation and
characteristics of two solenoid driver circuits are presented and discussed.
The first circuit requires the most hardware, but minimizes power con-
sumption. The alternate driver is simplest and costs the least, but the power
requirement Increases. The two alternate output interfacing schemes that
have been considered for thip application are depicted in figures 1155 and 1156.

1. Recommended Output Section

The recommended scheme, figure 1155, utilizes a digital demultiplexer and
four D/A converters which, in turn, provide the analog signals for the four
actuator servos. Each D/A converter consists of a buffer register, analog
switches, and a ladder network which can all be obtained in convenient micro-
circuit packages.

CONUTM~
CONTOL

t~1.2 BIT D/A

BtLFE K ERTE

DIIGITA

DgMULT !-/

PL.EXEIR IADD•M REIF.MO.R. -- 4P-

DGT,4 CHANNELS

To

FROM /A" SERVO:

Br)X Koo

COMPUTER

DISCRETE (11 SIGNALS)I poF. TO

MU (NZS 5,OLrE'OI l

Figiir- 1155. Recommended Output Section
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The major advantages of this approach are the higher accuracy obtainable
(:0 LSB error for 12 bits), faster settling time and therefore, fastcr con-
verston, and better temperature stability. It should be noted that the function
of the demultiplexer can be, incorporated into the buffer register of each D/A
converter by utilizing clocked D type flip-flops (e.g. , SN5474).

,9. Alternate Output Section

An alternate scheme, figure 1156, utilizes one D/A converter which feeds
an analog demultiplexer which, In turn, feeds four analog s~ample and hold
circuits. The sample and hold circuit consists of two precision analog

swL&.;hc6i pre-.ision JIC circuit, and a hviffor operational amplifier.

Although a sample and hold circuit may appear to have some advantages3
over a D/A converter in terms of hardware, there are several disadvantages
to this approach. Due to the. additional analog circuitry the accuracy is
reduced (:2 LSB error for 12 bits). In addition, the RIC circuit in the sample
and hold section is temperature sensitive and a longer settling time is
required.

PI0L"~r (11 SIGN"L) PWRTOSLN18

SAMPLE AND

HOLD

i ii I
II

HiL.

D/A 
IERVOS

3.~~PL AcutoNeroD

The servos controlling the actuator valves will utilize DC torque motors.
torque motors. The major advantages of these servos are the elimination
of gear trains, a wide servo bandwidth, and low power dissipation at null.

The simplicity of the brushless DC torquer motor depends upon the high
energy permanent magnet rotor, which has either two or four poles, depending
on the desired rotation angle. The rotor turns within a toroidal coil assembly
of copper wire wound around an iron ring and encapsulated in tough plastic.
Such motors produce smooth, step-free torque because commutators and
brushes have been eliminated. Since there is no electrical or mechanical
contact between the rotor and stator, radio noige and mechanical wcar are
also eliminated. Power is consumed only when torque is delivered wlich
results in high electrical efficiency.
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The el(ctronic circuitrW for .ontrolling 0 D)( SUXro utili7zeS MicroCII-
cuits and miniature components throughout, which iesu tlts in a small
packaging size. In addition, it possesses high efficient) and minimized
heat generation.

4. Solenoid Drivers

a. Pull-Hold Solenoid Drive Circuit

A quantity of eleven solenoids are actuated by the computer. Figure 1157
shows one possible drive circuit. The main feature of this circuit is its
ability to supply a hold current to the solenoid, which is different from the
pull-in current drawn by the solenoid. This circuit has been designed to
produce te i.... il1-,in and holding ci,ýcuit to the solenoids under
digital control. Typical pull-in currents are 0.5 amperes and holding
currents are 0.2 amperes. For different solenoid requirements, suitable
changes in the circuit design can be made.

SSOLENOID

I/P~

.VPULL OFF OF

HOD FON

H LS2O 
FF l O N DO n 'T C AR E £

MOLD
I P UT

IIP~

Figure 1157. Pull-Hold Solenoid Drive Circuit

b. Solenoid Driver

Figure 1157 shows an alternate driver circuit design. The solenoid coil is
energized or de-energized by the digital Input signal. A high Input signal
activates the solenoid, and a low input signal keeps the solenoid inactive.
The driver will handle a typical drive current of 0. 5 amperes. If other
current ratings are desired, the circuit can be modified accordingly.

c. Conclusions

The pull-hold drive circuit conserves system power, which can be an
important asset for this application. The solenoid driver of figure 1158 wastes
power, but Is simple and Inexpensive. Either circuit can be used. However,
until the additional cost of the pull-hold drive circuit Is justified, the solenoid
driver of figure 1158 will be used for this application.
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C0IL

INPifT

Figure 1158. Solenoid Driver

E. COMPUTER INTERFACE

Conimuntications between the CPU and the Input/Output subsystem are
based upon a cooperative action-reaction principle. The CPU input/output
instruction initiates an input/output action with certain control signals, and
waits for a reaction from the designated input/output unit through various
return control signals. The CPU compensates for all signal transmission
delays. The decoding and sequencing logic performing the acceptance, control
and transmittal of signals from and to the CPU is called the unit controller.
These controllers execute the format transformations and operation
sequencing required at this interface. Figure 1159 illustrates the general form
of the computer interface.

1. Controller Organization

Figure 1160 shows the individual lines, which carry signals between the
CPU and each input/output controller. The I/O bus is a 16-bit bi-directional
bus reserved for address and data information. At power turn-on the system
clear line delivers a signal to the input/output subsystem, which causes all
the memory elements to reset to states suitable for starting input/output
subsystem operation. The computer clock (uninhibited) line transmits an
uninterrupted pulse train, originated by the CPU clock, to the input/output
subsystem. The clock timing is determined by the CPU memory speed
limit, which presently is one megahertz. The remaining lines are for
control purposes.

2. Applications

a. A/D Converter Controller

The A/D converter to computer interface, via the A/D converter
controller, Is shown In figure 1161. In order to convert analog data to
digital form and transfer this information into the CPU, the program is
required to specify the channel to be converted, issue a start conversion
command, and input the converted data.
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ANA•LOG A/ D A/D
ANALOG MULTIPLEXER CONVERTr• "ONVERTR c
I NMPUTS

Figure 1161. A/D Converter to Computer Interface

b. Speed Input Controller

The speed inputs to computer interface, via speed input controllers, is
shLwn in figure 1162. One controller is provided for each speed Input, and
only a single program instruct,.on is needed to obtain data from a controller.
Shice speed measurement is a continuous operation with periodic updatings
of the device data, the CPU may request data during an updating. Conse-
quently, an input data and skip instruction is required. The test instruction
is used to supply coi~trol signals auring the computer controlled system test.

c. D/A Converter Controller

The computer to D/A converter interfaces, via D/A converter con-
tollers, are shown in figure 1163. One controller is provided for each D/A
converter, and only a single program instruction is needed to supply data to
a controller.

d. Discrete Output Cantroller

The computer to discrete output interfacp, via the discrete ou~tput con-
troller, Is shown In figure 1164. One controller is provided for the 'liscrete
outputs, and only one program instruction is needed to supply data to the
controller.

e. Ship Central Computer Controller

The CPU will receive thirust level and mixture ratio data, and prestart,
start and shutdown commands from the ship central computer. One program
Iri.sr xction will cause data transfer fi n the controller to the CPU. In addition,
the CPU must output data to the ship central computer, which judges the validity
of the CPU's performnance by monitoring specific data. one program Instruction
will cause data to transfer from the CPU to the controller.
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1

FROM MAIN FUEL CI'ONRLE
TROO PUMP CRUTCNRLEI

Pt

BLADE PULSES SPICED SPMED IWP~r U
FROM MAIN LOX --
TIEDB PUMP CIRCUITS - ~CONTROLLER

BLADE. PULSES SPEED SPICED INPUT
FROM FULL LS I -q

CIRCUITS CONTROLLER

BLADE PULSES SPEED I SPEED INPI)T
FROM LOX LS I -

CIRCUITS CONTROLLER

Figure 1162. Speed Inputs to Computer Interface
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.-..-- /5 LOX ACTCATOIO SWITCH

s-.P/B WUlL ACTUATION SIlTCU

/5LCK ACUATO SWITCH

Figure 1164. Computer to Discrete Output Interface

f. Failure Input Controller

The failure input to computer interface, via the failure input controller,
is shown in figure 1165. Since there are approximately 30 failure inputs and
only 16 i/O bus lines, the failure inputs are divided into groups. Conse-
quently, two program commands are required to transfer data from the
controller to the CPU.

II I i •

30 LIMBi P2IIO a
PAILMIN LINES S I

II

Figure 1165. Failure Inputs to Computer Interface
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F. CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT

1. Q9neral Organization of BDX 800

The BDX 800 digital computer consists of the basic units shown irn
figure 1166. A brief functional description of the various units depicted in the
diagram is presented in the following paragraphs:

a. Central Processor Unit (CPU)

The central processor unit of the BDX 800 is a programmable digital
processor which executes sequences of instructions stored in memory. The
CPU performs arithmetic and logical operations on data; it decides what and
bow operations are to be performed, where the necessary information is to be
obtained, and where the results are to be stored.

b. Memory

The memory unit provides storage capabilities for both instructions and
data. The storage requirements will be met with a 8192 word Metal Oxide Semi-
conductor memory, and these words are each 16 bits in length. The DRO Core
Memory will permit computer program modifications and changes in system con-
stants to be made rapidly and conveniently via software during the development
phase of the program. Production units will use a MOS read only memory to pro-

vide the program, and a MOS random access memory to store data and command
information. Each storage location has a unique address used to specify that
location. The memory unit interfaces with the CPU via 2 buses: a data bus
and an address bus. The 16-bit bi-directional data bus is used for the trans-
mission of a data word to and from the memory unit, while the 16-bit uni-
directional address bus it used for selecting a unique location in memory.

c" Input/Output (I/O)

The input/output unit provides the means of transferring information
between the CPU and the I/O devices. The I/O section of the BDX 800 pro-
vides the required conditioning, multiplexing, and conversion of analog input
signals to digital form; and the conversion of digital output signals to analog
form. It accommodates the reading, in and out, of discrete signals, and
monitoring and speed circuit data. This section also provides the indicators,
masks, priority logic, and address encoding for the interrupts.

2. Central Processor

The BDX 800 CPU is a 16-bit, parallel, general purpose processor
designed for aerospace application. The salient features of the computer are
summarized briefly below:

Type: General purpose, full parallel organization,
single address

Arithmetic: Binary, fixed point, negative numbers in
2's complement form 16-bit data word
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Operation
Registers: A register - most significant half of

accumulator - 16 bits

Q register - leact significant half of

accumulator - 16 bits

X register - Index register

P register - Program counter

Status Register - 3 bit condition register
5 bit N register

Instruction
Repertoire: Arithmetic: add, subtract, multiply,

divide, load, store, shifts, rotations,
and normalize.

Jumps: unconditional jump, variable
skips, 2 subroutine jumps.

Logical: And

I/O: Input, Output, Output Control

Miscellaneous: Clock Rate: 1 MHz

Logic: T 2L Microcircuits

Instruction
Execution Time: Add - 4 usec

Subtract - 4 usec
Multiply - 19 usec
Divide - 19 usec
Load Memory - 4 usec
Store - 4 usec
Compare - 4 usec
And - 4 usec
Unconditional Jump - 4 usec

3. Interrupts

A priority interrupt system is incorporated within the BDX 800 central
processor, allowing the computer program to be interrupted to service con-
ditions hi both the central processor and I/O section. The BDX 800 has
16 computer program interrupts. Four of these Interrupts, called internal
interrupts, are generated internal to the control process r, and are con-
trolled completely by the CPU. The remaining 12 interrupts, called external
interrupts, are generated externally to the CPU, and are under control of the
iiterrupt controller in the I/O section.
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Figure 1166. BDX 800 Computer Organization

4. Input/Output Communication

To properly implement the I/O instructions, the I/O devices must respond
to certain sigrals from the CPU, and conversely, the CPU must react to signals
from these devices. The design of the BDX 800 is such that the central processor
waits for acknowledgement from the I/O unit of the receipt of all signals from
the CPU. The logic associated with each I/O device to accept, control, and
transmit signals from and to the CPU in order to properly control the device is
referred to as the device controller. The BDX 800 CPU interfaces with the I/O
unit through the device controllers; it is these controllers that must obey certain
formatting and sequencing rules in order to function properly with respect to
the processor.

The data and control lines between the CPU and I/O unit are shown in
figure 1167. The basic channel of communication for address and data informa-
tion between the CPU and I/O is the I/O bus. The I/O bus is a 16-bit bi-
directional bus. The System Clear line is used to send a signal from the
power supply at power turn-on to enable the I/O to initialize the proper registers
and flip-flops. The Oscillator line is used to supply a continuous oscillator sig-
nal by the I/O to the CPU for general timing purposes, allowing asynchronous
operation of the I/O and CPU.

The BDX 800 CPU communicates with the following I/O devices:

1. A/D Converter

2. Speed Input Circuits

3. D/A Converter

4. Discrete Outputs
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5. Ship Central Computer

6. Sensor Failure Circuits

In addition, it is capable of exchanging information with the following
peripheral equipment:

1. Teletype

2. Tape Reader

FMKE 2IUN IWG OSCILLATOR

SY"TM CLEAZ ________

ADORM SRUME

CPU DATA IN ST E/0

DATA OY 72tOME

CoMrMw. OUT smasi (D)

COMMOUT XGf sTROBM (A)

ACIKOWLIDGE ADrJIUME__

ACKWEG DTAIM

I/O OuS (16)

Figure 1167. CPU-I/O Interface Lines

5. Peripheral Equipment

The BDX 800 is capable of communicating with the following peripheral
equipment: teletype and tape reader. These units are not part of the XLR-129
operating system.

a. Teletype

The CPU communication with the teletype is through the teletype controller.
The function of the teletype controller is to provide translation of the BDX 800
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2. Scaling
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4
I/O interface signals to a set of signals suitable for communication with a con-
ventional teletype machine which, typically, consists of a keyboard, a printer,
a paper tape reader, and a paper tape punch. The controller is designed to
interface with any teletype machine having the standard teletype interface con-
sisting of one serial input terminal and one serial output terminal transmitting
(or receiving) 8 bit words (7 bit characters and 1 even parity bit) at, a maximum
rate of 10 characters per second.

b. Tape Reader

The function of the tape reader controller is to provide a translation of the
BDX 800 I/O interface signals to a set of signals usable to control a high speed
photoelectric tape reader. The controller is designed to drive a Digitronics
Type 2540 reader and Type 4566A spooler, although it is easily adaptable to
ary tapc rMadcr which provides a microcircuit interface.

G. BLOCK DIAGRAM DISCUSSION

1. General

The fuel control program for the XLR129 rocket engine was designed,
using the block diagram shown in figure 1168. Figure 1168 reflects all design
changes made in the system, particularly in the Schedule Selection and Control
Rate Logic. These changes were adapted for efficient memory and computation
time utilization, and, in the case of the Schedule Selection and Control Rate
Logic, ensure that the engine is either in start-up mode, shut-down mode, or
gross control mode. The computer is programmed for each of these modes as
required rather than for all of them simultaneously as proposed originally.
This results in a more efficient use of the computation cycle time.

2. Scaling

The modification of input data for acceptance by the digital computer is
accomplished by appropriate scaling of that data. Scaling is the process of
expressing the range of a parameter in terms of available bits in the word
corresponding to that parameter.

Scaling is expressed in the following format:

(A)' = KI A + K2

Where: (A)' is the decimal equivalent of the binary number for the
parameter A, expressed in counts: A ts the absolute value
of the parameter in its particular units, L e., deg R, RPM,
etc. ; and K Is a parameter expressed in COUNTS/UNIT.
K2 is the pirameter offset from binary to zero.

For example, the quantity TIR = PFGR has a range from 0% to 110%. If
this is made to correspond to the range in bits from 0 to 32768, then:

(TLII)' =- 32768 (11,H)

297. 6 (TLI')
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The scaling factor has been reduced slightly to avoid the effects of noise at
saturation values.

The scaling factors fber the inputs to the control system are as follows:

1. Prestart Request - This is a discrete quantity being 0 for Off
and 1 for On.

2. Thrust Level Request - The quantity TLR is scaled at
297.6 counts per unit thrust.

3. Main Fuel Pump Speed - The quantity SNF is scaled at
0. 63 counts per fuel pump speed.

4. Mixture Ratio Request - The quantity OFVR is scaled at
4059 counts per misture ratio.

The scaling factors for the outputs of the control system are as follows:

1. LSI Lox Valve - The quantity 3R is scaled at 40. 43885289
counts per degree.

2. M/B Lox Valve - The quantity 4h is scaled at 45. 5 counts
per degree.

3. P/B Lox Valve - The quantity X6R is scaled at 23,405 counts
per inch.

4. P/B Fuel Valve - The quantity 5R is scaled at 71. 8421 counts
per degree.

In addition, the following valves and solenoids are scheduled as discrete
quantities being either zero when closed, or scaled for 4095 when open:

* Nozzle Coolant Shutoff Valve

i P/B Secondary Helium Solenoid

* Main Lox Injector Helium Solenoid

* Turbopump Lift-Off Seal Solenoid

"* Main Lox Turbopump Dam Seal Solenoid

"* M/C Lox Vent Solenoid

"* P/B Primary Helium Solenoid

*�Fuel Vent Valve and Solenoid

"* P/B Lox Vent Valve and Solenoid

"* M/C Lox Vent Valve
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Table CXVI. Number of Steps Used in Program

Subroutines

LKUP 20 Univarient Function Generator

LKUP3 35 Bivarient Function Generator

LDLG 66 Digital Filtering

Total 121 121

Tables 1417

Constants 74

Warmup 30

Program 620 Initialization

Total 2141 2141
GRAND TOTAL, 2262

I/O To be determined

Monitoring To be determined

CPU Check To be determined

Table CXVII. Estimates of Size of the Final Program

Memory Size Estimate

Present Program 2262 Words

Projected Requirements 8192 Words

Estimates for Final Program

Program, Data, Constants 4096

CPU Check 2048

I/O Check (Prestart) 1024

Initialization 128

I/O Instructions 256
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T1 le CXVII. Estimates of Size of the Final Program (Concluded)

Monitoring 128

Growth 512 -

8192 Words

H. FLICHIT SAFETY

1. Mission Reliability

Because the original XLR129 Engine Cstrol study was, not flight hardware-
oriented, the area of redundancy and its probable impact on mIssion reliability
was not fully explored. It was apparent that -or supervised engine hardware
testing, the additional financial burden t~hat redundancy of any kind represents
could not be tolerated. As the intent of the investigation changed, a new look
at control redundancy needs was initiated. The following paragraphs are a
brief review of how much redundancy is desirable, based on the preliminary
outline of need in terms of mission reliabitity.

a. Mission Task Definitions

As related to the Bendix Engine Control System, the misslit is defined as
optimum control of the engine so as to avoid engine degradation and to achieve
desired mixture ratio and thrust commands. Figure 116/ shows a hybrid block
diagram illustrating the proposed system for accomplishing these objectives.
No reference is made on tlis diagram to any redundancy concepts. The use of
a number of sensors and sophisticated trim loops has been proposed as the
means of meeting these objectives. Successful operation of all of these sensors
and trim loops to obtain the objectives is hereafter referred to as FULL
CAPABILITY MODE. Implied in this concept is the ability of such a system
to perform optimally even in the case of a slightly non-standard engine or in
the case of minor deterioration or modification of some engine parameters
during the mission. In the absence of utch anomalies, it is cmniidered that
the engine may be controlled optimally by means of a less sophisticated system,
requiring no sensors or trim control loops, such a system being defined as the
GROSS CONTROL MODE. Since the combination of possible failures may not
require complete reversion to this mode, there is also the possibility of various
type' of SEMI-GROSS CONTROL MODE.

Any failure, or combination thereof, which allows continuance of the engine
mission is defined as FAIL OLPERATE. Failures which require and allow suc.-
cessful shut-down of the engine are defined as FAIL SAFE. Combinations of
failures which do not allow either control or shut-down of the engine are
necessarily defined a: CATASTROPHIC.

b. Use of Redundancy to Improve Reliability

Redundancy of the various system components has been proposed as a
method of improving mission reliability. The degree of redundancy proposed
differs for various components, based upon special characteristics of each
situation. The following discussion covers the degree of redundancy, criteria
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for selection, and givev an estimate of failure rate per hour (based upon de-
tailed analysis of each component). However, to facilitate subsequent analysis,
an attempt is made to standardize failure rates, adopting for each group a
round-number approximation, always chosen on the conservative side.

(1) Pressure Sensors

The following pressure sensors are used:

Los LSI A P

Fuel LSI A P

Lox pump inlet P

Fuel pump inlet P

Transpiration a P

Main chamber P

Each of the pressure sensors is triply redundant. Median selection is used
as t•ie criterion determining which signal is to be used. A failure rate of
8 x 10-6 (Y= "A) Is estimated for each of the 18 individual sensors.

(2) Temperature Sensozs

The ofllowing temperature sensors are used:

Preburner Chamber temperature

Fuel pump inlet temperature

Lox pump inlet temperature

Transpiration temperature

Preburner Chamber temperature has eightfold redundancy; using four dual
junction liquid oxygen turbine exit probes and four dual junction fuel turbine exit
probes. The redundancy is mandated not for reliability, but in order to select
the highest temperature, The selection criterion is thus to select the highest
valid signal; validity to be determined by the permissible deviation from the
average of the eight sensors.

Complete loss of these signals will automatically result in loss of overtem-
perature transient compensation, whereas acccptance of a non-valid overtemper-
ature signal will result in excessive cooling, in the following analysis, this
signal Is neglected, only itt order to simplify the analysis.

The remoining three temperature sensors are each triply redundant.
Median jelection is the criterion. A failure rate of 4 x 10-6 ( = B) is esti-
mated for each of the six individual sensors.
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(3) Speed Sensors

The following speed sensors are used:

Fuel LSI speed

LOX I[I speed

Main fuel pump speed

Main LOX pump speed

Each of the speed sensors is dual redundant. Due to the nature of the speed
pulse signal, it is possible to determine with a high degree of reliability whether
a speed signal is valid. The criterion would thus be to use the arbitrary pri-
mary sensor, when valid, and to use the arbitrary standby sensor when the
primary is not valid. Reversion to a cured primary would be available in case
of a failed standby signal. A failure rate of 4 x 10-6 (A= C) is estimated for
each of the eight individual sensors.

(4) Flow Sensors

The following flow sensors are used:

Main fuel flow sensor

Main LOX flow sensor

Each flow sensor is dual r-edundant. A computed flow signal is also avail-
able. Selection criterion would be to use that sensor signal which is closest to
the computed signal. There is thus a possibility of using a median selection
criterion; however, the following analysis will be based upon the assumption of
dual redundant sensors. A failure rate of 48 x 10- 6 (= AD) is estimated for
each of the four individual sensors.

(5) Main Computers

The main computer is dual redundant, there being two identical units, the
primary and the standby. Each contains: input circuitry, output circuitry,
arithmetic unit, program memory, function memory, solenoid drive circuitry,
power supply section, and the major part of what is normally classified as
signal conditioning circuitry.

A computer will have an extensive self-test capa llty, discussed elsewhere.
There is a temptation to consider dividing the computer self-test into a large
number of areas of the computer function, in order to allow complete usage of
whatever areas are acceptable. However, self-test procedures will allow for a
reasonable tolerance from ideal performance, and it can be seen that a failure
to pass such tests Will in most cases be a rather extensive type of failure mode.
Hence, it is felt that the computer should only be divided into two self-test
areas: the capability of performing Full Capability Mode functions acceptable,
and the ability to perform Gross Control Mode functions. Gross Control Mode,
of course, includes the ability to decelerate and shutdown the engine according
to the most sophisticated detailed requirements.
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v. The criteria for computer usage would be:

1. To transfer full control to the standby unit in event of any failure of the
primary unit; and

2. To use Gross Control Mode of the standby unit in event of any failure
of its Full Capability Mode.

3. The possibility has not been ruled out that there may be several Semi-
Gross Control Modes. The intent here would be to retain as long as
possible the overtemperature control trim loop and the speed control
trim loops. In most cases, these modes would result automatically,
not from failure within the computer but from failure of some of the
less important input signals.

The failure rate of a full computer unit is estimated as 800 x 10-6 (A •)

and the failure rate of its gross control section as 280 x 10-6 ( 2)

c. Requirement for Emergency Shutdown Computer

The principal computers, primary and standby, are identical and are
defined to include I/O circuitry, solenoid drive circuitry, and power supplies.
Failure rates for a 15-minute mission are assumed to be 200 x 10-6 for the
primary computer and 70 x 10-6 for the gross capability of the standby com-
puter. Failure of both of these items, not necessarily simultaneously, would
result in a catastrophic failure since there would be 14 x 10-9, which is con-
sidered excessive. Thus the need is indicated for a third computer unit,
separately housed and power supplied, defined as the Emergency Shutdown
Computer (ESDC). Such computer would have the defined capability of taking
control of the engine, at any thrust level, and generating acceptable valve com-
mands and solenoid drive signals to decelerate the engine from the existing
thrust level to idle, and then to shutdown.

Such a computer would obviously be simpler and more reliable than the two
basic computers, and indeed must be, if its use is to be relied on in the event of
failure of both of the basic computers. Based upon the hypothetical design dis-
cussed below it is felt that this unit could have a mission failure rate of less
than 20 x 10- (=

Study of the failure mode effect chart will show that, under the circum-
stances mentioned, all four valve servos are operable. If this were not the
case, a fail-safe shutdown would have already been called for by means of one
of the two basic computers. Also, it is seen that the ESDC must have automatic
self-test ability, either within itself or performed with the help of the standby
computer. Otherwise, the above mentioned catastrophic failure rate of
14 x 10-9 would be applicable in the event that the ESDC had failed before being
needed.

d. Design of Emergency Shutdown Computer

Since the concept of an ESDC is a new one, not previously discussed during
this program, it is appropriate to include at this point a brief discussion of its
design.
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Figure 1170 shows the hypothetical design of the ESDC. The heart of the I
computer is an up-down 8-bit counter, which during normal mission tracks the
position of one of the servo valves. The mainburner LOX valve is suggested as
being most closely related to thrust level. The median signal of the valve posi-
tion is automatically selected, as described previously.

MOMIT ATw PWITIO

,W f

fJIm I I=

S• l | ¢ m~mU)x

Figure 1170. Block Diagram: Emergency Shutdown Computer

At the time that the standby computer fails, the counter contains a number
corresponding to the mainburner LOX valve position. The counter is then
switched to a countdown mode of operation which reduces this signal at a con-
stant rate versus time. By means of MOSFET ROM modules, each count calls
for a predetermined command for each of the four servos. These schedules are
based upon an assumed nominal mixture ratio.

When the thrust commanded has decayed to the idle level, this condition is
detected and energizes an analog circuit which generates the proper solenoid
valve control signals for the final 2.0 seconds.

e. Another Aspect of Primary-Standby Computer Transfer Philosophy

It has been estimated previously that the probability of any failure in the
Primary Computer will be 200 x 10-6 during the mission. Complete transfer
of all functions to the Standby Computer has then been postulated, leading to a
probability of 34 x 10-9 that the trim capability will also fail in the Standby
Computer and that a fail-operate Gross Mode will be reverted to, and a prob-
ability of 14 x 10-9 that fail-safe shutdown will be called for using the ESDC.

There is one school of thought which says that failures within the Standby
Computer should not be allowed to call for these reversions, since there is a
possibility that the Primary Computer would possibly still have the capability
of handling the necessary functionF, having been abandoned because of some
minor failure. This philosophy would ideally advocate re-transfer of the four
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computer output commands, taking each from whichever computer had the

capability. It is not felt that this philosophy is the best one, because experi-
ence indicates that computer failures causing one output command to be erro-
neous will almost inevitably cause the others also to be erroneous. Therefore,
the possibility of using this philosophy is extremely slight.

f. Actuator Servos

Figure 1171 shows the configuration of an actuator servo. There is, of neces-
sity, a small section of mechanical components not susceptible to redundancy.
This section is highly reliable, having an estimated failure rate of 6 x 10-6
( Aj). Other than this, the actuator is fully dual redundant. The basic
electromechanical component is dual redundant, with an estimated failure rate
of 20 x 10-6 (\= A). This may represent, in the case of an electrical motor,
a dual control winding. The servo-amplifier and associated electronics is also
considered dual redundant. However, since it is recognized that a minimal
capability servo-amplifier would have a relatively high failure rate, estimated
at 96 x 10-6 ( = AG), it is decided that each of the dual sections will really be
dual redundant itself. This is accomplished by use of a push-push design with
completely independent gain channels, such that either half alone is capable of
providing adequate drive power to the load. This is a hard-wired redundancy
feature, requiring no failure detection or switching to implement. It must be
recognized that there is the assumption of premission verification of the full
availability of this section.

Present thinking is that each actuator shall have at least a triple redundant
(possibly quadruple redundant) valve position feedback signal (by whatever
means generated). Each of the two channels is hard-wired to a feedback signal,
which is thus considered analytically as a part of that channel's failure rate.
The reason for the triple redundant valve position information is based upon
system monitoring needs, and upon the consideration that even in the event of
failure of both channels of an actuator, there is still a need to know its valve
position.

MAL 33VflM"W *CIATOR MWORMIS
Ii I
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Figure 1171. Actuator Servo Configuration
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In furthor analysis, it will be useful to have some consolidated failure
figures for an actuator servo. It can be seen that the failure rate of a single
channel is X2G + \H, or approximately \H = PK1. The rate for a second
channel failure is calculated as (A 2 G + A H) 2 + Aj = PK2, to include the rate of
the nonredundant components, thus defining second chaanel failure as a failure
which removes all actuator control capability.

2. A First Approach to Mission Reliability

Based upon the preceding discussion, figure 1172 shows the mission reli-
ability configuration. Failure probabilitie• during the missioiu (assumed
15 minutes) are calculated according to the relation P = At = 0. 25x.

Figure 1173 is a logic flow diagram of the failure mode. An attempt has been
made to arrange the diagram from left to right, In the most likely time sequence,
although this is, of course, not actually correct, since there is the possibility
of an unlikely sequence of events occurring before a more likely sequence of
events. Nevertheless, the numerical values shown are correvct, based on the
foregoing assumptions.

At this stage, some simpliftcations have been made, as follows:

1. Treatment of the flowmeter signals as dual kedundant, even though
there is a third computed signal.

2. The various possibilities of Semi-Gross Control Modes have not been
considered individually.

3. The drawings shows equations for the combined failure rates, e.g., the
probability of failure of two out of three pressure signals in a redun-
dant group is 3PA2 . While the AND and OR logic symbols are shown
to clarify the sequence relations, the correct combined probabilities
are not calculated in all cases according to this logic. For example,
various diamonds showing second failures show the actual calculation
of the second failure probability is shown to include the first failure.
Thus, the correct numerical values are shown at the various final
effect blocks.

Based on the P values generated and a consideration of the failure
modes inherent in the Control Configuration, figure 1173 has been
developed to pictorially illustrate the logical relations between some
of the basic system failure mechanisms.

4. Finally, the most importat. simplication involved in figure 1173 is that
all failure detection and mode transfer is assumed to be performed
with a 100% confidence level. The relatively minor effect of this
assumption will be discussed in the following section.
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For a 15-minute mission, the probabilities of the various modes of shut-
down are shown ir. figure 117"" as follows:

1. Fail-safe shutdown using modified gross schedules of (in-line computer;

Mission probability -6 x 10-6

2. Fail-safe shutdown using ESDC;

Mission probability = 14 x 10-9

3. Catastrophic failure to control or shutdown engine;

Mlission probability = << 28 x 10-14

4. Fail-safe shutdown using gross control by .tandby Comiputer;

Mission probability = 4 x 10-9

it should be noted th&.t the probability shown for case (1) may be extremely
pessimistic, since it is entirely based upon the assumed failure rate of the non-
redundant components of an actuator servo. Even the general type of actuator,
whether electromechanical or pneumatic, is i,!ot firmly decided at this point.
This analysis points up the extreme importance which must be given to the
design of the critical area represented by \J.

It should also be noted that the probability listed for case (3) as
<< 28 x 10-14 may probably be multiplied by a factor of 2. 2 x 10-3 (= 2/15 x 60)
to reflect the restriction of simultaneous failure within the same two seconds
of the 15-minute mission. Therefore this catastrophic failure probability may
be as low as 62.5 x 10-17.

1. VEHICLE INTERFACE

As part of the investigations for the XLR129 Control Computer, a basic
vehicle communication concept was developed to permit access to the Control
System by an external supervisory device which can command discrete engine
performance conditions. This supervisory device can be either an cn-board
central programming computer or a separate, self-contained control device.

The command language should be compatible with the normal instruction
pattern residing within the Control Computer. Thereby, insertion of discrete
commands will be accomplished without additional circuitry or excessive
progranmming changes or memory storage requirements.

The Command Module, the external command generator, accesses the
engine control whenever it is to be operated independently of the vehicle and
is also capable of displaying the status of the control's internally active
Command Conditions.

1. Signal Format

The word stricture (figure 1174) consists of 12 data bits, 1 parity bit and
3 biJs for Identifi :ation coding. The bits of the word are presented to the input/
output section of the engine control computer in parallel format.
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The identification code is utiltzad w differentiate between percene thrust,
mixture ratio, discrete signals, and monitor dalta The discrete signals are
prestart, start and shutdo.wn. The monitor data Is a serf~s of words. which
reveal the inter"I state of the engioe 'control comiputer. The external super-
visory device uses the monitor data to jodge if tl'e engine control computer is
operating properly. $pecific codes may be asaigued '.o identify each command
as follows:

Discrete Signals 0I1

Mixture Ratio 001

Percent Thrust 010

Monitor Word I(,,

The data field contains the data values in natural binary for percent thrust,
mixture ratio and monitor worda. Fpr discrete s6gnals the data field contalnu
a binary code which identifies the specific discrete command requested. The
binary signal code identifying the discrete cbmmatida are a3 follows:

Code Data Pari

Prestart 011 000000000001 0

Start oil 000000000100 0

Shutdown 011 000000010000 0

2. Data Word Transmission

Figurc 1175 shows the lines carrying signals between the ext,ýrnal super-
visory device and the engine control computer.

a. Output Control Operation

The output control operation tran-sfer• a control field to the engine control
computer wien the external supervisory device addresses this unit. The control
field is the content of a register in the external supervisory device and is
16 bits long.

b. input Data Operation

The input data operation transfers data from the engine control computer to
the external supervisory device, when the engine control computer is addressed.
Eich data word is 16 bits long.
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3. Transmission System

Integrated circuits with 0 to +5 vdc £1veLs bave in inadequate noise margin
for use as drivers and receivers in a digital data trawsmisrion system. The
transmission of dat% over lines greater than a fe!v inches in the presence of
noise requires special drivers a~d reweivers to prevent corruption of the data.
A two wire system (figure 1176) allows re.ectlTm of iommbn-iuode system noise
through the use of differential drivers and receivers. Receivers commonly
reject common-mode noise of +3 volts to -3 vwAts, but higher noise rejection
(+7.5 volts to -7.5 voits) is possible. The dciiver inhibit inpuxt effectively diE-
connects the driver from, txe trwsmiselon line, which a"lowe the connectioi ol
mnre than one driver to the same trafitrmisslon liie without interference.
Normal line irnpedances of 50 to 206 chms are acceptable. TLis transmission
system will be duplicated for tach of the 2C signals exchanged betwien the
external aupervisory device and the eng,ne control computer.
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SECTION III
DYNAMIC MODEL RESEARCH STUDY

A. GENERAL

This report describes the results of that portion of Pratt & Whitney's
Engine Control Development Program (Contract F04611-67-C-0002) which con-
cerned itself with the creation of a Dynamic Digital Model of an XLR129
Engine operating in combination with a Bendix Control System. The Model was
planned for general use as required throughout the program to assist in the
resolution of complex control problems and the possible highlighting of border-
line engine cycle deficiencies.

The dynamic model emerged as a powerful engineering tool. Except for
relatively slow solution rates, which necessitated more than one hour of resi-
dence in the Bendix IBM 360/50 to produce a three second acceleration history,
the XLR129 Dynamic Model proved to be a virtually indispensable engineering
tool with which to predict and correct areas of probably dynamic instability
and/or limiting parameter violations.

Excellent control performance was consistently demonstrated. After a
fruitful preliminary period of trial-and error modifications to Control System
in an effort to eliminate any possibility of encountering dynamic instability,
it became feasible to demonstrate a wide assortment of optimum accelerations,
all well within the boundaries of engine cycle restraints. Furthermore, by
taking advantage of a unique fail-operating design concept, equally fine per-
formance could also be achieved after total sensor failure simulation when the
Control System could automatically revert to its simple open-loop gross mode.

The engine protective loops were shown to have good responsiveness. These
loops too, required trial-and-error modifications before all channels were
correctly compensated and unexpected interactions eliminated. Only then was
the Model able to demonstrate its full protective potential J i those most important
parameters which include pump speeds, transpiration coc .Ang, preburner over-
temperature, and cavitation margin.

The modification of the engine cycle to incorporate a fuel inducer turbine
valve is strongly recommended to enhance power plant integrity. Although
transpiration flow augmentation was obtainable by the expedient of fuel pump
speed and fuel valve area biasing, no technique could be devised w'ch showed
any promise of providing improved fuel purmp cavitation margin on demand. A
fuel LSI turbine valve, similar to the lox LSI design, is strongly recommended
to solve this problem.

Valve sensitivity factocs were established. Use of the Model provided a
particularly easy method of establishing the open-loop engine cycle response
to small valve position perturbations. Even the associated dynamic response
data proved useful in predicting required constants for new compensation
networks.

The early identification, within the engine, of marginal inducer performance
and inadequate cooling proved to be valuable task spin-offs. Dynamic Model
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acceleration studies early in the program clearly indicated that engine compo-
nent sizing could be advantageously adjusted to improve throat cooling and
cavitation margin. The necessary changes were incorporated and the resulting
cycle improvements are reflected in all of the data presented in this report.

B. SUMMARY OF STUDY RESULTS

Dynamic Model operation confirms that the Engine Control System created
by the Bendix (South Bend) System Team is both functionally and dynamically
compatible to Pratt & Whitney's XLR129. The complete system includes the
following basic elements:

1. A Primary Control consisting of a simple system for the open loop
command of discrete valve positions but featuring a program of
time-based logic for automatic safe acceleration bias. Limited
authority trims are utilized to improve the accuracy of achieved
thrust, mixture-ratio and fuel pump speed.

2. An Engine Protection System featuring stable override loops for
fuel pump overspeed, lox pump overspeed, fuel pump cavitation,
lox pump cavitation, transpiration cooling deficiency, and preburner
overtemperature.

The engine will respond to a step command between any two points within
its operational envelope in less than 2.5 seconds with conservatively low level
of all potentially critical parameters.

Simulated flowmeter or speed sensor failure, even during maximum
acceleration, was slown to have only minor impact on performance inasmuch
as the Control System simply reverted to Gross Mode and continued functioning
as usual. Only steady-state accuracy might suffer by the Control System being
non-responsive to a possible deteriorating engine cycle.

A series of tests were devised to simulate engine malfunction of such a
nature that each critical parameter in turn would be forced into that type of
dangerous operating condition which would automatically trigger a corresponding
protective loop. These circuits were shown to react with sufficient respon-
siveness and authority to effectively counteract the unwanted conditions. How-
ever, as previously recommended, the studies do clearly indicate that a fuel
LSI turbine control valve, similar to the existing oxidizer MSI turbine valve,
would greatly improve the fuel pump cavitation nmargin confidence level.

Although the prediction of engine response to small valve area perturbations
resists direct calculation, simple steady-state Model operation can provide this
essential data with relative ease. Surprisingly, this work provided the
unexpected information spin-off that cooperative valve area trim far exceeds the
performance available for a loop which operates on only a single valve. For
example, it was found that the main burner oxidizer valve, when used alone,
exhibited a reversed direction logic from that which might be inferred from its
flow map.
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The Dynamic Engine Model offered a convenient method of predicting the
lowest useable cycle rate for the Flight Computer Program. To obtain this
information, the Model computation frequency was arbitrarily reduced until
control accuracy suffered.

C. OVERALL SYSTEM

The overall XLR129 Control System consists of the following parts:

* Start and Shutdown Logic

0 Primary Control -

Gross Mode

Propellent Trim

Fuel Pump Speed Feedback

* Protective Override System

D. START AND SHUTDOWN LOGIC

Although the scope of this task does not include the implementation of a
Dynamic Model for the study of start-up and shutdown processes, the Bendix
Primary C, ntrol System for the XLR129 Engine does contain applicable logic
based on related model testing conducted at Pratt and Whitney's West Palm Beach
facility.

E. PRIMARY CONTROL

The Dynamic Model of the Primary Control used to record the acceleration
time histories consisted on the following essential elements-

* Gross Control

* Thrust Trim

"* Mixture Trim

"* Fuel Pump Speed Feedback

First the complete Primary Control is implemented. Following this,
flowmeter failure is simulated, thus reverting the system to Gross Control
plus speed feedback. Finally all sensors are assumed to be failed, leaving only
the Gross Control operative. Figure 1177 shows the control characteristics
with all sensors failed.

Acceleration runs with and without fuel pump speed trim are shown in
figures 1178 and 1179 respectively. Figure 1180 illustrates the final control
system acceleration characteristics.
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F. ENGINE PROTECTION LOOPS

Under all normal conditions, the Primary Control wili indeed regulate the
XLR129 throughout its entire operating ernvelope and maintain and adequate
margin of safety for all critical parameters, even during periods of intense
dynamic change. However, with progressive engine deterioration, parameters
other than those required for normal control might very well exceed safe limits.
It was the object of this phase to identify these critical parameters and, by
Model techniques, demonstrate an override system which has the capability of
sharply limiting any tendency for the cycle to exceed a prescribed set of
maximum values. Figure 1181 illustrates the operation of the fuel pump over-.
speed protection system.

The parameters which have been selected for safety protection are listed

below:

"* Fuel Pump and Lox Pump Overspeed

"* Transpiration Cooling and Fuel Pump NPSP

"* Oxidizer Pump NPSP

"* Freburner Overtemperature

G. VALVE SENSITIVITY

Special open-loop runs were made to establish the open-loop engine response
to small valve area perturbations. Typical test data are presented in table CXVIU.
The following essential fntcrmation was obtained:

* Sensitivity factors for each valve at both high and
low power settings.

* Relbistic time -constants for all rotating components
and combustion processes at both high and low
power sett'ngs.

Table CXVIII. Valve Sensitivity Tests, Runs 112A Through
119A, Cycle 8A

Fuel LSI Main LOX PBLOX
R{ef Area A Area A Area A Area A

1. Idle - Median Mixture (Response Time Constant = 0.2 Seconds)

AFV .4240 .4155 (A) .4240 .4240 .4240
ALBT .6*0) .6400 .6272(A) .6400 .6400
ALCV 1.0520 1.0520 1.0520 1.0310(A) 1.0520
AFDV .0390 .0390 .9390 .0390 .0382 (A)
PIFG .2007 .2004 .z027 .2017 .1983
OFE 6.0146 6.0903 5.9645 5.9918 5,9867
OFC 6.6670 6. 7511 6.6048 6,631"1 6.6292
TPp 1862.1 1889.5 1871.4 1863.9 1837.8
SNF 22455 22544 22745 22588 22251
SN1 !to-$15 10714 10884 10788 10607
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Table CXVIII, Valve Sensitivity Tests, fluns 112A Through
119A, Cycle HA (Co icluded)

2. Full Power - Median Mixture (Ilesponse Time Constant = 0. 1 Seconds)

AFV 3.4730 3.4035(A) 3.4730 3.4730 3.4730
ALVT 3.1800 3.1800 3.1167(A) 3.1800 3.1800
ALCV 2.1170 2.1170 2.117G 2.0747(A) 2.1170
AFDV .5000 .5000 .5000 .5c00 .4900(6)
PFG 1.0001 1.0002 1.0084 1.0140 .9864
OFE 6.0390 6.0467 6.0266 6.0030 6.0428
OFC 6.2835 6.2923 6.2696 6.2447 6.2883
TB 2090.0 2093.7 2098.0 2102,5 2075.4
SNF 44439 44462 44734 44980 44003
SNL 23349 23352 23517 23666 23105

H. MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE COMPUTATION RATE
FOR REAL-TIME HARDWARE

The Dynamic Digital Model proved to be an efficient engineering tool with
which to investigate the possibility of using decreased computer cycle timing
a- a method of programming earlier failure information.

The engine simulator, as provided by Pratt and Whitney, operates at a
step size of 0. 001 seconds. Pratt and Whitney determined that the system
models t-e prototype quite well at that rate.

Early in the study, it was estimated that the control computer would require
about 10 milliseconds to perform a complete control computation cycle plus
some self-test functions. The bulk of the digital simulation work was therefore
performed mcdelling this granularity. Comparisons made early in the study
showed no discernible difference between 10 millisecond and 1 millisecond
control rate, and throughout the work the 10 millisecond cycle performed in a
very satisfactory manner.

More recent Work has shown that the prototype control computer could be
successfully programmed to operate at a 10 millisecond rate, if the self-test
functions were spread over a relatively large number of cycles. It would be
convenient. therefore, to have more time per cycle available for these functions.

Simulation with the digital model was carried out decreasing the control
rate to 15 milliseconds. These were performe6 with the complete control
system on a nominal engine acceleration. No degradation in performance or
stability was noted.

Nc simulations were made at rates lower than 15 milliseconds because
certain rotitines are sensitive to the time increment. These could either be
rewritten to iterate for ai solut'on, or the interval could be divided for these
routines, hut it was not deemed urgent to investigate further. Based on the
highest Dntural frequency encountered in the engine system, it is felt that, with
suitable precaution, a computer rate corresponding to 20 milliseconds per cycle
would result in satisfactory performance.
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SECTION IV
FLOWMETER STUDY PROGRAM

A. INTRODUCTION

Fuel and oxidizer flowmeters are required as primary, active feedback
elements for XLR129 engine control system. Accurate flowraate information
is required by the engine control system to prevent fluid cavitation during
transients such as accelerations. Unique requirements for the flowmeter
systems for the XLR129 engine include high flowrates', faEt reeponse, and
installation in short, curved flowlines.

This study program described hi this report provides evaluation of the
selection of the design concept and preliminary design of the force screen flow
sensor for the flowmeter systerm.

B. REQUIREMENTS

The study program for the flowmeters on the XLR129 en4ne was outlined
as follows: The primary objective was to, give bendix the opportunity to conduct
an in-depth tradeoff study of available flowmneter types. The documentation from
the study would permit P&WA to monitor the steps leading to the fiowmeter type
selection.

As a secondary objective, the study was to support the Digital Model
computer research by providing a continuously wvdated estimate of flowmeter
dynamics. The availability of such information would minimize possible lost
research time which could result from creating a model with overly optimistic
component performance.

1. Flowmeter Design Requirements

The flowmeter design requirements for the study program were as follows:

1. Propellants: Hydrogen and oxygen irn liquid states

2. Minimum akid Maximum Mass Flowrates for Each Propellant:
1616 to 10,087 gpmn fuel; 607 to 3135 gpm LOX

3. Maximum Pressure Drop: 20 psi total for 2 series redwndant
flowmeters

4. SIze and Configuration: Fuel meter 6-in. dia, LOX meter 5--in.
dia, suitable for short piping runs

5. rvpe of Flow: Turbulent because of short piping runs anJ high
velocitie&

6. Accuracy: 1% of reading

7. Response: Minimum " cps breakpoint

8. Reliability: Dual redundant flowmeters for duplicate standby
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9. Weight: Minimum, but not specified

10. Electronic Component Temperature Environment: Mounted on
oxidizer heat sinked body

11. Cryogen Compatibility: Hydrogen and oxygen

12. Two Phase Flow: Without damage or performance degradation
after exposure. (Operation per specification not required. I

13. Environments Such as Vibration, Acceleration, Noise, etc.:
Launch and Spaceflight environments not specifically defined.

C. RESULTS OF STUDY PROGRAM

1. Flowmeter Survey

The initial phase of the study program consisted of a survey of existing
flowmeter designs for application on the XLR129 engine control system. One
of the methods used for the survey involved mailing questionnaires and cover
letters, containing general XLR129 flowmeter requirements, to 38 major
suppliers of flowmeters. The type and number of responses are summarized
as follows:

1. Responsive with a proposed design: 17

2. Non-responsive because of no applicable design: 5

3. Non-responsive because of proprietary considerations: 1

4. Non-responsive for unknown reasons: 15

The format for the responses included the questionnaire forms and/o other
appropriate technical flowmeter literature.

A literature survey of pertinent articles and reporL"s,, conducted to
provide the basic principles ana concepts for evaluation of the various types
of proposed flowmeters for the XLR129 engine control system.

A third type of survey for the flowmeter study consisted of visits to the
Pratt and Whitney West Palm Beach facil ty, the NASA Marshall Space Flight
Center and Eastech, Inc. The visits to P&WA and MSFC were made to obtain
information accumulated from extensive ,xperience and testing in the flowmeter
field. The P&WA flowmeter evaluation personnel conceded that the XLR129
flowmeter requirements were extrer4 ely difficult, and different from previous
flowmeter applications. P&WA suggested consideration of volumetric turbine
flowmeters based on the extensive h!story ot lhis type in cryogenic applications.
Also P&WA suggested that pressure drop devices be considered since this type
of flowmeter is rpadily adaptable to flight hardware and is capable of providing
che required response time. The pupts: cŽ! the survey visit to Eastech, Inc.
was to investigate a relatively new potentially promising vortex shedding type
of flowmeter for application on the XLR129 engine control system, The vortex
shedding flowmeter, which was demonstrated in both alt and wkaer, provioes a
volumetric flow output signal, has a 100 to I range and has ,no moving parts.
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Further description of the vortex shedding flowmeter is provided in the sections

of this report covering design evaluation and trade-off studies.

2. General Design Evaluation

A preliminary general design evaluation was made for the flowmeter designs
proposed in the responses for the mail survey. The pertinent data for the
proposed designs from each of the responses is included in the Summary Chart
shown in table CXIX. The background and experience with volumetric turbine
flowmeters are demonstrated in the Summary Chart which shows the volumetric
turbine principle utilized in eight of the proposed designs. Two additional
proposed designs consist of angular momentum turbines which provide a direct
indicated true mass output. The vortex shedding type and the hydrodynamic
oscillatory types are similar to each other in principle but different in the
method of mechanization. Thermal heat transfer between an externally heated
element and the fluid is related to mass flow and is determined by temperature
measurements in two of the proposed designs shown in the Summary Chart.
Another proposed design utilizes a venturi and measured pressure drops. The
remaining design on the Summary Chart is the force screen flow sensor. Two
additional designs were proposed which do not appear on the Summary Chart
because of being received too late in the program. One of these consists of
a pressure drop device designed for laminar flow and, therefore is not suitable
for the XLR129 flowmeter application. The other proposed design not included
in the Summary Chart is a therm&l heat transfer type which is similar to the
two thermal flowmeters indicated in the Summary Chart. in conclusion, the
Summary Chart shows the following 6 basic types of flowmeters:

1. Angular Momentum (direct true mass) Turbine.

2. Volumretric Turbine

3. 1,'orce Screen

4. Vortex Shedding, Hydrodynamic Oscillatory

5. Thermal Heat Transfer

6. Pressure Drop

The preliminar design evaiuation resulted in a reduction of the 6 proposed
design types to the 3 types most suitable for the XLR129 flowmeter application.
The angular momentum turbine type of flowmeter was eliminated from consid-
eration because of the following:

1. General lack of durability -- in some designs, overspeed
problems occur as a result of high velocity gaseous flow,
Also some designs have an excessive number of moving parts.

2. Installation requirements

3. Configuration compatability.
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Table CXIX. Summary of Flowmeter

"O)erating hX1icated Cr(ryogenics Configluration RIesponse A.urai.• .Maximum
Princi)ltv (Output Compatibility x Comlnatibility Time. Pressure Drop

(3 inch total msee Per I'lowmeter
length for 2 flow-
meters in seriest

I. IMlack Sivals Angular Trite Mass Present models Poor 600 0.25 - 1.00 Iw
itryson, Inc. Momentum are not suitable. Excessive length

Min. low temp.
is -50° F.

2. Porter Acro- Anguiar True Mass Yes Poor. 2 - 5 0.1 Low
nautical Corp. Momentum Exce• :.e length

3. Daniel Volumetric Volumetric IHate Some models are Poor. Data Data Low
Industries. Inc. Turbine designed for cryo- Excessive length Unavailable. Unavailable.

genie applications.

1. Flow Technology. Volumetric Volumetric Hate Yes Poor. 3 0. 1 to 0.5 4 psi
Inc. Turbine Excessive length Low

5. Il'&T Corp. Volumetric Volumetric Itate Yes Poor. Low 0.1 Low
Turbine Excessive length

IG. Itockwell Mifg., \olumetriec Volumetric ltate Not Standard Poor. Low 0.15 <5 psi
Inc. "rhlline Excessive length

7. Ioxhoro Volunmetric Volumetric itate Yes Poor. 6 - 25 0. 2 to 0. 5 <6 psi
Turbine Excessive length

4. Sentry kalddle Wheel Vott•in.ta I;:tk, No Length average Low V. of full- Acceptable
Equipment Co. Volumetric but unacceptable scale"Turbine

9. Itotron 'ontrols ýkiuirrel ('age Volumetric IRate Not applied to Letgth average 100 - 300 0. 5,, of Data
Volumetric date. Modifica- but unacceptable reading unavailable
T'urbine tions are re-

qui I red

111. (juantam Volumetr, Fither True Mass Y'es Poor 3 - 15 0. 1,' 4\Vol- Low
lvnami',s inm. Turbine with or Volumetric Excessive length metric)

ID'nsi t I'low Pate
Compensation

I. Itendix I'orce Screen With lFitfer True Miass Yes Good Configuration 2 ItI 5 psi
or Withoit IDensity or Volumetric provides minimum
Compensation Flow Rate length design

12. Vastech Vortex Shechding Volumetric Rate Not stated irr Poor 4500 0. 5; 19 psi
literature, Ibt Excesqive length
methM sh tuld be

compatible with
cryogenics

13. (VG8 Scientific Thermal Truev Mass PRresen( d'esign Poor <1 2", of Low
('oil). not compatible Fxcessive length reading

hi. Thermal Ins;r. Thermal True Mass Yes, but noi Data unavatlable 1000 - "000 0. 51; Do ta
Co. devk+'V)p(5 unavailable

15. Fischer I lldrodr nant. Volumetric Rate Yes Data unavallable About 50 0. 5-,' of rate D1atn
Porter Co. tmcillatory una.ailable

1I6. Hlow-fMvne Venturi- Prm-ssiire if'or.. Yvs Poor Data Y, Full Scale Fow
Engineering IPressure ential .r Vclloclt. Excessive length unavailable

Measurement Squared

*The data provided in this table was taken from letters, data sheets and brochures from flowmeter manufr eture
In response to Bendix inquires for Information concerning flowmeters for the XLR129 engine.



y of Flowmeter Survey Results

.Maxmum IVangeabilit. Abilitx te Withstand Iwo Weight Development Tolerance For
Pressure Drop Phase Flow Status Vibration and
Per flow meter Nois,

00 Low 13:1 OK within density limits Present models are Models on market 1 g Vibration
of model. 53. 300 lb/hr heavy for industrial since January 1969.
3f 1.3 lb/ft3 

gas. use. Hlowever, develop-
Acceptable. ment Is required.

Low 15:1 to Gas velocities up to Average Essentially pro- DL-t unavailable
30:1 350 ft/sec duction

Acceptable

Low 3:1 to Will not tolerate two Models were designed Commerically Poor for vibration
Ic. 10:1 phase flow. Would require for minimum weight, available and noise

bypass venting of high Average
velocity gases.

4 psi 20:1 High overspeced capability Data unavailable Data unavailable Data unavailable
Low

Low 20:1 Acceptable Average Production Acceptable

<5 psi 70:1 Undetermined Ileavy Production 'ndetermined

<6 psi 24:1 Overrar4,e flow of 1501; Average D)evelopment re- Data unavailable
of maximum rated flow quired

Acceptable Data Leakage problem Average Stock Item Probably acceptable
unavailable

D)ata 10:1 Acceptable Average Produ(tlon Acceptable
uvv •ailable

- Low 24w: I Acceptable Average Production Acceptable

5 psi 10:1 Acceptable Lightweight Development Acceptablc
required

19 psi 100:1 Acceptable Lightweight De •vlopment Acceptable
required

Iow 100:1 Present design uot Average R & 1) required Acceptable
compatible

IData 10:1 t Acceptable Lightweight Development Acceptable
unavailable 500:1 re(quired

itc Data 20:1 Acceptable up to some Average Feasibility models Within limita
unavailable unrspecified miomentum under test. Farl,

limit dIveloniv'-n, stage

ale Low Data AcevptahT;I hligh Indistrial Production Aeceftable
unavailable application

ter rnanuf cturers
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The, volumetric turbine design was retained for further consideration because
of previous experience and testing of this type of design in cryogenic applications.
In general, the volumetric turbine designs are more durable and have fewer
moving parts than angular momentum turbine designs. The thermal heat trans-
fer designs were eliminated from further consideration because the thermal
design concept involves sampling in a flow line with non-uniform velocity
distribution. Furthermore, the thermal type has not been developed for
cryogenic applications and has probable inadequacies in response time and
accuracy. Pressure drop devices such as venturi's were also eliminated
from further consideration for reasons similar to those given for the thermal
heat transfer designs. Therefore, the volumetric turbine, vortex shedding and
force screen concepts were retained for further detailed consideration for the
XLR129 flowmeter application.

3. Evaluation of Design Concepts

The three flowmeter concepts selected for detailed evaluation are as folluws:

1. Volumetric turbine

2. Vortex shedding

:3. Force screen.

Since none of the three flowmeter concepts provides a direct mass flowrate
output, the fluid density must be either measured or computed and combined
appropriately with the flow sensor output for inferential mass flowrate measure-
ment. The three methods selected for determining fluid density are as follows:

1. Vibrating vane densitometer

2. Honeycomb capacitance densitometer

3. Computation of density from pressure and temperature measurements.

Therefore, detailcd evaluations were required for both the flow sensor and the
method of determining density.

4. Recommended Flowmeter Design

The recommended flowmeter design for the XLR129 engine control appli-
cation consists of a force screen flow sensor and a densitometer which computes
fluid density from temperature and pressure measurements. Figure 1182 shows
a schematic representation of the recommended flowmeter system which utilizes
an open loop force screen flow sensor with mechanical spring restraint for the
force screen. The three inputs to the flowrneter system from the fluid are drag
force on the force screen, temperature and pressure. The fluid drag force F,
is proportional to the produce of density times volumetric flowrate (or velocity)
squared pV2 , for a given flow area and force screen. The !-)rce, F, on the
force screen is restrained b) square law springs which peic a deflection
proportional to the square root of density times volumetric llo\kTate, (.F) (V)
(figure 1179). A linear pick-up is used to provide a flow sensor output proportional
to the square root of density times volumetric flowrate, i-) (,! .
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The volumetric turbine, vortex shedding and force screen concepts were
evaluated, and the advantages and disadvantages for each concept were listed
as trade-off considerations showr In table CXX.

Engine mount considerations are included in the trade-off list as installa-
tion and flow conditioning requirements and size and configuration. Installation
and flow conditioning requirements refer to straight lengths of flow line in front
of the flow sensor. Location of the flowmeter in the short, curved flow lines
between the low speed inducer and the turbopump is a major consideration in
the selection of a flow sensor concept. The velocity distribution in the short,
curved flow lines will not be uniform even if straighterAng vanes are incorpora-
ted in the flow lines, and therefore, the vortex shedding concept which samples
around the bluff body will be subject to errors related to velocity distribution.
In contrast the force screen concept senses flow over the entire flow area, and
if the force screen concept is properly mechanized, an average flow is measured
in a flow with a non-uniform velocity distribution.

Other important considerations for selection of the flowmeter concept in-
clude response time and pressure drop. The engine control system requires
a flowmeter with a fast response to provide system stability during rapid
accelerations and decelerations of the engine. Furthermore, the pressure
drops in the flowlines caused by the flowmeters must be minimized for maxi-
mum operating efficiency. The vortex shedding meter requires a sampling of
100 pulses to average out random variations in the vortex oscillation
phenomenon. Using LOX as an example with a 6-inch diameter flow line, the
time for 100 pulses is 0.857 seconds at rated thrust and 4.47 seconds at idle.
The estimated pressure drop for the LOX flow at rated thrust is 23 psi per
flowmeter. Improvement in response tine can be achieved with an increase
in pressure drop. For comparison, the force screen flow sensor li ts a
response time in the range of 0.002 to 0.005 seconds and an estimated pressure
drop in LOX at rated thrust of 2 to 4 psi. The volumetric turbine concept was
unacceptable because of non-uniform fluid velocity distributions in the short,
curved flow line and the general size and configuration of the tvrbine flow
sensor.

In summary, the main trade-off considerations for the evaluation of the
flow sensor were:

(1) Engine mount considerations - included as "installation and
flow conditioning requirements" involving sampling vs sensing
over the entire flow area. Also "size a' d configuration."

(2) Response time

(3) Pressure drop I
Therefore, based on these trade-off considerations, the force screen

flow sensor is the recommended design concept for the XLR129 engine
control system application. 1
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The densitometer for the recommeiaded flowmeter design utilizes a temp-
erature sensor, a pressure sensor and the on-board computer as shown in
figure 1182. Temperature and pressure values are sent to the computer for
analog to digital conversion. The computer utilizes appropriate thermodynamic
property equations for computation of density. The square root of density,

p. is computed and multiplied by the flow sensor output (roportional tov/V)
t provide the desired mass flowrate output from the flow system.

Mass flow rate P--'f-- V = pV

p = density

V = volumetric flow rate

SPP INLS F - ORE I pAV
2  

2 2

6 - DEFLECTION V1P C

F p• DV
2  .OUtPUT V 2

SLVDT PICKUP

fORCE SCME1H

FORCE SCREEN FLOW SE14SOR

TD V
I'S - OUTPUT - MASS

I TEMPERATUR SENSOR ICOMPUTER FLOW RATE

-ENSIITY

PP P
T TEMPE RATURE

PRESSURE SENSOR

A545)- 205

Figure 1182. FPowmeter Schematic

5. Force Screen Flow Sensor Mechanization

'various methods of mechanization were considered for the force sureen

flow sensor. Considerations included the following:

1. Open loop versus closed loop design.

2. Use of either linear or square law springs for open loop
design.

3. Support of the force screen on either the circumference or a
center position.

4. Type of spring design such as cantilever springs, circular
diaphragm springs, helical tension and compression springs, etc.
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5. Use of springs for screen support and also restraint for open
l,,op design.

6. Type of displacement transducer including linear variable
differential transformer, strain gage, and capacitance types.

7. Flowmeter requirements for XL11129 engine including short
curved lines and non-uniform velocity distributions.

The proposed mechanization for the force screen flow sensor Is :;hown in
the sketch in figure 1183. The design is a oaic open loop system with the
force screen supported and restrained at a center location by two circular,
corrugated support diaphragms. The support diaphragms have a square law
force-deflection characteristic to provide screen deflections proportional to
the square root of density times volilmetric flowrate. The support at the center
of the screen is accomplished by mounting the support and restraint diaphragms
inside a center support structure which is suspended from the flowline by four
radial support and straightening vanes. A linear variable differential trans-
former is used as the displacement transducer and is located on the flow center-
line. A damping coil is mounted near the outside of the force screen and located
in a magnetic field provided by the permanent magnet to provide system damping
If required. An electrical signal which is suitably phased with the LVDT output
is sent to the damping coil to stabilize the system for sinusoidal input
accelerations.

The design mechanization shown in figure 1183 allows non-uniform velocity
distributions since the total fluid drag force on the screen is indicated as an
average measured deflection at the cc-.ter of the screen. The two support
diaphragms provide the desired square law longitudinal restraint along with an
extremely rigid lateral restraint. In addition the LVDT transducer is relatively
insensitive to lateral deflection of the LVDT core.

PERMANENT MAONET
IVOT PICKUP

CIENTER SUPPORT STRUCTURE

CORE DAMPING COIL

AUPpO11T A"*
-STIAIGHT NING

•OIUIIINNSID DIAMETER

JfINO II 4 ETRAINT A

SUPPORT DIAPARAGMI

PbNd kuhN.

Fi,1ure 1183. Force Screen Flow Sensor
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1). SUMMARY, IIECOMMENI)ATI(ONS AND (ONCLUSI(NS

The flowmncter study program has provided a stuvey of flowmneter concepts
and availal)le flowmeter designs for application on the XIA1029 engine control
system. The advantages. and disadvantages of the most relevant flow sensors
an densitometers were listed and used in a trade-off study for selection of a
recommended flowmeter system design. The recommended design consists of
a force screen flow sensor and computation of density from measured values of
temperature and pressure, although the ute of pressure may not be required
for the oxidizer system.

Preliminary design of the flow sensor and an error analysis for the flow-
meter system were also included in the studY program. The essential design
features of the reconiimended flow sensor include the following:

1. Basic open loop system.

2. Force screen supported -and reictramed by two Oircular c'nrugated
diaphragms having square law deflection characteristics.

.. LVDT deflection pickup on the flow centerliuie.

4. Provisions for electromagnetic dampling, if required.

5. Acceptable for wide range of non-uniform flow velocity
distributions.

The following recommendations are suggested for further study of the
flowmeter system for specific applications on engine control systems:

1. The flow sensor configuration should be firmly established
and included in a design layout of the flowlines for the XLR129
engine or its successor.

2. Flowmeter performance requirements, including accuracy and dynamics,
should be studied using the digital computer model program for the
anticipated engine control system.

3. A , ..•,Ld developmernt program phase is recommended for the
force screen flow sensor described in this report. Design layout3
would be prepared, and further study of potential problem areas
would be included in this phase.

In conclusion the recommended flowmeter system, consisting of the force
screen flow sensor and density computation from temperatures and pressures,
is suitable for supplying the mass flowi-ate information for the engine control
system which provides the required control and protection for the engine.

1
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SECTION V
ELECTROMECIIANICAL VALVE

CONTROL SYSTEM

A. INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of a feasibility study of electromechanical
valve control systems for tbh Pratt & Whitney XLR129 Rocket Engine.

Trade studies were conducted on the basic components of the system such
as servomotors, transducers, transmissions and electronics as well as on
the system approach to be utilized for the fail operational system requirement.
The major development areas of electromechanical valve control systems are
outlined in this report.

The major conclusion of this report is that electromechanicai valve
control systems are feasible for applications such as the XLR129 Rocket Engine.

B. SYSTEM SELECTION

Both AC and DC electromechanical systems were studied for feasibility
for the XLR129 rocket engine. Both approaches have been dotermined to be
feasible for this application.

The preferred approach utilizes brughless DC servomotors and is shown
in figure 1184. The servomotor, transmission and posilon sensor would be
close-coupled to the cryogenic valve and would therefore be designed for
operation at cryogenic temperatures. The electronics associated with the
servo loop would be designed for operation at temperatures no less than -650 F.
The electronics would bc packaged so that logic functions would be in the
computer and the remaining electronics would be in a separate temperature
controlled environment.

-r5"F TO 0F CRYOG1NIC TFMP_

U L[DIGUITAL INPUT/ SERVO) LOOP011-
COMPUZY KR O/VrPUTv COUNI kUýýCET11TOR 1'9

II

T N 41,VD )
DUAL BRUSHLESS 1X' "tN L i

F;,XIV D INF VALVE

Fl-.ire 1184. Electromechanical System Selection
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Both AC and DC approaches can hc designed to meet the pvrformance
requirements for the XlII29 rocket engine. The major reason for, the
preference of DC over AC for this application is becaise of the reduced input
power required by the brushles3 DC servoinotors with respect to the
AC servomotor.

C. SUMMARY AND COMPARISON (OF AC AND DC SYSTEMS

Table CXXI shows a weight breakdown for fail operational AC and DC system

approaches. As can be seen, the total system weight dces not vary signifi-
cantly for AC or DC approaches.

Table CXXI. System Weight Breakdown for
Complete Engine Control System

Component AC (Ib) AC (lb) DC (lb)

Servomotors 12.2 8.4

Position Sensors 5.0 5.0

Transmissions 90.0 82.0

Fail Operative Electronics 3.0 6.0

Total System Weight* 110.2 101.4

*This estimate does not reflect connectors and cabling due to unknown

installation requirements.

The major difference between the AC and DC system approaches is shown
in table CXXII, which summarizes the peak power conditions for the four valves.
The peak power was determined for each valve by multiplying the maximum
load torque by the maximum dynamic velocity of the valve. The peal: dynamic
velocity was established by applying a ±2% thrust ariplitude at the servo loop
h~ndnass. As can be seen from the table, the eff~cien,- of the L,6 ,ppuoa,;,
lr app,.. ximately 50 per cent higher than the AC approach. If not for the
assumption that the primary source of available power is AC, the comparison
would be still more favorable for the DC syr-tem approach.

Table CXXIII summarizes the peak start-up poweA' requirements for AC and
DC approaches. Again, the assumption is that the primary source of power

is AC. The total peak start-up power is 539 watts for a DC system approach
and 821 watts for an AC Py.tem approach. The peak start-up power was
calculated for each valve by multiplying the peak load torque in the start-up
regime by the average slow velocity during start-un. Also contained in
table CXXMI are the start-up times associated with the three valves having a
start-up requirement. Deviations from the 200 ms original requirement will
be required for the P/B fuel valve and the main ox vaive to ;ninimize the
electric power required for start-up and also Io keep the dynamic operating
point far enough away from the stall point on the torque-speed curve of the
servomotor. The critical P/B ox valve has been designed to have a 100 ms
start-up capability.
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Table CXXII. P'eak Power Summary

+ C : "I I AlDc M lt ACV 10)( 1 1118 7 .,I ACI full %I AZN

1) it 0)ý 157 157 212 212 231 564'1 2904 1159 362 569 '4 .43 27 C5

P' n ruu.l 50 I o I 74 64 8: 181 j104 I203 130? 2031 3H. 5 24, 6

MAIN OX 254 254 3,ý11 358 :1389 1 854- 487-. -90-2- -610 _902 -11. 6 28.1r3

LSI 137 137 193193.1 21 46 0 62 517232 517 42.0 j 26.5

745. 7 WATTS IlP
BI1CM DkUSHLESS DC MOTOR

ACM 2 PHASE AC MOTOR
* 1 2 IPI ý 1/2 Pin .8 F6 *V

"Plo L,.ad Power P" Supply Powel
P-n Motor Output Powelr P Line Power tAC)
P'mi M oto)r II put Power

Table CXXmrT. Peak Start-Up Power Summary Table

Plo Pino P0i11 Ps PL(Wat ts) (Wa t t ) (Wa t ts (Wa tt S) (th'at i)

I1l1CM AC ID(' %1 AC nrclM AC BD13CM AC RD?0 1C

Ptn OX VALVE':
78 78 105 10)5 114 250 143 281 178 281

START-UP 104) MS

P1 13 FUEL VALVE

24 24 34r 36 40 MG 50 96 62 9 r,

MAIN OX VALVE

START-LIP 5)0 I 125 125 17,,17 I 1741 420 239 444 299

t:A(' 821 Watts,

Figure 1185 shows the power distribution of the system with the efficiencies
associated with the electrical supply processing.
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Figure 1185. Power Distributi~n

D. DESCRIPT IO OF ELECTROMECHANICAL SYSTEM

This section of the report discusses the overall electromechanical system
features and philosophy. The basic system chosen (see figure 1184) controls
valve position by closing a loop around a brushless DC servomotor-gear train
combination. This basic approach is feasible for controlling the valves. The
required dynamic performance is feasible for the electromechanical valve
control rystem. The system described in this section is a fail operative sys-
tt,, Thus twi failures arc rcq-irc! . a given servo loop in order to lose
control of the valve.

The major features and concepts of the valve control system are presented
and discussed below.

1. Reliability

The system reliability objectives would be built in from the ground up by
considering each piece part, derating, materials selection and processing to
optimize individual MTBF's for the application. Going beyond parts selection,
tho olintrtmecaUcal mccha,,t:.ation enh,:-n. .- , bystem reliabiiity by limiting
the marriage to electrical ann mechanical interfaces in conjunction with the
redundancy and test concepts which provides for alternatives after 1st and
2nd failure occurance.

2. Simplicity

A determined effort has been made to attain the simplest basic system
motor-electronics drive consistent with minimum weight objectives. In addi-
tion, the ground rules and redundancy concepts which are subsequently explained
are predicated on simplicity rather than complexity or sophistication. Other
approaches to attaining a fail-operative system imposed increased weight,
lower MTBF, and test complications.

3. Partitioning

Independence of subsystems from other systems can be very advantageous.
In this case considering the Electromechanical System as a subsystem, and
recognizing that the four valve schedules are interrelated, the subsystem
accuracy and failure survival are dependent on all variable parameters.
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The failure analysis of the etigine actuating systems and variations in
performance are subject to both internal and external influence.

From the pcrformance point of view, direct coupling of the electronically
controlled motor to the valve via a gear train provides a transfer path
independent of pneumatic pressure changes either steady state or dynamic.

From a failure point of view, the redundancy philosophy is dependent on
the ability of the fluid forces to load and back drive the valve and gear train
and motor shaft until the valve reaches a closed position. In addition, switch-
ing provisions can be provided to suit the application in order to guarantee an
automatic or manual capability of disconnecting a motor hardover.

4. Redundancy

The following statements reflect a conglomeration of ground rules,
assumptions, conditions and limitations which serve as a rationale for the
redundancy mechanization.

1. Each engine has four valves.

2. Er.gi:.e performance is critical (time and magnitude relative
to all valve positions).

3. Each valve actuator shall remain operative after a first
failure.

4. Each valve actuator shall be operative or provide intelligence
reflecting valve position after a second failure.

5. Any combination of 1st and 2nd failures shall not result in
a condition which precludes a programmed slaved or controlled
engine shuidown.

6. The valve has prime reliabilit'

7. The gear train has pirime reliability.

8. The motor shaft and bearings have prime reliability.

9. The on time is relatively short thereby allowing a concept
of testing the "off line" Servo Amplifier and switch over
capability prior to final system usage.

10. The "off line" Servo Amplifier is unmonitored after initial
test. A subsequent failure although improbable is allowed
since failure of the "on line" Servo Amplifier is detected by the
monitoring system which initiates a switch over the standby
channel. The undetected failure would appear to be a 2nd failure
which when sensed would revert the particular actuator to an
automatic back drive shutdown profile.

11. Only DC voltage command signals are provided.
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12. Only IDC voltage nosition information will be. accepted for
monitoring.

13. All monitoring and decis*ons will be accomplished by the
main computer.

14. Appropriate "engage-disengage" switch over logic will be
provided pending application.

5. Redundant Operational Philosophy

Figure 1186 reflects the redundant provisions for the actuator. It includes
an "on line" servo amplifier, an "off line" servo amplifier and four position
indicators. Two of the position indicators are used as feedback paths for
the servo ampli2er while the other used as feedback paths for the servo
amplifier while the other two (#3 and #4) are used as backup position indicators
for slaving of the other three servo loop electronics associated with the other
three valves should both the "on line" and "off line" servo loops fail.

I/0 ACTIVE ON LINE

VC1

(DELAYED) C
C1 LOGIC

(NO DELAY /A
RtEQ'D.) 4 C3 C

LOG IC23(OESM
C,4

LOGIC /If.;

C2
(DELAYED) C LOIC

WAD OFF LINE

Figure 1186. Fail Operative Mechanization Including
Quad Feedback Provisions

Monitoring of the servo loop and feedback electronics is ac,'iomplished with
comparators which detect an error and provide the appropriate logi which is
operated on by the computer, in turn, executing the command to automatically
compensate for the failure.

The "Fail Operative" intent is satisfied as follows:

A test rout ae is executed which demonstrates that the entire mechanization
is operational including the ability to switch over from the "on line" to "off
line" and return to "on line" servo. The purpose of this test is to provide a I
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confidence that the "off line" Servo Amlplifier forward loop and the switen over
capability are functioning properly. Since the mission time is relatively short,
the probability of two failures occurring within that time span is unlikely but
should they occur, the b"ckup slaving technique precludes damage to an engine.
As a result, a motor model and associated transients with switching are
eliminated which increases MTI3F, decreases weight and allows the standby
loop to be in a ready state with little power dissipation in the output staige since
no load exists.

6. Motor Electronics Con..i.ations

The Brushless DC Motor was chosen for its efficiency which facilitates
small size and weight by allowing the excess heat to be thermally conducted
into the cryogenic sources.

An additional advantage is related to the complete subsystem partitioning
between the electro-mechanical actuator and the mechanical valve. The union
of the two systems is accomplished with compatible mechanical interfaces of
tl*e gearbox and valve.

The "AC Induction Motor" requires that cryogenic fluid be ported through
the motor for cooling to limit the maximum temperature rise. All other
single motor comparisons are relatively equal.

Another important aspect of the study is brought out when considering
the electronics associated with the power stages. For the AC motor, a low
noise (RFI) - high efficiency power stage is available featuring Silicon Control
Rectifiers which are switched "on" and "off" at relatively low current levels.
For the DC motor, a high noise (RFI) - high efficiency power stage is available
featuring bi-polar switching transistors which form a bridge network for each
of two commutator control windings.

The net result is that of trading off "RFI and weight" against "system

partitioning. "

7. Monitoring

The monitoring functions have been allocated to the digital computer.
This not only minimizes the hardware and test requirements (to demonstrate
a fail safe status) but, allows flexibility in setting thresholds and interpretation
of information provided by the Actuator Electronics.

Figure 1186 reflects the comparator locations intended. This concept
would be applicable to any dual command-quadruple feedback mechanization.

The total engine control is represented in figure 1187. Each of the valves
will have a complement of redundant electronics, dual motor, gear loop,
and quad transducers. A variety of packaging options can be provided as
required to satisfy installation integrity.

The location and packaging of power conditioning units may be treated as
necessary, again consistent with the particular application.
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Figure 1187. Engine Control System

8. Maintainability
I

The Electromechanical Actuator System will be packaged in four separate
units. The Electronics Assembly will house all of the servo loop and condition-
ing electronics, the Transduucr Assembly will house the four transducers,
the Motor Assembly and Gear Box Assembly will be separate assemblies but
they may be treated as a pair in order to maintain a control on useful and
reliability since a prime reliability factor has been assigned. A prime
reliability factor would be enhanced by a well defined and controlled preventative
maintenance and overhaul procedure.

A computer programmed test routine serves the purpose of establishing
confidence prior to use and facilitates fault detection and isolation.

Each of the valves therefore has a complement of electromechanical
hardware which enhances maintainability by considering packaging, functional
grouping, channel separation, and test to demonstrate operational capability.

9. Repairability

Each assembly is repairtble as eparate units and to lower levels as
follows:

1. Electronics Assembly - Functionally related groups of circuits will
be located on subassemblies which are suited to direct replacement
consistent with the packaging and weigh reduction optimization. Each
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of the subassemblies will contain components which are removable
and replaceable. A component may be a two or more lead discrete
part or multiple lead operational amplifier, or hybrid package.
The cost of the damaged component being replaced will vary but the
design will ultimately reflect trade offs of structural integrity,
weight, cost agreements pending future commitments.

2. Transducer Assembly - In the case of RVDT's (Rotational Variable
Differential Transformers) matched sets of high reliability and long
MTBF are being considered. At the moment, it is anticipated that
repair of this unit would not be practical considering useful life
expectancies.

3. Gear Box - Since this unit must have high reliability, and that its
useful life can be established, only the housing should be considered
as a reuseable item assuming that bearing or gear deterioration
should preclude any subsequent use of those parts.

4. Motor - The Brushless DC Motor will be a repairable item. The
bearings woulJ be the only part which we would anticipate replacing
automatically since prime reliability has been assigned to them and
the shaft. With nominal use, all other parts of the motor should
have a long MTBF but the mechanics would allow replacement when
necessary. The AC Motor can also be repairable, again with bearings
being the most frequently replaced item.

E. DEVELOPMENT RISKS

The major development risks associated with an electro-mechanical valve
control system for the XLR129 rocket engine are presented below.

1. Electronics

The major development associated with the electronics described in this
report is that which would be required to extend the operating range of the
electronics below the present temperature range of -659 F to +160 F. Many
suppliers of semi-conductors were contacted during the early phases of the
program. They indicated that the development of electronic circuits to operate
at cryogenic environments would require extensive in-house experimentation
and development as well as overall industry backing.

2. Lubrication

I)ry film lubricants are the only feasible type of lubricant that can be
considered for this application. Some development will be required to obtain
lubricants capable of handling the contact stresses in the transmission gearing
without generating high friction with subsequent loss of efficiency.

3. Position Sensor

Some development is anticipated relative to materials and temperature
comnpensation of the rotary variable differential transducer.
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SECTION VI
PNEUMATIC VALVE CONTROL SYSTEM

A. INTRODUCTION

This section describes the results of the study effort conducted by the
Bendi,; Corp. concerning the feasibility of pneumatic controllers to actuate and
control four principal propellant valves on the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
XLR129 Rocket Engine. It is concluded that pneumatic controller systems are
indeed feasible for applications such as the XLR129 rocket engine.

The actuation problem is consi~ered from an overall system point of view.
An attempt is made to take into account the total system requirements with
respect to vehicle-engine-control interiaces as they affect and influence:

* Energy and power requirements.

* Engine mounting and interconnections.

* Energy regulation and conditioning.

* Startup and shutdown provisions.

As an overall feasibility investigation, this report aims to identify and pin-
point major and pertinent system features, both favorable and unfavorable.
Further studies aimed directly at selected problem areas are identified and
recommended.

B. SYSTEM SELECTION

A pneumatic valve controller system is recommended for the XLR129
engine because:

"* It satisfies all current performance requirements.

"• It integrates with the engine cycle naturally mid easily.

"" It requires minimal external power for flighit, startup and shutdown.

"" It possesses growth potential to accommodate improved performance,
orbital restart capability and additional actuation functions including
thoe with very high power requirements such as gimbal actuation.

"* It utilizes proven concepts and requires no major development risks.

" It compares favorably with other motive concepts with respect to cost,

weight and reliability.

Analysis shows that the high speed pneumatic motor is capable of meeting
all of the current performance goals established for the XLR129 engine actua--
tors including the start and shutdown speeds and the stringent frequency
response reqtuiremcnts.
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C. Summary
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By utilizing the gas energy avuilable in the engine cycle, the total integra-
tion of the pneumatic system is relatively straightforward and natural. For the
XLR129, it is suggested that some of the energy is an existing igniter cooling
circuit be utilized. This scheme taps available energy and requires no separate
or extra supply. The abundarnce of high pressure gas in the engine cycle also
suggests that pneumatic actuation Is a natural choice.

Minimal external gas and electrical power is needed for startup and shut-
down. For a typical start, the pneumatic system will require approximately
1/3 pound of helium gas and 30 watts of electrical power. Shutdown and/or
prestart requirements are essentially the same. Flight operation requires
about 15 watts of electrical power on the average and a maximum requirement
of approximately 30 watts, with all of the gas power coming directly from and
returning to the engine cycle.

C. SUMMARY

Pneumatic actuators meet all known operational requirements for the
XLR129 engine application, with suffic!ent growth potential to meet increased
requirements.

1. Total System Weight

Four motor-valve assemblies 15.4 lb
Filters 0.3
Pneumatic lines and manifolds 3.4
Regulator and check valves 5.6
Helium cutoff valve 1.0
Supervisory electronics 1.0
Electrical cabling and connectors 2.3

Subtotal 29.0 lb

Four transmissions 97.0 lb (37)

2. System Power Requirements

At steady-state, holding against 30 percent maximum load.

Hydrogen flow 0. 2 Ibm/sec
Electrical power 15 watts

At steady-state, no load.

Hlydrogen flow 0. 12 Ibm/see, AP = 300 paid
Electrical power 9 watts

Maximum running requirements.

Hydrogen flow 0.7 Ibm/see. 1&P = 300 psid
Electrical power 30 watts
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Start and shutdown requirements.

Helium 0.3 lb , AP = 300 psid
Electrical power 15 waiT

25 watts maximum for 250 msec

Prestart requirement

Helium flow (fill plus leakage) 0. 044 Ibm + 0. 057 Ibm/sec
Electrical power 15 watts

3. Reliability of Components

Motors and valves

Prime reliable
Gas filtration for contamination protection

Transmissions

Prime reliable

Electronics

Triple redundancy of supervisory electronics.
Failure detection by monitoring position error and feedback
conditioning circuits

Torque motors

Dual windings - prime reliable
Contamination protection provided

Pneumatic distribution system

Manifold and piping - prime reliable
Regulator - double redundancy
Chcck valves - double redundancy

Electrical cabling and connectors

Prime reliable
Shielded, protective conduits provided

4. Cost Considerations

Two motor sizes satisfy all actuators.

No major advancement is state-of-art required.

Development of proven cryogenic environment concepts suggested.
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Materials
Lubrication
Seals

Hardware, piece part, costs are reasonable.

D. DESCRIPTION OF PNEUMATIC CONTROLLER SYSTEM

The pneumatic controller system for the XLR129 engine utilizes L, system
pressure regulator and four pneumatic motor-transmissioh assemblice, powered
by a portion of the engine ignition case liner cooling flow, and providing:

"* Closed-loop positioning of each engine control valve.

"* Sequencing for start, in-flight and shutdown operations.

This section describes the complete i)neumatic controller systcin from
several points of view:

"• General System

"* Pneumatic Interface with Engine

"* Electrical Interface with Control Computer

"* Pneumatic Actuator Assembly

1. General System

The pneumatic controllee system described herein consists of the following
major functional elements:

"* Four Actuator Assemblies

Torque motor-valve
Motor
Transmission
Feedback transducer
Filter

"* Energy Regulation and Distribution System

Pressure regulator
Helium solenoid valve and check valve
Fuel check valve
Inlet and exhaust manifolds

"* Electronic Control and Power Supply

Error computation and dynamic compensation
Current amplifier
Feedback conditioning
Cabling and connectors
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Four independent valve controlter assemblies were designed to meet the
steady-state and dynarnic requIrements of each of the engine fuel and LOX
valves (see figure '1i88).

Main burner LOX valve
Low speed inducer LOX valve
Preburner LOX valve
Preburner fuel valie

One electrical connector and two pneumatic conneetbons interface each con-
tm oiler with the engine and the electronic control unit.

p D Wx -. DSCHARGE MANIFOLD

TO IGN•1TON CASE UNER

PARALL~r•L COOLING F •IE UUM SUPPLY
FLOW CIRCUIT CHECK VALVE& AND

I AlP $ 1UEL

WS LOX..._ rUr , INLET

S~PRESSURE
REGULATOR

Figure 1188. XLR129 Pneumatic Valve Controller System

2. Pneumatic System Interface With Engine

The pneumatic system of four valve controllers (figure 1189) uses a portion
of the available fuel flow of the Ignition case cooling circuit and returns the
flow to the engine after use. As shown in the sketch on the facing page, hydrogen
is taken from the transpiration cooling flow heat exchanger exit and regulated
to a constant pressure level above the exhaust pressure of the engine transition
case for use by the parallel arrangement of the pneumatic motors. For all the
motors to produce 30 percent of their maximuin design torque, 1/5 lb /seec
hydrogen flow would be required. A bleed -2s supplied across the regulated
pressure drop to make up the additional cooling flow required by the balanced
engine cycle.

For either prestart, start or shutdown, a signal from the control computer
opens a solenoid operated cutoff valve in the helium supply line to the pneumatic
motor circuit. By an arrangement of check valves, the higher pressure gas,
either helium or hydrogen, is admitted to the pneumatic system for running the
motors and the lower pressure gas line is kept closed. In this manner, the
opening and closing of the solenoid cutoff valve need not be critically tinied.
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For an engine start, the system requires approximately 1/3 Ibm of
helium gas. Shutdown and/or prestart requirements are essentially the same.

CONTROL COMPUTER

I I
ENGINE VA LVE I

START VALVE POSITION
SHUTDOWN REQUUi,;Sr F/B_ J•'C'HK I

He Fiur 19 nm cl Dg

1127

H2 VALVEI

REGU LA TOR FLOJW

F'S

MAN F/B

Figure 1189. Pneumatic Flow Diagram
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3. Electrical Interface With Control Computer

The supervisory electronics are a part of the control system computer
package and provide:

* Error computation.

* Dyjiamic compensation.

* Feedback conditioning.

The supervisory electronics for each actuator (figure 1190) compares the
position commanded by the engine control unit with the actual position of the
actuator output, sensed through a feedback transducer, to generate an error
signal. It dynamically compensates, amplifies, and conditions the erroL signal
to command a new position output of the torque motor located in the pneumatic
actuator assembly. This torque motor movement displaces a followup type
slide valve supplying penumatic power to the motor. The motor runs until the
electrically sensed actuator output nulls out the commanded position. In addi-
tion, the state of the error signal is sent back to the engine control computer as
an indicator of actuator health.

CONTROL SYSTEM ENGINECONTROL UNIT
DIGITAL COMPUTER EGN OTO NT ~ I I Y

-COMMAND

I I
I I

T 1  SUPERVISORY ELECTRONICS

I ~ I)

CURRENTI AMP
I I

HeOR H2  TO IGNITION CASE

IF B

VALVE MO'l[DTOR _GEAR TRANSý POSITION OUTPUT
TO VALVE

INDIViDUAL VALVE CONTROLLER

Figure 1190. Functional Block Diagram Electronic
interface of Pneumatic Controller
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The electronic supervisory package will be an integral part of the enginle
control computer package. It is estimated that the supervisory electronics tor
four actuators will add one pound and 13. 5 cubic inches to the engine control
unit. The power required by the supervisory electronics to operate the torque
motor, feedback transducer, and error conditioning circuits will be supplied
from the engine control unit. Engine prestart, start and shutdown requires a
maximum of approximately 30 watts of electrica! power. For normal engine
operation the estimated power requirement is 15 watts.

4. Pneumatic Actuator Assembly

Each of the four engine valves is controlled and actuated by a specifically
designed modular assembly consisting of:

* Torque motor.

* Slide valve.

"* Gear motor.

"* Speed reducer.

"* Feedback element.

Three of the valve controllers provide a rotational output, and the fourth
provides a linear output to match the requirements of the engine valves. A
sketch showing the modular package effect of a valve controller assembly is
shown in figure 1191.

Each valve controller assembly will have a single electrical connector to
provide power to the torque motor and feedback transducer. It is estimated
that the electrical harness and connectors required for the four valve controller
system will weigh 2.3 pounds.

Each valve controller will have two pneumatic connections, a supply and
a return line to the motor-slide valve combination. A third pneumatic line,
venting of leakage, is shown on the assembly sketch, but is not included in
the overall weight due to the questionable size and length re-quired. The
supply line to each valve controller is either 0.250 or 0. 375 inch diameter
tubing, according to the motor size, and originates from a 0.625 inch
diameter supply manifold. The return line from each valve controller is
either 0. 375 or 0. 500 inch diameter tubing leading to an 0.875 inch diameter
discharge manifold.

Using a steel tube wall thickness based on a maximum tensile stress of
50, 000 psi and a maximum line pressure of 5000 psi, the estimated tubing
length and weight of the system are:

Helium Line 24 inches 0.4 pounds

Supply Manifold 110 0.7

Discharge Manifold 88 1.1

Fittings (12) 1.2

"OTAL 3. 4 pounds
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E.~ Development Areas and Further ConsidezUtonfi

I. Luibrication

2. Materials

3. Seals

4. Transmission Protection

5. Weight Trade-Off Studies
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VALVE CONTROLLER UNIT
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VALVE
,STRQKE

Figure 1191. Valve Controller Unit for Preburner LOX Valve

E. DEVELOPMENT AREAS AND FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS

During the course of this study, the following problein areas were noted.
These may be resolved by modifying system design criteria, or may be
answered by a more thorough search and analysis, or may require develop-
ment effort for solution. Most of the problem areas relate in one way or
another with the cryogenic environment.
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1. Lubrication

Dry film lubricants appear to be most suitable for the cryogenic environ-
ment. Motor and transmission gears may be coated with either Everlube 812,
Inlox 44, or other dry film lubricant. Bearing lubrication may be provided
by special polyimide retainers or equivalent.

2. Materials

Study of materials other than A-286 stainless steel suitable for valves,
sleeves, and housing is rccommended. Possible use of ceramics for slide
valves should be considered.

3. Seals

Seals will be an important problem area. The output seals can he similar
to the types used for the engine control valves. High ipeed motor seals
represent a definite development area. Double seals on motor shaft with
venting between seals may be a solution for the dynamic seal. The static
sealing problem may be lessened or alleviated by a vented dome cover over
the complete motor-valve assembly.

4. Transmission Protection

Consideration must be given to protect the transmission if the engine
control valve strikes a physical stop, as, for example, at shutdown. This
may be accomplished in a number of ways:

* Design valve for overtravel in the shutoff position.

* Modify shutdown schedule to prevent damage.

0 Incorporate a clutch or other limiting means.

5. Weight Trade-Off Studies

Investigation of other transmission types is indicated to achieve a balance
between system weight, performance and cost.
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SECTION VII

SENSOR STUDY

A. GENERAL

This section describes the results of the Bendix Corporation effort on
that portion of P & WA's Engine Control Development Program (Contract
FO 4611-68C-0002) which concerns itself with a trade study between select
individual sensor types from the broad family groupiugs of rotational speed,
liquid or gaseous pressure, combustion temperature, anid cvyogenic
temperature. Each candidate design was examined in detaill and relative
performance factors identified to build a secure foundation upon which to
base final selections for the sensing requirements of the XLR.29 Engine
Control System.

1. Rationale of Judgement

Factors of prime importance that were used to heI• guide the final choice
of sensor types included accuracy, reliability, repeatability, and environ-
mental restraints. In addition, particular ettention was given to interfacing
sensors with the system as a whole for ease of conditioning, selecting and
monitoring individual signals. This approach enhances the probability that
the final selection of components will indeed optimize the system.

2. Recommendations

As a result of the trade studies contained herein, the following sensor
types have been chosen for use in the XLR129 Engine Control System to
measure essential parameters:

a. Rotational Speed of Main Pumps and Inducers

Eddy-current sensors are rccommcnded for the measurement of
rotational speed in combination with associated circuitry which provides the
necessary logic to select between dual redundant master and standby signal
sources at each pump.

b. Combustion Temperature Associated With the Main Turbines

Dual Chromel-Alumel thermocouples, positioned in groups of four down-
stream from both main pump turbines, are recommended to protect the hot
section rotating components, with associated analog-to-digital conversion
circuitry, providing not only the highest temperature selection logic but also
supporting data of such a nature that the main computer can be programmed
to reject "unreasonable" readings and favor an alternate probe.

c. Propellent Inlet Temperatures

Platinum resistance tcnsors are recommended to monitor the tempera-
ture levels of both cryogenic propellents, with associated analog circuitry,
providing not only signal cornditioning but also the necessary logic to select
the middle value of three redundant probes at each measurement station.
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d. Liquid and Gaseous Pressures

Thin film strain elements, vacuum deposited on a metallic diaphragm
with ceramic film insulation, are recommended to monitor all liquid and
gaseous pressures, with associated analog circuitry, providing not only
signal conditioning but also the necessary logic to select the middle value
of three redundant probes at each measurement station.

B. ROTATIONAL SPEED SENSING

1. General

When interfacing with digital software, as is the case with the XLR129
Engine Control System, rotational speed sensing can be readily implemented
by simply measuring the length of time required for a single shaft revolution.
Thus, the proposed system will count the number of master clock pulses
which occur between consecutive passages of a given pump blade. The speed
probe will sense the arrival of the blade and instruct a counter to receive
clock pulses. The next arrival of the blade will cause the counter to empty
its data into temporary storage ready for processing and simultaneously
initiate a new counting cycle.

Three such types of blade-proximity-detecting devices were examined
for this study, including the eddy-current device which was ultimately
selected to be best suited for this application:

a. Capacitive

b. Electromagnetic

c. Eddy Current

2. Speed Sensor

The pump speed sensing arrangement is shown In figure 1192. Each of the
four pumps has a master sensor and a standby sensor which provide redun-
dant pickups. Every speed sensor has separate and individual signaJ
conditioning circuitry, which is processed and checked by the signal failure
rejection logic. The selected sensor signal is sent to computer, which
determines the pump speed.

3. Comparison of Speed Sensors

The advantages and disadvantages of the three sensor types are pre-
sented in table CXXIV.

a. Capacitive Sensor

The principle advantage of the capacitive sensor is its uniform
performance, which is independent of whatever metal is used to form the
pump blade. The blade is a capacitor plate, and as the distance between
the blade and sersor changes the sensor capacitance (C < 0. 7pf) is
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altered ( A C < 0. 07pf). However, the disadvantages associated with this
type sensor are considerable. The sensor output will vary if the sensor
moves so that its distance from the blade is changed, or if the dielectric
constant of the insulating material is modified by impurities or temperature
fluctuations. In addition, the cabling from the sensor to the electronic
circuits introduces a capacitance (10-50pf/ft) which can change with tempera-
ture and cable motion. In this case, the cable can be a noise generator,
which may distort or nullify the sensor data. This type has been eliminated
from contention because of the unreliability of the output. Also, commercial
units are not available for the XLR129 temperature range ( 200K).

M1ASTERM1 RMN1 ATR FT
'TM IF PUL.S. -.----- *COMPUTER

TRAIN BE•WMES NON-
-'XISTENT. OTHERWISE

ATi TRANSMIT TO COMPUTLER PROB
2) 1? TEST (1) CAUSED - FAILUVE

WEJErToN TANSMIT WARNING
STAN B .

KýASTE1) REJECT MASTER IT PUIASIX RTXAIN BECOMES NON-
EXIS•E.T, OTHERWISE
TRANSMIT TO COMPUTER

2) IF TEST (1) CAUSED -REJECTION TRANSMIT
STANDBYU

MASER i)REj=C MASTER IF US

PURL 1TRAIN BECOMES NON-
SEXISTENT., OTnHRWISE
AR'rTANSMI• TO COMPUTER
REJECTION TRANSMIT

STANMDB Y

MA3TER 1) REJEcT MASTER IF PULS1
IN TRAIN BK01MES NON-

EXISTENT, OTHERWISE
STANDBY TRAXSMIT TO COMPUTER

IF TEST (1) CAUSED
REJUBIFICG TRANSMIT
STANDBY_

L FOUR PUMPS TWO BLADE-PULSE SIGNAL SIGNAL SELECTION AND'

PROBES/PUMP CONDITIONING FAILURE REJECTION LOGIC
CIRCUITRY

Figure 1192. Pump Speed Sensing Arrangement

Table CXXrV. Pump Speed Sensing Arrangement

Advantages Restrictions

Capacitive Performance does not 1. The cabling to the sensor
Sensor depend on what metal introduces capacitance

the blade is composed variations.
of.

2. Holding the distance between
plates is difficult.

3. The insulation resistance
may change.

4. Commercial unit temperature
range unsatisfactory.
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Table CXXIV. Pump Speed Sensing Arrangement (Concluded)

Electro- 1. Self-generating 1. The metal blade must have
Magnetic output. magnetic properties.
Sensor

2. Low impedance 2. Commercial unit temperature
output. range unsatisfactory.

3. Sensor can be remote
from electronics.

Eddy 1. Wide range of blade 1. Sensor and associated
Current conductivities permit electronics are costly.
Sensor satisfactory

performance. 2. Temperature range restricts
number of commercial units

2. Insensitive to lateral available.
shifts between sensor
and blade.

3. Sensor can be remote

from electronics.

b. Electromagnetic Sensor

The main advantage of this sensor is that it requires no electronic
circuits (except pulse shaping if necessary). The sensor may be remote
from the unit receiving the data, and the distance between the two is
governed only by how much degradation, caused by the cable capacitance, of
the sensor signal is acceptable. The great disadvantage associated with this
sensor type is the requirement that the blade material have magnetic proper-
ties. Present blades are composed of titanium, and a piece of iron would
have to be inserted in each blade. The magnetic material of the blade niodi-
fies the magnetic field of the sensor, and this change generates a voltage in
the sensor coil. This material requirement is considered too restricting
and also unnecessary. Consequently, this type was eliminated from the
competition. Also, small units, operable at cryogenic temperatures, are
not commercially available.

c. Eddy Current Sensor

This sensor will operate with any metal blade, and sensor movement
produces only small variations in the sensor output. These variations can
be compensated for by the sensor's electronic circuits. In addition, the
cabling from the sensor to the electronics does not affect the sensor signal.
Consequently, the sensor may be placed at a distance from the sensor's
electronic circuits. A standard pigtail length of 5 feet is normal. Microdot
275-3802 cable pairs with BNC connectors and may be used to connect the
sensor to the conditioning circuits. A sensor with a 0.375-inch diameter
and a 1-inch length is functional for a range of 0 to 0.05 inches. This type
sensor and the associated interfacing circuits are expensive, but the system
is versatile and practical. The temperature range limits the choice of a
unit, but satisfactory commercial units are available.
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C. Temperature Sensors

1. High Temperature Sensors

2. Low Temperature Sensors



C. TEMPERATURE SENSORS

1. High Temperature Sensors

The location of the preburner sensors has been m( ved downstream of
the turbines. This location now sees a maximum temperature of 18000 F,
which is well within the range of chromel-alumel thermocouples. Chromel-
alumel thermocoupjes have been selected because of their proven reliability
and high signal level (25mv/° F) and accuracy (W0.76%). The maximum
operating tenperature of chromel-alumel is 25000F, which fs adequate for
the maximum temperature of the turbine exit (1727.60F). A listing of
various temperature sensors is shown in table CXXV for comparison and
reference purposes.

Various processing techniques of the eight temperature sensors have
been considered and a ramp comparison A/D technique has been selected
for use in this system. Several schemes for converting temperature data to
computer data were considered and the ramp conversion, which is more
direct, will meet the speed and accuracy requirements.

The A/D configuration, as shown in figure 1193, consists of three basic
parts; namely, the ramp generator, comparators and the digital circuits.
Analog outputs from the temperature sensors, ranging from 0 to 10 volts,
are connected to 8 input comparators. The comparator outputs, in turn,
are connected by a summing circuit to 3 amplifiers. Each amplifier com-
pares a threshold voltage with the summing junction to control a counter.
Data presented by the counters to the computer represent the median
temperature of the sensors, %second highest temperature reading and the
highest temperature sensor.

The A/D operation begins with a clock signal from the CPU to start a
10-volt ramp generator and counters. When the inplt comparator detects
that the sweep voltage is larger than the sensor input the comparator output
switches from a low to a high state. As the fourth sensor is detected, the
summing junction voltage exceeds the threshold voltage (E4) of the amplifier.
The amplifier output swiiches from a high state to a low state and stops the
counter. The conversion from an analog voltage input to a digital word is
similar for the other counters.
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Table CXXV. Temperature Sensor Data

Full Range,
Snsors -F Accuracy, F or hrecent, Over Range, 'F

The r-iiocouples ISA Standard Limits ISA Special Limits

V4F 0 to 4530
Chroniei/Alumel -300 to -2500

.3/4% ý530 to f2500

4F 0 to 4530 2°F 0 to +530
Iron/Conetantan -310 to +1400

3/4% +530 to 41400 3/8% +530 to 41400

2% -150 to -75 1% -300 to -75
Copper/Consta'.tian -310 to 4750 1-1/2'F -75 to 4200 3/4°F -75 to 4200

3/4% +200 to 1700 13/8% 1200 to +700

Platiniam 10t1 5°F 432 to 41000
itt+21/2% 41000 to 42700

Tungsten,/Tungsten 8°F +32 to 800 a

261t Rhenium f32 to 45200
Tungsten 5% '1% +800 to +4200

Rhenium/Tungsten
26%- Rhenium

Resistance The rmometers
Platinum (high puvt'iy

strain-free) -435 to +900 0.01°F, limited range; 0.05%, full range

Platinum (commercial
purity) -320 to r2000 0.2%, full range

Nickel -320 to t800 0.4%, full range

Balco -320 to 4500 0.4%, full range

Semiconductor
(germanium) -458 to -400 0.01F, full range

Semiconductor

(thermistors) -40 to 4300 0.05°F, limited range; I°F. full range

Bimetallic Thermometers 0 to 1000 2°F, limited rang:; 10'F, full range

Liquid Filled

Thermometer
(glass stem) -328 to 1800 0.05°F, limited range; I°F, full range

Liquid Filled
The rmomete r
(metal bulb) -150 to 1700 2'F, linited range; 5VF, full range

Quartz -80 to '482 0. 00005'?F, 10 sec sample period
Thermometer 0, 05% linear
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Figure 1193. Preburner Selection, Conversion, and Monitoring

A block diagram of signal selection and failure rejection modes Is shown
In figure 1194.

2. Low Temperature Sensors

Platinum resistance sensors are recommended for all the low tempera-
ture applications. Platinum exhibits an extremely predictable change in
resistance wiLh temperature in accordance with the Callendar-Van Dusen
equation.

I- a~o -TaT _1)(TI (T 1) 3]T
PT/RO=1+a[T-(l(0 ( 10 -B) T I(100) (1)

Where: RT Resistance at T °C

R= Resistance at 0"C

S,¢, • =Constants for each platinum element

The Callendar-Van Dusen equation is applicable down to the boiling
point of oxygen (-182.97 C). Below this temperature, the equation is re-
placed by a table of Resistance vs. Temperature.

Below a temperature of -260"C, the sensitivity of the platinum resis-
tance sensor devreases rapidly, however, the lowest temperature that will
be measured will not be below -254"C. The boiling point of H is -252.7"C
at one atmospheric pressure and, in order to prevent cavitatio of the pumps,
some pressure greater than one atmosphere will be present at the point of
temperature measurement.
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Figure 1194. Preburner Temperature Probes

Rather than require several sensor types for each temperature range,
platinum was selected for all the temperatures except the highest (e. g. pre-
burner temperature). This choice was based on several important factors
which are listed below:

1. platinum resistance range (13.510 K to 755.770 K)

2. range of temperature sensing (19.62°K to 277.61+K)

3. high accuracy (±. 01°F over limited range)

4. ease of signal conditioning

5. proven reliability

D. PRESSURE SENSORS

After evaluating the various types of pressure sensors currently avail-
able, the recommended type is the thin film strain gage (Statham Model
PA822). Its major advantages are: high accuracy, low sensitivity to
temperature effects, good static and dynamic response, may be excited with
AC or DC, low sensitivity to shock and vibration, and continuous resolution.

Strain gage transducers can be categorized into two general classes; the
unbonded strain gage and the bonded strain gage. The unbonded strain gage
is a strain sensitive wire which is attached between a fixed reference point
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and a movable force collector. The parameter to be measured causes the
force collector to move, thereby changing the length of the strain wire. This
produces a change is resistance through the gage factor of the strain wire.
The bonded strain gage is similar in principle, except it is entirely att-chee
by an adhesive to a member whose strain is to be measuLed. The force
collector generates strain in the metal member by operating it is a tension,
compression, or bending mode.

The force requirement of the unbonded strain gage is very low since it is
only necessary to displace the small strain gage filament. This permits the
design of small size and low range, as well as high range transducers. The
force requirements for the bonded strain gage are higher, sirce it is
necessary to displace the metal member to which the strain gage is bonded.
Therefore, design limitations are encountered in small size and low range
applications. Since the bonding adhesive and backing material are in the
force path, the accuracy of the measurement is affected by these materials.
The commonly used adhesives and backing materials are of the epoxy type,
which restrict '.he use of the bonded strain gage in radiation and high-tempera-
ture envirna ments.

Conventional strain gages are made from metal and metal alloys in wire
or foil form. The strain gage may be a single straight section or a grid
pattern of the desired configuration. For the commonly used strain gage
materials, the gage factor is from 2.0 to 5.0. T'ie higher gage factor
materials tend to be more sensitive to temperature and less stable than the
lower gage factor materials.

A new development in the strain gage field waj made with the introduction
of the semiconducter strain gage. This device is basically a bonded strain
gage using doped silicon as the material. By controlling the dopant in the
silicon, the strain gage properties can be optimized for a specific application
The silicon strain gage generally provides a higher gage factor than the
metal strain gage, but with higher temperature coefficients. Gage factors
from 50 to 200 are typical, either positive or negative.

In unbonded strain gage transducers, a metal substrate is used to provide
the desired mechanical properties, and a ceramic film is vacuum deposited
on the metal to provide the required electrical insulation. The four strain
gagcs are then vacuum deposited on the insulator. They are electrically
connected into a bridge circuit by vacuum deposited interconnecting leads.
These multiple evaporations are made during a single pumpdown by using
multiple sources and appropriate substrate rrask patterns.

Lead wire is attached to the film by microcircuit techniques such aJ
welding and thermo-compression bonding of small noble metal wire. With
the attachment of lead wire, the thin film sensor is complete. Its construction
is entirely inorgazic because only metal and ceramic materials are used.
The lead wire attachment is made directly to the film and does not use an
intermediate solder or brazing compound. Then the sensor is packaged into
a finished transducer using conventional transducer assembly techniques.

The sensing element may have any configuration, but in this application,
the pressure transducer element will be a flat diaphragm.
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A typical bonded strain gage weighing 1 1/2 ounces is made by thi Kistler
InsLrunient Corporation, useable within a temperature range of -320°F to
+3000P. Fuil scale output is 30 millivolts with a source impedance of 350
ohms. Their model 402 is a bonded strain gage in a four active arm
Wheatstone bridge in a one cubic inch configuration.

The reeonanended twibonded type is the Statham Instruments Corporation
Model PA822, designed for use between -320 and +80° F and for pressures
between 0-15 to 0-5000 psia, while the Kistler bonded unit is restricted to
0-300 to 0-2000 psia. The Statham Unit weighs 4-1/2 ounces and occupies
about two cubic inches.

A special problem ;.hat exists in using this pressure sensor is the time
required for thermal equilibrium at cryogenic temperatures. Discussions
with the manufacturer, Statham Instruments, have yielded a proposed
solution for this problem, however. Normally, an isolated sensor may take
up to 3 hours to reach thermal equilibrium when taken from a room tempera-
ture environment and subjected to oxidizer temperature. iiowever, by
grouping all redundant sensors in close proximity, and mounting them on a
substantial heat sink, which in turn is mounted on the oxidizer lin3, the
thermal equilibrium time factor should be drastically reduced. Prellminary
estimates indicate that this time factor can be made in order Gf 3 to 5
minutes by utilizing this technique.

The bridge resistances in the unbonded type can be made in the range of
350 ohms to 5000 ohms which permits optimizing the transducer bridge
design. Each leg has the maximum area consistent with other design
factors in order to permit internally generated heat to be dissipated over a
substantial area. The strain gage bridge is separated from the metal
sensing element by a thin film of ceramic inoulation which has a bigh thermal
conductivity. Thus, the strain gages are effectively heatsinked to the
sensing element. High resistance bridges permit higher excitation voltages
at the same power input. This increases the output voltage level and provides
a higher signal-to-noise ratio. A typical circuit utilizing a thin film Ptrain
gage is depicted in figure 1195. T~ble CXXVII compares various, electrical
displacement transducers.

Block diagrams of signal selection and failure rejection modes for both
Pump Pressure and Cooling Pressure are illustrated in figures 1196 and 1197
respectively.

E. MEDLXN SELECTION CIRCJIT

Since most of the input sensor signals will be triply redundant, a median
selection circuit will be utilized. Tho philosophy of the median selection
approacn is based upon the fact that if one sensor fails in either a high or
low condftion, the correctly operating median signal is still selected.

The median selection circuit that is recommended for this application is
shown in figure 59. Since there are three inputs (E , E , E3 ) it is possible
to bave eight combinations at the output of the comparatdrs. Of these eight,
two are "don't care" conditions and therefore aids in reducing circuitry. By
means of NAND logic, the median control signal (E1,, EC2, or EC3) selects
the median sensor signal EMj as shown in figure 1198.
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Figuru 1196. Pump Pressure Sensing
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FIgure 1.197, Cooling Pressure Sensing

COODITONED SIGNAL COW.AATONS

... ZO 4N CONDITIONS
A1 E1 . AK + AK- 4' iS 4Al -i3 + Ai

SE 2 -"-- .ABC +
E3- APC+ AVC

RNAD wGic MSmt•ATIo• I

A "-

'C2 Le A 7f

Figure 10t8. Typical Signal Selection and i'allure Rejection Process
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The objective of this program was to demonstrate the performanee and mechanical
integrity of a 250, 000 lb thrust reusable rocket engine deaignated the XLR129-P-1. The pro-
gram, sponaored by the Air Force Rocket Propulsion laboratory, was accomplished by Pratt
Whitney Aircraft at the Hlorida Research and Development Center and consisted of design and
analysis of all engine components arid the demonstrat.or engine. Fabrcatlon and testing of the
critical major components was also accomplished. This effort was the second phase of the
Air Force Cryogenic Rocket Engine Advanced Development Program. Project 2 of Program
Element 63048F. During che first year, experimental evaluation was conducted In the areas of
a fixed fuel area preburner Injector, hydrogen cooled roller bearings, compact pump Inlets,
lightweight nozzle fabrication techniques and selected control valves. These tests provided
the background needed for the design of these particular components. During the second year,
the design of all conmponents and the demonstrator engine was completed. The engine was
designed to operate with liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen propellants, uses the staged c'om-
buston cyele, includes a variable thrust, and a variable mixture ratio capability. During the
third year, fabrication and testing of certain components such as the preburner injector,
transition case, and fuel turbopump was accomplished. Critical control system components
such as the preLurner oxidizer valve, the prelmrner fuel valve and static seals were also
tested ard evaluated. These tests demonstrated the feasibility of these components. The
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